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ABSTRACT 
1 he present study 'Urbanization under the Sultans of Bengal during 1203 
to 1538 A.D\ gives a detailed account of various urban centers under the 
Sultanate. These include Gaur. Pandua (Firuzabad), Satgaon, Chittagong 
(Chatgaon), Salimabad (Burdwan), Sunargaon. Devikot and Miinapur. All 
these areas were political, cultural and commercial centres of the Sultanate of 
Bengal and contributed a great deal in furthering urbanizing in the process of 
the whole Sultanate. The present study has been carried out in a sequential 
manner and has been divided into five chapters. 
Chapter first deals with the historical background of the Sultanate of 
Bengal. It has been subdivided into three sub chapters namely i.\) 
Geographical tfistory of Bengal (B) The establishment of the Sultanate and 'ts 
expansion and (C) The administration of the Sultanate of Bengal. 
As we know that geographically Bengal is situated on the eastern part of 
India. The word Bengal is short name of Banglah, derived from the word 
Banga originalh being the name of few southeastern districts at the mouth of 
the Ganges. The name Banglah (anglicized Bengal) came to be applied r; a 
much wider area covering the lower courses of the Ganges and ihe 
Brahmaputra. 
h is a well-known fact that geography plays a great part in shaping the 
political life of a country and helps in moulding the social and cultural pattern 
of its people. The physical features and natural peculiarities indeed, influence 
the Hie and culture of the land. The history of a country cannot be proprrl^ v 
appreciated without the knowledge of its geography. Hence an idea oi 
historical geography of Bengal forms an essential prologue to the study ot iis 
socio-culturc and urban life. 
In writing the history of Urbanization under the Sultans of Bengal 
during 1203 to 1538 A.D., a study of its geography is indispensable for more 
than one reason. First it was in this period that a broad and distinct geo-political 
entity of Bengal emerged. Secondly, it was under the Sultans of Bengal that the 
geo-regional and geo-political units of Bengal evolved out of numeroas 
fragmented but corresponding territories of linguistic homogeneity, which 
ultimately gave birth to the rise of the idea of individualism. Thirdly, the 
natural features of this region, which were and even now are peculiar to it. 'eft 
distinctive marks on the socio-cultural institutions, mental out look, way of !'fe. 
food, dress, manners and customs. 
Geographically Bengal has the most remarkable feature of its lancsccf^  e 
the network of rivers formed by the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, the Meghna and 
its numerous tributaries. Infact the alluvia oi' these rivers brough. 'he 
surrounding land surface into existence. Many primary and modern sou.ces, 
provide the geographical description of Bengal. 
hicorporation of the territories of Lakhnauti and parts of Bihar, a disi-nct 
Muslim principality emerged under the leadership of Muhammed Balvhnyar 
Khalji in the early 13"' century (1203 A.D.). Since the foundation of Muslim 
rule, EJengal got the status of a separate geo-political entity in history. Ihe 
earliest reference to this distinct unit in the eastern most corner of India is 
found in Tahaqat-i-Nasiri. The successors of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji. W\ 
Mardan Khalji. Iwaz khalji and Nasiruddin Mahmud, all maintained their 
independent rule in Bengal. The Ilyas Shahi and Husain Shahi were the t^ vo 
ver\ powerful dynasties known for their contribution in the establishment of a 
powerful self-sufficient economy with prosperous urban centers. 
Ali Mardan issued silver coins and extended the Sultanate D> 
conquering the areas around Lakhnauti. Minhaj-us-Siraj says that Ali Mardan 
Khalji sent his armies in different directions, and brought the surrounding area.^ * 
of Lakhnauti under his sway. Besides, Bihar contmued to be part of his 
kingdom and formed a part of the territory' controlled by his successor Iwaz 
Khalji. 
Iwaz Khalji also issued coins and organized the army, he was bestovied 
the investiture from the Caliph. 
In 1342 A.D., Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah, the foster brother of Ali Mubarak 
Shah succeeded his brother and founded the Ilyas Shahi dynasty. Ghiyasuddin 
Azam Shah grandson of Ilyas Shah was the greatest and most famous of the 
Ilyas Shahi Sultans of Bengal. He devoted himself more to the tasf of 
consolidation, conquest and annexation. He ruled over a vast territory of 
Bengal which is evident from the name of mint towns namely Firuzabad and 
Jannatabad in the west. Muazzamabad in the east, Satgaon in southwest and 
Chittagong (Chatgaon) in southeast. 
1 ._. .i-.Oi>i> 
Jalal-ud-din Muhammad Shah the son of Raja Ganesh ruled over Bengal 
from A.D. 1415-1432. The author of Riyaz-us-Salatin calls Jalalud-Din 
Muhammad as an able ruler because he consolidated and extended the 
Sultanate of Bengal. His coins are known from the mints of FiruzabaJ, 
Sonargaon. Satgaon. Chittagong (Chatgaon) and Fatahabad. (modern FaridoL=' 
district in Bengladesh.) 
The accession of Alauddin Husain Shah marked the beginning of a nev\ 
dynasty of rulers. They are referred to as the Husaini or Husain Shahi dynasty. 
The period of Husain Shahi dynasty was marked by peace, prosperity and all 
around development. It turned out to be self-reliant not only through the effoits 
made by the ruling elites, but also by the active as well as sincere participation 
and co-operation of the people of Bengal. 
Sultanate rule thus gradually penetrated in all directions and laid Its 
control over fertile hinterlands as well as arteries of trade. After the 
establishment of independent Sultanate, the Sultans introduced a highl> 
centralized bureaucratic administration in Bengal, which considerably 
weakened the feudal system. The induction of local people in administration 
helped in creating a secular society with cosmopolitan character. The absence 
of Jizya and other extra taxes such as, pilgrim-tax, taxes on grazing fields and 
levies on the other small scale industries run by the rural people, ^he 
participation of the local people in the state services, particularly in the military 
and revenue department, are the direct as well as shinning examples of the 
changed nature of the polity established in the 13"^  century. 
The second chapter: 'Factors contributing to Urbanization' deals with 
the factors through which the rural character of the places changed into urban 
character. This chapter has three sub sections- (A) Pilgrim places (B) Min' 
towns, and (C) Trade. 
The rise and growth of Muslim society, no doubt, was the result of the 
combined efforts of the rulers, migrants and the Sufi saints. The social fabric of 
the Sultanate was of highest order where people belonging to different faiths 
and religions li\ ed together in harmonized friendly relations. The society was 
knitted in such a manner that it was almost impossible to distinguish between 
people of different faiths. All sorts of interactions took place between people of 
different faiths, which resulted in common practices, and customs. One of the 
great sources of convergence was the veneration of tombs and Dargahs. Ihis 
led to the intermingling of cultures, which got further ascendancy due to the 
direct stimulation visibly given by the Muslim scholars and Sufis. The Sufis 
established their Khanqah and Madrasa, i.e. educational institutions m 
different places, which were surrounded by well-qualified people, and as such 
a very dense population surfaced around these Khanqah and Madrasa. This in 
turn gave rise to well-planned Bazaars (market) within the domain of these 
Khanqah and Madrasas. The center of Sufi order was one of the important 
factors that led to the rise of some urban centers like Lakhnauti. Sonargaon. 
Pandua (Firuzabad) Satgaon and Chittagong (Chatgaon). 
The initial phase of urbanization can be attributed to the emergence of 
new towns and cities and the re-emergence of the older ones. To start with, the 
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Sultans invited learned men: traders and landholders in to the city from certain 
towns in their territory and made them reside there. One very significant aspect 
of this period is that wherever the Muslims settled down their settlement? 
ultimatelv changed into urban settlement from the point of social, political and 
economic view point. The urban ethos of the Muslims seems to have been the 
prime reason for this transformation. 
The second most important factor that contributed to the process of 
urbanization was the foundation of mint houses. The establishment of mint 
houses resulted m the circulation of coin money that made business and trading 
activities veiy smooth. In this regard the contemporary sources reveal that all 
kinds of transactions buying and selling were done by coined money. The 
foundation of mint houses led to influx of people to these places, Gradually th'' 
population around these mint houses grew in numbers and this resulted in the 
formation of new mint towns having all the necessary requirements. These nint 
towns were Muhammadabad, Syedabad, Husainabad amd Fatahabad etc. 
Bengal flourished economically and its commercial relations with 
China, Indonesia and Malaya peninsula and other parts of the country remained 
uninterrupted even during the period of military engagements. The coin-hoards 
unearthed from Bengal and Bihar contain along with the coins of Bengal rulers, 
the coins of Delhi, Bahmani and Jaunpur Sultans. These coins established the 
fact that commercial ties through merchants and traders remained uninterrupted 
and unbroken. 
The third chapter: "Centres of Urbanization' is also divided into three-
sub sections (a) Capital City, (b) Provincial Headquarters and (c) Cultural 
Centers 
The process of urbanization picked up at a very fast pace with the 
foundation of the Sultanante of Bengal under the Khalji's. Gaur, the capital 
cit> of Pala's, now assumed a new face-lift as Lakhnauti. The urban ethos oi 
Muslims combined with other factors of socio-economic necessity of the 
time led to the emergence of a large number of urban centres in Bengal. 
The settlements of the ruling elite as well as of the immigrant 
Muslims grew up in different places of the Sultanate dominion. Some of 
these settlement sites turned into flourishing urban centres of metropolitan 
character like Lakhnauti, Devikot. Sonargaon and Panduah (Firuzabad). 
while the rest, emerged into small townships during the subsequent 
dynasties. 
For con\enience and easy functioning of the administration, the 
territory of the Sultanate was divided into a number of units or provinces, 
under the charge of a Wali or Muqta, which generally corresponded to its 
main geographical division. Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji divided his 
newly established dominion into three main regions, placing them under 
the charge of his three principle lieutenants. These were the southwestern 
region comprising mainly the district of modern Murshidabad, Nadia, 
Birbhum and Burdwan, to the south west of river Ganges the 
northwestern region, on the north of the river embracing mainly the 
district of Malda, and parts of eastern Bihar and the northeastern region, 
to the north of the river Ganges comprised mainly the districts of 
Rajshahi. Bogra, Dinajpur and Rangpur. From the time of Sultan 
Shamsuddin Firoz Shah (A.D. 1310-1322), the Sultanate dominion war 
extended in the east up to Sylhet and the intervening part of central ana 
southern Bengal embracing at the districts of Faridpur and Jessore. From 
1203 to 1538 A.D. the territory of the Bengal Sultanate included practically 
the whole of Bengal, as it was known together with the major parts of Biiiar 
in the west and part of Assam and also Tripura in the east. 
During the Sultanate period cultural centres of Bengal emerged as 
centres of urbanization. This led to the transformation of the rural places 
into the urban centres. Seeing better avenues in the eastern corner of Indi?, 
Muslims Scholars and Sufis migrated from Central Asia to Bengal. They 
established iheir Khanqahs (hospice place); which was a common meet-ng 
place for the Hindus and Muslims that led to the intermingling of both the 
communities. Hindus continued to build their temples and worshiping their 
goddess, without any fear or restrictions. Numerous literary and 
epigraphic sources, like Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, of Minhaj-us- Siraj, Tke 
Rehla of Ibn-i-Battuta, the Portuguese and the Chinese sources provide 
the evidences of the cultural centres flourishing during the reign of the 
Sultans of Benaal. 
The close contact between the Muslims and the non-Muslims in 
various walks of life, employment of the non-Muslims in the 
administration and the intellectual pursuit etc. led to the process ol" a 
new socio-cultural milieu during the Sultanate period in Bengal. 
The fourth chapter: 'Mechanism of Urban Trade and Commerce" has 
been divided into the three sub chapters (A) Agriculture and its production 'P) 
The Establishment of Industnes/Karkhanas (C) The Artisan class and other 
Professional groups. 
The emergence of a large number of towns and cities, the formulation of 
a sound tlscal policy and introduction of new technology and crafts lead to an 
increased volume of agricultural and industrial production. The demand of 
products that grew more with the rapid growth of urban population needed the 
establishment o\' Karkhanas. These Karkhanas were involved in the production 
of substantial amounts of commodities. Goods produced by these Karkhanas 
were sold in the market and as such these goods fulfilled the needs of the 
people. rhe artisans and professional classes involved in the production 
process were very much skilled in their profession. The industries as well as 
commercial activities not only transformed the localized rural economy of the 
time but also created a vast avenue of jobs of diverse nature. 
The fifth chapter deals about the 'Contribution of Maritime Trade in the 
Urbanization of Bengal'. In the evolution of a competitive market economy 
both the indigenous and foreign merchants made their appearance in carrying 
transactions of various goods. The arrival of foreign merchants and 
merchandise ships, more particularly from Ispahan, China and Malacca 
indicate the flourishing trade relations of Bengal with the southeast and Middle 
East Asian countries. 
The development in the field of crafts and industry' contributed to the 
flourishing trade. The collection of custom duties from the towns and port 
cities supported the state exchequer unloading its dependency on land 
revenues, derived from the cultivators. The revival of Bengal Maritime 
commerce and the establishment of her connection with different parts of the 
world based on money economy during the Sultanate period was an 
achievement in the field of commerce which favoured Bengal in earning 
surplus amounts. All these factors were equally responsible for the urbanizaiiop 
of Bengal. 
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Introduction 
(A) The Scope of Treatment 
(i) The Territory Sultanate of Bengal 
The histoiy of the Suhans of Bengal begins with the foundation of the 
Sultanate in 1203 A.D. by Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji, which comprised the 
territories of Bengal and Bihar. 
The term Bengal denotes here a region lying between Bihar on the west. 
Assam on the northeast and Orissa on the southeast. It comprised the entire 
area of the present state of West Bengal and Bangladesh, some parts of Assam 
and Orissa. Bihar immensely influenced the history of Bengal since a good 
portion of its territory specially the south and some time the north was 
controlled by the Bengal Sultans. 
(ii) The Period under Review: 1203-1538 A.D. 
During the period from 1203 to 1538 there were twenty-six rulers of the 
Bengal Sultanate including the Husain Shahi ruler Ghiyath-ud-din Mahmud 
Shah who was contemporary with Sher Shah. The various dynasties, which 
succeeded one after the other, had their own political, social and cultural 
outlook transforming Bengal accordingly. The thirteenth and fourteenth 
centurx- ma\' be regarded as consolidation and expansion of the Sultanate, The 
Sultans determination cheeked the advancement of the powerful rulers on the 
Southwest and also controlled the maritime commerce, which was building up 
along the (ianges and through the Emporium of Satgaon. 
PciHtical and economic considerations of similar nature appeared to have 
influenced the inclusion of Sonargaon, Sylhet and Chittagong (Chatgaon) area 
1. S. I.ja/ iliissain. !'he liengal Sullaname, Politics. Economy and Coins. Manohar, IJelhi. 2003. p \i 
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within the boundary of the Bengal Suhanate whose immediate concern were 
the growing powers of the Ahom, Tippera and Arakan. In their eagerness to 
isolate Bengal from North Indian political influences, the independent Sultans 
tried to have an effective hold on the western approaches of their countr\ 
which covered the strip of land stretching on either side of the Ganges, the 
natural dividing line between Mihtila or Tirhut and South Bihar. The highway, 
which connected Delhi with Lukhnauti through the upper part of South Bihar, 
led to Bengal across the narrow stream of the Ganges, which made the defense 
of this country quite effective and satisfactory. 
(iii) Urbanization under the Sultans of Bengal 
f he thrust areas, by scholars who worked on Bengal have been Gaur and 
Pandua. Whereas other urban centres of this period still remain unexplored. An 
attempt has been made to explore the achievements of Bengal Sultans in their 
endeavour to urbanize Bengal so as to keep themselves abreast with the Delhi 
Sultans. The areas, which have been explored, are Chittagong, Salimabad 
(Burdwan) Sonargaon, Deokot, Midnapur etc. These were political, cultural 
and commercial centres of Bengal. Rise of new settlements, mint towns; trade 
centres etc. were the hallmark of the sultanate of Bengal. They maintained their 
identity as a separate state and even went further to get recognition of the 
.A.bbasid Caliph to legitimize their rule. Bengal had remained a land of refuge 
to the emigrants who fled eastwards on account of Mongol invasion, or 
dynastic change in Delhi, forcing preceeding ruling class and their followers to 
seek shelter in Bengal 
The foreign Muslims who had come in the wake of Muslim conquest, 
settled down here, and the local converts had hardly any sociological reasons to 
Sycd Eja/- Husain. pp. xii-\iii. 
spring suddenly into a stable group of enlightened people. These emigrants 
contributed towards the prosperity of Bengal in cultural, social and economic 
fields. Th settlements of new areas were primarily due to such emigration and 
the Bengal Sultans provided proper mcentives to those new settlements. 
Sultanate's rule represents a significant contrast with the preceding Sena 
rule in respect of economic condition of Bengal. It is significant to note that 
Minhaj observed circulation of Conch shells as a dominant trend and it also 
manifests the absence of metallic currency in mid-thirteenth century. In the 
initial period of Muslim rule, coins were circulated not only as a symbol of the 
ruler's sovereignty but also as a medium of exchange. With the foundation of 
independent sultanate, important ports like Satgaon and Chittgong (Chatgaon) 
came into existence. These coupled with the foundation of a considerable 
number of mint towns. Muhammadabad, Syedabad, Husainabad, Fatahabad 
etc. led to the revival of Bengal maritime commerce and the establishment of 
her connection with the different parts of the world. Based on the introduction 
of money economy the sultanate rule was responsible for the urbanization of 
Bengal. Socio-cultural trends in the life of Bengal from the earlier pan of 
the Sultanate's rule continued till the Husain Shahi period 1494-1538. which, 
also witnessed the culmination of some of the historical processes long at work. 
The Vaisnava movement, the growth of Navy a Nyaya, the final codification of 
Hindu socio-religious laws by Raghunanda. the formation of the local cults of 
Dharma. Mansa and Satyapir and composition of Panchali poems, which took 
place in the said period; Husain Shahi's rule showed also the signs of Secular 
thought which intluence not only the life of Bengal but also that of the Indian 
sub-continent. 
3. M.R. V'drdfdar. I/ii.ssain Shahi Bengal, Dacca. 1965. pp. 15-20. 
Of the new forces at work, the coming of Portuguese was a matter ot 
considerable importance. Bengal had a long tradition of flourishing trade. It's 
commerce, closeness to the sea, existence of good number of navigable rners 
good harbour and cheapness of commodities added to the flair The Chinese 
and Portuguese travellers, who visited Bengal, have all testified to the 
flourishing trade and commercial transaction of Bengal. Besides the town and 
cities, Bengal had several Ports and Port towns, which greatly contributed to 
her sea borne trade and commerce. In this connection, towns like Satgaon. 
Chittagong, Sonargaon and Hugh need special reference. These were most 
flourishing trade centres of Bengal in those days."* 
Modem historians have devoted their entire attention to the rulers and 
their military exploits , and as such no work is available on urbanization except 
that of Anirudh Ray and Ratna Bali Chatterjee which is on the urbanization ot 
Gaur and Pandua. The present theme covers the whole of Bengal Sultanate i.e 
from Bakhtyar Khalji to the Hussain Shahi dynasty. 
The fruitful work of Dhaka University, the History of Bengal vol 1** and 
Nihar Ranjan Ray"s Bangali Itihas. which provide a picture of the societs and 
people of ancient and early medieval times deserve to be highlv commended 
But no work, including the History of Bengal, Vol II, produced by the said 
University, contains socio-economic history of the sultanate period til! the 
4 VI [-^  \drdtddr. Iliisain S/iahi Bengat pp 140-50 
5 Ishtnaq llusain Qureshi./Ae Muslim tominuiun oflhelndo-Fakislansiihc()nliiiL'nl{6\0-\9A'') \ 
Brief Historical Anal>sis Mouton & Co WCierman\. 1962 Preface, p S 
6 Hislniy of Bengal {Wmdu Period), vol I cd R C Ma|umdar. Dhaka Uni\c'isil_v 1943 
7 Nihar Ranian Ra> Bangalis ilihas (Adipar\a) Calcutta Uni\ersit_\ 1949 translation into I nalish 
bv lohn W Hood under the title ot Hisloiv ol Bengali people \ncient period Orient 1 onmnan 
1994 
8 Jadu Nalh Sarkar. chief ed Hislui\ of Bem^al. Vol II Dhaka Universitv, I94X. reprinted b\ 
Academic Asiatiea in 1973 
advent of K M Ashraf 'Life and condition oj the people oj Hindustan^ and 
Abdul Karim's Social History of the Muslims in Bengal (down to 1538).'" Both 
these work give fresh ground for historical studies and set a pattern for uev. 
dimensions to research. 
The work of Muhammad Abdur Rahim's Social and Cultural Histon of 
Bengal}^ M.R Tarafdar's Husain Shahi Bengal (1494-1538). A socio political 
study'^ and Richard M. Eaton's 77?^  Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontiei 
(1204-1760 A.D.)''^ are worth mentioning The work of Upendra Thaukur's 
History of Mithila (from the earliest times to 1556 A.D.), of Bihar through the 
ages' ' and the Comprehensive history of Bihar deserve to be cited 
The works of Abdul Karim and Muhammad Abdur Rahim are much 
more important in the sphere that they are absolutely devoted to the stud) oi 
socio-cultural history of Bengal, which not only covers the period chosen but 
also ihe greater part of our space. A. Karim clearly identifies his central 
problem as the origin and development of the Muslim society in Bengal He 
writes that he has gathered together all the relevant materials, which help in 
tracing the origin and gradual building up of the Muslim Society in Bengal 
from the earliest time down to 1538 A.D. In M.A. Rahim's book there is no 
preliminary discussion of the scope and conceptual framework appropriatt to 
such a study. The reader is just left to piece together all the relevant materials. 
kunwar Muhammad Ashraf, Life and conditions of the people of Hindustan. Iiwan Prdkasiian 
Delhi. 1959. 2"'' ed Mumshiram Manoharlal, 1970 
10 Abdul karim. bociaj llistoiy of the Muslim in Bengal (Dow n to 1518), ASB Dhaka 19^9 
11 Wuhdmmad Abiiur Rahtm, Social and ciiltwal Ilislon of Bengal \2\Q-\576 A D vol 1 Pakistan 
Historical Societv. Karachi. 196"! 
12 MR Faratdai.//H5i-H/7 5/;a/;; iSfwga/1494-1538 A D A Socio-politiLal stud\ ASB Dhaka 19(o 
13 Richard M Eaton. The Rise of Islam and the Bengl/i onliei. \004-\760 A D OW 1994 
14 Published bv Mithila Institute. Darbhanga in 1956 pp 258-616 
15 1 diled b\ R D Dwooakar. Oiient longman. 1959 
16 Oui ot 3 vol. vol 11. Pt 1. edited b\ S 11 Askaii & Qevamuddin Ahmad KPIRI Patna 1983 d^als 
with the history of Bihar 
of the gradual building up of the Muslim Society in Bengal from the earliest 
time that is from 1201 to 1576 A.D. It was the time of the development of 
Muslim Society'^ and it further suggests that at least Rahim shares Karim's 
view of Muslim society as an appropriate social unit for study. 
The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier (1204 - 1768) of Richard M. 
Eaton are dedicated to the study of economy, society and culture of Bengal 
during the Sultanate period. It is not only the most recent but appears to be the 
most ambitious work. In dealing with the Sultanate phase (i.e. pp 1-134) the 
scholar has devoted to the revival of the traditional debates on the arrival and 
settlements of early Sufis,'^ and the nature of mass conversions to Islam.''' But 
as far as society, economy and culture are concerned the learned scholar 
observes that. Islamic devotionalism became a force in its own right in Bengal 
Delta.^°. 
(B) The sources of the Study 
There are no official records available on Bengal Sultans, however this 
deficiency is amply compensated by the records available on Delhi Sultanate 
and Mughal Empire. 
Moreover, the establishment of Muslim rule in Bengal was rather an 
extension of the same process of development in northern India, the historv 
written at Delhi and elsewhere in northern India have a special relevance to the 
early phase of Muslim expansion in Bengal." 
" Abdul Kaim. Social Histoiy of Muslims of Bengal, p. 413. 
18. Richard iVl. Eaton, pp. 71-94. 
19. Ibid. pp. 113-134. 
20. Ibid, p. 112. 
"' Mameed Khatoon Naqvi. L'iban Cenlres and Induslries in upper India. 1556-1803 .Asia 
Publishing, Bombay. 1968, and Urbanisation and Urban centres under the Great Mughals. \>5b-
1707. Indian Institute oF Advanced study, Simla 1972. 
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The earliest of the sources is Hasan Nizami's Tajul Maasir' which 
contains Ghorid a well as early Turkish History of the period from 1192 to 
1217 A.D. Barani mentions that Xwaja Sadr Nizami, the author of Taj-id-
Maasir was a trust worthy writer and scholar of distinction. Hasan Nizami 
came to India soon after the conquest of Delhi and commenced his work earl> 
in the reign of Aibak to whom the first part of the work was dedicated. Except 
one in the India office, all the existing manuscripts of the work are defective, 
and none of them contains the last portion covering the years A.H. 614 to 
626/1217-1228 A.D., which Elliot quoted, in his extracts, from a copy in the 
possession of Nawab Ziauddin of Laharu. The author, who was a learned man 
of repute in the court of Ghazni and later of Delhi, wrote another history of the 
Ghorides in verse, which, though mentioned by Minhaj-i-Siraj, unfortunateh 
does not appear to be extant. Manuscripts of another work by him entitled 
Adabiil Harh Vas Shujaat and dedicated to Iltutmish, are however, preserved in 
several collections. This contains useful details about the government and 
military organization of the newly established kingdom of Delhi and Bengal. It 
describes in numerous places, festival and amusements and about civil 
administration. One of its brief passages records the arrival of Bakhtiyar Khalji 
at Badaun to meet Qutub-ud-din Aibak. after the former's conquest o[' Bihar. 
For a connected contemporary account of the period, however we are 
mainly dependent on the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri of Minhaj-ud-din Abu Umar bin 
Sirajud-din al Juz jani. It is a general history of the world of Islam beginning 
with the Patriarchs, but its main value consists in its first hand account of the 
Shansabani conquest in India and the subsequent histor>' of the new kingdom in 
which the author held high ecclesiastical and judicial offices. He was not onl\ a 
22. H;i.san Nizami. /'(7/-»/-A/(7(7i'//-, EDHI. voi.ll, Aligarh. 1952. 
2 J . Zia Barani. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi ed. Sayyid Ahmad. Bibliothecae indica, ASB. Calcutta. 1862 
p.14. 
l.v..-'-^ 
contemporary, but also an actual participator in some of the events narrated m 
the work, which consequently, suffers from personal prejudice. He is biased 
towards the Ghorides and the dynasty of Iltutmish and in many places conceals 
facts unfavourable to his Patron Ulugh Khan and the Sultan Nasiruddin 
Mahmud. It was the author's association with Sultan Nasir al Din Mahmumd 
(1246-1266) that prompted him to name his work Tahaqat-i-Nasin^^. The 
author himself visited Bengal in 1242-44 during the governorship of Malik 
Izz-al-Din Tughral Tughan Khan. He accompanied him in his campaign against 
Orissa and also acted as a mediator between him and his adversary, Malik 
Tamar Khan Qiran, governor of Oudh. From the internal evidence it is also 
clear that Minhaj took special care to collect materials for the history of the 
Muslims in Bengal, particularly receiving information from the surviving 
companions, of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji. The Tabaqat-i-Nasin is planned 
as a general history of Islam, with special emphasis on the author's own period, 
particularly on the rulers of Delhi. He devotes, however, a special section on 
the Khalji Malik of Bengal.^^ His devoted attention mainly to political and 
military events of the time, on the whole it is the earliest and best available 
source for an account of the establishment of Muslim rule in Bengal. 
For the rest of the period, consequently, we are exclusively dependent 
on Ziauddin Barani, the author of Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, completed in 1359 and 
dedicated to Firoz Shah Tughlaq. Shams-i-Shiraj Afif,s Tarikh-i-Firoz Shah 
was written separately during the reign of Firoz Shah Tughlaq (1315-1388).'^'' 
Barani claims to have resumed the history of the Delhi sultanate from the point 
24 \linha|-us-Sera| /«6c/(/a/-/-\«s;//. trans b> H G Ra\ert\. 2 \ols london. 1881 
25 Ibid 
26 / la Barani Iaiikh-i-Fiioz Shah ed Sa>cd Ahmad Khan. Bibhothica Indica Series. ASB. 
CilLutta 1862 Allt Shams-sirai Atlt. Tarikh-i-t'iroz shahi, ed b> Maulvi Vilavat llusain. 
Bibliothica Ind Calcutta. 1891. Fna I r of both in Ellior and Dovvson. vol 111 
where Minhaj-us-SiraJ left it. Having held office in the government, possibly in 
the agrarian affairs, though his remarks are often ambiguous and rather scrappy 
in his work named Fatwa-i-Jahandari (instructions on state craft) written about 
the middle of the 14"^  century. The author did not visit Bengal, but was 
involved in a rather long-drawn conflict with the first two Ilyas Shahi rulers of 
Bengal. 
Causa!, but sometimes extremely illuminating references to political and 
social life are found in a series of contemporary writings, which are professedly 
non-historical. Among them the poetical works of Amir Khusrau, a 
contemporarx' of Barani contains interesting sidelight on contemporary events 
and personages. Some of his qasidahs addressed to the leading men of the court 
are usually helpful. He was a favourite courtier of Prince Muhammad, the 
eldest son of Balban, after whose death he took service in the court of 
Kaiqubad. At the latter's request he composed the poem entitled Qiran-us-
Sa'adair?^i{]\incX\o\\ of two fortunes) describing Kaiqubad's meeting with his 
father. In his preface to the poem entitled 'Ashiqa" he gives brief resume' of 
the historx of the Sultans of Delhi upto Ala-ud-din Khalji and the Sultans of 
Bengal. Valuable information regarding the working of the governmental 
machinery and also about some of the expeditions are found in his Ijca-i-
Khusravi, which, though admittedly written to exhibit his literary skill and 
ingenuity, yet embodies the substance of some actual letters and farmans. 
The poet visited Bengal twice, once in 1280 A.D. in connection with the 
expedition sent against Bengal by Sultan Balban under the command of Prince 
Nasir-al-Din Muhammad Bughra Khan and for second time in 1325 A.D. in the 
reign of Sultan Ghiyas-al-Din Tughlaq. In between the two dates Amir Khusrau 
27. Amir Khusrau. Oinin-us-Sa'adain. Ilasani F'ress. 1873. Also edited in Urdu along with Per.sian 
text by MouM Mohammad Ismail. Matba Institute. Aliearh. 1918 
accompanied the Delhi Sultan Muiz-al-Din Kaiqubad in his march in 1289 to 
meet his father Bughra Khan the Sultan of Bengal.~ Though essentiallv a 
poetical work, it is the best contemporary record of that important event and it 
throws much sidelight on country life and ceremonies of that time. It describes 
the trade and transaction of business in the Bengal Sultanate. In a wav it 
supplies the link between the period covered by Tabaqat-i-Nasin on the one 
hand and the Tarikh-i-firoz Shahi on the other. 
Fwo other notable works the Futuh-us-Salatin by Isami and the 
Tankh-i-Mubarak Shahi by Yahya bin Abdullah Al-sarhindi/" refer to its 
affairs in connection with their description of the Delhi rulers. 
Among histories written in the 14"^  and 15''' century, the verified history, 
entitled Futuh-us-Salatin by an author having the pen name of Isami, and 
compiled in 1348, supplies a great deal of interesting though unconfirmed 
details.^' The Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi of Yahya bin Ahmad bin Abdullah 
Sirhindi, completed in 1434, although mainly based on the contemporary works 
mentioned above, gives some additional information for which however no 
authority is cited. The Gidshan-i-Ibrahimi. commonly known as the Tankh-i-
Fuishta. by Muhammad Qasim bin Hindu Khan, dedicated to Ibrahim Adil 
shah of Bijapur Firishta utilized the sources. He has given information of the 
Bengal Sultanates administration. 
Coins and Inscriptions 
2,S Idem 
2'^ ' Isaini I iiiiih-iis-Salalin, c6 b) Agha Mahdi Husam, Agra. 1938 
i() >ah\d bin Abd Allah Al-Sarhandi Taiikh-i-\luhauik Shahi ed b> M Hida>at Husain. Bib Ind 
CaJLiitta ^^l l . Iranslated into eng B> K K. Bose, Gaekuard. oriental series. Baroda, 1932 
3 1 I d A M Husain. Agra. 1938 a more critieal edition with notes is b> M Usha, Madras, Eng 
lians bs A M Husain vol I. Delhi. 1968 
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A large number of gold and silver coins of the Bengal Sultans have been 
discovered. These are now preserved mainly in the British Museum (London), 
the Dacca N4useum and the Indian Museum, Calcutta.^^ The most important 
information supplied by the coins is the specific dates of the rulers, which help 
in determining the chronology and even the order of succession mentioned in 
Delhi chronicles. The coins also contain various titles and legends, all in 
Arabic, which throw a good deal of light on the nature and spirit of the 
administration. The variety and metrology of the coins together with the 
mention of a number of mint-towns from which coins were simultaneously 
minted during single reigns are an eloquent testimony to the financial strength 
and economic prosperity of the Bengal Sultanate throughout the period. 
More than hundred inscriptions have so far been discovered. " These 
Inscriptions were discovered at Dinajpur, Rangpur districts, Chittagong 
(Chalgaon), Sonargaon, Gaud and Pandua. The Inscriptions are in Arabic and 
Persian and inscribed on black basalt stone tablets varying in sizes according to 
the length of the texts. These are related to the construction of mosques, 
bridges, canals, forts, gateways, katras, madrasas. minarets, tanks etc 
The literary works in Bengal 
It can be divided into two groups Maktubat i.e. letters written b> the 
contemporar) prominent Shaikhs of the time like Maulana Muzaffar Shams 
Balklii, a contemporar\' of Sultan Ghiyasuddin Azam Shah (792-813A H./ 
1390-1410), Shaikh Nur Qutb al Alam, Mir Sav^id Ashraf Jahangir Simnani 
12 lane I'dol. Cahilogue o/ the coins of the Muhaminadan states in the British \fiiseiim. I oiicion 
1885. \ k Bhattasali. catalogue of the coins collected by ASM laifooi. Dacca. 1916. coins and 
chumolog) ol the Eailv Independent Sultans ot Bengal. Delhi. 1976, S Ahmad. A supplement to 
\olume 11 ot the catalogue of the coins in Indian \liiseum Calcutta. Delhi. 1939 
i l Q Ahmad ( oi pus of liahic and Persian Insci iptions of Bihai. PMna. 1973. Shamsuddin Ahmad. 
Insciiplions of Bengal Vol IV. Ra|shahi. I960, A II Dam. Bibliograph) of the Muslim Inscriptions 
of Bengal (Doun to 1538) Pakistan. 1957. Abdul Karim. Coipus of the Aiahic and Persian 
Inscnption of BcngcA. Dhaka. 199? 
and Shaikh Sharf-al-Din Yahya Maneri, all contemporaries of Raja Kans and 
Jalal-al-Din Muhammad (first of the 15''^  century A-D.)/*^ The second group of 
work is literary production of the time in Bengal in Arabic. Persian and 
Bengali. These works contain biographies on the Shaikhs and the Sufis referred 
as "Hagiological literature''. They form a supplementary source of information 
during this period under the liberal patronage of the Sultans of Bengal. 
The foreign traveller's account: Chinese and European. 
The Chinese records are mainly six in number.^^ 
i) ying slieng Ian, which is general account of the countr>' without an\ 
reference to its king or court, compiled by Ma Huan between 1425 
and 1432. He came to Bengal as interpreter with the two Chinese 
missions early in the fifteenth century. 
ii) Taoyi die leo, compiled by Wang Ta-Yuan most probably in Bengal 
in the winter of 1349-50. 
iii) Sing Ch'a sheng Ian, compiled by Fei-Sin in 1436. It is an account 
of Hou-hien's visit to Bengal in 1415. 
iv) Si Yang Ch'ao Kiing tien lu. compiled in 1520 by Huang Smg-
Tseng. It refers to the various emissaries sent by the Bengal ruler to 
China till 1438. 
34 [ ctters of the first three were discovered by Sved hasan Askari uho pubhshed extract translation^ 
of them in Bengal Past and Present. 1948, pp. 32-38: JBF<S. l')56. Part. II pp. 117-195. the 
collection of Shaikh Maveris letter is Makluhali-i-Sadi. in L rdu published from Bihar Sharif ir 
1926. It contams also extracts from another work, named \1anaquih-al-Asifiya b_\ Shah Shu"a\b. a 
desciple and nephew of Shaikh Maneri, Makhtubat-i-Saadi b\ Paul Jackson. S.M.Askari The 
Hundred letters, published in 1980 b> S.P.C.K 1 ondon. 
35 These records have been translated into eneglish b\ P.C. Bagchi with the help ot his chinses 
•"Iriend and colleague in the \ ishvabhaarati. Mi llsiang ling WV". And published in Visvabluvaii 
innals. vol.l. 1995. pp. 96-134 
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v) Shu }II chou tseu lu, compiled in 1574 b> Yen Ts'ong Kien ""l his 
is the most complete of all accounts", based ""not only on the 
previous accounts but also on other sources not known to us at 
present. 
vi) Ming-she, an official compilation completed in 1739 but based on 
old materials. 
These accounts throw a good deal of light on the socio-economic 
condition of Bengal. It appears from these records that diplomatic missions 
were sent to China in 1405, 1408, 1409, 1412, 1414 and 1438-39 and these 
were reciprocated by the Chinese emperor at least three times in 1409, 1413 
and 1415 
The European travellers visited Bengal from 16"' centur\' onwards It 
may be recalled that when Sultan Hussain Shah with the help of his Arab and 
other supporters was consolidating his position on newly acquired throne ot 
Bengal, the Portuguese navigator Vasco Da Gama. with the help of an Arab 
guide landed at Calicut on the west coast of India in 1498. In the early year ot 
the following century and during the reign of Hussain Shah (1494-1519 A D ) 
Nicolo Di Conti. Varthema and Barbosa visited Bengal Each of these 
travellers has left an account of their travels ' In the second half of the centurx 
came the Venetian merchants Caesar Frederick (1563) and the English traveller 
Ralph Fitch (1585-86). Their accounts refer to the economic condition and 
trade of Bengal particularly. 
36 (bid p97 
37 Nicolo contrs account published in Purchased Pilgiims. \ ol XI, (jiasgow. 1906 varthema's 
account published in \ol XI Glasgow. 1905 [he Bcxik of Durate Baibosa. trans B\ Masel \\ 
L ong worth Danes. 1 ondon. !921 
38 Caesai liederiek s and Raphfitch accounts aie in Fiirchas His Filgiims. \ol X Cilasgovs. 1901 
Tom Pires (1512-1515 A.D.) though never visited Bengal or Bihar, but 
the first volume of his work the Suma Oriental contains, the socio-economic 
information about Andhra, Orissa, Pegu, Ceylon, Tripura. Bengal etc. was 
written at Malacca on the basis of the reports made available by the merchants, 
who carried on business with south Asian maritime nations. Its importance for 
our purpose lies in getting supplementary evidence for the assessment of the 
nature of the balance of foreign trade, likewise, the portions related to the 
sultanate of Bengal and other south east Asian states contained in the Book of 
Durate Barbosa 1516-1580 give us much more supplementary insights into the 
economic history especially trade and maritime trade of the region. As a matter 
of fact these are not contemporary sources, but they relate to such topics as 
industrial and agricultural production trade, prices of commodities, social 
practices etc. which are not adequately covered by other sources. 
It is not unexpected to make mention of some other latter sources which 
have been consulted in preparing this work. These include the Babur Nama of 
Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur (1526-1530 A.D.) the Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi of 
Abbas Khan Sherwani, the Waqiat-i-Miishtaqi of Shaikh Rizqullah Mustaqi. 
the Akbar Nama and Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazl. the Tabaqat-i-Akhari of 
Nizamuddin Ahmad, the Miintakhab-ut-Tawarikh of Abdul Qader Badaoni, A 
more general history of the Indian mystics based on careful study o'i the 
existing literature is the well-known Akhbar-iil-Akhyar by Abdul Haqq 
Dehlavi, completed in the reign of Jahangir. Contemporary with this work is 
another very valuable account named Gulzar-i-Abrar, by Muhammad Ghous 
This vv'ork details a number of otherwise unknown Sufis whose life and activit) 
supply interesting details of the socio-political trends of the sultanate period. 
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Moreover the study involves an extensive reading and consultation of 
relevant modern works and the research articles published in different journals, 
which appears in the footnotes of every chapter and in the selected 
bibliography attached at the end of the thesis. 
However, its evident from the outline given above that we have a large 
scattered mass of source materials for reconstructing the political, social and 
economic history of Bengal in the light of urbanization which took place during 
the Sultans period. Much of these sources are contemporaneous and hence 
dependable. Also it is variegated, being of different type and in different 
languages, which enables a greater degree of cross checking a matter of great 
advantage to those interested in the subject. 
It is not impertinent to mention here that a study of the map of this 
region has helped in understanding the gradual expansion of Sultan's rule, the 
rise and growth of urban centres and more particularly in framing the idea 
about urbanization during the period under review. For this, we have appended 
the maps covering the period of study from 1203 to 1538 A.D. highlighting the 
urban centres, and mint towns. 
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Cfiapter-I 
!Htstorica[ (Bac^rouncf of 
tfie SuCtanate of(BengaC 
(A) Geographical History of Bengal 
Geographically, Bengal is situated in the eastern part of India. The word 
'Bengal" is a short name of Bangiah, derived from the word Banga, which was 
originally the name of few southeastern districts at the mouth of the Ganges. 
The name Bangla (anglicized Bengal) came to be applied to a much wider area 
covering the lower courses of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra. 
There is another opinion regarding the nomenclature of Bengal. In 
Riyaz-iis-Salatin it is mentioned that the name Bengal was originally Bang, and 
the word 'al" was added to signify the geographical landscape. The word "al" in 
the Bengali language means an embankment or raised ground, which is placed 
round a garden or cultivation, to prevent floodwater from entering the fields.' 
It is a fact of history that geography plays a great part in shaping the 
political life of a country and moulding the social and cultural pattern of its 
people. The physical features and nature peculiarities indeed influence the life 
and culture of the land. The history of a country cannot be properly appreciated 
without knowledge of its geography. Hence an idea of historical geography of 
Bengal forms an essential prologue to the study of its socio-cultural and urban 
life. 
In writing the history of urbanization under the Sultans of Bengal from 
1203 to 1538. a study of its geography is indispensable for more than one 
reason. Firsth' it was in this period that a broad distinct geo-political entity of 
Bengal emerged in the history of the subcontinent. Secondly it was under the 
Sultans of Bengal that the regional geo-political units of Bengal evolved out of 
1. Cihulam llussain Salim; Riyaz-iis-Salal'm, English translation by Abdus Salani. Delhi. 1975. P. 
190. 
2. \\ ..I. liast. 1 he CJeof^raphy Behind Uisloiy (London 1995) p.6. 
numerous fragmented but corresponding territories of linguistic homogeneit}/, 
which uhimately gave birth to the rise of the idea of individualism, in course of 
time. Thirdly, the natural features of this region, which were and even now are 
peculiar to itself left distinctive marks on its socio-cultural institutions, mental 
outlook, way of life, food, dress manners and customs.' 
During the Sultanate of Bengal since the time of Sultan Shamsuddin 
Ilyas Shah (1339-1358) this change in geographical phases of influence had 
wider application to the name of Bengal. It has the most remarkable feature of 
its landscape the network of rivers formed by the Ganges, the Brahmputra and 
the Meghna and their numerous distributaries. Infact the alluvia of these rivers 
have brought the surrounding land surface into existence. The Ganges and the 
Brahamaputra, both originating in the Himalayas, flow through Bengal from 
the northwest and from the northeast respectively. While the Meghna 
originating in the Assam Hills, enters from the East.'^  All the three rivers join 
their streams in East Bengal before falling into the sea. At present however, the 
main Brahamputra channel runs along the western borders of Mymensingh and 
Dhaka district and meets Ganges near Goalando (Faridpur district) except for 
this no other remarkable changes in the courses of the great rivers in Bengal 
appear to be on record. At any rate the main Ganges channel has ever flowed 
east south after entering Bengal near, Rajmahal, falling into the sea at present 
with the district of Noakhali and Chittagong on its eastern side and the district 
of Barisal on its western side. The main channel of the Ganges as well as its 
combined stream with the Brahamputra and the Meghna. however, give off 
3. Richard VI. f-.aton. The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier (1204-1760 A.D.) OL'P. 1994. pp. 
98-134. 
4. H, Blochman. Contrilniiion lo the Geography and History of Bengal. Asiatic Socieu of Bengal 
Calcutta 1968. P 2. 
5. f^ichard M. I-^ aton: The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier, p. 3. 
numerous distributaries and channels that inter into south Bengal and empty 
themselves into the sea. These distributaries and streams, together with the 
main rivers, form one of the most remarkable networks of rivers in the world. 
The rivers and rains together v/ith the alluvial nature of the soil and tropical 
climate accounted for the proverbial fertility of the land and its rich vegetation. 
The coastline in the south is fairly broken by numerous islands and delta 
formed at the mouth of the rivers, but it is generally tidal and remams 
submerged in water for most part of the year. Moreover it is rendered 
inaccessible by dense forest, which covered a wide tract across the whole 
southern parts of the three districts of 24 pargana, Khulna and Barisal. 
Almost the whole of Bengal is a vast alluvial plain with the exception of 
the foothills of the Himalayas in the north, the marginal hills in the east and 
southeast and the Raj Mahal Hills in the west below the point where the 
Ganges enters the land. It is divided by the river system into four well-marked 
sections, which in ancient times bore distinct names. The eastern part is 
marked off by the main channel of the Ganges in the south-east. Most of its 
southeasterly part was known as Banga. The section lying to the west of the 
Hugli-Bhagirathi bears the name of Radha.^ These identifications are of course 
only general. It appears that their limits particularly those of Samatata. Banga 
and Radha overlapped one another in the border areas. 
As with the other places, the geography of Bengal had important 
intluences on the courses of its history. The rivers and rains have through ages 
facilitated irrigation and agriculture but unlike the Indus Valley in the western 
pan of the subcontinent, the Ganges-Brahamputra valle\ has not been the seat 
6. Richard M.Eaton, /he Rise of/s/am and Bengal Frontier pp. 52-55. 
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of any ancient civilization. The reason obviously is that the area was, at that 
period, subject to inundation and was full of forest cover. The settlements 
activities started in this deltaic zone at a comparatively much later period 
When Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji selected northern Bengal as the centei ot 
his activities and sought expansion in the north rather than towards the east, the 
same geographical factors were at work.** The rivers dictated the necessits to 
buildup strong river flotillas with the help of which the conquerors advanced 
towards east and south Bengal. Finally, the fertility and abundanced of land 
attracted many immigrants from different countries to come and settle m 
Bengal. 
D.C. Sircar says that though the name of Gaur (Gauda) was used as a 
general name for the Bengal states, but it can be conclusively said that countr\ 
of Gaur, comprising the territory of Mithila, Barendra, Rarh and northVv estern 
portion of Bagdi had its capital at Nadia.^ In the early 13"" century Minhaj-us-
Siraj observes the territorial units of Barind (Barendra) and Rarh, on either side 
of the Ganga. He writes, the territory of Lakhnauti has two wings on either side 
of the river Ganga. The Western side they call Ral (Rarh-Radha) and the 
eastern side they call Barinda, the city Deokot is on that side."* Muhammad 
Bakhtiyar Khalji conquered this territory of Gaur in 1204-1205 A.D. and made 
Lakhnauti his capital and since then, the principalit}' began to be known as Bild 
Lakhnauti." 
7 Ibid p4 
8 Ibid p 12 
9 DC ^WLM. Studies in Ihe Geogiapin of Incieni and \ledie\al India (Dcihi 1971)pp 12^-no 
10 Minhai-us-Sirai ra^^/flZ-z-A'ai/n. (Bibliograph> of India seiies) Calculta. 1984 bg Irans in Vol 
l&ll by MaiorHQ Ravest>. Delhi. 1970. p 43 
11 ibid Vol 1 pp 427.431-34. Vol l ip 179. 
In the 13"^  century A.D. the modern states of Bengal (Bangladesh and 
West Bengal) was split up into a number of divisions and Vanga or Vangala 
denoted southeast Bengal, which mcluded Sonargaon. Vikrampur, Sylhet and 
Chittagong regions. The most important point to be noted here is that the term 
'Bangalah' used by the Muslim chronicler in writing the political events ot 
Lakhnauti upto mid 13"^  century A.D. did not mean Bangalah or Bengal ot the 
Europeans, denoting the whole of Bengal. In fact, it was Sultan Shamsuddm 
llyas Shah (1342-1357 A. D.) who united the territories of Lakhnauti, Satgaon 
(South-West Bengal) and Sonargaon (South-East Bengal) under his sole 
authority and laid the foundation of an independent Sultanate of Bengal He 
gave 10 the united territories the name of Bangalah''' and the people thus 
integrated the name of Bangalee. He assumed the title of Shah-i-Bangalah. or 
Sultan-i-Bangalah and Shah-i-Bangaliyan.''* The Chinese account of early 15'" 
century thus mentions the whole country as Pang-Ko-la (Bangala) " In his 
memories, Babur calls Aluddin Husain Shah (1493-1519 A.D) and Sultan 
Nasiruddin Nusrat Shah (1519-1531 A.D.) as rulers of Bangalah and their 
peoples as "Bangalis' and their custom as Bangali custom.'^ It is the Bangalah 
or Subah Bengal of Abul Fazl, which he defines as situated in the second clinic 
Its length from Chittagong to Garhi (Teligarhi) is tour hundred kos It is 
bounded on the east and north by the mountains, on the south by the sea, and 
on the west by the Subah of Bihar. Bordering on this country are Kamrup and 
12 RC Md|umdar, Lama laianaihs Account oj Bengar in IIIQ Vol XVI No 2. 1940p2»X 
13 Zid Barani is the tlrst writer to use the word 'BengaF to denote siiuth-east Benglah' to fa/ikh i 
firoz Shahi (Bib Indica 1962) pp 82. 92-93/ al ed Shaikh Abdul Rashid (A M L Aligarh 19^7 
Vol I pp96 108-109 
14 Shams-Siiai Atlt, Ta/zA/;/-///ojsto/;/(Bib-lndita ASB Calcutta 1890)pp 114-118 
13 1 he Chinese aceount tiom mid 14' centurv to 1538 A D has been translated into \ nglish bv P C 
Bagthi, in the Vis\a Bharali Annals Vol 1 1945 pp 96-1 34. under the title ot/^ti/;/;trt//?t'/a/;(/n 
Between Bengal and Lhma in the Fathan period (Vis\a Bhaiati innah 1945) 
16 Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur. fia6;/r/Vflwrt (Memoirs ot Babur) Lng tr A S Bevendge (oriental 
books, (reprint) N Delhi, 1979, p 482 
Assam. Its breadth is two hundred kos. Under these circumstances, the theon. 
of Majumadar that, at the time of Pala Kings, Bangalah (Vangala) came to 
denote the whole of Bengal and that of Ganguh that, in the first half of the 16'*' 
century I akhnauti or Gaur, which had so long been outside the limit ot 
Vangala, was included in it, looks unsupportable. It is difficult to accept that bv 
the end of this century Vangala comprised the whole of the countr> now known 
as Bengal 
Though, It may undoubtly be summarized that the Bangalah of Sultan 
Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah mentioned by Shams Siraj Afif, became Suhah 
Banglah of Akbar by Abul Fazl, which was corrupted into Bangala or Bengal 
of the Europeans. 
So far the topography of Bengal is concerned, it may roughly be divided 
into two main physical divisions. 
(a) The vast plain and (b) the marginal hills and forests: Murang hills. 
Bhutan range, Kamrup hills, Garo hills etc. in the north, Birbhum-Rajmahal 
hills in the west and the Khasia, Jaintia, Sylhet (Kamrup), Chittagong hills in 
the east.''^ An o\erwhelming proportion of the surface of Bengal is a vast fiat 
even alluvial plam. It is a dominant feature of Bengal's topograph). The plam 
can be broadly divided into three classes (a) the older deltaic and tlood plain on 
north of the Padma-Meghna axis (b) the younger deltaic and flood axis and (c) 
17 Abul ia / ! -Jw-/-/IZ-a//(Lucknovv, 1882) Vol II, p 48 
18 Mentions ot the K-ingdom of Bengal and the cit> ot Bengala arc made in the description )1 
Verthema. (1503-05 A D ) Barbosa (1514 A D ), sec M L Dsames Ihe book ot Dm to Baibosa. 
1 ondon. 1927. Vol II. pp l33-'!6. Ralph Fitch (1586- \ D ) has mentioned the cities ot Chatigaon 
(Chittagong) Satagaon. Hageli (Hugh and Tanda (near Ra| Mahal) in Bengala J H R\le\ . ed 
Ralph htch (London 1899). pp 100. 111. 113 & 118 
19 Irfan Habib. Ulas. see sheet I lb ot 1595 A D 
the erosional and flood lying plain west of the Bhagirathi-Hugli river.^' The 
plains of Bengal may fairly be called the agrarian or agricultural zone. 
Contemporary sources refer to the mountain and forest tracts and 
marshy lands of this region. Minhaj writes: from the territory of Kamrud to that 
of Tirhut are thirty five mountain passes, by which Tangan horses are brought 
to the territory of Lakhnauti." Dharmasvamin (1234-1236 A.D.) makes 
mention of the big mountain tracts at Vaisali and Rajgir and in the border 
region of Bihar with Nepal, which he calls Rishisirsha Parvata, meaning l()ft> 
summit or Big Head. He further informs that wild men and dacoits inhabited 
these regions.^^ Ibn Battuta refers to the mountain region of Mymesingh-Sylhet 
(Kamru). He writes: The Kamaru mountains are a vast expanse ranging from 
China to Tibet and the musk producing gazelles are found there. The 
inhabitants of these mountams resemble the Turks. 
The low-lying muddy and marshy lands of Bengal are regarded by 
contemporary writers like Minhaj, Barani, and Afif etc. They record that in the 
rainy season the whole of the tracts on either bank of the Ganges (about 200 
miles around Lakhnauti) would become inundated and the route would fill with 
mud and morass." In relation to the territory of Bihar, Bengal lands are more 
low-lying and marshy. Barani refers to the land of Bengal as low as liable to 
deep inundation. "^  Afif records the remarks made by Firuz Shah Tughlaq that 
20. S.P. Chatcrjce. fk'ngal in Maps (Calcutta, 1949) p. 8. 
iVlihaJ-us-SiraJ. Vol. I, p. 430. 
Dharmasvamin, p. 57 & 61. 
Ibn Battuta, I'he RMa. pp. 237. 
iVIinhaj-us-Siraj Vol. I. p. 437, 
EDIII. Vol, 111. p, 295. l-,n. 
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Bengal is a land of swamps and the nobles of the country passed their lives in 
their islands ' 
Among the contemporary sources the Chinese account of Mahuan (HIS 
A.D.) informs us that the climate of Bengal is consistently hot in summer.^ 
Abul Fazl in 16^ '^  century writes that, in 'Bengal' the summer heats are 
temperate but the cold season is short. Barani and Afif refer to the heav\ 
rainfall in Bengal. Barani while describing the march of Sultan Balban against 
Tughril in 1297 A.D. writes, Balban while crossing Sarju river faced heavy 
rains; the passage through the low-lying country was difficult and the army was 
delayed by ten or twelve days, toiling through water and mud and the pouring 
rain "^^  The latter in his account of Firuz Tughlaq's siege laid to the fort of 
Ekdala, writes, Ilyas fortified himself in the island of Ekdala with the belief 
that when the rams will come and the country will become inundated the Sultan 
Balban would be obliged to retreat.^" 
Source also refers to the religious identity of the people. Minhaj-us-Siraj 
says that the tribal people were pagan. ' Marcopolo writes that the people of 
Bangala had peculiar tradition and are worshippers of idol."'^  Ibn Battuta refers 
to non-Muslims (infidels) living in the gardens and villages on either bank of 
the river."'' The non-Muslims referred to by the sources were undoubtedly the 
Hindus and Buddhists. Dharmaswamin informs us that in India non-Buddhists 
were man\. the Sravakas were fewer and the followers of the Mahayana even 
26 Shams Siiai \(if. pp 119-120 
27 P C Bagthi . I isui Bhaiati \muils. Vol 1. 1945. p 117 
2,S \bul I a/! ////-/- Ikhan. Vol II p 49 & 67 
29 Baiani /aiikh-i- / iio: S/iahi . p 86 Vo\ 1. p 101 
".0 Shams Siiai AXtlf. p 112 
11 Minhai us Sirai. \ ol 1. p 429 
"12 Macropolo, I he liavels of MuLiopolo cd with introduction by Manuel KomrotI & illustrations b \ 
witold (:oidon ((jarden cit\ piiblishmg co New Yoik 19 ' !0 )p208 
V, Ibn Battuta. I he Rehla. p 241 
fewer.^ •^  In fact, in the early phase the Muslims used to live in fortified towns 
and cities, but in course of time their numbers grew exceedingly and the\ 
began to live side by side with the non-Muslims, even in the remotest corner of 
the country. Thus Ibn Battuta informs us "the inhabitants of the localit\ of 
Sylhet (Kamru), Musalmans as well as Hindus, come to visit the Shaikh (i.e. 
Shaikh Jalal Mujarrad).^"' In the late 14"^  century the Muslims seem to have 
emerged as a noticeable distinct community. This is why the early 15"^  century-
Chinese account records the customs of the Muslims and the Hindus quite 
distinctly.' 
Whatever features of the land and people have been discussed will 
remain incomplete if we do not agree with Chinese records of the mid 14"^  
century and early 16'^  century, that have sketched a brief but complete picture 
of the natural resources of the land, the profession of the majority, of the people 
and the integrit} of their character. Wang Ta-Yuan a Chinese explorer of 14'^  
century (1349-1351 A.D.) records these people of Bengal owe all their 
tranquility and prosperity to themselves, for its source lie in their devotion to 
agriculture, whereby a land originally covered with Jungles has been reclaimed 
by their unremitting toil in tilling and planting. The seasons of heaven have 
scattered the wealth of the earth over this kingdom, the riches and integrity of 
its people surpass perhaps those of Chue Chiang (Palembarg) and equal those 
of Chao-wa (Java).' 
34. Dharmasamin. pp 8794. 
35. Ibn Baltula. I he Rehla. p.239, 
36. I'.C Bagchi. I ISMI Bharali Annals. Vol. I. 1945. p. 112. 
37 Ibid. Vol 1. p 99 
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Topographical changes in Bengal during the Sultanate 
The advent of the MusHms. as ruling eUte, in the beginning of the 13"' 
century, was followed by rush of a large number of immigrants of varied 
cultures to Bengal. The new commerce needed settlements and means of 
livelihood. The new rulers also needed to win the support of the local people, in 
order to remain in alien land with absolute authority. This is why the new rulers 
of the Sultanate period had to formulate and bring out public oriented activities 
of socio-economic importance, which ultimately brought about topographic 
change as well as demographic mobility and then, all this caused socio-
transformation as well. 
It has already been noticed that the first change in topography during the 
period under review was the abolition of small territorial units and chiefdoms 
of multi-state political system of early medieval times and the evolution of the 
greater geo-political units of Bengal and Bihar under a centralized political 
organization of the Sultans. The second important topographical transformation 
took place due to the deliberate policy adopted by the 13"^  century Sultans of 
Bengal. It was in the 13"^  century that the land was divided from the water and 
thus elevation of environment from unhealthy habitation to a hygienic one was 
secured. Minhaj informs us that Ghiyasuddin Iwaz Khalji (1212-1227 A.D.) 
constructed embankment on either side of the river Ganges, because in the 
rainy season the whole of that tract of Lakhnauti becomes inundated.^^ fhis 
policy of land development provided the people not only with a new road of 
communication, but it also influenced the life and conditions of the inhabitants, 
as they could then carry out all their socio-economic activities rapidly and 
easily. Minhaj categorically mentions. Tf it were not for these dykes, it would 
38. iVIinhaj-us-Siraj. 1 (ihaqcil-i-Scisin. Vol. i. p. 437. 
be impossible for people to carry out their intention or reach various structures 
and inhabited places except by means of boats."'''' The third change in the 
nature of topography was contributed by the construction of forts, palaces. 
madrasahs, mosques and, khanqahs etc. by the new inhabitants. These 
establishments gave birth to the rise of large number of urban centers. It is 
reported that Bakhtiyar Khalji, immediately after establishment of Muslim rule. 
built forts, mosques, khanqahs and madrasahs in Lakhnauti."^ *^  It is quite right 
that the construction of such establishments, especially mosques with graceful 
domes and minerates transformed the skyline of the place."" Moreover, with the 
advent of the Muslims immigrants, the uninhabited territories began to emerge 
as habited region. For the sake of illustration, it can mention the example of 
Sylhet region in Bengal. It has been informed by Ibn Battuta that in the vicinity 
of the hospice of Shaikh Jalal in Sylhet there was no habitation. But in course 
of time with the arrival of the Shaikh the locality began to emerge as a town 
and the traveller found that the inhabitants of the locality visiting the hospice.^^ 
But, by for the most important contribution to the geography of Bengal 
during Sultanate period was its demographic change, which resulted in the 
transformation of urban life of the people of particular regions. The agrarian 
character of the region seems to have been the tlrst and the most coveted thing 
which led the Muslims to occupy it, which becomes evident from the tact that 
the coins of Mughisuddin Yuzbak, dated 653H (1255A.D.),"*"' and that of 
Ruknuddin Kaikaus, dated 690 H. (1291 A.D.). are reported to have been 
struck from the KharaJ (land tax) of Satgaon, Nadia and Sonargaon 
39. Idem 
40. ibid. Vol. I. p. 427. 
41. Sec. IJaruni's relercnces to the construction of graceful great domes, forts and big buildinus. 
Tarikh-i-firoz Sluihi. p. 65/ Vol. I. p. 76. 
42. Ibn Battuta. p. 239. 
43. S'uminsmalic digest. Vo. V 1981. p. 4. 
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respectively. Secondly, the region could meet the requirements of the state b\ 
providing manpower for maintaining a strong flotilla in the riverine territor\/' 
Ibn Battuta informs that on the river Ganges there were numerous ships, by 
means of which Fakhruddin's forces at Sonargaon waged war against the 
people of Lakhnauti, and again when Fakhruddin raided Lakhnauti by water on 
which he was strong."*^ It is also corroborated by Al-Umari, who has reported 
that in the Ganges of Lakhnauti there were two lakh boats and ships. '^  The 
emergence of Satgaon in a changed formed was due to its link with Lakhnauti 
the capital of the Sultanate, as well as its direct commercial relation with 
outside world maintained by sea route. 
It is important to note that the people of the lower strata of the fold of 
Hinduism, who were kept at a distance by the Brahmanas in fear of 
'contamination', might have embraced Islam, or at least imitated the socio-
cultural life of the Muslims who had kept the gates of the urban centers open 
and the provision of state facilities for all, irrespective of caste and creed. And 
most probably, it is the reason that with the entrance of the lower class people 
in the town of Sonargaon the Brahmanas left it. Kritivasa, a 15"^  century 
Bengali poet, observes that a great danger caused great anxiety to the 
Brahmanas and they abandoned their homes, where they had been living 
happy, and came to west Bengal. The poet informs us that his ancestor. 
Narsingha Ojha, a courtier of Danujmadeva (Baranis Danuj Rai of Sonargoan) 
was one of those Brahamans who left east Bengal at that time.^' Thus it is 
44. A Karim. CMCB. p. 25. 
45. .\i-Umari.p. 17; Perso Arabic Sources p. 113. 
46. (bn Battuta. The Reh/a, pp. 236. 
47. Ibid pp. 235. 2 
48. [)harmasvamin, p. 86-87. 
49. KritKas Ramayana. Introduction; quoted bv Abdul Rahim..in Social and Ciiliural History of 
fie^^f;/. (1201-1576A.D.) (Pakistan history sociel\. Karachi. 1963) Vol. l .p . 45. 
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obvious that a sort of social transformation as well as social mobility took place 
in east Bengal. The swelling number of the Muslims in east Bengal, uhere 
today the second largest Muslim ethnic population in the world after the 
Arabs^ *^  is living, may explain this effect. 
In the case of the 'core' region of Santhal Parganas and Mymensingh-
Sylhet, the former did not undergo any substantial change because no 
immigrant settlements as well as state reforms took place there at least during 
the Sultans of Bengal, but the latter, that is Sylhet-Mymensingh region, 
underwent some changes in respect of conversion of its tribal people to Islam. 
mainly due to the establishment of Khanqah of Shaikh Jalal Mujarrad' and the 
emergence of urban centers like Ghiyaspur (identified with Enayatpur in 
Mymensingh)"^ and Habanq (Habibganj in Sylhet).'"'^  But despite this, it is to be 
noted here that so far as general living conditions are concerned this 
mountaineous region did not undergo any major socio-cultural change during 
the medieval period. People remained noted for traditional profession of 
witchcraft and magic and still then acted as slave labour.'^ '' The main reason for 
this phenomenon of social static condition lay in the hilly nature of the region. 
which could not be brought under cultivation and therefore, it failed to provide 
its people with all sorts of amenities.'^ "^ 
Of the shatter zones. Lakhnauti and Pandua though attained the status of 
capital cit>' during the pre-Muslim times but in the absence of any public 
50. [Richard V Weeks, p. 137. 
51. Ibn Batluta, pp. 237-39. 
52. A.W Botham. Catalogue of the Provincial Coin Cabinet Assam. Allahabad. 2'"' edition, 1986. T' 
Published in 1930) p. 140 (Hereafter cited as Assam cabinet). 
53. Ibn Batuila. the Rehla. p. 241. 
54. Ibid, pp.237-238. 
55. Ibid. p. 239. 
oriented reforms the places remained muddy, swampy and unhealthy.^ * '^ In the 
13"^  century, after the advent of the Muslims, they not only became the capital 
city but also big metropolitans. In the eyes of Chinese envoys Lakhnauti had 
"walls and suburbs, the king's palace and the large and small palaces ot the 
nobility and temples and all other things.'^^ It was linked with other outposts b> 
road 'which was opened upto the people at large'.^^ The new rulers' attempts, 
however, changed not only the topographical features but they influenced the 
life and culture of the people as well. Because it is reported that after some 
territorial reforms introduced by the Sultans, the people could carry out their 
business easily.'^ However, the "Shatter Zone" as well as marshland**" of the 
mountainous territories in northeast Bengal and Bihar remained traditionallv 
static. Infact the emergence of foreign immigrant settlements is one of the most 
important reasons for causing demographic as well as cultural transformation in 
Bengal in that period. For the sake of illustration we may site the example of 
Makran, which was mostly barren land with little water from the streams, but it 
attracted the Arab traders who settled down in its towns situated along the high 
road linking it with Iran on the west, Central Asia, India and China on the east. 
They turned these towns into trading centers. These merchants formed an 
important link in the overseas and land trade between India, Persia and the 
Middle East"' 
It ma>, however, be noted here that the application of frontier theory in 
analysing the Muslim society of Bengal b\ Richard Eaton is not warranted. 
because the reforms of socio-economic importance introduced by the ruling 
56 Minhai \ ol 1 p 437 
57 P C BagLhi. I }s\a Bhaiali Annals. Vol 1. 1945, p I 17 
58 Minliai. Vol 1 p 437 
~>9 Idem 
60 Ibid pp 427-28 
61 Richaid M 1 aton Fhe Rne of Islam ami Ihc Bengal fi oniiet pp XXII-XXIV 
class, as well as the potentialities of zones - two major factors that caused 
social, topographical and demographic mobility - have not been kept under 
proper consideration in his discussion. 
(B) Establishment of Sultanate Rule in Bengal & its Expansion 
A distinct Muslim principality emerged under the leadership of 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji in the early 13'^ century i.e. 1203 A.D.^^ The 
establishment of sultanate in Bengal was the continuation of the conquest of 
India by Muslims in the early 13' century A.D. It was conducted by a Khalji 
adventurer named Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji. 
He is wrongly called by the historians as Muhammad bin Bakhtiyar 
Khalji. In fact. Sir Wolselly Haig in Cambridge History of India (vol. Ill) 
named him as Ikhtiyar-ud-din Muhammad son of "Bakhtiyar'. Most likely he 
erred because he accepted Major Raverty's orthography when he put izafat 
(sign of the genitive) between 'Muhammad' and 'Bakhtiyar' as a substitute for 
bin (son oi) while translating Tabaqat-I-Nasiri. The mistake has been followed 
by most of the modem historians. Very recently Peter Jackson has committed 
the same error in his work titled The Delhi Sultanate: A Political and Military 
Hisiorv, and has called him Muhammad bin Bikhtiyar instead of Muhammad 
Bakhtiyar." 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji belonged to the Khalji tribe of Garmsir, a 
territory to the southwest border of Ghur, modern Dast-i-Marg.^"* He came to 
the court of Sultan Muizuddin Muhammad bin Sam at Ghazni in search of 
employment in the army during those staring times. On being rejected by the 
otTicials of the department of Paymaster General (Diwan-i-Arz) there, he came 
62. Minhai-us-Sirdj, rabaqal-i-Nasin, (ed.) Abbul Hai Habibi. Kabul, 1963, Vol. 1, pp. 423-26. 
63 Pctei .fackson. Fhe Delhi Sultanate\J Polilicaland Military History, Cambridge, 2000. p. 12. 
64. Minhai-us-Siraj. 1 abaqat-i-Nasin; Vol. 1. p. 422. 
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to the presence of Qutubuddin Aibak, the viceroy of Muizuddin Muhammad 
bin Sam. in Delhi to be again similarly rejected. He then sought employment 
with the Muqta of Badaun. who assigned him a salary (mawajib). In Badaun he 
saved money, purchased horses and weapons and then went to Malik 
Husamuddin Aghul Bak, the Muqta of Awadh. Having rendered good service, 
he was given two village-Bhagwat and Bhuili situated very close to each other 
near the border of Bihar. It is reported that being a man of valour and 
intrepidity. Bakhtiyar Khalji was in the habit of making incursion into the 
territory of Maner (situated on the junction of the river Sone with the Ganges) 
and Udantvihar (Bihar). He thus acquired ample resources in the shape of 
horses, arms and men. As the reports of his exploits spread, bodies of Akhlaj 
(Plural of Khalji) from different parts of Hindustan joined him and he became 
very powerful.^ "^ It is reported that Qutubuddin Aibak was so happy with him 
for his valorous achievements that he dispatched a robe of distinction to him. 
Minhaj writes that having been honored with such notice and favour, Bakhtiyar 
with two hundred horsemen in defensive armour, suddenly attacked the fortress 
of Bihar and captured it. Taranath a sixteenth century Tibetan scholars say 
that a general of Turkish (Turushka) ruler from the west with five hundred 
horsemen Turks attacked and plundered Magadha.'''^ Habibullah prefers to 
construe this into an early raid by Bakhtiyar on Udantavihar.^° But it is quite 
likely that Taranath is referring to Bakhtiyar Khalji's capture of Udantavihar. 
65 fvlinha|-us-Sna| lahqat-i-Nasni. HG Ra\ert_v. Fg Tr Oriental Books Reprint corporation. 
N Delhi 1970. \ ol 1 p 550 
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68 Idem 
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Because the same source in that same connection mentions that after 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar had occupied the region and built a garrison camp over 
the ruins of the Udantavihar. No doubt, this newly built fort became the 
center for the administration of the territories of south Bihar that Bakhtiyar 
ravaged and brought under his sway.''^ 
Although Minhaj does not mention any date of Muhammad Bakhtiyar's 
occupation of Udantavihara but from the subsequent events it seems that it took 
place in 599 A.H. corresponding to 1203 A.D. Because Hasan Nizami in his 
Taj-ul-Maasir records that when Qutubuddin's mood was at leisure from the 
arrangement of affairs of the country (Kalinjar), the attention was turned 
towards Badaun soon after the arrival of the auspicious stirrup there. 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji came from the direction of Udantavihara to his 
presence.^^ The date of Kalinjar's conquest by Qutubuddin Aibak is S"" Rajab 
599 A.H. corresponding to 24 March, 1203 A.D.'''' Bakhtiyar's arrival to the 
presence of Qutubuddin Aibak after the capture of Udantavihar, is also 
supported by Minhaj. ^ So the date of the Conquest of the portions of Bihar by 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji was 1203 A.D. The old village of Bakhtiyarpur 
named after Bakhtiyar Khalji, in the Bihar sharif subdivision of Patna district, 
situated close to the town of Bihar Sharif was in all probability founded some 
time following Khalji's conquest of Bihar town.^'' Thus the task of the 
71 1 ai andth. Histoi \ of Buddhism p. 3 19. 
72 Vlinhai lahaqal-i- \asinVo\ l . p423 . 
7'> Hasan \izanni. 7aj-ul Maasii. Extract in IZDlll (Aligarh, 1952) Vol. 11. P. 229-230. sec also 
\hmad Hasan Dam ••Date of Bakhti>ars [<aid on Nadiva; IIIQ Vol. XXX 1945. p. 145. 
74 r. Dcnison Ross. ed. & Eg. tr Tarikh-i-Fakhr Mubarak Shah (London. 1927) p. 24 also K.K Basil 
Eq Tr I he rankh-i- Muddbbir Shahi. 1977) p. 15. fn. 3. 
75 Minhdj Iahaqal-i-Nasin \o\ I. p.424. 
76 Hasan Kishat Aiisari; "The compiehensive Hision of Bihar, cd. Hasan Askari and Qeyamuddin 
Ahmad (Patna. 1983) Vol. II. Pt. p. 35. 
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foundation of Sultanate in Bengal was initially as well as partially fulfilled in 
1203 A.D. 
It has already been said that Bakhtiyar Khalji after the conquest of a 
portion of Bihar went to meet Qutubuddin Aibak. Minhaj"s account shows that 
Qutubuddin Aibak being pleased at Muhammad Bakhtiyar"s success conferred 
a rich special robe of honors (Tashreef-i-Khas) upon him and the latter with 
special honorary robe set out towards his Bihar territories to prepare himself for 
77 
further conquest. Hodivala opines that out of five degrees of Khilat, 
(Tashreef-i-Khas), which Qutubuddin himself had actually worn was given to 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar. Nizamuddin Ahmad Bakshi says that Bakhtiyar 
joined the service to Qutubuddin Aibak and the latter entrusted the rule of 
Lakhnauti (Bengal) for the duty of conquering it.''^  However, it is seen that 
having prepared a strong force, one year after the conquest of Bihar. 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji from the direction of Bihar (South Bihar) 
launched an attack on Nadiya the Sena capital of Gaur. In fact the negligence 
of the Sena frontier defense and the expansion of his dominion upto the border 
with Sena region as well as his dream of carving out a separate Khalji 
Kingdom, might have encouraged him a further success. Minhaj's account 
tends to suggest that Bakhtiyar Khalji very tactfully passed his troops through 
the territories ot Rai Lakshaman Sena, the Sena ruler of Nadiya (Gaur-Bengal) 
with eighteen or twenty horsemen which was thought to be a party of horse 
traders by the guards. He bagan slaughtering the palace-guards and thus 
captured the palace as well as the city of Nadiya. Isami says that Muhammad 
77 Minhdi Icihaqai-i-\cisiii \io\ l .op cit , pp 429-25 
78 Shdhpurushdh Horrndsji llodivdld. Studies in Inclo-Miislim flislory. (Bombdv, 1939) 
79 Nizdmuddin Ahmad,/«/)fl^rt/-;-lAfcfl/; (Lucknow. 1 875) Vol I p 23 
XO M\nhi\\. lcihaqal-i-\asin.Vo\ 1. pp 25-27 
XI Ibid, Vol l . p p 426-27 
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Bakhtiyar entered that region in the face of merchants (ayan-i-saudagran). ' 
Minhaj writes that after Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji passed himself out ot 
that territory he left the city of Nadiya in desolation, and the place, which is 
now Lakhnauti, he made the seat of his government.**^ He brought the different 
parts of the adjacent areas under his control and had the khutba read and coins 
struck.'^ '* Badauni's statement that khutba was read in the Bakhtiyar Khaljfs 
own name,^^ is not corroborated by the circumstantial evidence. We have the 
gold tankah of Muhammad bin Sam referring to the conquest of Gaur. The coin 
dated Ip"" Ramadhan 601 A.H. (12"' March 1205), the obverse of which bears 
the image at the charge carrying a mace and the words in Nagari character 
'Gaur Vijay' (conqueror of Gaur) and the reverse bears the name of 
Muhammad bin Sam with titles in Arabic.^'' The conqueror of Gaur referred to 
is of course Muhammad bin Sam. The conquest was, however, actually not 
carried out by Muhammad bin Sam himself (who never went to Bengal) but by 
his general Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji.**^  We have come to know that alter 
the completion of the successful Nadiya Campaign, Muhammad Bakhtivar 
Khalji dispatched a large portion of booty and acquired treasures to the 
presence of Qutubuddin Aibak, the Sultan"s viceroy in Delhi. His reverence 
as well as respect towards Sultan Muizuddin Muhammad bin Sam is also 
reflected in the words "can't any calamit) have been fallen the sultan Ghazi 
82 lsdm\. / iiiuh-iis-Sii/aiin.ed Usha (Madras lJtii\eisit\ 1946) p 99 
8'> Ibid, p 427 Ni?amuddin Ahmad writes that Bkhli>ar devastated the cit\ ol Nadua and toundi.d 
another cit\. which has become Lakhnauti. made it his capita! and toda\ that citv is in rums and is 
known as daur Inhaqat-i- lkha)L\'o\ 1 p 23 
84 \linhai /nhac/tit-i \(isin Vol I p 427 
85 \bd-ul-Qadir Badaoni, the \luntakhah-al-1aMaiikh. ed fvlauKi Ahmad Ah (bibliolhie Indiia 
Calcutta. 1968) p 58 (Hereatler cited as Badaoni \! 1 ) 
86 Nicholas W 1 owich. The Horsemen Type ot Bengal and the qtiestion of commeroative Issues 
I \ S I Vol X X W 197"!. p 197, Dr Farmeswar lal suggests the term Gaurijan|i to be read as 
Gaur Vipve (on the occasion Nagari legend on the Horseman Tanka .1 N S 1 1973) pp 209-12 
87 Nicholas W 1 owich. p 198 
88 Minhai Vol 1 p 427 
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that may good fortunes hath deserted me," which he would have constantl) 
on 
uttered at his deathbed, after the disastrous Tibetan campaign. However, with 
the emergence of Lakhnauti as the capital (dar-ul-mulk)'^'' of the Muslim 
principality of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji, the final task of the foundation of 
the independent Sultanate in Bengal was primarily completed. 
A minute study of the Persian sources can help us in gleaning the extent 
of the Kingdom of Lakhnauti under Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji. His domain 
starts from the foot of the Vindhya hills in the Mirzapur district (Muhammad 
Bakhtiyar's Iqta) along the southern bank of the Ganges right upto the 
Rajmahal hills; Bakhtiyar's authority was predominant in the greater parts of 
south Bihar. Mulla Taqia says that in 599 A.H./1203 A.D. Bakhtiyar Khalji led 
an army towards the principality of Tirhut and ousted its ruler Narsimhadeva 
(1187-1225 A.D.) but permitted latter to continue his rule over Tirhut and 
Darbhanga vilayat, on condition of paying tribute.* '^ Ghulam Husain Salim the 
author of Riyaz-us-Salatin. says that Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji appears to 
have conquered Mithila west of the river Mahananda). " Blochman without 
mentioning any source however writes that Bakhtiyar Khalji passed from the 
southeastern part of Mithila. However in all probability, it appears that 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji held the reverine tracts on the north bank of the 
Ganges on which lay the traditional highway communication between Bengal 
and Awadh down to the middle of the 14"^  century.''"' As to the possession in 
Bengal region, it is described that prior to the Tibet expedition Muhammad 
89. Ibid. Vol. I. p. 4^.1. 
90. MiiihaJ. Iahac/al-i-.\ii.sin. \'o\. \. p. 427. 
91. Mulla Taqia Maasir-i-Rahimi. 1949. p. 79. 
92. Ghulam Husain. Riyaz-iis-Salaiin Eg. tr. b\ Abdus Salam. (ldarah.-i-Adabi\at-i-[)clhi) Reprint. 
1975, p..>9. 
93. SI. Blochman. Conlrihulion lo the Geography and History of Bengal (Muhammadan Period) 
Asiatic Society. Calcutta. 1968) p. 3. 
94. K.R. Qanungo, Hislory of Bengal (D.V. 1948). Vol. II. p. 13. f.n. 
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Bakhtiyar sent two brothers, Muhammad Sheran and Ahmad Sheran with a 
portion of troops towards Lakhnor and Jaj Nagar.^^ Lakhnor has been identified 
with Nagar in Birbhum district,^^ while Jaj Nagar with Jajpur, a town on the 
bank of the River, which was an old headquarter of North Orissa/" We are 
further informed that the fief of Narankoe (Naragoe) otherwise mentioned as 
Barsol was made over to Ali Mardan Khalji.^^ (Blochman leaves Narankoe or 
Barsol unidentified, while Qanungo identified it with a place near the town of 
Nusratabad in Sarkar Ghoraght of the Mughals time).'^ Minhaj writes that 
Malik Muhammad Iwaz Khalji was the Muqta of Ganguri or Kankuri,'^ *^ which 
is mentioned in the Tabaqat-i-Akbari as Kalwai.'^' (The place has been 
identified with Mahal Gankarah in Sarkar Tanda of Todarmal's rent roll) 
Finally, it is described that Bakhtiyar khalji after his unsuccessful Tibetan 
campaign returned to Devikot (Deokot),'"^ Which is situated in Pargana 
Gangarampur of Dinajpur district.'°'' The earliest Sultanate principalit> of 
Bengal, under the rule of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji in 1205 A D . was 
roughly bounded on the north by a north easterly straight line from the modern 
town of Purnia via Deokot to the town of Rangpur, on the east and south east 
by the Tista and Korotoya (the Baghmati of Minhaj).'°' on the south by the 
main stream of the Ganges, and on the west b\ the River Karmanasa 
95 Minhai. Vol l ,p 432 
96 K R Qanungo. p 437; Blochman. Co/j»;/>!(((on/o//ie Geog/H/?/n p4 
97 Qanungo f/isiory of Bengal, p 37. Blochman, p 3 
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I A Vol I p 24 
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Bakhtiyar Khalji established an independent Sultanate in Bengal, 
autonomous for all practical purposes, with Lakhnauti as its capital. The 
evidence contained in the Fiituh-ns-salatin that Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji 
became king {Badshah) in that region with a separate capital for his 
dominion.'*"' is confirmed by Thomas's remark that Bakhtiyar Khalji ruled 
undisturbed by higher authority till his own career was prematurely cut-shon in 
602 H (1206 AT).)-
Political Condition of Bengal on the Eve of Bakhtiyar's Invasion 
Lakshmanasena was ruling over Takhnauti with the title Gaudesvara. 
It is well known that Gauda and Vanga gradually emerged as the two political 
divisions of Bengal during the later Gupta period, i.e., from the middle of the 
sixth century A.D. Gauda denoted northern and western Bengal while Vanga 
comprised southern and eastern Bengal. The first independent ruler of Gauda 
Kingdom was Sasanka who became the king of Gauda sometime before AD. 
606 and adopted the title of Gaudadhi or Gaudadhipati (the lord of Gauda). 
Sasanka, who had captured Magadha, also ruled over Gauda-Magadha till A D. 
637-38 when he was reported dead. Sasanka's capital was Karnasuvarna, which 
is generally identified with Rangamti, 6 miles southeast of Behrampur in 
Modern Murshidabad district of West Bengal, and is located about 2-3 miles 
from Ghiruli railway station. After the death of Sasanka the kingdom of Gauda 
disintegrated and its history is obscure for more than a century till the rise of 
the Palas. The Palas held sway over the kingdom of Gauda. Some of the Pala 
rulers like Mahipala, Madanpala and Govindapala called themselves 
Gaudesvera or the lord of Gauda. Some of the Pala rulers also called 
I06.lsami, Fuliih-iis-Sa/alin, p. 100. 
107.H.N. Raudle. '[ndia Ot'tlce Plate of Lakshamanasena". Epigraphica Indica XXVI. New Delhi, p. 7, 
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themselves Vangapati (or the lord of Vanga) as they reigned over the eastern 
and the southern Bengal too.' 
The Senas, who were the original inhabitants of the Kamat - the present 
Karnataka state in south India, rose to power from Radh (now comprising of 
modern Murshidabad, Birbhum and Burdawan). The first member of the Sena 
dynasty of Bengal was Samanta Sena who was probably a chief in the Radh 
region under the Palas. His son Hemantasena was known as Raja Raksuraksah 
(skilfuU in the protection of kings). The title shows that he held the position of 
a feudatory under the Palas. The next rulers were Vijaisena (A.D. 1095-1158) 
and his son Vallalasena (A.D. 1158-79) who were the great kings of the 
dynasty. They conquered Vanga and some other places, and extended the 
boundaries of their kingdom. They attempted to capture the kingdom of Gauda 
also but perhaps they were only partially successful in it. It was 
Lakshmanasena (A.D. 1179-1206), the last ruler of the Sena dynasty, who 
finally and wholly captured the kingdom of Gauda in the later part of his reign 
and called himself Gaudesvara, the lofty title earlier adopted by Sasanka and 
the Pala rulers. Though this title was later on used by Vijaisena and Valalasena 
also, but these two earlier rulers did not adopt this title in their own official 
records. Needless to say Vanga was already in Lakshmanasena's possession. 
Lakshamanasena thus reigned over Gauda as well as Vanga, the two political 
divisions of Bengal. 
It is to be noted here that Gauda comprised the territory of northern and 
western Bengal, and at the same time it denoted the old city called as Gauda or 
Gaur, the ruins of which are now located in modern Malda district of West 
108.R.C Maiumadar, History of Ancient Bengal, Calcutta. 1971. pp.44, 57. 71-77, 131-155, HCIP V 
pp 35-8. Abdul Momin Choudharv, Dynastic Histon- of Bengal {A.D. 750-1200) Decca. 1967. pp 
204-20 
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Bengal.'"'^ In all likelihood it was this city of Gaur that was named as 
Lakshamanati or Lakhnauti by Raja Lakshmanasena after his own name 
Minhaj-us-Siraj. the author of Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, who visited Bengal between 
A.D. 1242-45, has mentioned that the city of Nudiah was Lakshmanasena's seat 
of government i.e. the capital.'"* This city of Nudiah was recently identified 
somewhere in the modern Nadia district of West Bengal. Recent researchers, 
however, have established that there was another place known as Nudiah or 
Nudiya that is identified with the village Naudah or Nudiah located about 2 
miles northeast of Rohanpur railway station in western Rajshahi district of 
Bangladesh and 20 miles southeast of Gaur-Lakhnauti in Malda district of 
West Bengal. Several historical remains such a mounds, archeological artifacts 
and Hindu relics have been found in this Naudah or Nudiyah village. 
Moreover, the mounds are extensive and thus fit to be treated as a city. These 
historical vestiges lead us to believe that it was perhaps this Nudiya that Vvas 
the capital or a secondary capital of Raja Lakshamanasena. Minhaj's Nudiah or 
Nudiya was most likely this Naudah or Nudiah of modem Rajshahi district of 
Bangladesh and not the modern Nadia district of West Bengal as has been 
suggested by A.K.M. Zakariah and Richard M. Eaton.'" The modern Nadia or 
old Navadvipa became a prominent city and a holy place only after the birth of 
Chaitanya m A.D. 1486."^ It seems that historians identified this city with 
Nudiah just by the similarity of the name without any archeological or material 
evidence. 
109 D C Sircar, Cauda. IHQ. XXVlll (2) June. 1952, pp 123-24 
110 Minhai-us-Sirai \o l 1 p 138 
i l l A KM /akanah Muhammad Bak/uivar s Conquest of \udiah . Journal ol the Varendra 
[Research Museum, Vol 6. 1980-81 pp 57-72, Idem Bangaladeshar Pratnasampad (Bengali) 
(Dhaka. 1984) pp 213-14 Richard M ¥ds\on. The Rise of Islam and the Bengal frontier MO^-
I7()0 Delhi, 1994 pp XXI. 21 23 
l i 2 R D Baneip, Banglai Itihas. II. Calcutta. 1915. pp 336-57. HB, II pp 5.8 AH Dam Fhe 
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At the close of the twelfth century the kingdom of the Senas began to 
disintegrate. By this time northwest India had already come under the Turkish 
domination and Bakhtiyar was moving towards eastern India. Minhaj says that 
when the news of Bakhtiyar's eastward movement reached the people of 
Bengal, a number of astrologers and Brahmins went to Raja Lakshamanasena 
and apprised him of the possibility of the impending danger of the Turushka's 
invasion. They described the future invader as a man whose arms were long 
reaching beyond the knee-joints. Minhaj says, 'Atamat-i-u-anast ke chun rust 
be-istud bar do qadam Wa dastha farud Guzarad har do dast-i-n-azsar-i-zarm-
i-u dar giizard,' (the indication is that when he stands upright on his two 
feet, and lets down his two hands, his hands will reach beyond the point of his 
knees) After investigation by reliable persons this physical trait was found to be 
true. This frightened the people of Bengal as well as their king. To avert this 
impending catastrophe the Raja performed a great sacrifice to propitiate the 
gods for help. An Inscription of Lakshamanasena refers to the fact that the kmg 
in the twentyfifth year (A.D. 1203) of his reign performed a great sacrifice or 
yajua called Aindri Mahasanti, ^ which is normally organized only to avert 
great calamities. This great calamity on Lakshamanasena could not be but the 
invasion of Gauda by Bakhtiyar Khalji. This shows that the ruling classes in 
Bengal instead of introducing any change suited to the age in the art of war, 
tactics and weapons, adopted the traditional system and used to rely on charms 
and incantation than prowess. 
As for the date of invasion of Bakhtiyar Khalji on Gaud, it has been a 
subject of speculation as no contemporar> or near contemporary chronicler 
I U V1inha|-as-Siia]. Vol I. p 150 
1 14 N K Bhdttasali. • rhe Rajavach (Bhawal) Plate of Laksinana semi Deva . JRASB (L) VIII (1), 
l')42. p 19 
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mentions it. It is only on the basis of circumstantial evidence that modern 
scholars have fixed the following dates: ^ 
Charles Stewart 
Edward Thomas 
Major H.G. Raverty 
H. Blochmann 
N.k. Bhattasali 
K.R. Qanungo 
A.H.600 A.D. 1203-4 
A.H.599 1 A.D. 1202-3 
A.H.590 i A.D.I 193-4 
A.H.594-5 A.D. 1197-8 
A.H.598 
A.H.598 
A.D.1201-2 
A.D.1201-2 
A.H. Dani opined that the date of Bakhtiyar's invasion of Gauda should 
be fixed in the early month of A.D. 1204, while A.B.M. Habibullah"^ places 
the date of this event some time in A.D. 1204-5. Bakhtiyar Khalji's conquest of 
Gauda is now known by three gold Tankas}^^ issued by him in the name of his 
master Muiz-ud-din Muhammad bin Sam. Some numismatists and historians 
published the best specimen of the three coins, but they missed to decipher the 
coins correctly. Due to wrong reading these coins could not be interpreted in 
appropriate historical perspectives. The inscription and the date found on the 
115.Stewart. History of Bengal.pAl>.Edward Thomas, The Chronicles p.110 Raverty 1. p.19. 11. 
Blochman, Contributions to the History and Geography of Bengal. Part 111. JASB XLIV (1) 
Calcutta. 1875. pp. 2756 N.K. Bhattasali. Determination of the Epoch of the Parganati Era; I'he 
Indian.Antiquity. LI I. 1923, pp. 314-20: IIB. II, p. 32. 
116.A.11. Dani. Date of Bakiiyar's raid on .\adia\ IHQ XXX (2) June 1954. p. 145; llabibullah. Hie 
foundation p. 58. 
1 17.One coin is preserved in the red fort Museum of Delhi. It was published b> 11. Nelson Wright, f'he 
coinage p.6 (win no 3A) on it the Nagri part of the legend is oblitented. But Writing presumed its 
as .Sri Muhamad Sam. Another coin of this type is in the British Museum. London. It was tirst 
published b\ N.W. Lowick •'I'he Horseman type of Bengal and the question of commemorative 
issue -.INSl. XXXV. 1973. pp. 196-208. The third specimen is in the smith sonian Institute. 
Washington on this coin the Nagari legend is very clear. It has been published b\ P.L. Gupta, on 
the date of the Horsemen type coin of Muhammad bin sam; JNSl. XXXVIII(l) 1976 pp. 81-87. 
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coins suggest that the very purpose of issuing these gold tankas was to record 
the conquest of Gauda and to let the people know of the shift of power on 
account of the military victory. Bakhtiyar inscribed the phrase "Gauda Vijaye' 
(on the conquest of Gauda) and a very specific date in the margin on the 
obverse side that carries in the center a motif of a rider on a galloping horse 
wearing Armour and holding a brandishing mace in his right hand symbolizmg 
the change of power and establishing the Turkish rule. Both the phrase 'Gauda 
Vijaya' and the specific date are inscribed around the horseman motif in a 
running manner appearing as one sentence; though the term "Gauda' is in 
Sanskrit, the date is in Arabic words. 
Muhammad Shiran Khalji 
Muhammad Shiran Khalji on the death of his master, Muhammad 
Bakhtiyar Khalji, rushed from Lakhnor or Jajnagar (Birbhum district), and 
arrived at Deokot where Bakhtiyar Khalji was killed. Immediately he 
performed the mourning rites and then moved with a small troop to Narkoti 
identified with Barsala (in the Ghoraghat region), the Iqta of Ali Mardan. to 
punish the murderer of his master. Ali Mardan was captured and imprisioned in 
Barsala. Muhammad Shiran returned to Devkot. There the Khalji Amirs chose 
him as their ruler. 
Shortly afterwards Ali Mardan managed to gain the favour of Baba Haji 
Isfahani. the incharge of the prison and escaped. He moved to Delhi where 
Qutubuddin Aibak had declared himself Sultan after the death of his master 
Muizuddin Muhammad bin Sam on 3 Shaban. A.H. 602 (15 March 1206 A.D.). 
There he instigated the new sultan against Shiran. Qaemaz Rumi, the Governor 
of the province of Awadh was ordered to move to Bengal to punish Shiran. 
1 1 X.Miiihaj-us-Siraj. \ 'o l . 1 p. 157. 
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Shiran fled towards Mosoda or Santosh (MahiganJ. in the modern Bogra 
district). Subsequently, according to Minhaj, dissensions arose among his 
Amirs and he was put to death. Iwaz Khalji now began to rule over Lakhnauti 
as a vassal of Qutubuddin Aibak until he gave charge to AH Mardan in A H. 
607 (A.D. 1210) Muhammad Shiran Khalji ruled thus for less than a year over 
the areas which were under the administration of his predecessor, Bakhtiyar 
Khalji. No coin or inscription bearing his name has come to light. 
Rukn-ud-Din Ali Mardan Khalji was a general in the service of 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji. Minhaj mentions him as Ala-ud-din Ali Mardan 
Khalji,'"" a name repeated by the later chroniclers. But his actual epithet was 
Rukn-ud-din and not Alauddin as is clear from some of his coins, which have 
come to light.'^' Besides, he is wrongly spelt Ali-yi-mardan instead of A.li 
Mardan b\ Peter Jackson.'^" 
Ali Mardan was the fief holder of Narkoti or Barsala in the Ghoraghat 
region. As he had assassinated his master, Bakhtiyar Khalji, he was imprisoned 
by Muhammad Shiran. But, soon he won the guard of prison, Baba Haji 
Isfahani. popularly known as Baba,'^^ and escaped from the jail. Then he 
moved to Delhi and from there he accompanied Qutubuddin on his expedition 
to Lahore and Ghazni against Malik Taj-ud-din Yalduz. Qutb-ud-din was 
ultimateK defeated and he retreated to Delhi leaving Ali Mardan in the 
captivity of Yalduz. Ali Mardan, however, managed to be free from the 
captivity and returned to Delhi soon. At Delhi Ali Mardan was received b\ 
1 19 Minhai-us-Sirai Vol l . p l 5 8 . I IB lipp 15-17 
120 Miriha|-us-Sira| Vol l .p I5X 
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Aibak with honours. Aibak conferred upon him the governorship of Bengal in 
A.H 607 (A.D. 1210). All Mardan moved to Bengal where Iwaz Khal)i 
welcomed him '^'' Being a Shrewd statesman, Iwaz quietly retired to his old tief 
allowing Ali Mardan to rule over Bengal.'^^ Minhaj says that after the death ot 
Qutub-ud-din Aibak (November 1210 A.D.) Ali Mardan declared himself 
sultan and put up the crown of Kingship.'^'' Ali Mardan was the first governor 
who openly assumed the title of Sultan and issued coins in his own name His 
first coin is dated Ramzan A.H. 607 (March A.D. 1211) where he calls himself 
Al-Mu'azzam Rukn-ud-duniya waddin Abul Muzaffar Ali Mardan. Till now 
three gold. " and a few silver coins of his have come to light. 
Ah Mardan extended his kingdom by conquering the areas around 
Lakhnauti Minhaj says that he sent armies in different directions and the Rayes 
of the adjacent parts became awed of him, and sent him wealth and tribute 
Ali Mardan brought the whole country of Lakhnauti under his sway. Besides, 
Bihar continued to be a part of his kingdom as is proved by the fact that the 
next ruler, Iwaz Khalji is found in possession of it till the first expedition of 
Iltutmish'^" in A D 1225-26 
It IS said that Ali Mardan was a tyrant. He killed many Amirs who were 
supporters of his predecessor. Muhammad Shiran. Not only that, he also had 
124 /cki Vclidi Togan on the evidences provided b\ Nizamuddin Ahmad ot Tabaqat-i-Akban and 
Nuiul llaque ot Zubduta-ut-Tawankh has written that with the help of Turks, 'All Mardan escaped 
trom the prision and he went from Khorasan to Kashgar and thence he came to Tibet via that route, 
he ultimateh reached Devkot where he was received bv Iwaz Khalji and then he arrived at 
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his own vanity as is apparent from the fact that he bestowed upon his favorites 
the fiefdom of the distant places like Khurasan and Isfahan which were far 
away from Bengal and had nothing to do with him. His tyranny became so 
disgusting that the Khalji Amirs hatched a conspiracy, killed him and chose 
Iwaz Khal)i as their ruler. 
According to Minhaj, Ali Mardan ruled for about two years '^  But more 
authentic information is now available from his coins where on his last date is 
found ashnva sihamayah}^^ A.H. 610 (A.D. 1213-14) this suggests that he 
ruled for more than three years. 
Ghiyasuddm Iwaz Khalji'^'' ruled from A.D. 1214 to A.D 1227 and 
many of his coins are in existence. On becoming the governor of Bengal he 
assumed regal honour, which soon brought him into collision with the great 
Shamsuddin Altamash, emperor of Delhi. He came from Garmsir or Garmsel 
(or Dashti-margo in southeast Afghanistan), the home country of Muhammad 
Bakhtiyar Khalji; he joined the service of Bakhtiyar and accompanied him in 
his expedition to Bengal and was given the fief of Gangori.' ^ On the death of 
Muhammad Shiran Khalji, he was given the charge of Bengal. He governed the 
region till he handed over the charge to Ah Mardan. who was appointed the 
governor of Bengal by Qutubuddin Aibak in 1210 (A H 607) After the murder 
of Ali Mardan in 1213-14 A.D. he again came to power.'^^ He inherited the 
independent status of Bengal from Ali Mardan (who had severed his relation 
with Delhi after the death of Aibak) and declared himself Sultan. Being loyal to 
131 Minhai-us-Sirdi. Vol 1.160 
112 Idem 
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Delhi for some time, he declared himself independent from the Delhi Sultanate 
as it appears from his coin with the precise date alta 'sa 'ashrmin ziqa 'dah ^ 
sank sitt ashrwa sihamayah (19 ziqa 'dah A.H. 616, or S"' of March A.D. 
1219). It seems that he issued these coins immediately after declaring himself 
Sultan. On these coins he calls himself Al-Sultan Al-Azam Ghiyas-ud-duniya 
waddin Abdul fath Iwaz bin Al-Husain Nasir Amir-ul-Mominin. During his 
reign of 14 years Iwaz concentrated his efforts on extending the boundaries of 
his kingdom. In the words of Minhaj; 'the district of Lakhnor (in Birbhum) 
submitted to him and he brought his elephants, furniture, and treasures in 
abundance, and established his officers there.'•'^ This statement of Minhaj is 
substantiated by an Arabic inscription of Iwaz dated 29 July A.D. 1221 
discovered from Birbhum. The inscription suggests that Iwaz's son Ali Sher 
was appointed as the governor of Lakhnor in Birbhum. During the time of 
Bakhtiyar Khalji, Lakhnor was under the administration of Muhammad Shiran. 
It seems that when Muhammad Shiran assumed power Lakhnor was lost to the 
Ganga ruler, Anangabhima III of Orissa. It was Iwaz Khalji who recovered it 
from the Ganga ruler of Orrisa. The Chatesvara inscription (in the village of 
Krishnapur of Cuttack district) of Anangabhima III refers to the war with the 
Yavanas v,ho were no other than Ghiyassuddin Iwaz and his forces.'^*' Minhaj 
says that Jajnagar sent presents in wealth and money to Iwaz.''" The areas of 
Tirhut which included Darbhanga and were originally subdued by Bakhti\ar 
137.The month is clearly Ziqa'dah and not safar as read by P.Thorburn, Notes on a tew rare coins. 
JASB, XXV, 1929 (N.S. No. 42). P.27 N.W. Lowick has rightly read the month as Ziqadah but he 
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Lowick. p.203. 
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Khalji, continued to pay tlxed tribute to Iwaz as has been mentioned both b> 
Minhaj and Mulla Taqia.'"^ MinhaJ says that the territories such as Bang and 
Kamrup also used to send him offering.''*^ Iwaz was in undisturbed possession 
of south Bihar too. Although chroniclers are silent over this issue, it is onl> on 
the basis of numismatic evidences that some scholars claim that Ghiyasuddin 
Iwaz had received investiture from the Khalifa of Baghdad, which gave a legal 
sanction to his sovereignty'. The coin of Iwaz dated from A.H. 617 (A.D. 1220) 
to A.H 622 (A.D. 1225) bear on the obverse the Kalima with the name of the 
then Abbasid caliph Al Nasiruddin Amir-ul-Mominin. Iwaz's coins with the 
date A.H 622 (A.D. 1225) have recently come to light.''*'* All these coins 
except that of A H. 622 (A.D. 1225) contain Arabic months and specific dates. 
These confused the scholars so much so that a researcher concluded that Iwaz 
received investiture from the Khalifa three times.''^^ They did not realize that 
Iwaz had no reason to invoke any investiture from the Khalifa: he was unlike 
Iltutmish not a slave at any time and on the other hand he had inherited an 
independent kingdom. By putting Khalifa's name on his coins he was merely 
following the precedent adopted by the Ghaznavid rulers.''*^ He had only 
copied the pattern of their coinage.'"*^ It should be kept in mind that the 
depiction of the name of Khalifa on the coinage was also a fashion in the 
medieval period '*'* However, this proves that Iwaz had faith in the legal 
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authority of the Khalifa and to give a legal status to his rule he put the Khalifa \s 
name on his coins. Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali (d. A.D.I 111). one of the greatest 
philosophers and theologians of medieval times, had declared that any gout was 
lawful so long as its ruler made a formal acknowledgement of the temporal 
authority of the caliph. This acknowledgement could be made only b> 
including the reigning caliph's name in Khutba (or public prayer) and sika 
(minted coins). Hence Iwaz was just following the existing practices of 
recognizing the authority of the Khalifa. He was the first indain ruler who 
showed his allegiance to and association with the caliph and in whose coins we 
tlnd the name of the Khalifa.^^'^ This practice of Iwaz was soon copied by the 
Delhi Sultan Iltutmish whose coins dated A.H. 622 and A.H. 624 bear the name 
of the then Khalifa from whom he received investiture at a later time on 22 
Rabi. A.H. 622 (9 Feb 1228 A.D.).'^ ** Iwaz Khalji ruled in Bengal peacefulK 
without any interference from the Sultan of Delhi till A.H. 621 (A.D. 1224) 
until this time Iltutmish was himself busy in defending his dominion against 
Changiz Khan. 
With the death of Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz begins a very obscure period in 
the history of Bengal. Not much is known from the chronicles. Available coins 
and Inscriptions are the only sources that enlighten us on the history of the next 
half-century. This was the period when the governorship of the province of 
Bengal that is referred to by the early chroniclers as Lakhnauti, became a 
coveted ambition for the Amirs of Delhi v/ho were anxious to call themselves 
Malik-iis-Sharq (the master of the east).'^' Hence, mutual rivalry, plots. 
149. Abdul karim. The Khalifah as recognized in the Coin of Bengal Sultans. INSI XVll(ll), 1955. 
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conspiracy, rebellion and usurpations mark the whole period. That is why 
Lakhnauti came to be known as Balghakpur (a place of great sedition) " during 
this period. Seventeen rulers reigned over Lakhnauti as governors, on behalf ot 
the Delhi Sultans. Some of them rebelled and ruled independently also. Most ot 
these rulers were Mamluks or slaves of the imperial court of Delhi except three 
namely Nasir-ud-din Mahmud'" I and II as well as Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus. who 
were the progenies of the Sultans of Delhi. 
Prince Bughra Khan, Balbans son, established a new line of rulers in 
Bengal who continued to rule independently of Delhi till the Tughlaq 
intervention in 724 A.H./1324 A.D. The Tughlaq hold over Bengal was onh 
shortlived and was ended first by the assumption of independence b> one ot 
their officials. Fakhr-al-din,'^'' at Sonargaon (Dacca) and ultimately b> the rise 
of the Ilyas Shahis. Throughout the period, however, the Muslim dominion in 
Bengal grew in strength and extent and towards the end emerged as a \ve!l-
organized and strong unit of the then Muslim world. Its stability and 
importance were ensured in a large measure by its aloofness from the militar\ 
and political upheavals that had overtaken the Central Asian heartland of Islam 
about that time. Even the northwestern region of the subcontinent including 
Delhi, the new Muslim capital, was not quite out of the range of those troubles. 
One of the consequences of this situation was that through this period groups ot 
Muslim adventurers, political fugitives, scholars and others continued to find 
their way into Bengal. Even dynastic and political changes at Delhi occasioned 
the flight or expulsion of the ousted groups to the eastern dominion. These 
immigrant Muslims played an important part in building up the Sultanate 
m 
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Bengal. Indeed the political force generated by the influx of these new 
elements led to the rise of Ilyas Shahis. Prince Nasiruddin, who succeeded 
Iwaz. united his original province of Oudh with Bengal and Bihar and fixed his 
residence at Lakhnauti."^ This enlargement of his Jurisdiction and the fact ol 
his being the son of the Delhi Sultan naturally increased the importance of 
Sultanate in Bengal. He was bestowed upon a Khilat and a red canopy by his 
father on 22 Rabi A.H. 626 (18 Feb-A.D. 1229) when the latter had obtained an 
investiture from the Khalifa Al-Muhtasir of Baghdad. Iltutmish conferred upon 
him the title of Malik-ul-Mnlukiish Sharq. According to Minhaj he died of 
illness in Jamada II A.H. 622 (April A.D. 1229). He died at Lakhnauti'^^ and 
dead body was brought to Delhi where Iltutmish built his mausoleum, known 
as Sultan Ghari tomb at Mehrauli.'"'' 
Immediately after the death of Nasiruddin Mahmud I, Malik Ikhtiyar-
ud-din Balka Khalji, seized power and claimed him to be governor appointed 
by the Delhi Sultans with the title of Daulat Shah bin Masud known b> his 
coins dated A.H. 627 (A.D.1229-30).'^^ But his loyalty towards Delhi soon 
ended and he became independent. This enraged Iltutimish who himself led an 
expedition agamst him. Balka Khalji was subdued and put to death; Lakhnauti 
was conferred upon Malik Alauddin Jani who was the governor of Bihar'^'' 
under Prmce Nasiruddin. Bihar was placed under a separate governor, Malik 
Saifuddin Aiabak. For some reason, however, Malik Alauddin Jam was 
transferred from Lakhnauti to Lahore""^ only after one year. Malik Saif-al-Din 
Aibak was placed over it. Tughral Tughan Khan, governor of Badayun, was 
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transferred to Bihar (630/1232). Malik Saif-al-Din ruled over Lakhanuti for a 
little more than three years during which period he is said to have led an 
expedition against Bang. The exact direction of the expedition is not on record, 
but it seems to have been attended with success. For he captured a number ot 
elephants which he sent as present to Sultan Iltulmish. The Sultan was so 
pleased with this present that he conferred upon Saifuddin the title of Yughan 
Tal."'' Sultan Iltutmish died on 20 Sha'ban 633/29 April 1236. ShortK 
afterwards Saif-al-Din Aibak also died at Lakhnauti in the same year. He 
issued coins m the name of Iltutmish whose Bengal type silver tankas dated 
A.H. 630 (A D. 1232-33) have recently come up. ' " 
On Saif-al-Din's death one of his companions Aor Khan assumed power 
at Lakhnauti. The Bihar governor, Tughral Tughan Khan, marched against him 
and defeated and killed him in battle and the entire region of Lakhanuti, both 
Radh and Barind. came under his governance. Bihar was already in his 
possession. Malik Qamruddin Tamar Khan-i-Qiran replaced Tughril Tughan in 
1245 A.D. and he ruled for about two years and died in A.H. 644 '" (March 
A D. 1247). A.fter the death of Malik Tamar Khan the viceroyalty of Bengal 
was conferred upon Malik Jalaluddin Masud Jani as is evident form an Arabic 
Inscription dated 1 Muharram A.H. 647 (S"^  of April A.D. 1249) found from 
Malda district of West Bengal."''* He retained the post till A.H. 650 (A D.1252) 
when he was perhaps called to Delhi and Mughisuddin Yuzbak assumed charge 
in his place He was also known as Malik Ikhtiyar-ud-din Yu?bak. It 
establishes that Yuzbak. who called himself a slave in the earlier coin, assumed 
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an independent position declaring himself Sultan and adopting the kimiyat 
(Patronymic) Abul Path m the year A.H. 652 (A.D 1254). His assumption of 
independent position is corroborated from an Arabic Inscription dated Ramzan 
A.H. 652 (October A.D. 1254) which records the construction of a sacred 
structure by the order of Yuzbak whose title and kimiyat mentioned in this 
Inscription suggest that by Ramzan A.H. 652 (October A.D. 1254) he was 
contemplating to assume sovereignty.'^" After killing Balban-i-Yuzbaki. 
Tajuddin Arsalan Khan became himself the governor of Lakhnauti. After a 
determined opposition from the Amirs and officers of Balban-i-Yuzbaki. he 
captured the city of Lakhanuti and plundered it. Nothing is known about him as 
Minhaj stops here the narration of history in A.H 658 (A.D.1260) After the 
death of Arsalan Khan in March A.D. 1265 his son Tatar Khan assumed power 
in Lakhnauti. The authors of Tankh-i-Firoz Shahi^^'' and Riyaz-us-Salaiin^^ 
explicitly call him Arsalan Khan's son. Sher Khan succeeded Tatar Khan He 
was a member of the family of Tajuddin Arsalan Khan and not a governor sent 
by Delhi. After the death of Amin Khan, a noble of Delhi was appointed as the 
governor of Lakhnauti and he had Tughril Khan as his Na'ib or Deputy. 
Yahaya bin Ahmad Sirhindi the author of Tankh-i-Mitbarak Shah says. 'Hum-
Chunan Khabar-i-Wafat-i-Sher Khan Miiqta Lakhnauti rasid Lakhnauti he-
Amin Khan mufauwwaz gasht wa Tughril ha ib-i-u-Shud.'^^^ In the meantime. 
there came the report pertaining to the death of Sher Khan, the governor of 
Lakhnauti Lakhnauti was conferred upon Amin Khan. Tughril appointed as his 
deput). After some time Tughril and Amin Khan entered into conflict with 
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each other and in the ensuing battle Tughril defeated Amin Khan and arrested 
him. The author of Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi says, 'Mian Tughril wa Amin Khan 
Yak-digar mukhalfat bud. Jung kardand. Tughril Zafaryaft. Amin Khan har 
dast-i-u-asir shud,"^^'^ (There had sprung out an enmity between Mian Tughril 
and Amin khan, both were engaged in hostilities against each other. Tughril 
success, and Amin Khan was made a prisoner in his hands). Thus ended the 
short rule of Amin Khan. Tughril defeated other opponents also and declared 
himself the next ruler in A.H. 672 (A.D. 1273-4). 
After becoming the governor of Bengal he maintained his loyalty to the 
centre for some time. During this period he brought eastern Bengal, Tripura 
and Jajnagar under his control. Tughril ruled in Lakhnauti for about nine years 
from A.H. 672 to A.H. 680 (A.D. 1273-81). Barani has full praise for Tughril. 
He writes that he was not only brave and courageous but also generous and 
kind to his people and the army. Tughril was captured and killed by Balban's 
man Sher Andaz and then Balban made his younger son, Bughra Khan, the 
governor of Lakhnauti in A.H. 681 (A.D. 1282), granted him a canopy and 
other royal insigne and then returned to Delhi.'^'^ Bughra Khan was also known 
as Mahmud. Barani says, 'Pesh-i-Khud dar Majlis-i-Khihval talbidah saugand 
ke peshaz an Iqlim-i-Bangaah ra ba-dast awurd wa dar Zaht-i-Khud mustaqim 
Khunad dar hech roz majtrs na-sazad wa sharab Na Khorad.'^^^ (Balban) 
called his son in private, and made him takes an oath that he would not hold 
convivial parties, nor indulge in wine and dissipation. After leaving Lakhnauti 
he had hardly reached a few manzils (distance) that he asked his son who had 
169.Ibid, p. 41 Qanungo mentions the date of Amin Khan's defeat as A.II. 674 {A.D. 1275-6; Hision 
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accompanied to see him off. to call Shams Dabir'^^ (Shams, the secretary) to 
his presence with pen and paper so that be could make him write a piece ot 
advice to him (Bughra Khan). He also told him to be a good administrator and 
a loyal governor '''^  Moreover, Isami, the author of Futuh-us-Salatin tells us 
that Balban appointed two nobles each bearing the name of Firuz as advisers to 
his son. Isami says: 
Hamanpur Khud ra shah-i-Kamyab Ke bo-Khan Bughra more ura khe tab 
Dar-an takhtegh Kard Farman rawa reha Kard bar-u-do Firuzra 
Yoke Khalj an mard-i-Farkhandah rai digar koh-i-Judi-i-Kis hwar Kusha 
Ba-Farmitd shan-ra shah-i-neknam ke bashand bar shahzadah mudam 
Shah-o-roz Khan ra ala 'at Kunand ba-Ahkam-i-sabit more at Kunand 
Wa-gar Khan Khata-i-Kiinad dar diyar nasihut Kunandash daran 
karohar '^ ^ 
(The victorious king made his son, whose title was Bughra Khan, ruler 
of the seat of that government, i.e., Lakhnauti and spared for him two firu/s 
One was Khalji, a man of sound judgment and the other was the victor of Koh-
i-Jud. The good king asked them to be always in the presence of the prince to 
obey him day and night and to carry out his orders. If the Khan committed an\ 
mistake they were to advise him accordingly). Bughra Khan remained loyal to 
the throne of Delhi as is evident from the coins dated A H. 684-5 (A D. 1285-7). 
which he issued in the name of Balban from Lakhnauti.'^^ On 3 Zilhijjah A H 
683/ 10'" of Feb AD.1285, Balban's eldest son and heir-apparent Prince 
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^ols in me Punjab. Thereupon Muhammad Sultan died in a fight with the Mongc 
Balban summoned Bughra Khan to Delhi. Bughra KhariWentMcuQeiiii^t ,^' 
hesitated to be the heir apparent there and after a couple of months returned to 
Lakhnauti. Barani says that khan had not yet reached Lakhnauti when the 
Sultan's health became worse'^^ and after a few days he died in A.H. 685 
(A.D. 1287). On hearing the news of the death of Balban, one Jalaluddin 
Mahmud Shah III, whose antecedents are not known, but who was most likely 
a son of Mughis-ud-din Tughril, occupied the throne of Lakhnauti and signed 
coins dated A.H. 686 (A.D. 1287) declaring himself Sultan.'^^ As soon as 
Bughra Khan came to know of these developments he had to rush to Lakhnauti 
instead of retreating to Delhi to mourn the death of his father. Sultan Balban 
who on his death bed before his sad demise had nominated his grandson 
Kaikhusrau, the son of his late son Muhammad Sultan, as his successor. 
Bughra Khan reached Lakhnauti and subdued Jalaluddin Mahmud. Then 
he observed ceremonial mourning on his father's demise for seven days and at 
the end of the week he declared himself Sultan, as he had no necessity to 
remain loyal to the throne of Delhi after the death of Balban. 
The situation of Delhi took a different turn. Instead of enthroning 
Kaikhusrau in the seat of government the crafty and ambitions Wazir 
Nizamuddin sent him to Multan and raised Kaiqubad to the throne. He was the 
son of Bughra Khan. Bughra Khan assumed the name Sultan Nasiruddin 
Mahmud. After a long correspondence both Kaiqubad and Bughra Khan met 
each other on the bank of river Sarju}''^ Sultan Bughra Khan solemnly 
conducted his son on the throne and did him homage. The happy meeting is 
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described in poet Amir Khusrau's Qiran-us-Sadain. Khusrau had 
accompanied Kaiqubad on that occasion and composed the work at his behest. 
After meeting they proceeded towards their destination. But Khalji soon 
effected a revolt at Delhi and put Kaiqubad and his son Kaimurs to death. 1 his 
incident affected Bughra Khan. 
His son Rukn-ud-Din Kaikaus who was the ruler of Balbani hne 
succeeded Bughra Khan on the throne of Lakhnauti. Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus is 
known by his coins as well as no less than four Arabic Inscription found in 
various parts of his domain in Bengal and Bihar. His earliest coin is dated A H. 
689 (A.D. 1290) whereupon he claims himself as Sultan bin Sultan bin Sultan. 
Thereby, he seems to have stressed that he was the son of Sultan Bughra Khan 
and grandson of Sultan Ghiyas-ud-din Balban. His coins are known up till A H. 
699 (A.D. 1299-1300) and bear the name of the mint of Lakhnauti.'^" It means 
that he ruled in Bengal at least for nine years. 
Out of the four Arabic Inscriptions'^' of Kaikaus two were discovered in 
Bihar and they satisfactorily establish the fact that he extended his kingdom 
towards the west in Bihar. Both the Inscriptions were found in the then Munger 
district, one at Begusarai and the other at Lakhisarai. The Begusarai Inscription 
is dated 30 Muharram A.H. 692 (16 Jan. AD. 1293) and records the 
construction of a strong fortress by one Firuz Aitigin who is called Khan-
Khanan. The Lakhisarai Inscription is dated T' Muharram A.H. 697 (19 
October A.D. 1297) and records the construction of a congregational mosque 
during the time of the same Firuz Aitigin who called himself as Khan-i-Khanan 
179 Amii Khusrau Quan-iis-SadamAr by E b CoweW. JASB XXIX, 1 860. pp 225-39 
180 H C Stapleton, Contributions to the History and Ethnology of Northeastern India , JAPSB, XVI 
1921, p 4101 Abdul Karim, Cot pus pp 14-25 
181 Incnptions of Bengal, IV, pp. 11-23; Q Ahmad, Corpus, pp. 9-13. 
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Al-Sharqwal cheen Sikandar-us-Sani (the Khan of Khans of the East and 
China, the second Alexandar). 
The kingdom of Bengal under Kaikaus was extended southwards at least 
upto Satgaon or Tribeni. This is evident from an Arabic Inscription dated A H 
698 (A.D. 1298-99) found from Tribeni (now in Hoogly district) which records 
the construction of a madrasa by Zafar Khan who is called lion of the hons. 
and is credited with the conquest of the territory during the reigh ot Kaikaus 
But it appears that some parts of Satgaon were seized earlier during the time ot 
Balban, who in pursuit of Tughril had taken refuge in the region of Jajnagar, 
and had gone in the vicinity of that place. This would appear from the 
statement of Barani who says that while giving same advice to his son Bughra 
Khan Balban said, 'Iqlim-i-Lakhnauti wa Arsah-i-Bangalah ra-ke-dar ba-dast 
awurdan an chandian Khun Khoradaham '^ ^ (What amount of blood I have 
drunk (i.e Shed) in subduing Iqlim-i-Lakhnauti and Arsah-i-Bangalah). 1 he 
epithet 'Arsah'. tract of land or territory has always been used for Satgaon on 
coins also and hence Arsah-i-Bangalah evidently meant Satgaon. While Iqlim-
i-bangalah indicates the territory of Bang or Sonargaon in eastern Bengal. This 
area became part and parcel of the kingdom of Bengal only during the time of 
Rukn-ud-dm Kaikaus as is evident from the aforesaid Inscription of Tribeni. 
The last dated coin of Kaikaus bears the year A.H. 699 (A.D. 1299-
I or 
1300).'°' His reign terminated in the same year and he was succeeded by 
Shams-ud-din Daulat Shah. With him ended the Balbani line of rule m Bengal 
as well as m India Shamsuddin Firuz Shah was earlier believed to be the third 
\S2 Sham'^udii\n Ahmdd. /riK/iplion of Bengal Vol IV. Rajshahi. 1960, pp 18-21 
18"! Baiani. p 93 
184 Idem 
185 A W Botham has mentioned a com ot this king with the year A II 699. A D 1299-nOO But the 
reading ot the \ear IS doubtful. A W Botham, p 134. 
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son of Bughra Khan and a grandson of Ghiyasuddin Balban as suggested bv 
Ibn Battuta.'**^ But this behef is falsified in view of the fact that Firuz called 
himself simph a sultan on his coins and Inscriptions and not Sultan bin Sultan 
bin Sultan or atleast Sultan bin Sultan as did Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus, the second 
son of Bughra Khan. Most likely he was the dabir (secretary) of Bughra Khan 
during the time of Balban. Shamsuddin Firuz ruled for a long period of about 
twenty years as is evident from his coins.'^^ He continued to maintain hold over 
Bihar and the southwest Bengal (Tribeni) as his stone Inscriptions are found in 
these areas that were brought under the boundary of the kingdom during the 
time of Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus. 
His two Inscriptions from Bihar Sharif are dated A.H. 709 (A.D. 1309) 
and A.H. 715 (A.D. 1315). The first records the construction of a building and 
the second one records the construction of a mosque during the governorship of 
same Hatim Khan.'^^ Thus, the western boundary of the kingdom of 
Shamsuddin Firuz extended upto Bihar where his son Hatim Khan was the 
governor throughout the reign of his father. The fact is also referred in a Malfuz 
of Hazrat Sharafuddin Yahya Maneri, the famous Firdausi saint of Bihar. The 
saint says explicitly that when Sultan Shams-ud-din died two of his sons. 
Bahadur Shah and Hatim Khan, were the rulers of Kamrup and Bihar 
respectively. Firuz Shah continued to maintain his hold over the areas Qi 
southwest Bengal at least upto Tribeni as is attested to by the discover>' ot an 
186 Abdul \ld|eed khan. "The Hisiaiio Cily of Ibn Baltiila ShamsiiMin Firuz Shah called Balham 
/v//;ijo//fcn^'«/. IllQ. XVIII. 1942. pp 65-70; Edward Thomas The ch/omelet pp 193-94 
187 Abdul K.uini Coipiis.p 26-29 
188 Shamsuddin Ahmad Inscnpimn of Bengal. No 1 IV. Raishahi. 1960, pp 26-30 
189 lla/ial Makhduni Shaituddin Yah\a Maneri. Miimin iil-Mwidin (Press Ms.No 156. khanqah 
\lu|ibia Phulwdn Shaiil. Patna) IF. 96, 96a. also quoted in Piof SH Askan", rhe 
ione\pondence ofh\o I •)" cenluiy Sufi sanils of Bihar Mith ihe contemporary sovereigns of Delhi 
and Bengal IBRS. XLII (II). June'l956, p. 179. 
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Arabic Inscription'^^ from there that is dated 1^ ' Muharram A.H. 713 (28 April 
A.D. 1313) and records the construction of a madarsa called Dar-ul-Khairat b> 
Firuz Shah's deputy Khan-i-Khanan Zafar Khan who is addressed here as Mu-
in-ul-Mulk wa-s-Salatin murabhi arbab-ul-Yaqin (The aider of the kings and 
monarchs. the patron of believers). He was the same Zafar Khan who is 
mentioned in two previous Inscriptions found from Tribeni as well as Devkot 
of the time of Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus.'^' During the reign of Shamsuddin Firuz 
Shah his sons were in rebellion against their father and issued coins in their 
own names in defiance of their father's authority. After some years Bengal 
directly came under the control of Tughlaq. It remained under the direct rule of 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq. His three governors; Qadr Khan, Bahram Khan and, 
Izz-ud-din Khan Yahya ruled over Lakhnauti. Sunargaon, and Satgaon 
respectively and they issued coins from these three place in the name of their 
master Muhammad bin Tughlaq.''^^ 
After the death of Bahram Khan, the governor of Sunargaon, his 
Silahdar (Armourbearer) Fakhruddin seized the throne and proclaimed himself 
Sultan and styled himself as Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah as is evident from his 
coin of Sonargaon mint dated'^^ A.H. 737 (A.D. 1336-7). He was, however, 
soon attacked jointly by the forces of Lakhnauti and Sonargaon, led by their 
respective governors, Qadr Khan and Izz-ud-din yahya. Fakhruddin Mubarak 
was defeated and he fled from Sonargaon. Qadr Khan who stayed there for 
\90 /mciiplKui of Bengal. IW pp 28-29 
191 Idem 
192 \bdul Karim. Coipiis of liable and Peisiaii Instiiplion of Bengal. Dhaka. 1992 pp 9-11 11 
Nelson Wright. The Coinage and \leliology of I he Sn/fans of Delhi 1936. pp 1 18, 120. 127-^28 
and 142 
193 1 duar Ihomas has coriettlv read the vear A H 737 (A D 1336-"i7) on a com ot this ruler ( ' he 
ehionieles p •i63) I he present author had been a com where in the \ear is unmistakablv A II 7i7 
Ihis torn IS in a private collection in ealculatta \ third piece has also come up that too is reported 
to be in a private collection 
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about a >ear and collected a great booty and was murdered by his own men 
occupied Sonargaon. Then Fakhruddin again occupied Sonargaon most 
probably in A.H. 739 (AD. 1338-9) the year we find on his recently reported' ^ 
coin after A.H. 737 (A.D. 1336-7); we do not find his coins with the year A.H 
738 (A.D 1337-8), which was possibly the year of his exile. His coins bear the 
mint Sunargaon with which the epithet Hazxat Jalal (revered and glorious) is 
associated. Fakhruddin Mubarak continued to rule there till A.H. 750 (A.D 
1349-50), the last date known from his coins.'''^ Riyaz-us-Salatin\s author 
Ghulam Flusain Salim has wrongly mentioned that Fakhruddin Mubarak was 
killed in A.H. 741 (A.D.1340-1) by Mukhlis. the general of Qadar Khan '''^  Ali 
Mubarak succeeded Qadar khan at Lakhnauti and due to the death of 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq, Ali Mubarak assumed independence and issued 
coins. The relationship between Fakhruddin Mubarak and Ali Shah was not at 
all friendly and there was constant conflict between two 
Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah was the foster brother of Ali Mubarak Shah. He 
was also known as Shamsuddin Bhangra. Bhangra is a corrupted form of his 
title Shah-Banger or Shah-i-Bangalah}^^ According to contemporary Arab 
historian, Ibn Hajar Al-Asqalani, he belonged to Sijistan. a country to the east 
of Persia. Ilyas Shah served at Delhi under Muhammad bin-Tughlaq but 
having done something wicked he fled to Bengal and reached Firuzabad where 
he was imprisoned by his foster brother Ali Shah but was shortly afterward 
released because of the intercession of his (Ilyas's) mother who had been Ah 
\^)A Sm^apou C oins tiitlion C a/a/ogi/y 28. Coin. No 743 
195 Lane Poole BMC p 13. Abdul K.arim. Corpus pp 36-37 
196 Ri\a7-us-Salatm. p 96 
197 Ahmad Hasan l)an\, Shamsuddin ll>as Shah. Shah-i-Bangalah Sir Jadu Nath Sarkir 
Commemoration volume. Vol 11 Hoshiaipur. 1958 pp 50-8 
198 /lauddin Desai \oiiie \c^n Dale Rcgaidmg ihe P>c Mughal Unlets of Bengal. IC. \XX11 ( )). ' il) 
1958. p 199 \biAi\\KM\m. Social hislon of Ihe Muslim in Bengal {Ddtcd. ]959). pp 47-48 
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Shah's nurse, and given some post in the administration. Ilyas Shah, in a shon 
time, conspired with the army and killed AH Shah. He usurped the throne ' in 
A.H. 743 (A.D. 1342), and immediately issued coins from the Firuzabad mint in 
A.H. 743 (A.D.1342-3)''^° and proclaimed himself Sultan. He soon occupied 
satgaon too which was under the administration of the Delhi governor, 
Izzuddin Yahya. This is confirmed by an Arabic Inscription dated 2" 
Sha'ban A.H. 743 (31 Dec. A.D. 1342) and discovered from Bania Pukur. an 
eastern locality in Calcutta, a place thirty miles away from Satgaon. 1 he 
Inscription records the name of Ilyas Shah with his full regal title and 
establishes that from this time Satgaon came under the rule of Ilyas Shah. 
The relationship of Ilyas Shah with Fakhruddin, who continued to rule at 
Sunargaon is not known. As indicated above, the latter ruled there till 750/1349 
during which period he consolidated his hold over entire eastern Bengal upto 
Chittagong, which was well under his control. He constructed a road from 
Chandpur (in modem Comila district) to Chittagong. and adorned the latter 
place with mosques and other buildings.^^^ He was succeeded by Ikhtiyar-ud-
din Ghazi Shah who issued coins from the Satgaon mint in 750 and 753. On his 
coins he .styles himself as 'son of the Sultan'. He therefore most probably was a 
son of Fakhruddin. However, in the latter year (753) Ilyas Shah gained 
control of Sunargaon, most probably by ousting Ikhtiyar-al-Din Ghazi Shah. 
and then united all the three provinces of Bangalah, Satgaon and Lakhnauti 
under him and thus founded the Ilyas Shahi dynasty, which, with an 
interruption of about forty years, continued to rule over Bengal till A.H. 896. 
199.Rivas, p. 98 
200. Abdul Karim. Corpus pp. 42-48. 
2Q\.Inscription of Bengal. IV. pp. 31-33. 
202.J.N. Sarkar. SUidies in Mughal India. Calciiiia 19)9, p. 122. 
203.According ti) Ibn Battuta. however, l-akhr-al Din's only son was killed bv a Hakir Saida during the 
life time of I'akhr-ud-Din. 
Shamshuddin llyas Shah was succeeded by his son Sikandar Shah in the 
year A.H. 758 (A.D.1357), as is evident from the latter's coins of that year 
issued from the mints of Firuzabad and Sunargaon.""^ As we also know from 
the records of Shams Siraj Afif that the second invasion of Sultan Firuz Shah 
Tughlaq was with a motive to reinstate Zafar Khan, the son-in-lav. of 
Sonargaon's Fakhr-ud-Din Mubarak Shah who was attacked and killed by llyas 
Shah soon after Firuz Shah Tughlaq had retired after his first expedition to 
Lakhnauti. ^ 
Ghiyasuddin Azam Shah succeeded his father Sikandar Shah in A.H. 
792 (A.D.I390) but his coins are known to bear the years A.H. 785 and 790 
(A.D.1383 and 1388 from Muazzamabad), A.H. 788-90 (A.D. 1386-88) from 
Satgaon and A.H 790 (A.D. 1388) from Jannatabad as well as Firuzabad.^"" A 
contemporary Arab historian Ibn Hajar Al-Asqalani (A.D. 1371-1448) who has 
given some references about the kings, calls him a Sijistani Hanafite Muslim (a 
follower of Imam Abu Hanifa) and gives his full name Ghiyas-ud-duniya 
waddin Abu Muzaffar A'zam Shah as we find on his coins also.^ *^ ^ 
Ghiyasuddin Azam Shah was the greatest and most famous of the Il>as 
Shahi Sultans of Bengal. He had a fairly long reign of about 22 years, from 
A.H. 792 to 813 (A.D. 1390-1410), during which he devoted himself more to 
task of consolidation and promotion of the cause of Islam than to conquest and 
annexation. He ruled over a vast and United Kingdom of Bengal as is evident 
204.IMC. n (11). p. 156 (coin No. 63) A.W. Botham, Assam Cabinet, p. 156; N.K, Bhattabali. Coins 
and Chromology pp.40-41. 
205.E& D, HI. p. 304. 
206.E. Thomas. ICB. pp. 69-70. Coin Nos. 33, 35, 37. IMC. 11 (11) p. 159. coin Nos. ,S0-8I. 
Shamsuddin Amad. A Suppliment, pp. 50-52, Coin Nos. 86. 102; BMC. pp. 24-25. Coin No.s. 52-
54. 
207.Ibn Hajar Al" Asqalani. Inba'ul-Ghumr (Ms. in Saidi>>a liberars. Hyderabad): quoted b\ Z. Desai. 
Some New date regarding the Pre-Mughal Muslim rulers of Bengal: IC. XXXll (3), JuK 1958 
p. 199. 
from the name of the mint towns found on his coins; they are Firuzabad and 
Jannatabad m the west. Muazzamabad m the east Satgaon m the southwest and 
Chatgaon (or Chittagong) were the two new mint towns that emerged durmg 
his time. It is generally believed that Jannatabad was a name given to 
Lakhnauti by the Mughal Emperor Humayun when he invaded Bengal, an 
event of much later period. But this notion is falsified here in the light of this 
coin of more than one and a half century earlier. It may be added here that 
Edward Thomas identifies this Jannatabad with Shahr-i-nau which in his 
opinion was a new city founded near Lakhnauti.^ ^ Ibn-Battuta on his visit to 
Bengal found Chittagong under the rule of Fakhr-ud-Din Mubarak Shah It 
appears that from that very time Chittagong continued to remain under the rule 
of Bengal. But it appeared as a mint town only during the time of Azam 
Shah,^ ^^ when we get the first known coin from this mint. Azam Shah's last 
coin is dated A.H. 813 (A.D. 1410-11) and as such it is apparent that in that 
very year^'" his reign terminated and he was succeeded by his son Saifuddin 
Hamzah Shah whose coins are known from the same year A.H. 813 (A.D 
1410-11). According to Ghulam Husain Salim he was killed by the 
machination of Raja Ganesh.^" The chronology of the last three rulers of the 
early Ilyas Shahi dynasty, viz Hamzah Shah, Bayazid Shah and Firuz Shah is 
highly confused Ghulam Husain Salim has given different dates of the reign ol 
these sultans Even the coins are confusing because the dates on the Bengal 
sultan's coins are in the margin, which is generally obliterated or truncated due 
208 ^d\vdld Thomas /C/?. p 60 
209 B M C pp 24-27, IMC 1! (li), pp 156-9, NK Bhattdsali, Coins and Chronology pp 72-8 S 
Ahmad, r( Supplement pp 49-52 A Kanm Corpus pp. 161-62 
210 The \eai A H 814 (A D 1411 12) given b> Ibn Hajr (Z Desai, I C p 199) tor termmation of 
Azam Shah s leign does not corroborate with the numismatic evidence Azam"s reign ended iii 
A H 813 (A D 1410-1 I) IS supported b} his son Hamzah Shah's coins also which are known trom 
the same year I e AH 813 
211 Al. Fdsi pl3() Md MoharAli. pp 143-46, «/>flz, pp 111 
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to short tlan of coin and big die. Saifuddin Hamzah Shah succeeded his father 
and ruled for a period of two years.^'^ This is supported by his extant coins of 
the year A.H. 813 (A.D.1411) and A.H. 814^'^ (A.D.1411-12) from the mint of 
Fimzabad, Satgaon and Muazzamabad.^'"* No coin of Hamza Shah was known 
after A.H. 814 (A.D.1411-12). Very recently a coin dated A.H. 815 (A.D.1412-
13) has been reported.^'^ Ibn Hajar says that Saifuddin Hamza Shah was 
overpowered and slain by his slave Shahab-ud-din. This is supported by the 
Pandua manuscript as mentioned in Martin's Eastern India. 
The only authentic source of our knowledge about this ruler is his coins 
where he calls himself Shahab-ud-duniya waddin Abul Muzaffar Bayazid Shah 
Al-Sultan. He seized power and came to the throne in A.D. 1412, the year when 
his predecessor's rule terminated. His coins are known from the mint of 
Firuzabad. Satgaon, and Muazzamabad. His first dated coin is of A.H. 815 
(A.D.1412) and the last dated coin was struck^'^ in the year A.H. 817 
(A.D.1414-15), and his predecessors and successors respectively shared these 
years. So, he ruled for about two years only. Alauddin Firuz Shah is nowhere 
mentioned in the written histories. The only source to inform us about his 
existence is numismatic. On his coins he calls himself 'Ala-ud-duniya waddin 
Abul Muzaffar Firuz Shah bin Bayazid Shah Al-sultan'. His coins are of the 
212.N.K. Bhattasali, Coins and Chronology pp. 90-5. 
2 I3.P.1.. Gupta ••The Dale on the Coin of Saifuddin Hamza Shahm. INC XI, 1971. pp. 77-9. 
214.IMC, IT (I!), p.160 (coin Nos 87.88), S. Ahmad. A supplement p.53 (coin, No. 109); A.Karim 
Corpus pp. 66-9. 
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216. Ibn Hajar (ciuoted by Z. Desai. p. 201); M. Martin, The History Antiquities II p.618. 
217.Sliamsuddin Ahmad, A Supplement pp. 55-58; IMC. 11 (1!) pp.160-61; BMC. pp.29-30; H.N. 
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olBaya/id Shah is known prior to the year A.H. 815 (A.D. 1412-13) Reading of the year A.H. 812 
(A.D. 1409-10) on two of his obliterated coins also (N.K. Bhattasali. Coins And Chronology 
p. 100). 
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21S year A H 817 (A.D. 1414-15) from the mints of Satgaon, Muazzamabdd 
and Flruzabad "''^  It means that he reigned for a period of less than a year. His 
rule ended with the first phase of the reign of the llyas Shahi dynast> and 
Bengal came under the rule of the dynasty of Raja Ganesh. 
In the light of numismatic evidence, the next ruler of Bengal was 
Jalaluddin Muhammad Shah whose coins are known from the mint ot 
Firuzabad- Satgaon Sonargaon, Chatgaon and Fatahabad bearing the year A H 
818-19 ( A D 1415-17)^^*'and AH. 821-36 (A.D.1418 tol432-3) with the gap 
of one year (A D. 1417-18). He was originally known as Jadu and converted to 
Islam during the lifetime of his father Raja Ganesh.^^' The fact is supported by 
his coins on which he calls himself bin Kans.^^^ Barani informs us that IK as 
Shah was supported by many Hindu landlords, Hindu Raos, Rana, Zamindar 
and Hindu general on the invasion of Firuz Shah Tughlaq on Bengal. Yahya 
Sirhindi the author of Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shah says that the army general 
Shahdeva of Bengal force was killed by imperial military. He was on the side 
of llyas Shah. Hindus were with llyas due to his carrying and good nature with 
them 
Ghulam Husain Salim says that Raja Ganesha, a zamindar of Bhatuna 
(modem Ra) Shahi district), was involved in the killing of Azam Shah, and 
218 \ k Bhattasali C o;«s cwt/Cfeono/ogy pp 107-9, S Ahmad A supplement pp 58-9 A kari n 
corpus pp 74-75 
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Bayazid Shah and seated himself on the throne. Saint Nur Qutb Alam 
intervened and invited Shamauddin Ibrahim Sharqi. the Sultan of Jaunpur, to 
stop the persecution of Muslims at the hands of Raja Ganesh. When Ibrahim 
Sharqi attacked. Raja Ganesh (and his son Jadu) converted to Islam. Raja 
Ganesh named his son Jalaluddin Mahmud, and made him the Sultan. When 
the army of Jaunpur returned. Raja Ganesh displaced Sultan Jalaluddin, tried to 
re-convert him into Hinduism and ascended the throne. But Jalaluddin did not 
abandon his faith in Islam and killed his father who ruled for seven years. "^ 
Firishta, the author of Tarikh-i-Firishta, partly agrees with the statement 
of Riyaz and says that during the time of Bayazid Shah, Raja Ganesh became 
the defacto master of the treasury and kingdom and after Bayazid's death he 
seized the throne and ruled for three years and several month. "'^  But 
Nizamuddin Ahmad the auther of Tabaqat-i-Akbari does not call Raja Ganesh 
a sultan or king though he says that he was originally a zamindar and enjoyed 
only power and domination for seven years and his son being converted to 
Islam sat on the throne.^^^ In a letter of Nur Qutb Alam Raja Ganesh has been 
called as landlord of four hundred areas (chahar sad sala zammdar). " Richard 
M. Eaton has said. 'This noble was evidently descended from a ruling family 
prominent since Pala and Sena times.' By the opening of the fifteenth centurv' 
he had control over the rich land of modem Rajshahi and Pabna.^ *** Jalaluddin 
Muhammad ruled over a vast territory of Bengal from A.H. 818 to A.H. 836 
(A.D. 1415-16 to 1432-33) with an interruption of one year, that is, A.H. 820 
(A.D. 1417-18). His coins are known from the mints of Firuzabad, Sunargaon. 
224 \ 11 Dam, p I2S 
225 1 irishta. II p 297 
226 lahaqat-h \kban III. pp.430-31. 
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Satgaon. Chatgaon and Fatahabad. Fatahabad is identified with modern 
Faridpur district in Bangladesli.^ '^^  A.H. Dani assumes that Fatahabad was the 
original home country of Danuj Mardanna Deva, and Jalaluddin after invadmg 
and conquering this territory named it fatahabad.^ -^" Ghulam Husain SaHm says 
that Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad was an able ruler and he revered the 
contemporary Sufi saints and built a mosque, a reservoir known as the Jalah 
Tank and a carvamarai (inn) in Gaur which, as it claims, became his capital ^' 
His two Arabic inscriptions, one from Sultanganj in Rajshahi district, and the 
other from village Mandra in Dhaka has come to light. They are dated 5 
Jumada I A.H. 835 (12 January 1432) and 10 Jumada I AH 836 (8 January 
1433) respectively and record the construction of mosques. The first Inscription 
that is from Sultanganj records the famous saying of the Prophet Muhammad 
Whoever has spent a dirham (small coin) on a seeker of he has spent, as if 
plenty of red gold in the path of Allah the Exalted."" This shows that there was 
some sort of educational institution or madrasa attached to the mosque. 
Jalaluddin was thus a patron of learning also and he gave patronage to Hindu 
scholars equally, Rayamukuta Brihspati Misra was the court poet of this 
cultured Sultan.^" The Arabic sources Ibn Hajar and Al-Sakhai say that 
Jalaluddin tried to give a legal sanction to his rule for that he contacted the 
Fimurid ruler Shah Rukh of Herat and the Mamluk ruler Al-Ashrat Barsba\ ot 
Egypt. Jalaluddin sent gifts and presents to the Herati and the Egyptian rulers 
who ultimately obtained for him a formal letter regarding legal sanction to his 
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211 Rnaz-iis-Sii/alm. p 118 
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rule along with a robe of honor from the then Abbasid caliph of Egypt.' Jalal-
ud-din Muhammad also maintained friendly relations with China and durmg 
his time three Chinese missions came to Bengal in the years A.D. 1416, A.D 
1420 and A.D. 1420-23. Jalal-ud-din is also known to have sent some 
charitable gifts to Makka in A.D. 1432. Shamsuddin Ahmad Shah succeeded his 
father in Rubi II A.H. 837 (November A.D. 1433). His coins dated A.H, 836 
(A.D. 1432-33) from Firuzabad/^' Chatgaon and Satgaon mints were stamped 
by him most likely in the capacity of an heir-apparent or a rebel-prince. After 
killing Ahmad Shah, his slave Nasir Khan subdued his rival Shadi Khan and he 
ascended the throne. But he was immediately overpowered and killed by the 
nobles."'' Ghulam Husain Salim says the reign of Nasir Khan lasted seven 
days, and according to another account, half day."'' Thereafter the nobles chose 
another Nasir Khan who was a descendant of Ilyas Shah and made him the 
king. Nasir Shah thus succeeded Ahmad Shah at the close of A.H. 837 (A.D 
1434). He assumed royal insignia and issued his coins^^^ where he called 
himself Nasir-ud-duniya waddin Abul Muzaffar Mahmud Shah. After the death 
of Nasiruddin Mahmud Shah IV his son Rukn-ud-dm Barbak Shah ascended 
the throne in A.H. 864 (A.D. 1460) as would appear from his earliest coins with 
this date."' His name occurs in an Arabic Inscription of his father Nasir-ud-din 
Mahmud discovered from Tribeni (Satgaon) bearing the date T' Muharram 
234 Ibn. [ld|i Al-/\st]aldni. lnsa-11 p 487. Muhammad Muhar Ali Hisiot\ of the Muslims oj Beiinal 
lA p 162 
215 BMC p 36 (coin Nos 88-89), J W Laidlay. On the Coins oj the Independent Miihammudan 
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22. IMC 11(11) P 167 (com Nos 133-135 
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A.H. 860 (11 Dec- A.D.1455) but he is called here simply as Malik. This 
shows that he was the Governor of Satgaon during the lifetime of his father.-*' 
After Rukn-ud-din Barbak Shah a number of Sultans came into power: Shams-
ud-din Yusuf Shah, Nuruddin Sikandar Shah II. Jalal-ud-dm Path Shah. 
Ghiyasuddin Barbak Shah II; the Abyssinians: Saif-ud-din Firuz Shah III, also 
known as Malik Andil Qutb-ud-din Mahmud Shah V and, Shams-ud-din 
Muzaffar Shah. They all ascended the throne of Bengal Sultanate. lhe> 
diplomatically ruled over Bengal and extended the boundary of the Sultanate. 
The death of Muzaffar Shah and the accession of Ala-ud-din Husam 
Shah marked the beginning of a new dynasty of rulers. They are generallv 
referred to as the Husaini or Husain Shahi dynasty; but it is more appropriate to 
call them the Arab dynasty, because there is no doubt that they were Arabs m 
origin and they liked to emphasize this fact in their records. A stone 
Inscription^'*' where Husain Shah is called 'Sultan Al-Adil Al Bazil aulad. 
Syed-ul-Mursalin Husain Shah Sultan' (the just and liberal Sultan, a 
descendant of the chief among the prophets, Husain Shah Sultan) has been 
found. The year A.H. 889 (A.D. 1494) is found on Husain Shah's coins.^ '*" 
There were only four rulers in this dynast), namely (1) Ala-al-Dm 
Husain Shah, the founder of the dynasty (2) his son and successor Nasir-al-Dm 
Nusrat Shah (3) the latter's son and successor Ala-al-Din Firuz Shah and (4) 
Ghiyas-al-Din Mahmud Shah. The dynasty lasted only fortysix years. Yet the 
period is significant in a number of ways.^'' The accession of Humayun Shdh. 
to begin with, brought to an end the period of strife and confusion, which has 
240 Inscnption of Bengal. IV, pp 68-70 
241 MP Khan. " I hwe \t^u Inscriptions of Alaucldm Husam Shah. El IPS. 1965. pp 23-5 
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243 M R iaatdar. Husain Shah Bengal. Dacca. 1965, pp 90-106 
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generally characterized the years of the Abyssinian rule. The new ruler quickK 
restored peace and political stability, which in turn paved the way for economic 
progress and territorial expansion.^ '*'* Ala-al-Din Husain Shah resumed the Ilyas 
Shahi tradition of extending the Muslim sway towards the east, west and the 
southwest with considerable success. Secondly, the establishment of this Arab 
dynasty in Bengal naturally highlighted the spiritual bond of the Bengal 
Muslim with the centre and birthplace of Islam. In consonance with their origin 
the new rulers were also enthusiastic patrons of Islam and Islamic learnmg. 
which resulted in some progress of Islam in the land. Thirdly, the rulers of this 
dynasty particularly engaged themselves in benevolent activities and extended 
their patronage to the cultivation of vernacular as much as Arabic and Persian 
literature.'^ "^ They were also great builders and constructed some of the finest 
specimens in Muslim Bengal architecture. All these impart a significant 
cultural impress on the period of their rule as a whole, last but not least, it v\as 
also during this period that the Hindu reaction to the spiritual and intellectual 
impact of Islam first manifested itself through the rise of Vaisnavism.^''^ 
With all these, however, the period was essentially twilight of more far-
reaching changes that were soon to come. Husain Shah's accession in fact 
coinsided with the rise of the Lodhy dynasty at Delhi and the breakup of the 
Jaunpur Sultanate, which had served rather as a buffer state between the 
Sultanates of Bengal and Delhi. '^*'' The end of the Jaunpur Sultanate disturbed 
the balance of political power in north India and deprived the Bengal Sultanate 
of that detachment from the north Indian involvement and direct relationship 
with the Delhi Sultanate, which had in a large measure enabled the Ilyas Shahis 
244.Idem. 
245. Ibid., pp. 15-19. 
246.1bid., pp. 20-23. 
247. S. f-Jaz Kusiiin. The Bengal Sultanate, pp. 153-55, 
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to concentrate their entire time and energy on their own affairs. The new 
situation brought the Bengal Sultanate into direct contact with north Indian 
affairs and soon involved into Mughal-Afghan contest for supremacy which 
ensued shortly afterwards and which ended with the establishment of Mughal 
suzerainty first over northern India and ultimately over Bengal; the period also 
witnessed the intrusion of Portuguese with its social consequences. In an 
overall view, therefore, the period of the Arab or Husaini rulers may be 
regarded as an epilogue of the Ilyas Shahi rule as also a prologue to the 
establishment of the Mughal supremacy over Bengal. '^*'' 
So Husain Shahi period was the zenith of the Bengal Sultanate, in which 
all the Sultans of this period have great contribution for the development and 
expansion of the territory of Bengal. Alauddin Husain Shah extended the 
territorial limits of his kingdom on all sides. All his military campaigns were 
successful except that of Assam. The boundaries of his kingdom stretched up to 
Balia (U.P) in the northwest, Hajo and Sylhet in the northeast, 24 Parganas and 
Khulna in the southwest and Chittagong in the northeast. 
The reign of Husain Shah was marked by peace and prosperity and all 
round development. A few gold and a large number of his extant silver coins^^' 
preserved in different museum in India and abroad as well as in pri\ate 
collections, and about seventy three stone Inscriptions^^^ recording the 
248. VI.R. Tarafdar. /husain Shahi Bengal, pp. 5-8. 
249. Idem. 
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construction of different types of buildings like mosques, domes and madarsas, 
testify to this fact. About half a dozen epigraphs record the construction of 
water sheds for drinking purposes in different parts of his kingdom and one 
records the construction of a bridge. 
(C) Administration in the Sultanate of Bengal 
Information regarding the administrative system of Bengal Sultanante is 
derived from coins, Inscriptions and stray refenrences in contemporar} 
hisotorical writings and literary works both Persian and Bengali. The foreign 
travellers' account also informs about the administrative system. The 
administrative system of the Sultanate in Bengal got a distinct character mainly 
for two reasons. First, in the course of the development of the Sultanate, its 
administration received the aspects of both the Sultanates and Wilayat. Second, 
the independent tendency, displayed by the rulers of the region from time to 
time, led them to draw the support of the local people giving way to the 
participation of the latter in the administration. Viewed in its proper historical 
perspective the Muslim conquest of India paved the way for the liquidation of 
the Multi-state system, which had become a feature of Indian political life 
during the 12"^  century. The political ideas of the early Turkish Sultans with a 
centralized political organization, control by a monarch, feudalism with its two 
basic concepts - localism in administration and legal immunity of the feudal 
lord, did not fit in with the spirit of the new polity.^ "'^  The institution of hiia 
was therefore, employed as an instrument for breaking the feudal traditions of 
the various areas and for linking up the far flung parts of the empire to one 
centre. Thus the creation of the well-organized state, in place of a multiple 
253.N.R.Ray. Histoiy of the Bengali people, English translation of Banglar itihas, Adiparvc bv 
J.W.wood. Orient Longmann Ltd.Calcutta, 1994, pp 352-353/Mohammad Habib. Introduction to 
EDHI, cosmopolitan publishers. Aligarh. 1952. Vol.11. p.52. 
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small, warring kingdoms, was the direct result of the Muslim conquest m 
I J 254 
India 
Accordingly, Muhammad Baktiyar Khalji made Lakhnauti his capital 
(Dar-ul-Mulk)"'^ and gave territorial assignment, known as Iqta. to his 
amirs}^^ The policy of carving out the territorv into several Iqtas was 
according to the general practice of the Muslims - the Abbasids. the 
Ghaznavids and the Ghorids.^^'' During the Sultanante period lands v\ere 
assigned to the nobles in lieu of their salaries called Iqta; the Ottomans used the 
term Timor, the Safavid Tiyul, the Mughals Jagir or Tiyal^^^ It is to be noted 
here that the Muslim conquest, naturally led to the redistribution of some land 
property, as some of them were converted into the Iqta of the immigrating 
nobility. But the rest, vast patrimonial estates remained in the possession of the 
former owners ^^ ^ The Muslim occupying the cities and towns and bringing the 
great routes of political and economic importance, governed the country. So. at 
least in the 13'^  century the direct Sultanate administration was concentrated in 
the urban areas and the rest of the region, namely village areas remained under 
the local administration. Thus all matters of village concern; social, political, 
economic, legal and cultural were solved by the villagers themselves through 
their headmen {Mnqaddm/Gramapati) appointed m order ot merit and 
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If the term bureaucracy means the administration of government through 
departments and subdivisions managed by sets of appointed officials following 
inflexible routine,^''' then it can rightly be said that by the time Sultanate rule 
was founded at the beginning of the 13"^  century, the Sultanante administration 
in Bengal had become highly bureaucratic, as elsewhere under the Muslims. 
The extensive territory of the Sultanate was divided into many administrative 
zones under the title of Iqlim and Arsah^^^ Qasbah {siqq)^ ^ Khittah^^'^ etc. 
Iqlim-i-Lakhnauti^^^ Arsah-i-Satgaon and Sirhat (Sylhet),^''^ Khitta-i-Bihar,'^' 
Qasbah-i-Ghiyaspur^^^ etc. were thus the geo-political administrative units of 
the Sultanate of Bengal. The early Sultans imported all the institutions of 
Diwan-i-Wizarat (revenue department), Diwan-i-Ariz (the department headed 
by the paymaster general of the army), Diwan-i-Risalat or Dar-ul-Insha (royal 
chancery under the minister designated as dabir-i-Khas), Diwan-i-Qaza 
(Department of Justice) in the Sultanate of Bengal.' 
The Sultans of Bengal assumed the general title like the rulers of 
Ghazni, Ghor and Delhi, and were like them the head of the government in all 
its branches, civil, military and judiciary. Like them, again, the Bengal Sultan 
also proclaimed his assumption of supreme power by issuing coins and having 
the khutba read in his name. The first Sultan in Lakhnauti to assume the title of 
261.Victoria Ncufeldl & David B. Guralnik, Eds. Websters New world Dictionar>. New >ork .V* 
college edition, 1991, p. 186 
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'Suitan' was, Ali Mardan Khalji (1210-12 A.D.)''" The supreme-power 
exercised by the Sultans is best reflected in their coins, in which they assumed 
the title oWSidtan-al-Azam, Sultan-al-Muazzarn'^^ pointing out their undisputed 
sovereignty. In some of the coins, the titles included Sultan-al-Adil, Imam-al-
Zaman and Sikandar-us-Sani.^" But the assumption of these legal titles did not 
preclude them to pay allegiance to the vague legal authority of the institution of 
Khilafat. Iwaz Khalji (1212-1227A.D.) is the first Sultan, who is said to have 
inscribed the name of the Abbasid caliph, al-Nasir, on his coin. The earl\ 
Ilyas Shahi Sultans declared themselves Nasir-i-Amirul-Muminin (Helper of 
the faithful), Yamin-ul-Khalifat-i-Allah (Right hand of the vice regent of Allah) 
and Yamin-ul-Khalifat (Right hand of the caliph).^^^ There are also instances to 
show that some Sultans themselves took the title of khalifah. Jalaluddin 
Mahmud Shah (1413-1414 A.D.) is the first to assume this title on his coin 
dated 834 A.H. issued from Firuzabad mint and the practice continued till the 
time of the last Habsi ruler - Shamsuddin Muzaffar Shah (1490-1493 A.D)."' 
Sources tend to show that the Sultan enjoyed certain exclusive 
prerogatives: the title, the reading of the Khutbah and the stricking of coins. 
When Kamrup Raja promises to keep the continuation of the khutbah to be 
read and the coins to be struck in the name of Sultan Mughisuddin Yuzbak,"^'' 
then it becomes more evident. Among the symbols of royalty the throne, taj 
(crown), khilat (chat and durbash), elephants and hoards of bullion, were 
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main " From the malfuzat of Shamsuddin Maniri. it is known that on hearing 
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Khan is said to have presented to his son, a crown lai a throne and an elephant see Amir Khusrau, 
of the Sultan, he was respected by bending the head. Once when questioned as 
to whether it was justified to observe the practice of bending the head and 
showing respect on hearing of the king, the saint said, 'there was no objection 
to it if it was the etiquette.'^ ^** Barani informs us that when Bughra Khan met 
his son, Sultan Muizuddin Kaiqubad, he bowed his head to the earth and three 
times kissed the ground, as required by the ceremonial ot the court. 
Though the Sultan was the supreme administrator, but it has becomes a 
practice with some Sultans to share their sovereignty with royal princes and 
heirs-apparent. Iwaz Khalji (1212-1227 A.D.) was the first Sultan in this 
regard. Both his coin dated (1224 A.D.f^^ and inscription dated 1221 A .D '^ ' 
show that he incorporated his son, Ali Sher, in his administration. Sultan 
Shamsuddin Firuz Shah (1301-1322 A.D.) shared his sovereign power, as well 
as administrative responsibility, with his half a dozen grown up efficient 
sons.^^^ Sultan Shamsuddin Ilyas (1342-1358 A.D.) adopted the same practice. 
A coin of Sikender Shah dated 759 A.H. (1358 A.D.) from the mint of 
Awalistan-urf Arsa-i-Kamru,^^^ indicates that during his father's lifetime he 
was associated with the administration, especially with that of the eastern 
region of Bengal. In addition the Sultan worked in consultation with his 
ministers (wazirs) and wisemen (counsellors). There are many instances of 
seeking the advice of talented wazirs. Nasiruddin Bughra Khan advised his son, 
Muizuddin Kaiqubad, to draw the advice and help of the wise and 
Oir 'on'Us-Sadoiu. A.M.U.1918. p.35. Chinese ambtisstidors noticed the exQited throne ot the Sultan 
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trustworthy.^ **'' Balban is reported to have advised Bughrtt ^han to wor*k: with 
the advice and help of talented wazirs and advisors. \::^ v_,^ ^^ ^ ^ 
With the changes in the lines of succession and at times necessitates by 
changes in the river course, the seat of government also changed from time to 
time. Muhmammad Bakhtiyar Khalji fixed his capital at Lakhnauti (which 
continued as such for over a century).^^'' Early in the Ilyas Shahi period it was 
shifted to Pandua (Firuzabad) about 20 miles to the northeast of Lakhnauti, 
which was henceforth reduced to the position of a royal suburb, the 'Windsor 
of Bengaf.^^^ About the same time Sunargaon also become the seat of a rival 
government (1338-1553) under Fakhr-u-din Mubarak Shah and his successor 
Ikhtiyar-ud-Din Ghazi Shah. However, Pandua (Firuzabad) remained the 
capital for five successive reigns, after which it was transferred to Lakhnauti, 
either by Jaluddin Muhammad Shah or by Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud Shah. Earl> 
in his reign Sultan Ala-ud-Din Husain Shah transferred his capital to Ekdala 
(Denajpur district).^^^ Some time afterwards, however, it was again transferred 
to Lakhnauti During the Sultanate period three cities Lakhnauti, Pandua 
(Firuzabad) and Sonargaon attained the status of metropolis {dar-ul-mulk) of 
Bengal Sultanate.^^^ The Sultan held his court in the royal palace. It seems that 
the place, where the royal palace was situated, it was proceeded by the title of 
•plazrat" or Hazrat Jaial. Some coins issued from these places clearly bear the 
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mint names of Hazrat Lakhnauti.^'^" Hazrat Jalal Sonargaon ' and Hazral 
Firuzabad ^"^^ The Chinese account records that the Sultan had a big palace 
heavily guarded by soldiers. The sovereign used to sit on high throne inlaid 
with precious stones. This information throws light on the security measures 
taken in the palace. The same source describes that the mner doors of the 
palace are of triple thickness and of nine panels.^^^ Kritivasa, a poet of 15'' 
century, informs us that he had to cross nine halls before he could reach the 
royal presence "'''* The recent archeological findings at Gaur (Lakhnauti). 
corroborate these records. ^ 
The Central Officers and Ministers 
There were a large number of officers in the center. The Sultan had to 
depend on their services to assist him in the different branches of 
administration such as revenue, finance, justice, police, correspondence, 
information, defence and military affairs. These officials were also members of 
the nobility who surrounded the Sultan. The most important official 
designation mentioned in the sources appears to be that oiwazir which may be 
translated as "minister'. The sources supply the names of some officers, who as 
the nature of their duties suggest were appointed in the royal palace. Of them 
wazirs tops the list. In the Inscriptions, the wazirs are put in charge of Iqhm. 
Arsah (territorial unit) and Shahr?'^^ Persons holding the title of wt/z/r are also 
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mentioned, as Sar-i-Lashkar, Kotwal and Sharabdar-i-Ghayr Muhakr ' 
Kritivasa mentions that he saw the king surrounded by his high officials, some 
of whom were called wazirs.^'^^ In the Chronicles and Malfuzat there are 
references to wazirs as heads of finance and having an overall control upon the 
administration of the country. Arsalan, the wazir of Shamsuddin Firuz Shahr 
the wazir of Sikandar Shah, who negotiated the peace treaty with Sultan Firuz 
Shah Tughlaq;^"° and Azam Khan (elder brother of famous saint, Nur Qutb-i-
T A 1 
Alam), the wazir of Ghiyasuddin Azam Shah, were most probably the wazirs 
of this category. 
References to Hajih in literary works are available. When Nasiruddin 
Bughra Khan (1282-1298 A.D.) and Sultan Muizuddin Kaiqubad (1288-1290 
A.D.) encamped on the either side of the river Sarju (Gagra), the former first 
sent his Hajib to the latter.^°^ Sultan Sikandar is said to have sent his Hajib to 
Sultan Firuz Shah Tughlaq with a present of five elephants v/hen he was 
besieged in the Ekdala fort.^ **^  When Qazi Sirajuddin of Sonargaon sent a peon 
to deliver summon to Sultan Ghiasuddin Azam. it was the Hajib who presented 
him before the Qazi.^ *^ "* In Delhi during this time, the Hajib was the master of 
ceremony at the court. It was his duty to marshal the nobles and officials in 
accordance with the precedence of their rank. " It seems that the Hajib in 
Bengal performed the same duties. 
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Silahdar or Jandar was the "armour bearer' of the Suhan. Barani 
mentions the Silahdaran and Jandarn of Tughril, who were Killed in the 
course of action taken by Balban against the former.'"^ Fakhra (later on sultan 
Fakhruddin) was the Silahdar of Bahram Khan, the imperial governor at 
Sonargaon under Muhammad bin Tughlaq. 
In the royal household of Delhi, there was a servant named Sharubdin 
(cup-bearer), who was responsible for drinks served by Saqi-i-Khas. "^  The 
Chinese account records that there was no system of drinking wine in the court 
of Bengal Sultans, because it was held to be a breach of decorum, but they used 
to drink sharbat in Bengal's court is proved hereby.^*' The bureaucratic nature 
of the government can be inferred by the fact that the practice of recording 
legal transactions by writing on sheets of paper . As the drafting of official 
documents and their preservation was the responsibility of the royal chancerv', 
so it was well staffed with a clear division of labour between different 
employees from the Dabir-i-khas to the services called Parwananawis, the 
Dabir-i-khas and his assistant Dabirs remained pre-occupied with having the 
official letters and farmans (orders or mandates) drafted as well as supervising 
the arrangement of the official files. "^  The Dahir-i-khas and Dabirs had to be 
adept at writing ornate both in Persian and Arabic."*" Barani states on the 
authority of his maternal grandfather, Husamuddin, of the royal entourage in 
Bengal, 'the official Fathanama (tale of victory) was composed by Qayam-al-
Din Alake\, the Dabir-i-khas of Sultan Balban'.^'^ 
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Sultan Balban is reported to have kept Sipahsalar Husamuddm as hi^  
viceroy at Lakhnauti, with the directions of sending on to the aim\ thiee oi 
four times every week full particulars of the news which might arrive from 
Delhi.^'^ Similarly after having killed Tughril, Malik Barbak is said to ha\e 
written an arzadast (situation) to be sent to Sultan Balban.^''' The Chinese 
account informs us that all officials had seals and they communicated b\ 
dispatches.""' In the Sultanate polity, there was another powerful class called 
nobility (umara) Their influence on state policy is observed in determining the 
succession to the throne. Minhaj informs us that Sheran Khalji assembled the 
khalji amirs against Ali Mardan,^'^' and a party o(Khalji amirs killing the latter. 
placed Husamuddin Iwaz Khalji upon the throne.^'^ We are informed that when 
Sultan Shamsuddin llyas passed away, the amirs and the chiefs of different 
groups, on the third day after his death, placed his eldest son on the throne, 
giving him the title of Sikandar Shah.'^  Again when Sultan Sikandar died the 
amirs and the chiefs of the different groups of the people gave the title of 
Sultan Ghiyasuddin to his son and seated him on the throne, in the place of his 
father '^'^  It is to be noted here that 'the chiefs of the different groups of the 
people' mentioned as nobility class may indicate that by this time the Hindus 
had also been included in the dignified class of the society. It becomes evident 
when some chief of the local people (evidently the Hindus) joined Firuz 
Tughlaq (1351-1389 A.D.) upon his arrival in Bengal in 1354 A.D. Afif writes 
that when the country (Bengal) was overrun by the troops of the Sultan, all the 
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Raos, Ranas and Zumindars of Bengal joined him/ " The farman 
(proclamation/mandate) issued to the people of Lakhnauti by Firuz Tughlaq on 
the eve of his first Bengal expedition makes it clear that the Hindu chiefs were 
influential and were equal in status to that of the upper class nobility of the 
Muslim society. This is why Firuz Tughlaq solicited the co-operation of the 
I T 1 
Zamindars. Mnquddams and others against Ilyas Shah. It seems that Raja 
Ganesh, a zamindar of Bhaturia, was such a noble in the court of Sultan 
Sikandar Shah and Ghiasuddin Azam Shah.''^ ^ Letters of Muzaffar Shams 
Balkhi written to Sultan Ghiasuddin Azam Shah (1389-1410 A.D.) tend tc^  
show that Raja Ganesh was made a minister {wazir) in the Sultan''< 
government. ^ '^ ^ 
In the provinces {Wilayat or Iqlim), the Wali or Muqta was the head c ' 
the administration. A careful study of the chronicles leads us to believe that the 
so-called Iqla holders {Muqli/Iqtadar) were little more than bureaucratic 
officers, under the central government, and yet considerable lattitude was 
allowed to them in military affairs, which would be unthinkable for modern 
bureaucratic governors.^^^ Practically, the Muqta was a miniature Sultan m h\^ 
jurisdiction. Though, no wazir was there, but dahir (as advisor also) was at the 
head of the provincial secretariat. " A 14'^  century religious source tract, (janj-
la-Yafna of Sharafuddin Maneri, refers to the Muqta, kotwal. cavalry (suM'ar) 
and infantry (piada) together emphasizing the executive, police and militan. 
aspects of the provincial administration: If such people are not in the cit>. the 
320.Afir. p . n 2 . 
321.Ainul Mulk Mahru. !nshah-i-Mahru c6. Sh. Abdur Rashid & Md. Bashir Hasain. (Univ. of Punjab 
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323.JBRS. Vol.XLII, 1956, pp.186-87. 
324.W.ll.Morcland. p.22l. 
325.Balban left Shamsuddiii Dahir to Buglira Khan, ihc Muqid oj l.cikluuiuii, liaranu laiiklu I iiu: 
Shalii. pp.95-96. 
thieves would have their own way, for the security of the cities and God ^ 
creatures is a concern of the king. The Muqta of Lakhnauti appears to ha\ e 
enjoyed a different status. Nasiruddin Mahmud, son of Sultan Iltutmish, had the 
insignia of royalty, namely, the red canopy and a mace conferred upon him ^ ' 
Malik Izzuddin Tughan Khan, in addition to these honours, was permitted to 
issue coins in his own name. Even the userpers of Lakhnauti, Malik Tamar 
Khan (1245-1246 A.D ) and Arsalan Khan Sanjar (1258-1264 A D ) were noi 
considered as rebels. Some time a deputy Muqta was appointed The 
Lakhisarai inscription (Monghyr) dated 697 A.H. (1297 A D ) " ' mentions the 
naih of Ikhtiyaruddin Firuz Aitigin, the Muqta ot Bihar during the reign o' 
Sultan Rukunuddin Kaikaus (1290-1298 AD.) Appointment of Amin Khar 
and Tughril as Muqta and Naib-i-Muqta respectively may also illustrate this ' ' 
Furthermore, we are informed that Muhammad bin Tughlaq appointed 
Ghiyasuddin Bahadur and Bahram Khan to rule the territories of Lakhnauti and 
Sonargaon respectively. 
It seems that the Muqta himself could appoint dcput\ m important titiex 
and outposts and could assign land and villages to his officers. chietl\ toi 
military services. It is seen from the case of Bakhtiyar Khal)i, who obtained the 
Iqta of Bhagwat and Bhuili in eastern Awadh from Malik Husamuddm Aghui 
Bak, the Muqta of the latter region. Bakhtiyar himself, though in the status ol 
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independent capacity, conferred on his Amir an Iqta "'^  1 akhruddin MUIK 
Karimuddin Leghri, the Muqii of Lakhnor, who was killed by the arm\ of Rai 
of Jajnagar in 642 A.H. (1244A.D.),"'^^ was most probabh a deputy of Malik 
Izzuddin Tughan Khan (1233-1245 A.D.) ^^ ^ The permission of appointing 
Iqtadars, given to Bughra Khan by Sultan Balban"* also illustrates that the 
Muqta could have some other Iqta holders to assist him in administration 
Every Muqta or forfie was bound to render an account of the revenue 
actually realized from the district assigned to him and if it exceeded the amount 
allowed to him for the maintenance of his army, he was bound to return and 
pay the surplus (called Fawazil) into the Exchequer. '^  It becomes CMdeni. 
when Barani mentions that, becoming rebel, Tughril, the Muqta of Lakhnauti 
did not send to Delhi any portion of the spoils and elephants he captured from 
Jajnagar (Orissa).^'' It is further corroborated by Yahya bin Sirhindi. We are 
told that when Kadar Khan, the imperial viceroy at Sonargaon, stored silver 
coins in huge quantity, Malik Husamuddin, the Mustaufi, told him that in a 
remote Iqta storing up of so much wealth is not wise The soldiers can covet it 
people can suspect, so why these treasures are not being sent to the royai 
treasury.^'" Persian Chronicles describe that the Muqta or officers were 
subjected to transfer from one place to other ^'^'^ The hagiological source^ 
provide us with the information of the dismissal of the Muqta and officers and 
throw light upon one of its important reasons. Malfuz-us-Safar (S"' April 1361 
A.D.) of Sharafuddin Maneri records that in Bihar the first Muqta in 
3'!5 Ibid pp 432-434 
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Shamsuddin Firuz Shah's time (1301-1322 A.D.) was Malik Nathu. vvhc aftci 
some time was replaced by Malik Alauddin Gul Bihist.'''^'' The Muqiu mus; 
have been dismissed for corruption, because his satirical remark on a latter 
occasion on the offer of betel brought forth the report that it had been acquired 
by lawful means.'^ '*'' 
It may be recalled here that though the village areas remained out of the 
direct administrative control of the Muslims, being ruled by the local chiefs 
namely Raos, Ranas, Zamindars, Muqaddams etc. but in order to ha\e an 
effective hold over the remotest region many administrative-cum-security posts 
were established in different directions. Bihar Sharif in south Bihar, Hajipur. 
Samastipur^'*' in north Bihar, Devikot in north Bengal. Lakhnor in south-west 
Bengal, Chittagong and Muazzamabad^"*^ in southeast Bengal, Ghiaspur and 
Awwalistan urf Kamru'^ '*'' in east Bengal may be regarded as such centres m the 
Sultanate of Bengal. 
The Revenue Administration 
The revenue of the Bengal Sultanate was derived mainly from kharaj or 
land tax and, to a certain extent, from customs and other taxes. When the 
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Sultanate was established in Bengal, the Sultan left the local population in free 
enjoyment of their land and property in lieu of kharaj. There is no indication in 
the sources of the imposition of Jizya on the conquered population of Bengal. 
One explanation of the nonexistence of the Jizya in Bengal might be that the 
idea of Kharaj itself had by that time undergone a change. The Sultans of 
Bengal seemed to have realized it from Mulsim and non-Muslim inhabitants 
alike. The rate of Kharaj and the mode of its payment probably varied from 
time to time and from place to place. Ibn Battuta states that the cultivations on 
both sides of the 'blue river' (the Meghna) through which he passed in course 
of Journey from Sunargaon to Sylhet and back, used to give half of their crops 
to the government. 
On the other hand the Chinese visitors during the early 15"" centur> 
noted that the revenue was one-fifth of the produce.^ '^ ^^ Again Ibn Battuta's 
statement suggests that payment was made in kind, but Abul Fazl, speaking 
about the pre-Mughal period states that, 'the people of Bengal paid their yearh 
rent in cash by eight monthly installments, they themselves bringing Mohars 
and rupees to the appointed place for payment and that the system of division 
of grain between the government and the husbandman was not customar\ 
there'. He further states that harvest being always abundant, measurement of 
land was not 'insisted upon' and the revenue demands were 'determined b\ 
estimate of the crops'.^''^ It may be noted that in north India both the systems of 
cash and crop payments were in use, and this might have been the case in 
Bengal also. Besides Kharaj, custom duty constituted an important source ot 
the revenue, especially in the later period. According to the Chinese account 
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custom duties were realized at the seaport of Chittagaon.^' ^ Durate Barbosa 
informs us that there were many forms 'both up the country and on the coast 
where custom officials were appointed to realize the revenue. ~^ 
350.I'.C. Bagchi. I'i.sm Bbarii Awuils. p. 720. 
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Cddpter-II 
factors ContriSuting to 
VrBanization 
Scholars working on medieval Indian History observe that Vvith the 
advent of the Muslims as ruling elite, in the 12"* and 13''^  centur>, remarkable 
changes took place in the city planning. M. Habib' a pioneer m this respec; 
formulated the theory of "urban revolution" which is entirely based on growth 
and multiplication. K.A. Nizami confirms Muhammad Habib and writes tha^ 
the immediate and the most significant effect of Turkish occupation was the 
liquidation of old system of city planning that resulted in the emergence of new 
towns.^ K.M. Ashraf while evaluating the Muslim contribution to urbanization 
says that, the addition of some infrastructural activities namely the constructior 
of palaces, mosques, tanks to the Hindu towns ^ that were on the verge of deca\ 
helped in their resurgence 
Before the advent of the Muslims in Bengal the urban centers had 
declined / decayed by the 12''^  century A.D. e.g. Lakhnauti, Satgaon, Sonargaor 
and Pandua. The early 13"^  century v^ i^tnessed the emergence of new towns ana 
cities and re-emergence of the older ones. This phase may be termed as the 
phase of urbanization. It is to be noted that wherever the Muslims seUled dowr 
from social, political, economic or religious point of view their settlement 
ultimately changed into urban settlement. The urban ethos of the Muslim seems 
to have been the prime reason for this transformation. The Islamic revolution 
(in the first half of the T"* century A.D.) under the prophet Muhammad was 
essentially urban in character. After the death of Prophet the pious caliph 
launched upon a campaign of conquest in which their spectacular success o\er 
I Muhammad Habib. Intioduclioii. Ll/iol <.{ Doi^sons llisloiy of India as told In I's (h\ i 
Ihsioiians Aligarh Muslim Unisersily, 1952, Vol II pp 36-80 and paiticulariv pp 36 & 6 1 
2. K A Nizami. Some Aspect of religion and Politics in India Duting the 13''' Centiuy. Idarah-i-
Addbiyal-i-Dclhi, 2"'' edition 1974. l" published in 1961. p 85 
3. K M. Ashraf, Life and Conditions of the People of Hindustan Munshiram Manoharlal. N Delhi 
2"'^  edition. 1970. l" published in 1959 pp. 198-99 
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a vast area within few decades is still regarded as one of the wonders of histor*. 
In this conquest the early Muslims were certainly aided by their religious zeal. 
superior strength and strict discipline. The contemporaiy historical treatises are 
full of references on the foundation, growth, decline and other relevant aspects 
of urban centers. These sources clearly indicate that how skillfully Muslims 
handled towns possibly because of their urban background.'^ 
There is much truth in Von-Grune Baum"s remark that Islam from it^  
very outset was an urban milieu and favoured city development. He adds 
whenever the Muslim conquerors came, they founded cities that included a 
central mosque (Jami Masjid) fit for Friday prayers and a market for selling 
and purchase of essentials." The emigrant Muslims, who settled in Bengal, 
hailed from urban centers in Khuransan and Transoxiana, which were seats ot 
culture, education and administration. The urban orientation of the Muslims is 
suitably reflected in the instance of the emergence of Makran as an urban 
centre or town. \ 
After Iran, Makran (bordering Iran) was the first region in the sub 
continent of south Asia to be conquered by the Arabs during the early period ot 
the rise of Islam (7 c A.D.). It was largely inhabited by the nomadic people. 
After its conquest, the region had become a high road for international trade 
between the Islamic world and the far-eastern countries. 
Makran's pastoral economy was changed into monetised economv as a 
consequence of the progress of over land trade and urbanization.*^ 
4. Hamida Khatoon Naqvi, Urbanizalion and Urban Centres Under the Great Mtighals (1556-170", 
Indian Institute of advanced study. Simla. 1972. Vol.!. p.3. 
5. G.E. Von Grunebaum. Medieval l.i/am. A study in cultural Orientation. The University of C hicago 
Press. U.S.A. 1946, p. 173. 
6. l.H. Siddiqui. Money and Social Changes in India During Medieval times. Symposia papcr-12. 
IHC, 56"" session, Calcutta. 29"" Dec. 1995, pp. 1-2. 
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Similar changes took place in Sindh, Multan, Lahore and finall) Delhi 
and Bengal in the early 13th century. Having come from urban tradition, the 
Muslim rulers used to invite people from all walks of life so as to reside in 
towns7 
The Sultans were inhabit of bringing the learned men. gentlemen. 
traders, and landholders into the city from certain towns in their territor> and 
made them reside there. In the observation of Isami under the patronization ot 
Sultans, Muslims from different countries gathered in the cil> of Delhi and 
rkngal like moth around a burning candle.** They were very cultured people 
and expert in different professions. So with the advent of Islam, a religion with 
urban roots, and the establishment of the Sultanate rule, the process ot 
urbanization started in Bengal, but the pace was slow in the beginning i e. in 
the thirteenth century. However with the growth of agrarian economx and 
revival of land and maritime trade in the earlier part of fourteenth centur\ a 
visible change occurred and thus began the commodity production and 
foundation of a number of mini towns Besides, iheie were cultural reasons 
that contributed to growth of towns with limited commercial activities as the 
immigrant Muslims particularly the Sufis began to construct mosques. 
Khanqahs, Dargahs, and Madarasas. 
(A) Pilgrim Places 
The Centres of sufic order were one of the important factors that led to 
the rise of some urban centres like Lakhnauti. Sunargaon. Satgaon, Chatgaon oi 
Chittagong, Pandua or Firuzabad. 
7 i'eter lackson The Delhi Sullanale; A Pohlical and Mihtaiy llislon. Cambridge. 1999, pp 138-
41 
8. Isami. Fiituh-us-Salalin. ed A S Usha. University ot" Madras, 1948. pp 114-115 
9. Infra, p. 14 
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Lakhnauti also known as Gaur, the ruins of the city of Lakhnauti lie in 
the north of Ganges and south of the modem district of Malda in West Bengai 
Lakhnauti was the hub of all round activities of the Muslim rule and 
administration throughout the Sultanate period. It was the capital of the 
kingdom for a period of more than two and a half centuries, from the time of 
Muhammad Bakhiyar Khalji (A.D.I203-6) to Qadr Khan (A.D.I326-41) and 
again in the reign of Nasiruddin Mahmud. 
Lakhnauti was a good centre of trade and commerce. That's why wher 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji entered the city with a small number of troops 
(around two hundred) the people thought them to be traders. Zia-ud-din Barani 
refers to the market place of Lakhnauti, which was one mile in length, on each 
side of which the shopkeepers sold their commodities.'*^ Several foreigners 
resided in Lakhnauti. Some stayed there for carrying on trade while the others 
had joined as functionaries in the administration. Some came for missionar> 
purpose while the others were peaceful settlers who had come in search ot 
livelihood. The Khaljis, the Isfahanis, the Sijistanis, the flabshis or Abyssmians 
and the Afghans, the Karranes and the Makkis came to Bengal. A large number 
of them settled there, held high posts, became governors and even Sultans and 
married in local families.' In Tabaqat-i-Nasiru we find the earliest reference to 
an Isfahani merchant who had settled there in A.D.I207.''^ Then we find the 
reference to Qazi Rukn-ud-din Samarqandi who came to Bengal and was 
appointed as a Qazi at Lakhnauti.''' In later times, the importance of Lakhnauti. 
as a trading centre increased. Joas de Barros, a Portuguese historian writes. Fhc 
10 Barani. p 91, quoted by A. Kaiim 111 .Sf^c'/o///M/«/I. P 182 
11 A.Karim, Social History, pp 140-57 
12 M\nK\\. laba(i<.il-i-Na\inA\\\ Sciics). CalcutU. 19X4. cq li M a i o i l l d Ravcit> Delhi, 1970 
Vol. I, p.580 
13. Qazi Ahmad Mian Akhtar,///;;///A//A7d'.,IPHS, 1 (l),.ianuai\ 1953.p295 
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streets are broad and straight and the main streets have trees planted in rows 
along the walls to give shade to the passengers. The population is so great and 
the streets so thronged with the gathering and traffic of people that they canno' 
force their way past one another.'"* Verthem who visited Gaur in A.D. 1508 
comments that the population of the city had reached up to forty thousand and 
it was home to some of the richest merchants of that time'"^ About a decade 
later Durate Barbosa found wealthy Arabs Iranians, Abyssinians and Indians in 
Gaur."' The Portuguese ambassador to Gaur in A.D. 1521 found the city ver\ 
big, stretching for four leagues along the river. The town is situated on a large 
plain, which is flat like the whole of the surrounding area. The streets and lanes 
are paved with brick like the Lisbon New street. The market is everywhere and 
every thing food and other goods alike is in plentiful supply and ver> cheap. 
The streets and cross lanes are so full of people that is impossible to move. The 
streets are well mapped out and arranged. All the arms, swords, lances, coats of 
male, silver plated hauberks and plate helmets are sold in streets, which 
specialize in these goods. There is also a saddlery, which sells liorsc. 
harnessing and in another street all colours of fabric such as silk and other cloth 
can be found. 
In Islam Mosques, Madarasas and Khanqah 's (hospices) play important 
roles. Their existence indicates compact conglomeration of inhabitants. The 
Jami or congregational mosque requires a fixed settlement with a permaneiv 
population, of whom at least forty legally responsible men must be present iv 
14. M.Fi. I'aral'dar. Husain Shahi Bengal, A Socio-political sliidy. ASB. Dhaka. 1965. p. 127. 
15. Tome Pires. Suma Oriental of Tom Pircs (1512-1515), Eg.tr. Armando Cortesao. Vol.2. in I. 
Hukluyt Society, London, 1944, p.90. 
16. The Book of Diiarte Barhosa. 11. pp. 135-9. 147-8. 
17. G. Bouchon & L.F. Thomas (tr & ed.). Voyage Dans Les Delia DU Gange. pp.223-5. 
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make the ceremony valid. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri credits Muhammad Bakhti\a'' 
Khalji for constructing mosques. Madrasas and Khanqahs. This is supportec 
by an Inscription given in the preface of an Arabic version of Sanskrit book on 
the science of yoga entitled Amrit Kund written by an early thirteenth centurv 
Kamrup's philosopher and yogi named Bhojar Brahmin who witnessed a 
Friday mosque at Lakhnauti during the time of "Ali Mardan Khalji'".'^ It :s 
epigraphically established that not less than a dozen Jami mosques were built 
alone in Lakhnauti from the time of Shamsuddin Yusuf Shah to Ghiyasuddin 
Mahmud Shah (1533-8). The number of ordinary mosques reportedK built 
right from the time of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji is even larger. 
Madrasas were also built since the time of Muhammad Bakhtiyar 
Khalji. Epigraphical evidence confirms the existence of at least two Madrasas. 
buih by Alau-ud-Din Husain Shah in the year A.H.907 (A.D.I501-2) and 
A.H.909 (A.D.I503-4) at Laknauti. Evidence is also corroborated regarding the 
endowments made by 'Ali Sher' the son of Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz Khalji at a 
Khanqah of Sufis in A.D. 1221 '^ 
The above description shows that Lakhnauti remained a big urban centre 
under the Bengal Sultans at least till the time of Ghiyas-ud-din Mahmud Shah 
VI, the last ruler of the Husain Shahi dynasty. It would not appear unreasonable 
to call it a metropolitan city because what Delhi was to north India Lakhnauti 
was to Bengal. 
Sunargaon: Sunargaon was also an important urban centre during the 
Sultanate period. The city of Sunargaon or Subarnagrama is now a ver> 
18. K\)d,/ V\\xVi\m. The Naliiie of Islamic i'lbanization \n llistoi ILCII pcispecti\e. \ c XI lIi1)JiiK 
1969. pp 233-7 
19 Qazi Ahrndd Mian Akhtai, Some Corns of Bengal Suliam. INSi. Vol XXI. pt II, 1959. pp. 46-55 
20 Shamsuddin Ahmad, Inscnplions ot Bengal. Vol IV, Ka| Shahi, I960, pp 92-240 
21. Z.A. Desai, Arabic and Penian Inscription fiom the Indian Museum. I lAPS, 1955. p 1-32 
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insignificant village in the NaryanganJ subdivision of Dhaka, the capital ot 
Bangladesh. In the first half century of the Sultanate rule Sunargaon is nowhere 
mentioned. Minhaj-us-Siraj. the author of Tahaqat-i-Nasiri has referred w 
Bang (the eastern part of Bengal) which sent offering to Ghiyas-ud-din Iwa/ 
Khalji, the ruler of Lakhnauti.^^ However, Sunargaon is, for the first time 
mentioned by Zia-ud-din Barani in Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi in the context ol 
Balban's pursuit of Mughis-ud-din Tughril who revohed against the former. Ai 
this time, Sunargoan was ruled by Danuj Rai, probably a descendant of 
Damodaradeva of the Deva dynasty, which disposed the Sena dynastv \n 
Vikrampur. There are ample evidences to establish that Danuj Rai accepted the 
over lordship of Balban and paid tribute to him, to his son Bughra Khan and to 
the other rulers of Lakhnauti. But Sunargaon did not become the part and 
parcel of the kingdom or a seat of government till the end of the thirteenth 
century. It was Shamsuddin Firuz Shah (A.D. 1301-16, 1319-22) who 
completed the conquest of Sunargaon and made it a seat of his kingdom in 
A.H.701 (A.D.1301-2). 
Sunargaon was a centre of learning and an abode for the Sufis especialK 
in the thirteenth and the fourteenth century. Many Sufis thronged there. In the 
beginning of the last quarter of the thirteenth century, most likely after 
Balban's departure from Bengal, Shaikh Abu Tawwama, the great medieval 
Sufi visited the Sonargaon and settled there permanently." He established there 
a Madraso, that is an academy for the students and a monastery for his 
disciples and maintained them till his death, A.H.700 (A.D. 1300-1). He vvas 
accompanied by Hazrat Sharaf-ud-din Yahya Maneri (A.H.661-782) the 
22. Minhaj, Tabqat-i-Nasiri, Elliot & Dovvson, Vol.11, p.319. 
2.1 r -&D. Ill, p.114; 
24. A. Karim. Social History of I he Muslim in Bengal. Down to A.D. 1538, I he A.siatic Society oi 
Pakistan, Dhaka, 1959, pp.61-71. 
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famous Sufi of Bihar who stayed at Sunargaon for about twenty two years and 
studied Tafsir, Hadis, and Jurisprudence and other branches of Islamic leammg 
under the able guidance of Abu Tawwama. "^  Hou-Hien in 1415, writes that m 
Sunargram all the bazaars and shops were well arranged.^^ Sunargaon 
continued to be a centre of learning for a long period, at least till the time ot 
Husain Shahi dynasty as will appear from Nasiruddin Nusrat Shah mosque 
Inscription dated A.H.929 (A.D. 1523) wherein the builder of the mosque at 
Sunargaon calls himself A/a//^-w/ Omaru wa-l-Wuzaru qudwal-id-Faqha wa-i-
Muhaddisin'' (the chief of the chieftains and wazirs. and the leader of lurists 
and the traditions) several mosques are also reported to have been built in 
Sunargaon. This is enough to establish the fact that more or less throughout the 
early Muslim rule Sunargaon was an important urban centre with a good 
habitation. It flourished as an emporium of industry, trade and commerce 
Moreover culturally it was a centre of education and learning. 
Satgaon: The next important town was Satgaon. Also known as Saptagrama 
(the seven village). The city of Satgaon was situated about 20 miles to the north 
of Calcutta near the junction of the three rivers - the Ganges, the Sarswati anc 
the Jamuna, known by the Poetic name of Triveni. It comprised modem district 
of 24-Pargana western Nadia, South Western Murshidabad and extended in the 
south to Hadigarh below Diamond Harbour. In literary sources the first 
reference to Satgaon is available in Tarikh-i-finiz Shahi in connection with the 
description of sultan Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq's invasion on Bengal to chastise 
Ghiyas-ud-din Bahadur Shah, the ruler of Sunargoan."" But an earlier evidence 
25. Zain Hadr Arabi, Mukh-ul-Maani. pp.33-55;Klnran-i-peer Nanuil (Kg.lr) 6 ' assemblv. pp 17-1 
i-itii and 29 assembly p. 105; Madn-uI-Maani. pp.44. 485-86: Musinis-ul-Muridin (Ms) folio. 15. 17, 
18, Mmtaqib-ul-Asafiya, pp.131. 132 etc. 
26. P.C. Bagchi, Visva Bharali Annals; Pt. 1 -1945, p. 121. 
27. S. Ahmad. Inscriptions of Bengal. Vol.iV, pp. 209-10. 
28. Zia Burni. Tarikh-i-Finiz Shahi. (E&D, III). (B,l, Series) Calcutta, 1862, p.235. 
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of the Muslim settlement in this city is seen through an Arabic Inscription"' 
dated A.H.698 (A.D. 1298), which records the construction of a Madrasa 
during the reign of Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus (A.D. 1290-1300).^" It is alsc 
established that the Madrasa was upgraded during the time of Shamsuddin 
Firuz Shah (A.D.I301-1322).^' The educational institutions made the town 
centre of learning and culture which could draw the scholars from far awa} 
places. It helped in causing social as well as demographic mobility. 
Sources tend to suggest that all these Khanqahas and the Madrasa i.e 
educational institutions were surrounded by wcll-qualificd people and as sucli 
the population around them was very dense. As a result of this dense 
population a well-planned bazaar (market or shopping centres) got established 
in the city for buying and selling essentials. 
The factors related to the cultural aspect reflect the penetration of the 
Muslims in the city and. thus, contributed to the process of urbanization. The 
Arabic inscriptions discovered from Hooghly, Satgaon. Murshidabad and 24 
Parganas record the construction of about a dozen mosques, fou' 
congregational mosques and two Madrasas during the early Sultanate rule 
particularly from the time of Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus to Nasiruddin Nusrat 
Shah.'^ ^ Ruins of some mosques can still be traced in the dilapidated and 
deserted remains of the city. In two mosque Inscriptions dated A.H.882 
(A.D.1477) and A.H.892 (A.D.1487) the builders, Uliigh Majlis-i-Azam and 
29. The Inscriplion ii'a.v discovered in Triheni on Zafar Khan's mosque, [here is another inscriptior 
From the same place and it also records the construction of a Madrasa in A.M. 713 (A.[).1313 
during the time of Shams-ud-din l-iru7 Shah. Inscriplion of Bengal. Vol. IV. pp.18-21. 28-2'-' 
30. A.Karim. Coipus of Arabic and Persian Inscriplion of Bengal. (CAl'lB). Dhaka. 1992. pp.5!-55 
31. Ibid, pp.63-64. 
32. Shamsuddin Ahmad, Inscriplion of Bengal. Vol. IV, pp. 18-21. 28-29, 38-40, 49-50. 56-7, 68-70. 
88-89. 97-100, 126-27, 131-32. 152-53. 154-55. 156-57, 162. 173-76. 176-78. 193-94. 214-15. 
224-27, 229-30. 
33. Manmohan Chakravarty. Pre Shighal Mosques of Bengal. .lournal of Arabic Society (JASB). 
Vol.Vl(l)(N.S), 1910,pp.23-33. 
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Ulugh MaJlis-i-Nur have claimed their mastery over literature and learning and 
have adopted the title Sahib-us-Saifwa-i qalan?'^ Muslim saints appear to ha\ e 
settled in Satgaon and people flocked to them to seek their grace and blessings 
In this regard Zafar Khan Ghazi and Shaikh Anwar Quli Haliki need a special 
mention as they were popular saints of Satgaon and their tombs are located in 
Hoogly.^' 
Chatgaon or Chittagong: Chatgaon is situated at the mouth of the river 
Meghna and is linked with the Bay of Bengal. The place name Sadkawan 
described by Ibn Battuta may be identified with this port city. It is not known 
exactly when Chatgaon or modern Chittagong was incorporated m the 
Sultanate rule of Bengal. However, when Ibn Batuta came to Bengal in A.I). 
1345 during the reign of Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak Shah, he found it under his 
rule. Barring a few instances of temporary efforts of establishing hegemony b> 
Tripura and Arakan. Chatgaon, henceforth appears to have remained under the 
Muslim rule till the time of the Husain Shahi dynasty whose last ruler Ghiyas-
ud-din Mahmud Shah VI lost it to the Portuguese who had already built there a 
customhouse in 1536-37. ^  
Pandua or Firuzabad: Pandua was one of the old towns of Bengal now 
abounding in ruins of buildings. It is situated about 20 miles from Gaur and 
only 12 miles from the modem town of Malda in West Bengal. It is also known 
as Hazrat Pandua. There is another town known as Pandua but that is called 
Chhota Pandua and is situated in Hoogly district. During the early Muslim rule. 
Pandua was also known as Firuzabad. Politically, it came into prominence for 
the first time during the reign of Ala-ud-din Ali Shah (A.D. 1339-42) who is 
34. Shamsuddin Ahmad, Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol.IV. pp. 97-100. 216-27, 
35. Ejazul-Haque Qiiddusi, Tazkirah-i-Siifia-i-Bengal iVrdu). Luhdic. 1965. pp.54-55). 
36. Campos, J.J.A. History of the Portuguese in Bengal, cd. B.P. Amba.sth_\a. I'atna, 1976, pp. 39. 113. 
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reported to have made it his capital. It remained the capital for about a centur} 
till the accession of Nasir-ud-din Mahmud Shah IV (A.D. 1434-59) whc 
restored the headquarters to Lakhnauti. 
Having remained capital of the kingdom for a long period, Pandua or 
Firuzabad was undoubtedly a well-populated town with a great deal ot 
commercial activity. It was linked with other parts of the kingdom with river 
as well as land routes. Pandua had commercial and cultural ties with China. 
Herat and other countries.^^ The Chinese ambassador who visited the town 
during the first half of the fifteenth century substantiates it with very interesting 
accounts of the city as well as of the royal court. In Chinese Pandua was known 
as Pan-tu-wa. Mentioning Pandua as the ruler's residence. Pandua was a place 
of pilgrimage as the shrines of Shaikh Jalal-ud-din Tabrizi and Hazrat Nur 
Qutb A lam popularly known as Ban Dargah and Chhoti Dargah were located 
there and were visited by people in great number. Qutb Shahi mosque, Eklakhi 
mosque as well as Adina mosque were also sources of attraction for the 
•• • 38 
pilgrmis. 
At least four Inscriptions ranging from the period of 15"' and 16"' 
century have been discovered from Deotala. One of these Inscriptions records 
that a mosque was built in the blessed town of Tabrizabad generally known as 
Deotala in the reign of Barbak Shah (1459-1474 A.D.).^' Another Inscription 
that dates back to 868H (1464 A.D.) records the construction of Jami mosque 
at Tabrizabad.""^ Still another Inscription dated A.H.934H (1527-28) states the 
37. N.B.Roy. "Trade Agriculture and Industry in West Bengal. 1200 to 1608 as found in the i'ersian 
and Arabic sources. .lASB (L(.-tter.s) XX(1), 1954, p.9. 
38. ll.E.Stapleton (ed), Memoirs of Gaur and Pandua. Caiciitta, 1913, p.97. 
39. Abdul Karim, CAPIB, pp. 161-62. 
40. Ibid, pp. 159-160, A.H.Dani. .I.A.S.B, 1974, pp. 296-97. 
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existence of a mosque in the territory of Shaikli Jalal Muhammad Tabrizi. 
The 4"' Inscription dated A.H.978 (1571 A.D.) records the building oi' a 
mosque in the blessed qasba of Tabrizabad alias Deotala. All the epigraphic 
evidences tend to show that Deotala was blessed with the presence of Shaikh 
Jalal Tabrizi (13"^ century saint) and it was named Tabrizabad after the saint's 
name. It is to be noted here that in the Inscriptions Deotala (Tabrizabad) is 
prefixed by the term qasba, indicating it to be a small town. Among the literar\ 
sources Abul Fazl says that the saint"s:(Jalal I'abrizi) sleeping place is Randar 
Dcv Mahal'' and Siyar-ul-Arifin records the saint's arrival at a Randar called 
Mahal."* All this epigraphic and literary evidence is further confirmed by the 
information contained in a letter of Mir Syed Ashraf Jahangir Simnani (an earh 
15"^  century saints) written to Sultan Ibrahim Sharqi of Jaunpur. The saint 
writes that several leading saints of Jalaliah order (i.e. the desciple of Shaikh 
Jalal Tabrizi) lay buried at Deotala. However, the construction of many mosque 
indicate the settlement to be vast as well as populous. 
"^Tahcujut-i-Nasiri" mentions Maksadah and Santosh as a single place 
housing the tomb of Malik Sheran Khaiji who was one of the generals of 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khaiji.''^ Buchnan writes that at the site of present 
"Mahiganj and Santosh" at Patnitala in Dinajpur district, there is a tomb of a 
saint known as Mahisantosh.''^ In the contemporary hagiological sources 
evidence suggest that "Mahisun or Mahisantosh" was a seat of learning even in 
the mid 13"^  century. 
41. Ibid. p.347. 
42. Ibid, p.408. 
43. Abui l az l . Ain-i-Akbari (Lucknow, 1882) Vol.111. p.l70. 
44. .lamali. Siyar-ul-Arifin (Rizwa press. Delhi A.D. 1 3 11) p. 171. 
45. MinhaJ. vol. I. p.433. 
46. M. Martin, Eastern India, District. Dinajpur (Reprint Cosmo Publication, Delhi, 1976) vol. I I I . 
p.667. 
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Manaqib-ulAsfiya records that Shaikh Yahya Maneri, the father of 
Sharafuddin Maneri, had received his education in Mahisun in north Bengal 
under the guidance of Shaikh Taqiuddin who was the author of Mutlqax 
(meeting places) a digest of Ghazzali's Yahya Ulumuddin (revival of the 
religious sciences)/^ The importance of Mahisun is obvious from the fact thai 
Rukun-ud-din Barbak Shah in A.H. 865 (A.D. 1460-61) constructed a mosque 
here. Another Inscription of the same Sultan depicting the construction of a 
mosque in A.H. 876 (A.D. 1471-72) however shows that the settlement spat 
was named "Barbakabad" and it attained the status of a town that was entrusted 
by a wazir.^'^ Epigraphic evidence however shows that the constructions ul 
building activities in Mahisun were being carried out up to 1507A.D.' 
Moreover Ain-i-Akbari also connotes it as a Sarkar. a Mughal term for a cit} / 
It however indicates the continuity of the town for a greater span oi time. 
Sources tend to show that every Muslim settlement was adorned with mosques 
and Jami mosque, Epigraphic evidence shows that in Pandua (Firuzabad) the 
Jami Masjid named Adina Masjid was built by Sultan Sikandar Shah 
(A.D. 1358-87) in A.H. 770 (A.D. 1369)." Abid AH Khan remarks that Sikandai 
Shah's idea behind the construction of this mosque was to see that, al 
Musalman inhabitants of Pandua could gather at one place for their I rida\ 
prayer.' 
47. H. Suhaib Firdausi, Manaqib-ul-Asfiya (Nurul Afaq, Calcutta. 1985) p.35. 
48. A.H. Dani. BMIB. P.23, No-32; A. Karim, CAPIB. P. 165. 
49. A.H.Dani. BMIB, p.28, No.42; A. Karim. CAPIB. Pp. 169-170. 
50. A.Karim. CAPIB. pp. 282-283. 
51. Abul ¥aza\. Ain-i-Akbari (Lucknovv. 1882) Vol. 11 pp.51&59. 
52. Abid Aii Khan & H.E. Stapleton. Memoirs pp. 139-40-. A. Karim, CAPIB. Pp.89-90. 
53. Abid Ali Khan. Memoirs of Gaur and Pandua. ed. M.E. Staplclon. The DepU. Of information & 
cultural affairs, West Bengal, 1986. p. 129. 
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It appears that in every town Khcmqah (rest house or Sufi hospice) were 
established for the comfort of traveller. Siyarul Arifin reports that in Pandua 
Shaikh Jalal Tabrizi built a Khanqah, opened a langer (free kitchen) and 
purchased some gardens and lands, which were dedicated for the maintenance 
of those institutions.^^ Similar institutions are reported to have been maintained 
by Shaikh Alaul Haque in Pandua.'"^ ^ The author of Riyaz-us-Salatin mforniN 
that Shaikh Nur Qutb-i-Alam had a Khanqah constructed at Pandua and Sultan 
Husain Shah (A.D. 1493-1519) is said to have endowed several villages for its 
up- keepment.''' The epigraphic as well as archeologicai evidence support the 
literary sources. In his observation, Ravenshaw refers to a Carvan Sarai at the 
CO 
excavated site of Gaur." An inscription found at Sian in Birbhum district dated 
A.H. 618 (A.D.1221) records the construction of a Khanqah for ahl-id-suffa.^ 
Another inscription found at Sitalmat Naogaon district dated A.H.625 
(A.D. 1254-55) records the erection of sacred structure dedicated to devotional 
use of pious people engaged in Prayer and the reading of the sacred scripture ' 
Here It may be noted that by the time of Lodhy Period the term 'Khanqah' ^o 
replaced by the term 'Sarai '(rest cumcharity house) and the term Khanqah wa^ 
exclusively used for a Sufi-hospice.^' However it may be noted that wells anc 
mosques were constructed around all the important Khanqahas. Around these 
structures Bazars might have also been established for the sale and purchase ot 
54. Abbas Khan Sherwani, The Tarikh-i-Sher Shah (Persian text) ed. S.M. Imamuddin, Uni\ersitv o! 
Dhaka, 1964 vol.1, pp.216-218. 
55. .lamah. Siyai-ul-Anfin (Rizwa press. Delhi) p. 171 
56. Ghulam Sarwar,/^/Jorwaz-MMya/JvaCSamar-i-Hind, Lucknovv. A.I1.I290 A D 1873 vol I p.36Q-
70 also Shykh Abdul Haq Dehlavi. Akhbar-ul-Akhyar. ed. Adbul Ahad (Muztabai press. Delhi 
AH.1332 A.D. 1914). P.143. 
57 G 11. Salim Riyaz-us-Salatm. p 133 
58. .I.H. Ravenshaw. Gaur Its Rums and Inscriptions, London, 1878, p 95 
59. El APS. 1975. pp. 6-12. A.Karim. CAPID. pp. 16-24 
60. A.Karim. CAPIB. pp. 32-33. 
61. I.H. Siddiqui. Money and Social change Symposia papei 12. Session. IHC. Dec 29. 1995. 
Calcutta, p 8. 
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essentials and as such all this must have resulted in the creation and 
establishment of small townships. It may also be mentioned here that the gates 
of Khankahs were kept open for all with arrangements of free food (langer). 
(B) Mint towns 
To flourish the Business transaction it is necessary to have an organized 
coinage and currency system. On the eve of the foundation of the Sultanate rule 
Bengal did not have an organized currency. Pala and Sena rulers did not strike 
coins perhaps they did not consider it a royal prerogative. However, 
contemporary epigraphical evidence inlbrms us that silver and gold dust known 
as churni served the purpose of money during the period. An amount of silver 
dust weighing about 32 rattis was regarded as a unit of silver money that was 
equivalent to 1,280 cowries. While an amount of gold dust weighing 80 rattis 
was known as a unit of gold money that was worth. 20,480 cowries. The Pre-
Sultanale currency was thus based on weight-value system. The dust mone> 
facilitating heavy transactions was carried in small bag.*"^  Sultanate of Bengal 
instituted an organized currency system, fheir coinage was based on the 
principle of bi-mctalism, i.e. gold and silver. In later times some copper pieces 
were also issued. So within a century the Muslim rulers had evolved a national 
coinage for the country. So whenever the Muslim rulers conquered any region 
they issued commemorative coins and established a new center of mint iji that 
place which resulted in the development of a town.^ 
With the foundation of capital at Lakhnauti by Muhammad'Bakhtiyar 
Khalji he established a mint house there. Numismatic evidence shows that 
Lakhnauti continued to issue coins up to the time of Ghiyasuddin Azam Shah 
62. B.N. Mukhcrjcc, Commerce and Money, pp.70-1. 
63. M.R. Tarafdar. Htisain Shahi Bengal, Asiatic Press. Dhaka, pp. 29-30. 
64. Minhaj. op.cit.. Tabaqal-i-Sasiri, Voi.l. p.427. 
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(1389-1410 A.D.) of whom a coin bears the mint name Jannatabad/'^ The cit\ 
of Pandua become a mmt town in 1342 A D. m the reign of Ala-ud-dm Ah 
Shah (1338-1342 A.D.)^^ and continued minting coins till the time of Rukn-ud-
dm Barbak Shah (1459-1474).^^ Sonargaon started mintmg corns m 1305 A D 
and continued till the time of Sikandar Shah (1358-1389 A.D.f^ Satgaon 
became a mint town during the time of Muhammad bin Tughlaq m 1329 A-D,*"' 
and had the unbroken continuation up to 828 A. H (1427-28 A D.)-'"' The mmi 
not only produced corned money but the very existence of its oftlce enlivened 
the towns from official point of view. 
Iwaz Khalji initially expressed his loyalty to the Delhi rulers by issuing 
gold and silver coins in the name of Iltutmish in the year AH614 (AD 1217 
18) and A.H. 616^' (A.D. 1219-20) with the mint name Gaur" on his coin Ht 
did so perhaps for the reason that he had assumed power after the murder ol 
'Ali Mardan' who had originally been a governor formally appointed b\ the 
Delhi ruler. 
As we see that Ghiyaspur Mint was established b\ Ghiyasuddin Bahadur 
(1323-1332 A.D.) and it was named after him. His coin dated 722 H. (1322 
A.D.) bearing mint name Ghiyaspur prefixed by the term cjashah or Shahar has 
been discoveied From the political reminiscence of Sharafuddin Maneri 
65 N Wright, Catalogue oj the coins in the Indian Museum Caloulta. including the cabinet ot \.h<. 
Asiatic Societv. Vol II Clarendon Presb Oxiord. 1907 p 158 
66 N Wright Catalogue \l,p \50,U K Bha{ldsa\\. Coins andC Inonology pp 21-22 
67 N Wright, Catalogue 11, p 167, N K Bhattasali, Catalogue of ( oins Collected b\ A S VI 1 utoor 
(S ^ Gunny at the Alexandra Dhaka 1936) pp 23-25 
68 N Wiight Catalogue, II, p 153 
69 Ibid, p 53, A karim CMCB, pp 9-11 
70 ibid p 163, Ibid, p 76 
71 H Nelson Wright The Coinage ppI5-l6 (com Nos 491 to49J) 
72 A H Dam, Lainor Ba-Gaui oi \agoi. INSI (II). Dec 1995, pp 1078 A karim /he so calkd 
Bengal Conn of Sultan Shanniiddin lltulmish A S / XXII I960pp 205-11 
73 Abdul kanm,C/V/rB,p 33 
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(1290-1381). it is learnt that Bahadur Shah was the ruler of Kamru (namcl\ 
Mymen Singh Sylhet region under then Kamrup Kingdom) during the life time 
of his father. Shamsuddin Firuz Shah (1301-1322 A.D.) it is also reported thai 
after the death of his father, Bahadur become independent in Kamru. It. 
however, indicates that Ghiyaspur had all sorts of administrative as well as 
infrastructural arrangements. E. Thomas reads the date of Ghiyaspur coins 730 
A.H. (1330 A.D.).'''* It suggests her continuation as the centre of mint for a 
considerable time. A coin of Sikandar Shah (1358-89 A.D.) dated 759 A.H 
(1358 A.D.) bears the name A\\'walistan (Chawwalistan) urf Kamru. " The mint 
has not been identified. It may be that Sikandar Shah during the life time of his 
father. Ilyas Shah (1342-1358) conquered some territories of Kamrup and 
issued commemorative coins, most probably from the town Ghiyaspur, already 
established in that region. 
As we know that the Sultans of Bengal issued silver and gold coins from 
their mint. At present, a good number of gold coins are in existence in India 
and outside, representing a long period from the time of Muhammad Bakhtiyar 
Khalji^ '^ (A.D. 1203-6) to Ghiyas-ud-udin Mahmud Shah-VI (A.D. 1533-8).'' 
Now the question arises as to what was the purpose of the issue of these gold 
coins. It is certain that the Bengal rulers issued these gold coins occasionally to 
commemorate an event. They were not issued to facilitate commerce. 
Bakhtiyar Khalji issued coins on the occasion of conquest of Gauda, like wise 
74. E. Thomas, The Chronicles of the Faihan Kings of Delhi (Reprint Munshiram Manohal. N Delhi. 
1967)p.201. 
75. N. Wright. Caialogiie 11, p.152; A.K.arim, CMCB p.50. 
76. H. Nelson Wright, The coinage and Metrology of the Sultans of Delhi, Delhi, 1936, p.6, coin no 
3A. It was first Published by N.W. Lowick, The Horsemen type of Bengal and the qiiesiion of 
commemorative Issues, .INSi. 30. 1973, pp. 196-208. P.L. Gupta. On the date of the Horseman 
Type coin of Muhammad bin sam, JNSI, 38(1), p. 81 -87. 
77. P.L. Gupta. JNSI, Vol. XXII. I960. Varanasi, pp. 212-216. 
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other rulers right from the time of AH Mardan''^ to Ghiyas-ud-din Mahmud 
Shah VI. issued gold coins on some occasion to commemorate either their 
occasion as well as at the time of his victory over a territory. Ala-ud-din 
Hussain Shah^^ issued gold coins at the time of his victory over Kamrup. 
Kamta, Jajnagar and Orissa. Besides, gold coins were also minted to recognize 
the sovereignty of the Sultans of Delhi. Coins of Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz**^  are the 
best example of such types of coins. 
Apparently these coins hardly had any connection with trade or 
commercial transactions. These gold coins were given as presents to the 
Sultans of Delhi as well as to the envoys of the foreign countries. 
The existing coins of the Sultans of Bengal, preserved in public and 
private collections, throw light on the aggregate state supply of the currency in 
circulation. This idea could be gleaned from the growing number of mint 
towns. For about a century from the time of the establishment of the Sultanate 
to the time of the rise of Shamsuddin Firuz to power in A.D. 1301 only one 
mint operated that was located in Gaur/Lakhanauti.**"^ In A.D. 1301 Bang (in 
eastern Bengal) appeared as a mint town that was soon named as Sunargaon in 
A.D. 1305. After about a quarter century Satgaon (in southern side) became a 
third mint town in A.D. 1327-28. During the period of early Ilyas Shahi as 
many as nine mints town existed. Of these three mints town, Lakhnauti, 
Sunargaon and Satgaon continued from earlier times. A new mint Firuzabad 
78. Deyell Published in 1990 a silver coin of Ali Mardan. John S. Deyell. 1990. p.364, coin no. 398. 
79. Catalogue of Coins of the Muhammadan States in the British Museum, pp. 44-49; Catalogue and 
Coins in the India Museum, Calcutta, II (II), pp. 172-76; Taitbor Collection, pp. 2731. HIIR 
Collection, pp. 24-26. Shamsuddin Ahmad, A. Supplement, pp. 63-65. 
80. A.W. Botham. Assam Cabinet, pp. 166-171; Abdul Karim, Coi-pus. pp. 108-117. 
81. H. Nelson Wright, The Coinage, pp. 15-16, (Coin nos. 49F to 49i). 
82. S. E-Jaz Husain. The Bengal Sultanate. 2003, pp. 302-303. 
83. Idem. 
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is known by "Ali Shahi coins." Muazzambad and Chatgaon. tlie former in the 
eastern Bengal while the latter in southeastern part of the province were starteu 
by Sikandar Shah and Azam Shah respectively. Three other new mint towns 
such as Shahr-i-Nau. Chawlistan-urf-Kamrup and Jannatabad were alsc 
founded. Fatahabad (in Faridpur district of Bangladesh) and Dakhil-ba-
takhtgah (located in the capital i.e. Firuzabad) commenced producing coin'-
from the time of Jalal-ud-din Muhammad.'*'' 
During the later part of Ilyas Shahi dynasty, as many as twentv mini 
towns existed. Out of twenty. Fizuzabad, .lannatabad. Satgaon, Dakhil-ba-
takhtgah. Fatehabad, Muazzamabad and Chatgaon continued from earlier while 
Khalifatabad (Bagerghat in Khulna district). Sitpur or Shantipur. Nasirabad and 
Naseerabad (Shantipur in Nadiadistrict Barbakabad (Mahisantosh in modern 
Dinajpur district) and Muhmmadabad (tentavily identified with modern 
Murshidabad) were new establishments. By this time Darul-Zarb and Khazana 
also appeared as mints town. ' And they were perhaps located in the capita! 
town of Gaur. Some other mint towns such as Shamsabad, Madaran and 
Ruknabad also commenced but they were short lived. The short and disturbed 
rule of the Abyssinians witnessed only eight mint towns.** No new mint town 
was established except Khairabad. 
Husain Shahi period had considerable peace and prosperity and 
controlled seventeen mint towns. Hussain Shahi maintained the old mint towns 
like Fatahabad, Muazzamabad, Dar-ul-Zarb, Barbakabad, Khalifatabad. 
Muhammadabad, chatgaon and Khairabad.^'' However some new mint towns 
like Hussainabad (Gaur/Lakhaunti) Sharifabad (modern Burdwan), Seydabad. 
84. Idem. 
85. Idem. 
86. Abdul Karim. Corpus, 157; FF. Mir Jahan. A4inr towns of Medieval Bengal, pp. H.C. 1953, 224ff. 
87. Idem. 
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Rahtabad. Badrpur, Khalifatabad Badrpur and Nasirabad were started. I'xcepi 
Husainabad (that represents largest number of surviving coins). 
Muhammadabad, Dar-ul-zarb, Khazana and Fatahabad most of these mint 
88 
towns were temporary. 
So we can say that the as a result of establishment of Mint house at an\ 
place by the Sultans, people started to assemble there and the nev. towns 
emerged with dense population. This was followed by the development of well-
arranged market/Bazaars having all the essentials for the people. This af 
coupled together and led to the creation of urban centres. The establishment of 
mint towns evolved in such a way that it paved the way for urbanization 
Besides the large cities of Lakhnauti, Sonargaon. Satgaon. Chatgaoi. 
(Chittagong) and Pandua or Firuzabad numismatic and epigraphic evidence 
suggests that there were many more important mint towns such as 
Muazzammabad, Fatahabad, Muhammadabad and Barbakabad. ' 
Muazzamabad's existence as a mint town came to light tor the first time 
in the coin of Sultan Sikandar Shah (1358-1389 A.D.) the earliest being dated 
back to A.H. 760.'" Muazzamabad is identified with Muazzampur. a few mile^ 
away from Sonargaon in the east Bengal, now in Bangladesh. According tc^  
Thomas. Sikandar Shah might have founded the city and that it was so called 
after his own title Al-Muazzam Sikandar Shah. He gave it the status of a mint 
town resulting in gradual migration of people from the ancient Sonargaon to 
the new city. The importance of the city can be judged from the fact that it 
acted as a governmental center and is further supported by changes in its 
88. E. Thomas. On the Inilial Coinage of Bengal Journal of Asiatic society. Bengal. 1867, IT. .Mir Mir 
Jahan. Mint towns of Medieval Bengal. P.P.H.C. 1953. 224fT; Abdul Karim. Corpus. \51\'L 
89. S. Eja/. Hiisain. The Bengal Sultanate. p.305. 
90. A.H.Dani, Bibliography).'pp.WiVWi. 
91. N. Wright. Catalogue, Vol. II, pp. 153-54. 
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nomenclature from Iqlim-i-Muazzamahad in A.H.760 to Daladat-al-Muazzam-
i-Muazzam-ahad. (The great city of Muazzamabad) of about A.H. 780. From 
marginal records of the general currency evidence suggests that the abode of 
the new metropolis was in the vicinity of the memorial of Hazrat Jalal ot 
eastern Bengal. " Evidence contained in an epigraph found at the side of a 
mosque and the tomb of Shah Langer (a saint of latter period) tends to suggest 
that the mosque was constructed there during the time of Sultan Shamsuddin 
Ahmad Shah (1433-1436 A.D.)^^ From the evidence of another Inscription of 
Jalaluddin Fath Shah (1481-1488 A.D.) it is known that Muzzamabad came to 
be known as 'Mahmudabad' after the name of Nasiruddin Mahmud.* '^ The 
expansion as well as the magnitude of the city is suitably reflected in the late 
15"^  and early 16''^  century. Epigraphs also suggest that the city was entrusted to 
the charge of a Sar-i-Lashkar and Wazir. ' From Numismatic point of view the 
town produced coins up to A.H. 907 issued by Hussain Shah (1494-1519 
A.D.),*^^  however epigraphically it existed as a town under a Wazir or Sar 
Lashkar till A.H. 919(1513 A.D.).'*^ 
Fatahabad is identified with modern Faridpur district of Bangladesh. 
This town was founded by Jalaluddin Muhammad Shah whose coins have been 
found here dating back to A.H. 827 (A.D. 1423-24).''** Therefore this mini 
continued minting coins till the time of Islam shah, which is A.H. 952 (A.I) 
1545-46). It was thus a mint town for a period of seventy-five years. This 
92. ['.. I hoinas. Chruniclus ofihe I'alhan Kings, op. cil.. p.53. 
93. A.K.arim.C/lP/B, pp.110-111. 
94. A.H.Dani. BMIB, P.35. A.Karim. CAPIB, p.203. 
95. A.H. Dani. BMIB. pp.53, 59, 92. 109; A.Karim, CAPIB. pp.207. 304-5. 
96. N. Wright. Catalogue. II, pp. 172-174. 
97. A.H.Dani, BMIB. p.59, No. 109; A.Karim. CAPIB. pp.304-305. 
98. G.S. Karid. /( -Veir and Unique Tankah of .Jalaluddin Muhammad shah of Bengal {^\S-S37 A.M.). 
.lournal of the Numi.smatic society ot'india 38, 1976. pp. 88-95. 
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shows the importance of this place as an urban centre.'*'^  Recently a coin of the 
Mughal njler Humayun has come up from this mint but the date is not clear on 
it. 
Barbakabad is identified with Mahisantosh, now under the Dhamorhat 
police station of the Rajashahi district in Bangladesh. Though it had alread\ 
become an urban settlement of the Muslim population as early as in the first 
quarter of the thirteen century it came into prominence during the time ot 
Rukn-ud-din Barbak Shah, who not only named it as Barkabad, after his own 
name, but gave it the status of a mint town.'^ *^ The first coin from this mint is 
dated AH 839 (A.D. 1459-60) and the last is dated A.H. 939 (A.D. 1532-
3).'°'During the period of almost a century (A.H. 839-938/A.D. 1435-36 to 
1531-32) coins are found regularly without any long gap from this mint. 
Support is also gathered from the Inscription of Nasiruddin Mahmud IV, The 
Inscription carries the epithet Shahr with Muhammadabad. Unfortunately the 
date of the Inscription is damaged and not readable. 
The regular issue oi^ coins for a century IVom Muhammadabad mint 
suggests that Muhammadabad was a city of considerable importance. But it is 
surprising that no reference to this city is found in any literary work 
contemporary or late. The foundation of a considerable number of mint towns 
indicate the revival of Bengal's trade & commerce and the consequent 
establishment of her connection with the different parts of the world. Thus 
99. Ejaz Husain. 7"/; Bengal Sultans, pp. 302-05. 
lOO.ldem. 
101.Idem. 
102.1dem. 
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Sultans of Bengal were responsible for bringing Bengal back from the rural te 
urban phase of civilization based on the introduction of mone> econom>.' '^ 
(C) Trade 
Account of the foreign travellers'^'' and a large number of extant coins 
suggest that with the establishment of the Turkish rule, trade and commerce 
received a new impulse. But during the first century (i.e. the thirteenth centur\ ) 
of the Sultanate rule this impulse was negligible mainly due to political 
instability as well as non-existence of a standard currenc) system. The 
governors and a few rebels who turned independent Sultans issued coins but 
the purpose'*''^  of the issuance of such coins was limited, they were the insignia 
of sovereignty. It was from the dawn of the fourteenth century when the 
political situation stabilized from the time of Shamsuddin Firuz Shah (A.D 
1301-16 and 1319-22). It is thus from the beginning of the fourteenth centur\ 
that a new dimension in internal as well as external trade is visible. Almost all 
the agricultural and non-agricultural products have been sold and purchased in 
the markets for local consumption. While discussing the prices and cheapness 
of commodities Ibn Battuta has mentioned certain articles that were the items 
of trade such as rice, sugar and cloth. He also refers to ghee, sesame oil and 
rose water that were not exported but were sold locally. ^ Evidence shows that 
there were regular markets in Lakhnauti, Sunargaon. Pandua and Satgaon. 
While mentioning the crafts of Bengal, the Chinese accounts narrate, that all 
kinds of artisans who were skilled in hundred types of crafts, gathered m the 
103.M R I aratdar. Husam Shahi Bengal, pp. 29-30. 
104 Ibn-Battuta, Ihe Rehla. Mahuan. ) ing Yai sheng Ian. Roval Asiatic Societ\. 1895. Wang I j V uan 
Tao ) I Chi Leo. ed. & trans, P.C Bagchi, Visva Bhculi innals 
lOS.Ejaz llusain the Bengal Sullanale. pp. 19-25. Iwaz Khalii. f-akhruddin Mubarak Shah. ll_\as Shah 
etc. 
106.Ibn Battuta. The Rehla, Frans Mchdi Hasan, Baroda. 1976, pp. 234-36 
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market and possessed different shops there.'"^ The Chinese visitor Hou-hien 
who came to Bengal in A.D. 1415 has mentioned Sunargaon bazaars where 
business in all kinds of goods was carried out. He has also referred to the 
bazaars of Pandua where the shops were arranged side by side."^^ 
The Portuguese ambassador Antonio-de-Britto"^*^ who visited Gaur in 
A.D. 1521 found the city's markets and streets crowded with people. There 
were specialized centres for sale of different items arms, swords lance, helmets. 
etc. were sold in one street while saddles and other goods for harnessing ot 
horses were sold in another streets. Besides, there was a separate corner for sale 
of cotton and silk clothes."" 
Qasha or smaller towns established links between the city markets and 
countryside. The term Qasba has been found in some coins and Inscriptions 
also such as Qasba Ghiyaspur, Qasba Firuzabad, etc." The city markets 
exclusively depended on the surplus produce of the rural areas and the Qasba 
ensured or facilitated the supply of surplus produce to the city markets 
Cowries or small shells largely served the purpose of small money in local 
trade."^ However, the coins of small denominations minted during the Ilyas 
Shahi and Husain Shahi period also settled the transaction in the local markets. 
Some pre-Ilyas Shahi and Ilyas Shahi rulers issued coins Vi of tanka, '/4 tanka 
and even 1/8 and 1/16 tanka corresponding to 8 anna, 4anna, 2anna and 1 anna. 
107.P.C. Bagehi. Political Relations between Bengal and China ion the Pathan Period, Visva Bharaii 
Annals,Vo\.\. 1945, p.l24. 
lOS.Ibid. p,121. 
109.Genevie\'e Bouchon and Luis Filipe Thomaz. tr. & ed.. Voyage Dans les Deltas du Ganges, de 
liiraovaddy, 1521 (in French) Paris, 1988. pp. 323-35. 
I lO.Bouchan. Genevieve and Luis Philpe Thomaz (tr. & ed.) Voyage Dansles. Deltas Du Gange. Paris. 
1988. pp. 323-35. 
II I.S. lijaz I lusain. The Bengal Sultanate, p. 271. 
112.Minhai, p.556. 
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The information found in the Tahaqali-Nasiri that the invading troops 
under Bakhtiyar Khalji were mistaken to be the party of horsetraders by the 
inhabitants of Nadia"^ and that all the Tanghan horses which reached 
Lakhnauti were brought from the cattle market of Karpattan or Karbattan. 
through the well known route of Mahamhai darah.""* This may shed light on 
the existence of a brisk overland trade in pre Sultanate period. The reference to 
the bringing of Tanghan horses, may indicate that the new rulers, soon after 
their arrival in Bengal, started importing horses from northern region, which 
Minhaj-us-Siraj came to learn after forty years i.e. in A.D. 1244, As horse was 
an important item of trade right from the time of Pala rulers' as evident from 
several epigraphic evidences in Sanskrit focusing light on horse trade during 
the period of the Palas and the Senas, the latter even adopted the titled ot 
Asvapati or the lord of horses thence Bakhtiyar Khalji entered Gaur with some 
of his cavalr\'men who were perceived by the Senas as horse-dealers. 
The demand for supply of horses in Bengal was regular right from 
establishment of the Sultanate rule in the region. Bakhtiyar Khalji after 
wresting Bengal, needed horses for raising a strong army for his Tibet 
expedition. He, however, failed in his Tibet campaign and his army perished. 
Hence, his successors had to build up a new army for which horses where in 
great demand. 
The process of urbanization coincides with industrialization in 
agricultural production that began with the arrival of new ruling elites. The 
most important factor responsible for the revival and expansion of foreign trade 
was the attitude of the new rulers. This further coupled with the increasing 
1 n.Minhaj-us-Sirai. Tabaqal-i-Nasiri. vol,I, p.426. 
IH.Ibid. \ol.l.pp.429-430. 
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demand of some import items like gold, silver, copper, and sandal wood, etc 
and resulted in the revival and expansion of foreign trade 
Evidence has been found in the Ejaz-i-Khusrau that the town where the 
big market existed became a busy flourishing commercial centre during the 
Sultanate period. Amir Khusrau, while describing the cheapness and 
availability of different items, such as slave and chattels, wearing apparels. 
books, fruits, prayers carpet etc.,"^ highlights the overcrowding in Bazars b> 
saying that the people rub their chests against one another like their much 
folded turbans."^ The information recorded in the early 15"^  century Chmese 
accounts suggests that all goods were collected and distributed at Sonargaon 
and Pandua."^ It further indicates that rural communities raised their products 
in nearby towns where from the traders and dealers used to procure and 
assemble them in the nearby capital city or port city for their further 
disbursement to different towns and cities. Bengal did not have an\ horse 
breeding regions, like those developed in Rahr (north-west frontier of Pakistan) 
and the Punjab"^ but numerous horses were employed in the cavalry and as 
means of transport, as recorded in the Chinese and Portuguese sources The 
evidence contained in Tahaqat-i-Nasin and the Iravelogue of Marcopolo 
however, testifies that trade in horse was well established in the 13' centui-\ 
Minhaj"s account of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khaljis Tibet expedition unveils 
that from a big cattle market of Karbattan (modern Kathmandu) tanghan horses 
1 15 Amir Khusiau //aj-;-A/H«/i7iw. Munishi Navvdl kishoie. 1 ucknou 1876 Vol IV ppl7'!-' '4 
116 Ibid p \1^ 
I I 7 P ( Bagchi. (/su; «/;«/<;// \ninih.yo\ I 1945 p MO 
118 I H Siddiqi \1one\ and Social change in Indici duimf; \ledie\al lunes p 17 
I 19 Mahuan \\i lies that Ucngiil lioiscs aic plcnUlul s e e d Philips \lahuan s ict/niiii of the hindoni 
of Bcngala {\\cngd\). UiAS lul\. 1895, p 511 also \ is\a ISIuiian Inna/s. Wo\ 1 1945. pp 121 
131. 133 
were brought to Lakhnauti through the mountain passes lying across Tirhut and 
Kamrup.'^ *^ 
There is evidence that a merchant from Ispahan came to Lakhnauti in 
early 13''^  century.'^' and Ibn Battuta's reference to the presence of a Junk 
bound for Sumatra (Jawa) at the port city of Sonargaon.'^^ The Chinese record 
states that merchants from foreign countries come and anchored at Chittagong. 
where they assembled and divided the profits of their merchandise. An earK 
16"^  century Portuguese source informs that a large number of Parsee, Romi 
Turk and Arab merchants from Chaul, Dabhul and Goa lived in Bengal.'''* This 
proves that foreign merchants were part and parcel ol' Bengal's trade and 
moreover there are indications of the existence of some sort of international 
commercial guilds at the seaports. The view is further strengthened by Tome 
Pires observation that in Malacca, Bangalis were grouped together with the 
merchants from Coromandal (Banuaqujlim), Pegu and Pasai under a Shah-i-
Bandar(Xabamdar).'^^ 
The Sultans were eager to enhance the trade and in this regard the\ 
helped businessmen from the other countries to carry out trade from Bengal 
and return to their country. This can be established by the fact that an indigent 
merchant from Ispahan was given a large amount of money at the court of Ali 
Mardan Khalji (1210-1212 A.D.).'^^ The fact is further supported by Ibn 
Battuta's account that Shihabuddin a native of Shiraz was given one lac of gold 
tanka by Muhammad bin Tughlaq (1325-51 A.D.) in Delhi to purchase Indian 
120.Minhai, vol. I. pp. 429-30. 
121.Minhai. vol. I. p. 435. 
122.Ibn Batluta, The RehlaU: by Mahdi llusain. Baroda. 1953, p.241. 
123.P.C. Bagchi. I'isva Bharati Annals, vol. I, 1945, p. 120. 
124.Tome Pires, vol. 1, p.8. 
125.Ibid. Vol. ll,p.265. 
126.Minhai. Vol. I p.435. 
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goods, and return to his country'^'' The information contained in the Chinese 
records suggests that ever>' Bengali was engaged in business valuing around 
ten thousand pieces of gold.'^^ The early 16" centur)' Portuguese source 
mentions that from Bengal four or five ships and one or two junks of Bengali 
merchants, each of them carrying 80 to 90 thousand cruzados left for Malacca 
every year. The circulation of a large quantity ot goods and capital exhibits 
the economic condition of the Sultanate. While describing the economic 
condition of the Sultanate Tom Pires notes that there were at least ten or twelve 
officers engaged in the collection of custom duties " at coastal tovvns and more 
particularly at ChiUagong'" 
The comparative quality of the items of import and exports, the rate ot 
profit gained by the merchants may lead us to form an estimate of the nature ot 
the balance of trade. The items of trade were cotton (clothes), sugar, spices, 
like, spikenard, galingale, ginger etc.'"'^ Ibn Battuta further adds that a junk at 
Sonargaon which was bound for Sumatra, was carrying pepper, ginger, fish. 
clothes etc. '" Moreover the established evidence of exporting rice " indicates 
that the things of export from Bengal mainly included food and other necessar. 
items, but the items of imports, as we have already noticed and further 
corroborated by Tom pires,'''^ were mostly luxury goods. Though 
contemporary sources do not throw considerable light on the rate of custom 
127.Ibn Battuta, The Reh/a, p.68. 
128,P.C. Bagchi. Fisva Bharati Annals, vol. I. 1945. p.l22, 
129.Tom Pires, Vol.!. P.92. 
130.Tom pires. vol. I. p.95. 
131.P.C. Bagchi, Visva lihoralt Annals, vol. I. 1945. p.l20. 
132.Marcopolo, The Book ofSer Marcopolo. Eg. Tr. & cd. Henr> rule and cordier Henr>. Munshirani 
Manoharlai, L^elhi, vol.11, p.l 15: The Travels of Marcopolo. p.208. 
133.Ibn Battuta, The Rehia, p.242. 
134.1bid. p.201; Barbosa, vol. l l .p.l05:Tam Pires, vol. I,p.l7. 
135.Tom Pires, vol.1, p.93. 
duties imposed on merchandise, or that of profit gained by the merchants, but 
the early 16"^  century sources very closely fill the gap. It is known that in 
Bengal gold was priced 1/6"^  more and silver was worth 1/5"^  or 1/4"^  less than 
in Malacca. So the Bengal merchants using their own currency (i.e. cowrie and 
silver tartka) brought back foreign currency (i.e. gold coin) out of which the\ 
made a good profit. We are informed that after paying import duties of about 
36% in Malacca, Bengal merchants could earn a profit of 350% to 300% on 
each item.'''** All this, however, shows a favourable balance of trade in Bengal 
In this environment, both free and slave labour was available, circulating 
agricultural and industrial commodities in urban centers, through private and 
state-controlled trade and commerce, taking the garb of money and thereb\ 
resulting in capital formation. To some extent it resembles with Karl Marx's 
proponent, who writes that "All new wealth that comes on the stage, that is in 
the market, whether commodities, labour, or money transferred into capital 
through a definite process. ^  
But it was the veiy initial phase of new capital formation and as such no 
class struggle could have taken place in the Sultanate period as seen in Marxist 
capitalism Latter this new monetary order, setup by the new regime gave a 
prosperous economic life to all people rural or urban. The view that there 
existed a large number of economic oriented professional groups finds its 
support in Brihadharma Purana. The Brihadharma Purana^'^ which is 
partially corroborated as well as supplemented by the Futuhat-i-Firuz Shahi 
that in Sultanate taxes were imposed on mandari-i-barg (vegetable market). 
136.1bid. p.92. 
137.Idem. 
138.Ibid, p.93 
139.Karl Marx. ctiap.IV. pt 11. pp. 123-124. 
\4Q.History of Bengal {D.ii.\9Al,). vol.1, pp. 568-570. 
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dalal-i-hazarha (broker/ or auctioneers^, gulfrushi (flower selling) Jaziya-i-
tamhol (tax on betel leaf dealings) chimgi-i-gallah wa kitabi (taxes on food 
grains and book sellings), mahi foreshi (fish selling) maddafi (cotton dressing). 
sabiingari (laundry, soap manufacturing) nakh ud-i-biryan (Foodshop or 
cooked food shop), qasabi (the trade of butchers), Kuza-o-Khisht pazi (brick 
making), Karhi Charai (grazing of fodder making) etc.'"" It indicates that a 
vast avenue of different jobs were created under the new regime, where the 
agriculturists, artisans and labourers could devote themselves under the newh 
generated economic activities. It is learnt that, the need of rose, for preparing 
perfumed rose water, to be consumed by the ruling elites, encouraged the 
farmers to cultivate it. Ikhtisan writes that after a good deal of search m 
different directions, a gardener finally found the much-coveted nehat-i-gul 
(Sapling of the rose plants) in Shahr-i-Bihar, wanted by the King of Ujjain. 
The information contained in the Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi of Afif. that even the 
villagers largely benefited by selling fodder to the merchants, moving in 
caravan.'"^^ Ibn Battuta makes mention of a fodder, called lobea, which made 
animals eating fat.''*'* Further it is known that the people of coastal regions 
received benefit by supplying drinking water to the merchandise ships. ' The 
cheap price of all necessities can be substantiated from the fact that the cost ot 
living for three adults for a whole year was Rs. 7.'"*^Mahuan who came to 
Bengal as interpreter with two Chinese missions in early 15"' centur>' gives an 
account of the presents and gifts they received. He says that "to our ambassador 
\A\.Fu(uhat-i-Firuz Shahi, p.5. 
142.S.H.Askari, Hislorical value of Basalin-id-Uns: A Rare literary work of the early 14" centur. 
J5/?5. vol.XLVIII, 1962, p.3 
143.Shams SiraJ Afif. pp.124. 126. 127,294. 
144.Ibn Battuta. The Rehla. p. 19. 
145.Ibid., p.242. 
146.!bid, p.234. F.n. 7. 
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they presented gold basins, gold girdles, gold flagons, and gold bowls, and t(. 
our vice ambassador the same articles in silver, to our officials of the ministr} 
of foreign affairs, they presented golden bells, long gowns of white hemp anc 
silk our solders got silver coins.''*^ This account is an indication of the fact tha' 
they were veiy rich and reveals the general prosperous economic condition ot 
the country. The condition of the state treasury is reflected in the remarks 
endorsed in the Chinese records of Wang-Ta-Yuan (1349-1351 A.D.) who adds 
that "people owe all their tranquility and prosperity to themselves, its source 
lies in their devotion to agriculture where by land originally covered with 
jungle has been made fertile through their unremitting toil, tilling and planting. 
The seasons of heaven have scattered the wealth of the earth over this. 
Kingdom,''**' not only reveals the agricultural prosperity brought about during 
the period under review but suggests a happy economic life led by the common 
people. 
The prosperity can be gleaned through the Bengal's products; 
particularly textile industry appears to have made considerable progress in the 
period under review. Varthema mentions silk stuff as one of the principal 
export of this country. The Sultan used to gift textiles to the rulers of other 
countries like Sikandar Shah I and Ghiyas-ud-din Azam Shah I sent Bengali 
textiles as gift to the Sultan of Yemen in A.D. 1381-2 and 1391 respectively. 
It is fairly certain that Bengal was enjoying much prominence as a centre of 
textile. Cotton production was in large scale and the local merchants generalK 
made it into finished goods. Bengal had developed trade and cultural relations 
with Indonesian and Malay Peninsula during the period under review. Pase and 
147.Ma Huan. Ying Yai Sheng Lan. ed. & tr. by P.C. Bagchi. Visva Bharati Annals, Vol. I. 1945, p. 127. 
148.ibid., p,99, 
149.S. Ejaz Husain, The Bengal Sultanate, pp. 93-102; Varthema, The Travels of Varthma, Hakluyt 
Society, London. 1863, p.212. 
Pediar were the chief ports of Sumatra and Gresik was the leading port of Java 
during the period. Multilateral trade flowed from these ports. Tom Pires. whc; 
witnessed the existence of Bengali commercial house at Pase, says that there 
was trade transaction between the Bengali Merchants and the Sumatra ana 
Jawa Merchants. 
Bengal had developed significant commercial ties with Malacca, a 
prominent center of trade in this commercial zone. Malacca was founded ir 
A.D. 1403. Its King Muhammad Iskandar originally known as Parmesvar 
converted to Islam in A.D. 1414. Since then Malacca became a hub o( 
commercial activities of the Arab, Persian and Indian merchants.'" Malaccan 
rulers Muzaffar Shah (A.D. 1446-59) a contemporary of Bengali ruler 
Nasiruddin Mahmud IV (A.D. 1434-59) boosted commercial relation with 
foreign countries including the Kingdom of Bengal. '^ " Considerable and 
regular trade transaction with different parts of India and with man\ foreign 
countries viz. Syria, Arabia, Persia, Ethopia. Turkey, China. Combodia, Burma 
Thailand, Maldives, Borneo. Sumatra. Java Pego, Ceylone and Portugal was a 
regular featured of Bengal's Commerce. The trade was earlier controlled b\ 
Arab and Persian merchants but later on the European traders replaced the Arab 
merchants.'"" The local merchants were also involved in foreign trade The 
chief exports from Bengal consisted of rice, wheat, sugar, cotton and silk cloth, 
aloe-wood, spices like ginger, pepper, etc. The main imports into Bengal were 
gold, silver, copper, lead, valuable stones conch-shell, cowries, opium, salt. 
carpets, horses, slaves, sandal wood, camphor and several other items. The 
150.Tom Pires, Siima oriental, pp. 89-91; Barbosa, p.145. Varthcma, p.212. 
151 .Saiija\ subramaniyam. The Improving Empire, pp. 110-115. 
152.Idem. 
153.M.R. larat'dar, Husain Shahi Bengal, p. 140. 
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most interesting aspect of trade was that Bengal enjoyed favourable balance ot 
trade as its imports constituted gold and silver. ' 
Foreign travellers and writers some of whom visited Bengal personalK 
gathered information from the merchants and voyage captains who visited the 
region. They have left valuable description of Bengal's trade. To name some ot 
the works one comes across Marco polo, The Book of Ser Marcopolo (1290). 
Ibn Battuta. The Rehla^^^ (1345-6) Wang Ta-Yuna, Tao-yi-che-leo!^^ (1349). 
Ma Huan. Ying Yai Sheng lan^^ (1433). Feixin, Sing Sheng lan^^ (1412-13. 
1415-16), Varthema, The Itenerary of Ludovivodi Varthema ' (1503-8), Tom 
pires. Suma Oriental of 'Tom /Vw'"" (1512-15) Barbosa, 'The Book of Duratc 
Barosa^''^ (1514), Cesar Fredricke, Extract of Master Cesar Fredicke his 
eighteen years Indian observation^^^ (1567) and Ralph Fiteh, The Voyage of 
Master Ralph fitch^^^ (1586). The Portuguese merchant cum-navigators who 
visited Bengal in private and official capacity heading voyages of Lisbon from 
1514 and more significantly from 1517 have also left valuable accounts of the 
commerce of the Bengal Sultanate. 
154.Barbosa. pp. i35-l45, Varthema. Fhe Travels ofLudoxico di Varthema. p 212 
155. Ibn Battuta, I he Rehia, trans in eng. By Mehdi Hasan. Baroda. 1976 
156.Wang Ta >uan. Tao-Vi-Che Lieo. ed. & tr. into English b> P.C. Bagchi published in I ;?io Bham 
Annals. 1945. 
l57.Mahuan, Ying Yai Sheng LI an. tians b> G. Phillips m jouinai ol the Ro\al Asiatic socictv. 1895 
158.1 eixin. Singcha Sheng Lan. trans & ed. by P.C. Bagkchi. pub In I isva Bhaiii innals. 1945 
159.Varthema. The Itinerary of LudovicodeVarlhema. translated by .lohns. Edited by George Pennc 
Eondon. 1928 
160.1 om, Pires Suma oriented of I uin I'lies. trans. By A. Cortesao llaklu_\t Societ). Eondon 
161 Barbosa. I he Book of Diiiate Bai hosa Eng. lians b\ Manse! 1 ong\st)ith Danes. Ilakiuvt Sociei\ 
Eondon. 1921 
162.Cesar fredricke. ""Extracts of Master Cesar Fredricke his Eighteen yean Indian observations Ir 
liakluNt Posthumus or Piirchas his Pilgrims by Samuel Purchas. Glasgow. 1905 
163.Ralph Pitch 1 he Voyage of Mastei Ralph Fitch of London to Oimiis and so to Goa in the East 
India to Combia. Ganges Bengia - Hakluyt Societ). 1905 
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Cdapter-III 
Centres of VrSanization 
(A) Capital City 
With the establishment of the Sultanate of Bengal under the Khalji's the 
process of urbanization picked up at a very fast pace. Lakhnauti the ancient cit\ 
that had been reduced to the size of a village due to inundation of Ganges and 
whose environs were filled with mud swamps and morass giew into an 
important cit> after it was made the capital of the independent Sultanate ot 
Bengal in 1203 A.D" The mosques. Kladarsahs and Khcmqahas were 
established and for security, a fortified Military garrison called ""Basankot' was 
constructed. 
The urban ethos of Muslims in conjugation with other factors of socio-
economic necessity resulted in the emergence of a large number of urban 
centres in Bengal. The Sultanate of Bengal lured many learned immigrants 
Ulema, Poets scientist and Sufi saints. The Sufis established their Khanqaha \ 
either in the suburb of the town or at places, which were known for Hindu and 
Buddhist religious centers.' There they established their Khanqalis and 
constructed a central mosque, around which educational institutes nourished 
Such a process led to the emergence of general cities like Deotala (Tabrizabad) 
15 miles north of Panduah, Mahisun (Mahisantosh) in Dinajpur and Maner m 
south Bihar. The author of Riyaz-us-salatin informs that Shaikh Nur Qutb-i-
Alam had a Khanqah constructed at Panduah to vv'hich Sultan Husain Shah 
granted several villages for up-keepment. 
1 Minha|-us-Siia|. Jahaqai-i-\asiii (B I Scncs) Calcutla. 1861 I g tr b\ M.^ ioi II G Ra\cn\ 
Delhi. 1970 Vol ! p. 437 
2 Ibid Vol I p 437 
3 Ibid Vol I p 436 
4 Richai d M I aton. I he Rise of Islam and the Bengal. Ol 'P. Calcutta 1994. pp 71 -75 
5 Ghulam Husain Salim; Rivaz-us-Salalin. Lg Ir Abdus Salam (icprint Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i-Delhi 
1975) p. 133 
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The settlements of the ruling elite as well as of the immigrant Muslims 
grew up in different places of the Sultanate. Over a period of time some ot 
these settlement sites turned into flourishing urban centres of metropolitan 
character like Lakhnauti, Devkot, Sonargaon and Panduah (Firozabad), while 
the rest of them grew up as small townships. It has already been mentioned 
that Lakhnauti became the first capital city of the Independent Sultanate undei 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji. It remained so, with a break of about 4-5 \eais 
(1206-1211) upto the time of Alauddin Ali Shah (1338-1342 A D ) " 
Most probably owing to the inunddtioii of I dkhndLiti. Molid BdkhtiVcii 
Khalji on the eve of his Tibet expedition shifted his capital to Devkot. a drier 
northern fortified region, which is closer to both his Bihar possession and 
Tibet-Nepal region. Mohd Bakhtiyar Khalji after his unsuccessful Tibet 
expedition (1206 A.D.) returned to Devkot where the widows and children ot 
the deceased Khalji's soldiers lived.^ Ali Mardan Khalji after receiving the 
investiture from Qutubuddin, left for Bengal as the head of a large arm> This 
was a second instance when a regular army under a commander commissioned 
by the court of Delhi marched upon Bengal He reached Devkot where he was 
welcomed by Khalji's and placed on a K4asnad Immediately after he 
proceeded to Lakhnauti and obtained the undisputed control of the Kingdom 
However Minhaj writes that Ali Mardan accompanied by Husamuddin entered 
Devkot, assumed the reins of government and brought all the territories under 
his rule.' 
6 Ibid p 28 
7 Minha|-us-Sirai. 7a/)(7(jri;/-(-/V(7s/// Vol. I ,p 431 
8 Stew ait. p 73 
9 M\nhd\, Iabaqal-i-NusiiI Vol l .p 434 
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There is also a reference that Iwaz Khalji (1212-1227 A.D.) made 
Lakhnauti the seat of government.'" This clearly indicates that Devkot had been 
the capital of the Muslim principality in Bengal, at least for the period of 1206-
1211. The information in Tabaqat-i-Nash about the streets and residential 
buildings indicates that visible infrastructural reforms were brought out b\ 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji in the city of Devkot." 
After the conquest of Bengal, Bakhtiyar appointed Husamuddin as the 
fief of Kangor. (Which lay south east of Devkot). On the eve of Bakhti>ar"s 
Tibet expedition Husamuddin iwaz Khalji was entrusted with defence of the 
Western frontier with his head quarters at Ganguri. Iwaz was in charge of the 
entire tract from the Rajmahal hills to the bank of the Kosi. At a critical time 
when Khalji's Bengal was invaded by Rumi, the Governor of Awadh, under the 
order of Aibak, Iwaz betrayed the cause of the Muslim principalitv and 
welcomed the Imperial army. This betrayal by a premier noble of Bengal was 
undoubtly the outcome of a purely personal ambition. His defection made it 
easier for Delhi to establish her claim of supremacy over Bengal. As a rewaid 
for his defection, Delhi's Sultan installed Husamuddin Iwaz as vassal ot 
Devkot. 
Although Husamuddin betrayed the cause of the Khalji principalitx 
after, being invested with authority, he proved to be a farsighted statesman and 
a sagacious ruler. He ruled as vassal of Delhi from 1207 to 1210 A.D. till Ah 
Mardan"s return to Bengal. Husamuddin Iwaz did not think it wise to resist 
him. He preferred to retire to his old fief allowing 'Ali Mardan to rule over 
iO Ibid. \o i . l .p. 436. 
II. Ibid. Vol. l .p 434. 
12 Ghulam.l I. Salim, Riya:-tis-Sala!iii p.7l. 
13. Minhai. pp, 159-60. 
Bengal in the hope for a favorable turn of affairs.' That opportunity came 
when All Mardan's tyranny rose to its climax and the Khalji nobles and 
Muslim subjects rallied against him. Husamuddin Iwaz seized the opportunity 
and endorsed himself as the head of the state and ruled the Muslim principalitv 
till 1227 A.D.' ' 
Badaoni said that the duration of his reign was twelve years.'^ The 
author of Masir-i-Rahimi Abdul Baqi Nawahandi also confirms that 
Ghiyasuddin Iwaz ruled for 12 years.'^ On his elevation to power. Husamuddm 
assumed the title of Ghiyasuddin in preference to his former name 
Husamuddin. In his unanimous verdict on the Khali's of Bengal A.J. Khan 
writes that there is ample proof that Ghiyasuddin gained in popularity during 
his viceroyship from 1207 to 1210. 
Ghiyasuddin Iwaz Khalji's most administrative measure was the transfer 
of the seat of government from Devkot to the historic city of Gaur.'*^ Since the 
closing days of Bakhtiyar Khalji, Devkot the northern most frontier town had 
been the capital of the Sultanate of Bengal. It was strategically situated at a fai 
distance from the main route leading to upper India. Devkot was less liable to 
attack by a land army from upper India. Devkot also served the strategic 
purpose as long as the Muslim principality remained confined to narrow limits 
With the gradual expansion of the Muslim frontiers, the necessity for a more 
centrally situated capital was felt and Lakhnauti or (Gaur) suited the purpose. It 
14 Ibid, p 159 
15 Ibid, pp 159-62 
16. Qadir Badaoni. A-/;/H/a^/;6-;(/-/u a/(^/). Eg li V o l l . p 8 7 
17 Abdul Bdqi Nawahandi, A-/aai//-;-/?a/;/n;/, lext. Vol 1. Asiatic Sotiei\. Calcutta p 296 
18 Abdul lameel Jhan. Sii/lan Cilmasuddin hta: Khalji of Bengal \ide Pioceedings of Indian Histon 
Congiess. 1944 Madras, pp 266-69 
19 Idem 
was conveniently situated and was well connected with the distant parts o\ 
Bengal and Bihar through land and water routes.^" 
MinhaJ says that Ghiyasuddin Iwaz did not remain content with mereh 
transferring the capital to Lakhnauti. He took special care to adorn the city and 
invested large sums of money to make an all-round improvement of the cit\ 
Minhaj says that Ghiyasuddin left many fine monuments of his goodness. A' 
Lakhnauti "'he built a superb mosque, a college and a caravan sarai" The whok 
city of Lakhnauti "was enclosed with an earthen rampart protected by a deep 
ditch of about 150 feet in breadth on all sides except towards the Ganges."""' 7 (^  
protect the new capital from annual floods, a fort was built in the neighborhood 
along with a number of canals and bridges that were constructed for the 
purpose. During the monsoon boats were the only means of communication 
in this region. By constructing bridges and roads the Sultan made it possible for 
the movement of troops as well as merchandise. 
As communication was necessary for both militar>' and civil purposes 
Ghiyasuddin Iwaz constructed a highway ol' about 150 miles in length, 
connecting Lakhnauti with the two extreme frontiers of the Bengal Sultanate. 
Devkot (north-east) and Lakhnor (south-west). This was a broad road highwa> 
about 20 to 30 feet in breadth and 4 to 5 feet in height. The highway was 
supported with bridges over the smaller watercourses and ferries on the big 
rivers like the Ganges and the Mahananda.^^ 
20. Idem. 
21. Minhaj. p-161; N. Sarkar, History of Bengal. Muslim Period. Vol.11. Patna. 1977, pp. 24-35. 
22. idem. 
23. Minhaj, pp. 162-3; History of Bengal, Vol. 11, p.25. Alexander Cunningham, Report of a tour in 
Bihar and Bengal in 1879-80. from Patna to Sunargaon. XV. Aixheological Survey of India. Delhi. 
1969. p.44. 
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Iwaz Khalji proved true to the trust reposed in him by the Khalji's and 
never allowed the sultan of Delhi in establishing his sway over Bengal till the 
last moment of his life. The sultanate enjoyed complete independence from an> 
external authority during his reign. The tradition of Bengal independence a 
legacy left by Bakhtiyar Khalji got a firm footing in the soil and this tradition 
of independence subsequently played a great role in the history of the Bengal 
Sultanate.^'* 
Lakhnauti remained the capital of Bengal under the Delhi Sultanate 
during the time of Illutmish (1227-1265) and Sultan Balban. However it is to 
be noted that governors appointed at Bengal by the Delhi Sultans declared 
themselves independent whenever they got a chance to do so. When Balban 
ascended the throne, shortly after his accession the independent ruler of Bengal 
Muhammad Tatar Khan died. In Ibn Battutah's accounts of Bengal he describes 
the happenings in chronological order and says that. Ghiyasuddin Balban 
appointed Sher Khan as governor of Lakhnauti after Muhammad Tatatar 
Khan.'^ '^  Sher Khan was succeeded by Amin Khan whose deputy fughral taking 
advantage of Balbans illness made himself master of Bengal and assumed the 
title of Sultan Mughisuddin (A.D. 1279). On his recover}'. Baiban inxaded 
Bengal and defeated Tughral near Sonargaon. He appointed his own son 
Bughra Khan as governor of Bengal. This Prince assumed the title of Sultan 
Nasiruddin. After the death of Balban in 1287 Nasiruddin's son, Muizuddin 
Kaiqubad became emperor of Delhi. Shortly after his accession to the throne, 
his Wazir Nizamuddin Ahmed made him indulge in drinking, gambling and 
other forms of pleasure so as to weaken him. When this news reached Bughra 
24. Minhaj. pp. 159-64. 
25. Ibn Battuta. Account of Bengali, Eg. Tr. Bv II.D. DE. Prajna Publication. Calcutta 1978. p. 15; H 
Nelson Wright. JMC. Vol.11, p.34. Coin No. 155. 
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Khan, he wrote a letter to his son for a meeting. He along with his arm\ 
marched towards Delhi so as to meet his son. While describing the scene Barm 
says, that at the end of his letter he added a Persian couplet that is "gurche 
fjrdaus mnqam-i-khushast hech beh az ne'mat-i-didar neest",^ meaning b\ 
that "'although paradise is a place of comfort, nothing is better than the \o\ ot 
meeting one's son. The father and the son met on the banks of the river Sarju-
or-Ghahra in Awadh. This event was celebrated by the Poets of the time. Amir 
Khusrau A.D. (1253-1325) in his Qiran-iis-sadoin.'"^^ 
Nasiruddin Bughra Khan was succeeded by his son Rukunaddin 
Kaikaus who was succeeded by Shamsuddin Firuz (1302 A.D.). Shamsuddm 
Firuz was succeeded by his son Shahabuddin Shahabuddin Bughra ruled for 
two years and issued his coin from Lakhnauti but he was subsequent!} 
dethroned m 1330 and Sultan Ghiyasuddin appointed Malik Bedar Khalii. one 
of his leading nobles as the governor of Lakhnauti. He bestowed upon him 
the title of "Qadar Khan."'^ " In 739 A.H. (1338 A.D.) Qadar Khan was killed b\ 
Fakliruddin, the armour bearer of Bahram Khan, the recently deceased Sultan 
of Sonargaon '' 
In 1338 the capital of Bengal sultanate was shifted from Lakhnauti to 
Pandua and then to Sonargaon. In Ain-i-Akhan Abul Fazl states that the cit) ot 
26 /lauddin Barani. Fankh-i-l iiuz Shahi. B. Indica seiies. Calcutta. 1862. also in 1 & D Vol 111 
p.140 
27 Amir Khusrau. Qiran-us Sadain, Vide, J A.S B. 1860. also, edited in Urdu along with F'crsian text 
by Mauhl Mohammad Ismail. Aligarh. 1918 p 235 
28 Abdul Karim, Corpus of Arabic and Persian Inscnplions of Bengal. Dhaka. 1992. ppi!-32 
Nelson wnght IMC. II (H). p.I48. 
29 Ibid p 16 
30 Ibid p 16 
31 Ibn Battuta. p 16. 
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Lakhnauti was also known as Gaur and the name was latter changed to 
Jannatabad by Emperor Humayun. 
The extant coins of Alauddin Ali Shah (1339-1342 A.D.) and 
Shamsuddin Ilyas shah (1342-1357 A.D.) have been found to be associated 
with the same mint.^ "', that is Firuzabad (Pandua)" '^'. G.H. Salim writes that Ilyas 
Shah Killed Alauddin Ali Shah and mounted the throne in the holy city ot 
Pandua (Firuzabad) and latter it became the capital city of his Sultanate ot 
Bengal. 
Sultan Jalaluddin Muhammad Shah (1414-143 A.D.) is reported to have 
shifted the capital again to Gaur (Lakhnauti) in 822 A.H. (1422-23 A.D.). The 
early 15'^  century Chinese records mention Pandua the capital city of Bengal, 
which had walls and suburbs, the King palace and other small palaces ot 
nobility.^ "^ 
Howe\er certain other historical accounts indicate that in 1338 
Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah succeeded Bahram Khan and ascended the throne ai 
Sonargaon. There is a clear indication that there is some kind of a controvers) 
between the scholars on this topic since we find that Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah 
was ruling from Sonargaon and Alauddin Ali Shah from Pandua (Firuzabad) in 
742 H (1339-42 A.D.) The account of the historians for this period is of 
confusion and has been fully discussed by Thomas Bloch man. M. Chakravam 
32. Ibid. p. 14. 
33. N.K. Bhattasali, Coins and chronology, pp. 12. 14, 17: Abdul Kurim CMCB pp. 40-41 
34. N. Wright, Catalogue II Vol. p. ISO, no. 22 N.K. BhaUa.sali; Coins and Chronology, pp. 21-22. 
35. Mahuani b\ tr. C. Bharti, Annals, pp. 121. 124. 130. 
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and R.D Banerjee.^^ The clear indicative evidence of Ibn Battuta, suggest that 
Sonargaon became the rival capital of Pandua in 1338 A.D. 
Numismatic evidence tends to suggest that the citv retamed her status as 
the capital till its annexation to Pandua by Shamsuddin llyas Shah (1342-1352 
A.D.) in 1352.^ ^ Ibn Battuta describes the cit> of Sonargaon as strongK 
fortified ^^  The Chinese sources describe h as a walled palace with tanks, 
streets and well-equipped bazaars having all essentials. It also records that the 
city was known for its richness in all kinds of good '^' 
Thus four cities got the status of capital durmg the Sultanate period, 
which flourished as chief metropolitan cities of Bengal. With the territorial 
expansion of the Sultanate, regional administrative units were formed that grew 
up mto populous urban centres over a period of time These centers mcluded 
Satagaon. Sonargaon, Chittagong and Bihar Sharif Epigraphic evidence shows 
that when Satgaon was conquered in 1298 it became the administrative 
headquarters of the southwest region of Sultanate."*° 
Prior to the development of Sonargaon as a capital town a mint was 
established there in 705 A.H. (1305 A.D.) by Shamsuddin Firuz Shah (1301-
1322 A.D.).'" Since then it had been an important city in southeast Bengal 
Hagiological source, the Mukhul Maani tends to suggest that during the time ot 
Shamsuddin Firoz Shah (1301-1322) his son Qutlug Khan usurped the throne 
36 M Chakravarti (J A S B 1909. pp 203, 204. 218) M A R D Bancriee, Hision of Bengal Vo 
II Calcutta. 1915, p 82, H Blochmann. Conlnbiilion to the Geography and History of Bengal 
Asiatic Societv Calcutta, p 46 
37 NK Q'naWa'id\\. Coins and Chi onology p I9A Karim. C\/C B pp 31-32 
38 Mahuiin's Account. ) ingyen Sheng Ian. transl \i) PC Bagchi Ibn Battuta. The Kehia Vol 1 p 
237 
39 VisxaBhaiaii tnnals.Pi 1.1945. pp 121-123 
40 Abdul kaiim. CAPIB. pp 53.5664.64 
41 A W Botham. issaiii cabinet, pp \35-\26 
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and ruled from Sonargaon/' It is also corroborated by Ibn Battutah. whc 
reports that Bahadur Shah (1321-1332) (another son of Shamsuddin Firu/ 
Shah) seized the throne (at Sonargaon) and killed his brother Qutlu. 
Politically Chittagong emerged as an important center of the Sultanate ot 
Bengal from the time of Sulatan Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah. Its importance as a 
commercial center is reflected in the works of Ibn Battuta, Maktuhai-i-
Muzaffar Shams Balkhi and Chinese accounts of early 15"' century. Ibn Battuta 
calls it the first city in Bengal on the coast of the great sea."*"* He also reports 
that a deputy oi the Sultan named Shaida was appomted there.'' As a seaport. 
Chittagong had also the office of Sonargaon the navigation authority. 
In his letter No-152, written to the Sultan of Bengal, Ghiyasuddin Azam 
Shah (1387-1410 A.D.). Muzaffar Shams Balkhi's makes a request regarding 
the issuance of a farman so as to direct the officials (Karkuns) in Chittagong to 
arrange for the accommodation of Haj pilgrims in the first ship. The Chinese 
sources mention Chittagong as a seaport where certain duties were collected.'^ ^ 
Chatgaon (chittagong) is situated at the mouth of the river Meghna and 
is linked with the Bay of Bengal. The name Sadkawan described by Ibn Battuta 
may be identified with this port city. It is not known exactly when Chatgaon or 
modern Chittagong was incorporated in the Sultanate rule of Bengal. However 
when Ibn Battuta came to Bengal in A.D. 1345 during the reign of Fakhruddin 
Mubarak Shah he found it under his rule. Barring a few instances of 
temporarily efforts of establishing hegemony by Tripura and Arakan. 
42. /aiii Badr Arabi, Makkah-iil Mciani. ed. Ali Ahmad Khan and Ahmad Ali Khan (Muftied-i-Aam 
I'l-css Agra. 19().T A.D.) y)\\ .'i.'S. 
43. Ibn Battutah: 1 he Reh/a. I'raiis b> Mahdi llusain. Baroda. 1976. p. 50. 
44. Ibid, p, 235. 
45. Ibid. p. 237. 
46. P.C. Bagehi. Visva Bharati Annals. Pt. 1 1945, p. 120. 
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Chatgaon, henceforth appears to have remained under the Muslim rule till the 
time of the Husain Shahi dynasty whose last ruler Ghiyasuddin Mahmud Shah 
VI virtually lost it to the Portuguese who had already built there a customhouse 
in A.D. 1536-37.''^ During the time of Ghiyasuddin Azam Shah the third ruler 
of Ilyas Shahi dynasty, Chatgaon served as a mint town as well. Numismatic 
evidence suggests that Jalaluddin Muhammad Shah revived the mint during his 
reign from A.D. 1415 and 1430-31 (A.H.818 and 834). Further evidence 
indicates that Nasiruddin Mahmud IV also used Chatgaon as a mint town 
Thereafter no evidence is available for the existence of Chatgaon as a mini 
town till the time of Nasiruddin Nusrat Shah in (A.H.930) A.D. 1523-24, that is 
almost a gap of twenty-five years. After Nusrat Shah no coin has been issued 
form the Chatgaon mint. 
As we find that Ibn Battuta describes the importance of Chatgaon as a 
big commercial center in his Rehlci. BengaTs maritime trade with foreign 
countries like china, Sumatra, Java, Malacca, Persia and other countries was 
carried via the Port of Chatgaon. Right form tiie time ofSikandar Shah (A.I) 
1357-90) the second mighty ruler of the Ilyas Shahi dynasty, diplomatic and 
commercial contacts began to develope between Bengal and China. All the 
Junks and the Chinese ships first reached Chittagong, (chatgaon) Known in the 
Chinese language as Che-ti-Kiang and here form the foreigners went in small 
boats to Sonargaon and other places. All the imports and exports were made via 
Chittagong (chatgaon).'''' When the Portuguese came to Bengal in A.D. 1517. 
they found Chittagong as the chief Port and the main gateway to the Bengal via 
47. .I..I.A. Campos. History of the Porlugiiese in Bengal ed. B.P. Ambaslhya. Patna. 1976. pp. 39. 113. 
48. Ibn Batluta. The Reh/a. pp. 235-36. 
49. Talasuri) Yamamolo, Inleriuilional Rehilions Between ('hint: and the C 'oiintries along llie Ciunges 
in the early Ming period; IIIR, lV(l)July 1977, pp. 13-p, P.C. Bagchi. pp. 101. 107. 120-21. 123. 
130. 
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sea. The} called it Porto Grande (a great Port) In A.D. 1537. the Portuguese 
were allowed to build fortresses and establish custom houses and factories in 
Chittagong (Chatgaon)and accordingly Nuno Femandiz Friere was appointed 
the chief of the custom house.'^ ^ 
M Ceasar Fredricke, a merchant of Venice who visited Bengal in the 
1560s has left a description of the Port of Chatgaon "From the great Port of 
Chattigan they carried the Indies great store of rice veiy great quantities of 
bombast, cloth of every sort, sugar, corn and money, with other 
merchandize"'.' When Ralph Fitch visited Chatgaon. he found it a big port but 
he has left no detail of this coastal town. 
(B) Provincial Headquarters 
For convenience and easy functioning ol" administration, the territor\- of 
the Sultanate was divided into number of units or provinces. This pattern of 
division was often established through geographical boundaries and as such 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji divided his newly established dominion into 
three main regions placing Ihcm under the charge of his three principle 
lieutenants. These were the southwestern region, the northern region and the 
northeastern region. The southwestern region was on the southwest of river 
Ganges and comprised of the districts of modern Murshidabad. Nadia. 
Birbhum'^ and Burdawan. To the north of the river Ganges was the northern 
region comprising of Malda district and parts of eastern Bihar. On the northeast 
of the river was the northeastern region covering of the districts of Rajshahi. 
Bogra, Dinajpur and Rangpur. By the time of Sultan Shams-al-Din Firuz 
50. .I.J.A. Campos, pp. 2 1. 27, 30-33. 39. 
51. Richard. Hakliiyt. 111. pp. 257. 259-60. 
52. History of Bengal. Vol. 11. pp.35-36. 
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Shah'' (1310-1322) the Muslim dominion was extended in the east upto Sylhet 
and the intervening parts of central and southern Bengal and as a result. 
districts of Faridpur and Jessore also came under the Muslim rule. Form that 
time onwards till the end; the territory of Bengal Sultanate included the whole 
of Bengal major part of Bihar in the west, some parts of Assam in the north and 
Tripura in the east. 
This pattern of administrative divisions continued and was even 
followed by the subsequent rulers of Delhi who had temporarily subdued the 
l.akhnauti Sultanate. However they divided the territory mto three sub 
provinces or regions, each headed by a deputy governor . Ihe three regions 
were Lakhnauti region (west Bengal), the Sunargaon region (east Bengal) and 
Satgaon. It may be presumed that the districts of central and southern Bengal 
were apportioned between Satgaon and Sonargaon regions. It may be recalled 
that it was out of rivalry among the administrators of these three regions that 
the llyas Shahi dynasty of Bengal ultimately emerged. Even after the 
unification of these three regions under the llyas Shalii, the broad 
administrative divisions remained the same with onl> slight adjustments.'' 
Thus we can distinguish five distinct administrative divisions or provinces ol 
the Bengal Sultanate. These were the north western or Bihar province the 
northern or royal province with Malda, Decca-Mymensingh. Dinajpur district 
as its heartlands, the southern province with Fatahabad (Faridpur) and 
Khalifatabad (Bagerhat) as its heartland and the western province with Satgaon 
(Hoogly) and Burdawan as its heartland."^^ 
53. Minhai-us-Sira|. 7a/)a(/a/-;-Vai///. pp. 157-58. 
54 Idem 
55 M. Mohai Ah . Hisloiv oj ihc \luslinn o/ Bengal. Vol 115 liiiani Muhaninid Ibii Saud KlaiiiK 
l in iveisi t \ .Ri>adh. 1985, pp 700-702 
56 Idem 
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From Its very inception Bihar was a full-fledged province of the Bengal 
Sultanate. Thus during the reign of Rukun-ud-din (690-701/1291-1301) uc find 
Firuz Aitigin al sultani as the governor.^'' Firuz Aitigin was a very powerful 
governor and was adorned with such high sounding titles as "'the great Khan 
and exalted Khaqan", the choice of truth and religion "the Khan of East and ot 
China" and the second Alexander" etc.^ ** It was this Firuz Aitigin of Bihar who 
subsequently became the Sultan of Bengal and succeeded Kaikaus under the 
name of Shams-al-Din Firuz Shah.^ ^ Firuz Shah's son Hatim Khan was 
governor of Bihar during 1309-1315 with one Muhammad Hasan Bektruni as 
his deputy governor/'" Almost at the other end of the period from 1497-99 A.D 
it is established that Alauddin Husain Shah's son Prince Daniyal was the 
governor of Bihar.^' 
In 1297 A.D north Bengal was ruled by a powerful governor named 
Zafar Khan Bahram Aitigin posted at Devkot in Dinajpur district.^^ He was also 
conferred with high-sounding titles like the 'iion of lions" and the "second"" 
"Alexcndar" In the following year he was transfened to the province of west 
Bengal with headquarters at Tribeni (near Hugh) ''^  There he continued to rule 
till 1313 A.D "^^  or most probably till his death. The similarity of his name 
(Bahram Aitigin) with that of his contemporary governor of Bihar (Firuz 
Aitigin) may lead to the conclusion that they were brothers and governed the 
western half of the kingdom with Firuz Aitigin ruling the extreme western 
57 \i\\\ar {MdhQ^w&r) Inscnption of Kaikaus dated Muliai ram 692/1292-9^. Dam. fl;A//ogra/?/;v p 4 
58 Lakhi'iaiai /nsLiiplion of kaikaiis. dated 695/\296. A H Ddn\, Bibliography, p 5 
59 b I M 1917-18. p 12 
60 Bihar (Hatim Khan's palace) Inscnplion of Fiiuz Shah, dated 709 and his Bihar (Choti Dargah) 
Inscription dated 715, A II Dam. pp 10&12 
61 Monghyi InsLiiption ofAla-al-Din HusamShah. dated 903/1497-98, A H Dam. p 78 
62 Dc\kot.//nc/-//?/;o« o/A(7(Art)(v. dated Muhariam 697/Oct 1297 A II Dam. p 6 
63 Tribem (Zafar Khan's Mosque Inscnplion of the lime oj kaikaus. dated 698/1298. A II Dam. p 7 
64 Tribeni (Zatar Khan tomb) InKiiplion of I he time of Shams-al-Din Fiiuz Shah, dated Muharram 
713/28 April 1313. AH Dam. p 11 
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districts of Monghyr etc. and Bahram the teiritory on the east of them. 
Dinajpur, fribeni etc/'^ 
It is an established fact that throughout the Sultanate period the 
provinces of northern and western Bengal were governed by efficieni and 
dignified governors. Thus towards the end of Nasiruddin Mahmud Shah's reign 
1442-1459 his son prince Barbak Shah was governor of Satgaon in west Bengal 
in 1455/'^ while the great Khan Iqrar Khan acted as his deputy, whose official 
position was Jamdar Ghair Mahalli (superintendent of the royal wardrobe out 
side the palace), commander of the army {Sahir-i-l.usk(ir) and Minister {Wazin 
in charge of the territory {Arsah) of Sajlah Mankhabad and the town (Shuhr) ot 
Laobla The territory of Sajlah Mankhabad has been uniformly identified b\ 
scholars as the Hugli-Burdwan region, while the town of Laobla was situated in 
the 24 Pargana district about 10 miles to the east of Tribeni. This means that 
the Province of West Bengal then included parts of the present district of 24 
Pargana.''^ When Barbak Shah ascended the throne, Iqrar Khan was transferred 
to the province of north Bengal as its governor with the additional title of 
Pahlavi-al-asr wa al Zaman (hero of the period and time). He had under him at 
least two officers named Ulugh Nusrat Khan and Khan-i-Azam Ashraf Khan 
The latter's specific official position is not mentioned in the Inscriptions but the 
former (Nusrat Kahn) is described as Jangdar (officers in charge of the 
regiment) and Shiqdar (Executive officer) of the affairs of Jor and Barar and 
other Mahals.^^ Barar has been generally identified but this and the other 
Mahals referred in the Inscription must have been adjacent places. It is clear. 
65. Shams-uddin Ahmad. Inscription of Bengal, Vol. IV, Rajshah. 1960. pp. 15-17. 
66. Ibid. pp. 68-70. 
67. Ibid. pp. 68-91; A.M. Dani Bibliography, pp. 21-28. S.Ahmad, Arabic and I'ersian Inscriptions 
from Sylhet, Bangladesh Archeology. I (1), 1979, pp. 149-58, 
68. Tribeni Inscription. Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1870, p.273. 
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however, that Iqrar Khan's charge at that time also included part of the Purnia 
district in the west. He continued to administer the region till 1472 A.D in 
which year he tlnds his name in another Inscription, holding the rank of H'azir 
in charge of the famous town of Barbakabad (Mahisantosh, Dinajpur).'''' 
In west Bengal Iqrar Khan's successor was most probably Khan-i-Azam 
Tarbiyat Khan whose name surrounds in an Inscription of 1456 A.D. where he 
is shown erecting a mosque at Satgaon (Hoogly).^" His full titles are not given 
in the record, but he seems to have been the governor of West Bengal whose 
seat of government was at Satgaon.'" After about a quarter century the records 
establish Ulugh Majlis Nur to be the Governor of Satgaon. but again there is no 
evidence of his titles.''^ Like his predecessor Iqrar Khan, Ulugh Majlis Nur was 
also the commander (Sar-i-lashkar) and Wazir of the territory of Sajla 
Muhammadabad and of the famous town of Simlabad and also the Commander 
of the thana (Military part or Cantonment) of Laobla and Mihirbark and the 
territory of Hadigar.^^ Simlabad has been identified with Salimabad. a few 
miles southeast of Burdawan while Hadigar has been identified with the 
Hathigar pargana of the 24 Parganas districts. Later on during the reign ot 
Alau-al-Din Husain Shah one comes across the names of two other governors 
of West Bengal Ulugh Hindu Khan and Rukn-al-Din Rukn Khan Ibn Ala-al-
Din-al Sarhati. The records suggest that both theses governors had the same 
official designation of Wazir and Sar-i-Lashkar etc. as was the case with Iqrar 
69. Mahisantosh Inscription of Barhak Shah, dated 896/1417-72. A.M. Dani, p.42. 
70. Satgaon. Inscription of the time of Mahmud Shah, dated 861/1456 Ibid No. 23. S. Ahmed 
Inscription 56-57. 
71. Ibid, p 57. 
72. Satgaon, Inscription of the time of Fath Shah, dated 4 Muharram 892/lst Januarv 1487. A.H. Dani. 
Bibhography of Muslim Inscriptions of Bengal (Down to A.D. 1538), Appendix to the journal of 
the Asiatic Society of Pakistan, vol.11, Dacca, 1957, p. 60. 
73. Ibid. T/w Exprcision runs as follows Sar-i-Lashkar \va wazir Arsha Thana Laobla \va \lihirahak 
Arsha M'O Mahal Hadigar. 
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Khan and Ulugh Majlis Nur They ruled the same tenitoiy as well with the 
exception that "the famous town of Simlabad was substituted by liusamabad 
Buzurg, which must have been situated within the Arsuh of Sailu 
hdankhahad" By the year 918 A.H/1512 A D the same Rukn Khan appears to 
have been transferred to the Province of north Bengal '^ 
Likewise, provinces of eastern and southern Bengal were admmistered 
by governors having the rank and title of Wazir. One of its important governoi 
was Khwaja Jahan who is mentioned in Decca (Dhaka) records dated 20 
Shaaban 863AH/13 June 1459 as rebuilding a gate, within the boundary ot 
Iqlim Mubarakabad. The name Mubarakabad is thought to be reminiscent tor 
the ruler of eastern Bengal. Fakhr-al-Din Mubarak Stapleton connotes the 
territory of Mubarakbad with that of Mubarak Ujial that still exists as a large 
pargana of Decca (Dhaka district, comprising of south west and west Decca 
town between Padma on the south and Dhaleswari on the north).^*' Another 
notable governor, holding charge of the Province was Khan Muazzam 
Khurshid Khan In 868A H /1463 A.D he is found erecting a mosque in Sylhet 
with the official designation o^ Mahaliyan-i-Nawbat Ah (chief of the Guard oi 
77 
the royal House hold). The following year he erected another mosque at 
Decca (Dhaka) on the inscription of which he is described as Nawbat-i-Ghair 
Mahaliycm (chief of the Guard of the Royal Household outside the palace). 78 
74 Shams-uddin Ahmad, Insaiplion of Bengal. Vol IV. pp 163-78. \ \\ Dam. Bibliography, p 109 
A Karim. corpus, p 164, M R Tarafder. The fronlieis of Bengal iindei the Husain Shahi Rulers 
BBP. Lxwii, Jan-June. 1958 pp 44-47 
75 Dacca (Nasualagali) Inscription of I he time of hasii-al-Din Mahmud Shah dated 20 Shaban 
863/13 June 1459, A H Dam. Bibiliography. No 27, Ahmad Inscription, p 62-64 
76 H E Stapleton Contribution to the History and Ethnology of Noith Haste/n India lournal ol 
Asiatic Society ot Bengal (J A S B ) New Series, Vol VI, 1910, p 147 
77 Hatkhola (Sylhet district) Insciipiion of the lime of Baihak Shah dated 5 satar 868/19 Oct 1461 
Ddrn. Bibliogiaphy, p 34 
78 Peril (Dacca distiict) Insciipiion of the time Baibak Shah dated 5 shawwal 869/1 May 1465 \ H 
Dam, Bibliogiaphy 
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The events suggest that in 868A.H/1463 A.D he was first transferred from 
court (wliere he held the high post of the chief of the Guard of the Royal 
household) to the eastern province, which included within its jurisdiction both 
Sylhet and Dacca. By the time he settled himself at the latter place his status 
was re-designated as "chief of the Guard of the Royal household outside the 
Palace/" 
During the Husain Shahi period the Sultanate grew in size and stature 
and was divided into more provinces. According to Abul Fazl's^'^description 
the provinces of Lakhnauti, Purniyah Tajpur, Panjrah, Ghoraghat, Barbakabad 
Bazuha, Sylhet. Sonargaon and Chatgaon constituted the region, which was on 
the north-south of Ganges, while as Satgaon, Mahmudabad, Fathabad and 
Bakla covered the delta of the Ganges. The Provinces on the south of the 
Ganges and on the west of the Bhagirathi river included those of Tanda. 
Sharifabad, Sulaimanabad and Mandaran. 
Blochman has suggested that during the Sultanate period the provmcial 
divisions represented the territorial and fiscal units of Bengal. As alreadx 
discussed, the mint towns that existed during the earlier period were 
Husainabad. Fatahabad, Nusratabad, Muazzamabad, Khalifatabad Barbakabad. 
Muhammadabad, Mahamudabad and Muzaffarabad. Some of these mint towns 
were established during Husain Shahi period.^^ This suggests that most of these 
mint towns were also the provincial headquarters of Flusain Shahi period and 
this proves it beyond doubt that the territorial extent of Husain Shahi Bengal 
was greater than what has been mentioned in Ain-i-Akhari 
79 A H. Dhani. Bibliography of Muslim. Inscnplion of Bengal, p 74 
80 Abul Fa/I, Am-i-Akban, trans, by H.S. Jarret, Vol. II Pp. 142-15S 
81. H Blochnidn. Conliibulion lo the Geography and Hislon of Bengal. Part. II. lASB. 18" '^ pp 
215-18 
82 Lane Pole, pp 45. 47, 48. 50-51. and 52-55. Wiighl. CV/z^ /o^ 'i^ c' II. pp 1 72-80. Botham pp 166-
69 and 172-73 
The Provinces were known by various names like Mulk, Arsah. Iqlim. 
Arsah Sajlamunkabad appears repeatedly in Husain Shahi inscriptions. File 
inscriptions found at Saran and Monghyr show that the Husain Shahi Kingdom 
included southern and northern parts of Bihar. Evidence to this effect is also 
gathered from Babur's***^  Bahar Nama and Nizamuddin Ahmed's Tahqat-i-
Akhari. 
Provinces identified in Ain-i-Akbari with the Husain Shahi Kingdom 
include Chittagong, Tippera, Iqlim Muazzamabad. Sylhet, Fatahabad. 
Khaljifalabad. Lakhnauli or Husainabad, Barbakabad Satgaon, Arsah 
Sajlamankhabad, North Bihar (with its headquarters at Hajpur), South Bihar 
(with its political centre at Monghyr) and the newly conquered area of 
Kamrupa and Kamta.^^ This is also supported by Numismatic and Epigraphic 
evidence. 
During the Bengal Sultanate period there is no evidence of the usage of 
the term ^Sarkaf which was frequently used by Sher Shah and the Mughal 
emperors. However Blochman argues that the term ^Arsair used during the 
Bengal Sultanate period was the equivalent of the Mugahal term Sarkar.^^ Each 
of these Arshaha's (provinces) were divided into a number O'L Mahals!''' the 
village being the lowest revenue unit. 
83. J.A.SB.. 1870. p.284; 1909, p.260; E/M. 1915-16 pp. 12-14. Shams-uddin Ahmed: hiscnptions 
p. 175. 
84. Babur. Tuzuk-i-Baban. 2 vols Eng. Tr. by A.S. Bescridge. oriental book. Nevs Delhi. 19''9; Vol 
II. p 686: Khwaja Nizamuddin Ahmad. Tahaqol-i-Akbari. Eg. Tr. bv F3.Dc. A.siatic Societ\, 
Calcutta, 1973. Vol. 11, p. 94. 
85. Abul FazI Ain-i-Akbari. Vol.11, pp. 142-155. A.H.Dani. Bibliography of Muslim Inscriptions (J 
Bengal, pp. 40-98. 
86. {J.A SB.) Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870. p.295. 
87. Ibid. 1870. p. 294 and 1873, pp. 272-273 Ain-i-Akbari. Vol. 11. pp.142-55. The Bara inscription o! 
Barbak Shah dated 866/1459 shows that sar ghamashtah or chief accountant was placed over a 
qasbah: EI. 1953-54. p.21. A.M. Dani. Bibliography, p.22. 
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The Province was placed under an officer called Sar-i-Lashkar wa 
Wazir. It has the two parts. Sar-i-Lashkar or commander in chief and Wazir 
that simply means Minister. But under Mughal period like under Akbar. Diwan 
was originally called as Wazir^^ So we can say that under the Sultanate Period 
the provincial governors functioned as the head of both militar>' and financial 
establishments of their respective provinces. As the highest military officer of 
the province his duty was obviously to maintain the soldiers and utilize their 
services in times of war. As the financial officer, he had to look after the 
revenue administration of the province with the help of a number of 
subordinate officials, 'fhere was uniform system of provincial administration 
all over the country. Devkot inscription of Husain Shah is a testimony to this 
fact and shows that Khan Rukn Khan Alauddin Sarhati was both the Sar-i-
Lashkar wa Wazir of the city of Muzaffarabad, as well as the Kotwal-i-Bakali 
or the chief officer and Munsif-i-dewan-i-KotM>ali or judge of the criminal court 
of another town called Firozabad. ^ 
(C) Cultural Centres 
Cultural centres of both Muslims and Hindus contributed towards the 
urbanization of Bengal. During the sultanate period this eastern part of India 
won praise for its safety and security. This prompted many Muslim scholars 
and Sufis from Central Asias to migrate from their ancestral land in to Bengal. 
Here they established their Khanqah (hospice place). Through them Hindus & 
Muslims intermingled into each other. 
88. M. larafdar Husain, Husain S/ia/ii Bengal, pp. 97-99. 
89. Idem. 
90. J.A.S.B 1672. p. 106; Cunningham, pp. 99-100; K.I.M 1929-30 pp. 12-13 pi. Vlll (b); A.H Dani 
Bibliography of Muslim Inscription of Bengal. Dacca. 1957. p. 57 Shams-uddin Xhmad; 
Inscriptions, pp. 190-191. 
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Literary as well as archeological evidence suggests that some urban 
centres that flourished under the Sultanate period: Lakhnauti (Gaur) Panduah 
(Firuzabad) Devkot (Kotivarsa), Satgaon (Saptagram) Chittagong etc had their 
origin in the pre-Sultanate period. It is said that the ancient name of Lakhnauti 
was Gaur^' Ballalasena (1158-1179 A.D.) is reported to have built a fort called 
Ballalbari in Gaur.'^ ^ At the time of Lakshamana Sena (1179-1206 A.D ) the 
deserted fort region of Gaur came to be known as Lakshamanavati.'^^ 
The ancient names of localities and of some gates, such as Ballalbari. 
Kadambari, Gangasnan, Phulwari gate, Patalchandi gate etc. prove Pandua to 
be an old city.'^ '* The numerous Hindu remains at Pandua both of sculptural and 
architectural-some lying loose and other built into the Adina mosque, the 
Eklakhi tomb etc show that Pandua had some Hindu antiquity.^^ 
The very name Devkot (The abode of Goddess) indicates it to be ot 
96 Hindu origin. It is said that it was the citadel of the ancient cit> of Ban-hagar' 
NR Roy says that the Kotivarsa of Sandhyakara Nandi (iL'^-n"" centuries 
Poet) went by the name of Devkot.^^ The existence of Sanskrit inscription in 
the Dargah of Zafar Khan Ghazi at Satgaon-Triveni noticed by M. Demoni 
and the Hindu ruins and materials found in the mosque, etc conclusiveK 
91 Manmohan Chakravarty, ''Notes on the Geography of Old Bengar J \SB. Vol iV, No 5 Ma\ 
1908, p 281 
92 Abul FazI Ain-i-Akbaii.VA Tr 11 S Jarret & J N Sarkar (ASB. Calcutta 1949) Vol II, p 159 
93 A Cunningham, Archeological Sur\<ey of India. Repoit of a tout in Bihai and Bengal in !h~9-h0 
(indological book house. Varansi. 1969) Vol XV. p 43 
94 Ibid, p 42. Abid Ali Khan. S^emoiis of Gam and Pandua. edited and ie\ised b\ H L Staplelor 
(Bengal Secretarial Book Depot. Calcutta Me M XXXl/1931) p 41 
95 .1 H Ravenshaw. Gain Its Runn and Insciiplion. ed Cardene Ravtnshaw (C Kengan Paul &. Co 
Paternoster square 1 ondon 1878) pp 44 (Heieafter cilc as Ravenshaw. Gaur). A Cunningham ASi 
Vol XV. p 81 
96 A Cunningham. AS/, Vol XV p 95 
97 N R Roy. Ban^alii llihas (Adiparv Calcutta. B.usakh. 1400) p 302 
98 Dc Mom. "An account of the temple ofliiheni neoi l/oogh' lASB. Vol XVI. Pt I 1847 pp 
393-99 
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proves that Satgaon was habitated from the earher times '^ '^  James Long has 
described this city as one of the ancient cities and commercial centres in 
India. However all these urban centres declined or decayed or were deserted 
before the advent of the Muslims in this region Minha) describes Lakhnauti as 
a deserted rural site. '°' He further says that the area around Lakhnauti was 
filled with mud-swamps and morass and without getting an\ embankment 
constructed, the people could not carry out then business '*^ "' Iswari kumai 
Saraswati has admitted the pic-Muslim existence ot Satgaon but he 
corroborates it with the statement that its very existence was decadent "'' The 
first reference of Sonargaon, was most probably made by Barani, who in his 
account of Sultan Ghiyasuddin Balban's (1266-1281 AD.) march against 
Tughril records that the Sultan entered into a treaty with the Rai of the place 
A modern scholar claims that in ancient sources there is no evidence ot 
Suvaranagram and as such the first evidence comes to light in Barni's historical 
accounts '°^ There is no doubt about the existence of these pre-Sultanate urban 
centers, but as to when and how these urban centres declined or perished is a 
matter of great controversy. However it can be said with maximum certaintv 
that by the 12''^  century A.D. all these cities collapsed and ceased to be the 
centers of commercial, cultural and political activities. M.R. larafdar while 
making a comparative study of different geographical and cultural regions ot 
early medieval Bengal in terms of their economic viability has suggested a 
99 Rakhal Das. Brndhopadh^a-Saplagiam oi Salagam" lASB Vol V. No 7 Jul\ 1909 pp 245-262 
also in Bangiya Sahitya Paiishad Patiika Vol I. Bangna Sahitya Mandir. Calcutta. 1303 HIS 
pp 15-23 
100 F<evaid James long "7/)c'/ifl«Ay o/Zte/i/7flg//«//;/• Calcutta Review Vol 16 Dec 1846 pp 40"i-
405 
101 \lirihaj-us-Siiai Tahaqal-i-hasii\ Vol I. p 427 
102 Ibid, p 437 
103 Isvvari Kumar, SarasMati Fotgolien Cilies of Bengal. Geographical [-Review (Calcutta. 1936) p P 
104 Zia-ud-Din Barani. Taiikh-i-nio: Shahi (Bib Indica. Calcutta. 1862) p 87 
105 N R Rov.p 306 
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contrasting situation of southeast Bengal."" '^ He describes it as a region having 
all the attributes of a developed money economy, supported by an elaborate 
currency system and prosperous urban centres of Lalmai and Mainawati 
regions, which were important from 8"^  century. To 12''^  century A.D. Vija\ 
Kumar Thakur challenges Tarafdar's formulation.'"^ and claims these to be 
religious towns with distinct Brahminical manifestation. "^** He supports his 
claim by gathering evidence from the archeolgical excavations at four pre-
Muslim urban sites of Bengal namely, Khana Mirer Dhipi in 24 Parganas. 
Rajabadidanga in Murshidabad, Goswani Khanda in Burdawan and Bangarh in 
Denajpur, He further says that two seals found at these sites, Kos> and 
Srivanika Varendrasya, indicate that even pure religious centers were engaged 
in limited economic activities. However it can be said that all the urban 
centres of pre-sultanate antiquity that re-emerged and flourished in the 13'^  and 
16"^  centuries in Bengal had definitely declined by the 12"' century. Most of the 
cities re-emerged due to the Sultans tolerant policy towards their people B\ 
their tolerant attitude most of the cultural centers came into existence. The 
Hindus were free to observe their various ceremonies and customs. 
Among the Muslim shrines of that time and which still exist, one comes 
across the Dargah and mosque of Pir Ghazi Mubarak Ali of Ghutiyari Sharif, 
the mosque of Purandar Khan or Gopinath Basu built in the name of Purandar 
Khan wazir of Husain Shah at Mahinagar (Mainagar) near Mallick pur and the 
Dargah of Bara Khan Ghazi "'^  Both Hindus and Muslim used to visit these 
106.M.R. Tarafdar. Trade and Society in Early Medieval Bengal. IHR. Vol. IV. No. 1-2 1977-78. pp. 
275-284. 
107.Vijay Kumar Thakur. "Trade and Towns in early Medieval Bengal (C. A.D. 6()0-1200)" .11 SHO 
Vol. X , \X . 1987. Pt. l.pp. 197. 200 el al. 
lOS.lhid, pp. 207-216.218. 
109. Ibid. p. 218. 
I lO.Asim Roy. The Islamic Synezelic tradition in Bengal, pp. 51-57. 
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places. Near the Dargah of Bara Khan Ghazi is a mosque where Muslims offer 
Namaaz on every Friday. The shrine of Bara Khan Gazi is also held in high 
spirits b> Hindus and they worship him chanting hymns. In honour of the holy 
deity every year a fair (Mela) is celebrated here. It is thronged by both Hindus 
and Muslims and this has remained a practice for the last 400 years. As part of 
the ritual fruits, flowers and shirnii is offered to the two graves of Bada Saheb 
and Majlis Sahab. 
Bada Khan Ghazi son of Jaafar Khan the conqueror of Saptagram built a 
mosque near Jessor in Sundarban. Both Muslims and Hindus offer Shimi in 
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honour of the Ghazi. 
A.B.M. HabibuUah says that the Muslim Sufis of Bengal were 
influenced by the yogic culture. Evidence to this effect is gathered from the fact 
that Rukn-al-Din Samarqandi facilitated the translation of Amrit Kundu, a 
Sanskrit work on Yoga into Arabic. For this he hired the services o'i a 
converted Hindu yogi from kamrup whose name was Bhojar Brahmin. It is 
worth mentioning here that Rukn-al-Din Samarqandi v^as the Imam and chief 
Qazi of Lakhnauti during the rule of AH Mardan Khalji in Bengal (1210-1213 
A.D.)."^ 1 he presence of so many Natha elements in Sufi literature of Bengal 
is an indication of the fact that most of the fantric and Yogic ideas prevailing 
among some of the Sufis, had come through the channels of Nathism."'' 
As already discussed most of these cultural centres were sufi shrines 
(hospice centre) and were very famous. In this regard A. H. Dani claims that 
the tomb of Khan-i-Jahan at Bagerghat in Khulna was a popular Dargah of the 
I 11 Idem 
112 idem. 
i n \ B M liahibullah. I he towulation of 1/;/S//OT/^«/t'/»//;f//^; (Allahabad central book Depot. Wh\) 
p MY) 
114 Ibid p21 ^ 
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Sultanate period."' Evidence to this effect can also gatliered from J Wise's 
Mohammadans of Bengal where he writes that a popular pir in the name of 
Mubarak Ghazi had established his Khanqah in the jungles along a tract on the 
left bank of river Hugly. He further adds that it was nearly impossible for any 
passerby to pass through the Khanqah without seeking blessings from the great 
deity. "^ ^ 
Thus it can be said that during the sultanate period, the religious vigour 
associated with the Pirs contributed enormously in the creation and 
development of the society. In this regard the importance of two institutional 
innovations namely {Astanah or Khanqah) and his tomb {Dargah or Mazar) 
cannot be overlooked. It would not be an exaggeration to say that they were the 
nerve centres of the Bengali Muslim society. Commenting on this aspect of 
Bengal Hasan Askari writes that "what a good land is that of Bengal where 
numerous saints and ascetics came from many directions and made it their 
habitation and home. There is no town and village where holy saints did not 
come and settle down. 
Sufism greatly influenced the society of Medieval Bengal. Some of the 
Sufi orders, which entered Bengal in the course of several centuries appear to 
have influenced the life of the people of the period under consideration. The 
Chishtiya Sufi, Nur Qutub-i-Alam, who died in the first half of the fifteenth 
century, was held in high esteem by the people. According to Salim Husain the 
author of Riyaz-us-Salatin. Alauddin Husain Shah, a great devout of the Sufi 
was a frequent visitor at the tomb of Nur Qutib-i-Alam. He donated a large 
1 15.A.H. Dani. Bibliography of the Muslim Inscription of Bengal. No. 28. Appendix .lASP. II. 195" 
116.J.Wise. Miihammadans of Bengal. Eastern. J//,Sfl. Vol. L,X1II. 1894. p.4{). 
117.A Karim. Social History of the Muslims in Bengal (Down to 1538) ASi5. Dhaka Nov. 1959 p. 1 i8. 
118.Quoted h\ 11. Askari. Ne^y light on Rajah Ganesh and Sultan Ibrahim Shanp of .Jaunpur. koni 
contemporar) correspondence of two Muslim saints. Bengal past and present I W i l l . 1948. pp. 
.12-37. 
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amount ot money for the maintenance of a rest house meant for the devotees "'' 
His son Nusrat Shah built the tomb of Akhi Sirajuddin at Sadullahpur.'^^ fhe 
two Chishtiya Sufis, who had some connection with the religious life of this 
period, are Shaikh Husamuddin Manikpuri. the chief disciple of Nur Qutub-i-
Alam.'^' and Raj Hamid Shah, the disciple of Husamuddin. They died in 1477 
and 1495 A.D respectively.'^^ Qutban, the associate of Husain Shah Sharqi, 
wrote in 1503 A.D. a romantic poem called Mrgavati. which appears to be a 
symbolic work illustrating the union of the seeker with the Supreme Being. He 
informs us that he was the disciple of Shaikh Burhan, who according to 
Muhammad Ghauth was a Shattariya Sufi. '" The wandering Qalandar of late 
sixteenth century Maulana Shah Daulah (1519) chose Bagha, in Rajshahi, as a 
center of his activities. He became the founder of several generations of Pirs in 
that part of Bengal. Two of the inscriptions of Husain Shah dated 911 
A.H./1505A.D. and 912 A.H./1512 A.D.'"'* contain reference to the saint. 
Shaikh Jalal Mujarrad of Koniya who was alive in an earlier period.'^^ Another 
Sufi, venerated by the people of this period was Ismail Ghazi who was 
executed at the order of Barbak Shah in 1474 A.D. The Mandaran Inscription 
of Husain Shah indicates that a gate was erected in honor of Ismail Ghazi in 
1494-95 '"'' Shaikh FaiduUah. the poet of the Goraksa-vija\a, who lived in the 
second part of the sixteenth century, tells us that he wrote a Poem called Gazi-
vijava, recounting the achievements of Ismail Ghazi, the Pir of Kantaduar. fhe 
1 19 Ri\cn-u\ Sallin p 135 
120 Ihid p I 18 
121 \iii \o i 111 p 412 
122 1 nicimul llaquc. Vange Sufi Piabhat,'pp 123-24 
12"^  Ciul/ar-i \brar. Vis In the Aiahic socien of Bengal. 1 ol 98 see also Abdul llaque's ladhkirah 
cited in Lurrent studies. 1953. p 23 
124 loiinial 0/ hialic Socien of Bengal. 1873. p293 and 1922 p413pl IX 
12s (lul/ar-i \brar to! 141. also quoted m J i S F 19^7 pp 65 and 67. eonneets him with the first 
Mu'lini conquest of S>lhet uhieh is said to ha\e been effected in 703/1303 
126 'oiiinuliit I sialic Socien of Bengal. \9\7. p 134 
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above description brings us to the conclusion that all these Muslim Sufis and 
saints were respected by the people of Medieval Bengal. Some of these Sufis 
appear to have brought about a cultural synthesis by adapting yogic and tantaric 
philosophy to Islamic mysticism. 
Pirs, in Bengal were as ubiquitous as their numbers were legion. Iheii 
shrines were found in every nook and corner of Bengal, be it desolate countr\ 
lanes or the mountains. There were historical and legendary Pirs, universal and 
local Pirs. The process of popular canonization went on through the centuries 
Among Pirs connected by tradition with comprehensive functions of this 
nature, the most well known was Khan Jahan who lineally descended Irom 
Ghazi.'^^ Also the Bengali folk literature, both Hindus and Muslims, underline 
the wide popularity of a tradition involving Ghazi, his close associate and some 
elements of Hindu tradition. 
Shah Jalal a famous Pir worked and settled in Sylhet, a remote and 
widely scattered part of the region. Later on in memory of the great Pir a shrine 
was built here and it was thronged by a great number of followers.''^'' fhc 
shrine of twelve Pirs was also in Taraf in the same region.'^^' Sahija Badsha 
having the natural power over the snakes and protecting cattle in the vicinitv ol 
the tiger infested forest in the Pratapgarh pargana in Sylhet.''' Shah Kamai 
with his clargah in Siraj Ganj was renowned for his power over serpents ' ' Al 
Astagram in Mymen Singh, no cultivator yoked cows to plough without 
remembering Qutub Sahib. An important Pir oi this category was Zafar Khan 
127 A H Dam. Bibliography of ihe Muslim Insciiplion ot Bengal.yi 28. Appendix. lASP. II 19S^ 
128 J Wise. Miihaimnadans of Bengal, p 40 
129 7 I SP Vol 11. 1957 pp 67,11 
IK) AC Chaudhan. V/Art/to. Vol i, Pt 2. pp. 98-100 
n i A D C i Svlhel. ed b\ BC Allen. Calcutta. 1905. p Si. A C Chaudhai\. Sn\ahaila. Vol I i> p 
141 
Ul M A Siddqi Sirai Cjan|. Itihas. Siiaj Ganj. 1915. p 20 
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Ghazi mentioned in three inscriptions between A.D. 1297 to 1313 as a might\ 
conqueror and a destroyer of the obdurate among infidels. Zafar Khan lost his 
life in action against Hindu Raja of Hugh. ' ' There were a few other Martyr 
Pirs like Baba Adam Shaheed of Rampal in Dhaka. Shah Shafiuddin of Chota 
Pandua, Shah Anwar Quli Halwi of Phurphura in Hugh. Tajkhan of Hijh in 
Mednipur. Rahapir of Mangal Kot in Burdwan, Turkan Shahid of Sherpur in 
Bagura and Makhdum Shah Daula Shahid of Shehzadpur in Pabna. 
133 A.II, Duni. Ihhiio'iraphv of Muslim Inscnplion. p.6. 7. S 
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Cfiaper-lV 
Mechanism ofVrdan 
TracCe and Commerce 
From times immemorial trade and commerce has remained an important 
aspect of human life. Without this no human civihzation is complete and as 
such no social setup can exist in the absence of the two. In a way trade and 
commerce is a symbol and can explain the character of a civilization B\ 
studying trade and commerce one can draw connotations about the civilization, 
that is how it must have looked like, how it must have been working, what kind 
of relationship people would have enjoyed with each other, or with tiiOsc o\ the 
rulers and emperors behaviour etc. Moreover trade and commerce has always 
facilitated the process of urbanization. 
Bengal Sultanate was no exception to this rule and as such trade and 
commerce was imbibed in the lives of people in such a way that it became a 
binding force for the culture to flourish. 
The study of trade and commerce involves subjects like production of 
industry, trading commodities, agriculture, technology and contribution of 
artisan class in the development of the society. However the present study of 
Mechanism of Urban Trade and Commerce will be dealt through three-sub 
topic namely 
A) Agriculture and its production 
B) The Establishment of Industries/ Karkhanas 
C) The Artisan class & other Professional groups 
(A) Agriculture and its production 
After the establishment of Sultanate rule in Bengal, the political frontiers 
extended as the new rulers and their successors over powered and won c>\er 
centres of entrenched agrarian interests. It was easy for the conquerors to rule 
and control these agrarian centers from the city. This allowed them access to 
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the agriculturally rich hinterland, which were linked to cities through markets 
and revenue paying networks 
During the Sultanate period, agriculture provided livelihood for the 
people at large and fed the industries, which were primarily agriculture based 
Attention for the expansion of agriculture was paid right from the mception ot 
Turkish rule in the province. Muhammad Iwaz Khalji. one of the commanders 
of Bakhtiyar on assumption of power, built a long dyke between the n\er 
Ganges on the Lakhnor side and rivers Mahananda and Punarbhava on the 
other side. This was done to over come the ravages of annual flood, which 
inundated the area and damaged standing crops. Alexander conningham who 
traveled from Patna to Sunargaon in 1879-80 writes in his tour report that 
"these embanked roads still exist, and form two of the principal lines ot 
communication in the country. I have traveled over several portions of Ghivas-
ud-din"s road from Gaur to Devkot. In many places it has been entirely swept 
away, but for the greater part of the way, being from 20 to 30 feet in breadth 
and from 4 to 5 feet in height.^ Apart from the strategic and commercial 
importance, this royal highway proved to be a real blessing to the inhabitants ol 
kingdom as it formed a great cross country bund that saved their home and 
harvest from floods, a yearly calamity even now."* In 1349-50 the Chmese 
Merchant Wang-Ta-Yuan observed that the Bengalis owe all their tranquilit> 
and prosperity to agriculture.'' Firishta writes that Nasiruddin Mahmud IV 
before ascending the throne was engaged in agricultural Pursuit.^ Mukundaram 
1 Minhd|-iii-Sira|. Iabaqat-i-Nasni b\ H G F^avestv. pp I62-i. The Histon of Benga/ \lu'~lim 
Fciioci \ o l [|(cd Sir JN Sarkar) p 25 
2 Alexander Cunningham. Report of a Tour in Bengal and Bihar in 19^9-80. troni I'atna to 
Sunargaon. XV. iicheological Siin'ey of India, Delhi, 1969. p 44 
3 Jadu Nath Saikar. The History of Bengal. Muslim Penod Vol 11. p 25 
4 W W Rock\\\\\. \'oles on the Relations-Toting Pao.\e (2) Scclwn 4 1915. p 436 
5 1 insla. Iankh-i-ririshla. Vol 11. Nawal Kishore edition, p 298 
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Chakravarte, the author of Kavikcmkana-chandi. himself a Brahmin, used to 
earn his hving by cultivation. But this does not imply that they were the actual 
tillers of the land. There are definite evidences to show that in Bengal there was 
a land owing class, which was called Zamindar Ihe author of labaqat-i-
Nasiri, Tankh-i-Firozshahi and other chronicles have at several places referred 
to the Raos. Rcmas and Zamindar who paid Kharaj (land tax) to the reigning 
Sultans such as AH Mardan, Mughis-ud-din Tughril, Shams-ud-din IK as 
Jalaluddin Muhammad, Alauddin Husain and others ^ Ah Mardan extended his 
kingdom by conquering the areas around Lakhnauti. Minhaj says that he sent 
armies in different directions... the Raoes of adjacent parts became awed ot 
him, and sent him wealth and tribute.^ Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah used to depend 
upon a class of Zamindars who were known as Bhumiyans or Bhumik' G H 
Salim the author of Riyaz-us-Salatin claims that Ra|a Ganesh, the father ol 
Jalal-ud-din Muhammad was a Zamindar from Bhaturia, a place located in 
Rajshahi district '^  Firishta says that during the time of Bayazid Shah, Raia 
Ganesh became the defecto master of the treasury and kingdom and after the 
former's death he seized the throne and ruled for three years and several 
months.'° But Nizamuddin Ahmad the author of Tabaqat-i-Akban does not call 
him Sultan or king He writes that Raja Ganesh was originally a Zamindar who 
enjoyed power and domination {muddat-i-istila) for seven years and his son on 
being converted to Islam sat on the throne " The view that Zamindari system 
was prevalent is also supported by Bengali literature Kavikan kana chandi 
6 Minha|-us-Sira| lahaqat i-hasin Vol II. p 578. Zia Barm Iatikh-i fiioz Shahi (1 &I) \o\ llll 
p 294, G i I Salim Riyaz-us-Salalin p 8 1 1 12. I 13 
7 rv1maj-us-Sira|. p 160 
8 / l a Barani. Tankh-i-fini: Shahi (E&D Vol III) p 294 
9 G i l Salim Ri\a: m-Salatiii ed & tr Into Fnglish b\ Abdus Salam. Delhi 1975, p 71 
10 1-inshta, Tankh-i-hirishta, Vol 11, p 297 
11 Nizam uddin Ahmad, Tabaqat-i-Akban, vol III Calcuta 1935, p 430-1 
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which gives several references of Zamindars during the Hussain Shah's 
period. ' What was the relation of these Zamindars or feudal lords with the 
actual tillers is not known. Tillers were landless labours who were possibK 
given pattas as tenancy rights. Kavikankana chandi shows that in some areas 
the tenant had to pay rent on the basis of the number of ploughs used for tilling 
the land. The real owner of the land was the sovereign or the sultan who gave 
Ja^irs. land grants and endowments. The Sultan offered rent-free endowments 
to religions institutions and personages. An Arabic mscription. the earliest 
one from Bengal, dated al-sab 'atnin Jumad-al-akhir Sank Saman dshr wa 
sittamayah (7 Jumda II AH618/29 July A.D. 1221) found at Siam near Bolpur 
in Birbhum district (West Bengal) refers to an endowment to a Khanqah. Fhis 
shows that sultans began to patronize the Sufis and learned scholars. Minhaj 
has recorded such a case when a scholar and religious preacher of the time of 
Jalal-ud-din Ghaznavi of Firuz Koh in Turkistan visited Lakhnauti. Iwaz 
welcomed him and invited him to deliver a lecture. At the end of the lecture he 
and his courtiers made such liberal presents to the visiting scholar that on his 
return he gathered about ten thousand gold and silver coins.'^ The epigraphic 
sources confirm that the Sultans made rent-free endowments to religious 
institutions and renewed them from time to time. The view is supported by a 
Devkot inscription of Alauddin Hussain Shah dated A.D. 1512 that records the 
renewal of a pious endowment.'^ Another Inscription of the time of Nusrat 
12. Kavikankana Chandi, cited from Mumtazur-Rahman Tarafdar. Ilusain Shahi Bengali Lileniiure. 
IHQ. XXXll (1 March) 1956. pp. 56-80: Jagdish Narain Sarkar. Hindu Muslim Relation in 
Medieval Bengal, p.33. 
13. Minhaj-us-Siraj. pp. 151. 161. 
14. Z.A. Desai; Arabic and Persian Inscription from the Indian Museum, (EIAPS) 1955. pp. 1-32. 
15. MinhaJ-us-SiraJ. pp. 161-2. 
16. BMC. pp. 44-8: IMC 11(11) pp. 172-6: Taifoor Collection, p.27: HHR collection, p.26: S. Ahmad. 
.( Supplement, pp. 63-5: A K-dum.Corpiis. pp. 108-17. 
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Shah dated 1529 illustrates the view whereby the governor and the Qazi have 
been instructed to prevent every kind of fraud in the grant. 
Evidences suggest that the land granted to the ruler's relatives and 
officers in recognition of their meritorious services seems to have been rent-
free. Wazir Ahmad Khan, an officer of Husain Shah was allowed to enjo\ the 
possession of two shiqs of land in Chittagong Qutbul Aishtageen a son-in-
law of Husain Shah was given a rent-free grant cultivable land in Sonargaon ''' 
Husain Shah is also said to have offered the village of Chandpara (now a 
village in Murshidabad district) to a Brahmin with whom he lived there in the 
earlier part of his career. For this reason the village is still known as Ekani 
Chandpara."*^ Ibn Battuta says the peasants were subjected to the payment of 
half of their crop as taxes along with some other contributions. Wang-ta-
Yuan, writing at about the same time, says that the state's demand in the 
Sultanate was two-tenth or one-fifth of the total production.^^ The contradictory 
evidences show that the state's demand varied from locality to locality and 
from time to time.^"' This varied in accordance with the productivity of the soil 
and the nature of crop produced in different seasons. Thus in the Sultanate 
period there were several rates ranging from one half to one fifth of the total 
produce.'* As there were variations in the rates prevailing in Akbar's India, the 
17 W hi Siddiqui IHO insLiiplions of Bengal Sultans from Lilar Pradeifi.(hAAPi)). I962pp 45 S 
18 \ k Bhittisali Coins amJ Chronology of the Larh Independent Sullans of Bengal, Cambridge 
1922 pV 
19 N k Bhaltdrli, Iaifoot Collection. Pis 11 and VII. M R Tarafdar, Husain Shalii Bengal a Socio 
poliiital study Ueccd. 1965 pp 134-35 
20 M R laidtdar IHO p 57 
21 Ibn Battuta I he Rehla. i ng Tr. p 2 4 1 . N k Bhattasali. C o/w5 art^/C/j/owo/ogy, p 142 
22 PC Bagthi I lu a Bhaiti Innah. \945, Vol \.p 99 
23 R P Iripathi Some Aspect of Uiislim 4dministiation pp 2478.269-70.302 
24 111 Queishi. r/it idminist/ation of the Sultans of Delhi, I dhore. 1944, pp 115-18 
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rulers claim being fixed at one third in some parts of the country.'^ This leads 
us to infer that the rate of governmental revenue demand in Husain Shahi"s 
Bengal must have been characterized by similar local variations 
The system of giving Pattas to the peasants was generally followed m 
Mughal and Pre-Mughals (i.e. during Sultan's period) Bengal. In the Chandi 
Mangal of Kavikankan and Shivayana of Rameshwara Bhattacharya, the 
legendar\ Ryots are depicted as receiving Patras from Indra and Kalaketu 
respectiveK ^^  The Sultans must have adopted some such measures to ensure 
the security of the peasants" tenure. The revenue was collected in cash. 
With a network of rivers and plenty of rainfall, the deltaic region of 
Bengal was fertile and used to produce numerous crops. The arrangements of 
artificial irrigation like digging of Canals, tanks and wells, had been made by 
the people as well as by the government. There is a record that the digging of 
Canals (Nahr), water tanks (Saqayah), water sheds, (Bait-ul-Saqayah) and 
wells (Chah). These were meant for the purpose of irrigation as well as for 
providing water supply for drinking. Bengal produced various kinds of crops in 
sufficient quantity. The fertility of the soil was so much that it produced in 
abundance and at-least two or three crops, a year. The production of some 
articles was so plentiful that after, fulfilling the demand at home, a huge 
surplus was left for export. 
The main item of agricultural product was paddy which was produced 
thrice a year, as is mentioned in the Chinese sources as well as in Ain-i-
Akban}'^ Of the three different method of sowing Paddy, broadcasting, drilling 
25 Mukundaiam Chakravdrti, (7;«/7t/; Vlangal oi koMkankan Chandi. Vo\ I.ed BC Sen and others 
Calcutta I iniversil). 1924 and 1926. p 254 
26 f<ameshv\aia Bhattachaiva Shivanvana. ed ishan Chandra Bose, Calcutta. 13 10 B S pp 70-71 
27 P C Bagchi. (is\a Bhaiali Annals, p 99, Ain-i- tkba/i (Jarret and Sarkar) Vol II p 134 
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and transplantation from the seabed, the last one was convenient to the 
cultivator"** The Shunya Purana has referred various kinds of paddy, which 
were aus, boro, and to want is now a days called Aman Paddy.^ '^  Abul Fazi 
says that the principal cultivation was rice of which there were numerous kinds 
A single grain of each kind would fill a large vase and it was sown and reaped 
three times a \ear in the same piece of land with little injury to the crop.^" Rice 
was thus produced in huge quantity and as such after feeding the people ot the 
province was exported to various parts of India and to foreign countries. 
The Ihas Shahi ruler Sikandar Shah conquered Kamrup. a rice belt 
famous for wet rice {Sail). He also used his coins from Kamrup with the epithet 
\4ulk-i-chaidistan or the land of rice. Apart from paddy other articles were also 
produced during the Sultanate of Bengal. These included cotton, millet, pulses, 
lentils. Sugarcane, Seasamum (Seasame). ghee, butter, honey, garlic, ginger, 
the oil of Zerzeline, mustard, long pepper and betel-nuts. etc. Besides, varieties 
of vegetables (beans, brinjal, onions, cucumber etc) and fruits (Banana, Jack 
fruit. Pomegranate, coconut, mango, melons, lemons etc) were also produced ' 
This shows that Bengal produced various types of agricultural commodities in 
sufficient quantity of which the surplus must have been carried to local market 
and from there to other areas deficient in such commodities. Most of the fruits 
that we find today were available in those days. The result of the expansion ol 
agriculture was that in spite of the growth in population over centuries, the 
28 C lurlci Stewart Hision of Bengal. \9Q7i.cd Vanga\asi. press p 1, p 6'SO 
29 Shi{ma Pill ana Ramai Pandit, ed Charu Chandra Baneriee. Calcutta. 1316. Fi S p l 8 6 
30 Abul la/1. )//;-; l/l/^a//. \oi II. p-134 
31 Baibosa vol II p 145. Vipradasa. p 149 Vi|aya Gupta pp 123 and 132-35 
32 Some of these fitiils were Mango Banana oiange and lemon. Barbosa. p 147, ka\ikaiikan 
( handi Vol II pp 5 10-51 I & 518 
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prices of at least basic food grains remained stable. Ibn Battuta records the 
price of rice to be one silver tanka per 8 mounds/' 
(B) The Establishment of Industries/ Karkhanas 
In the pre-industrial economy Bengal was not only self-sufficient in 
agricultural commodities but it was rich in non-agricultural products, which 
were manufactured essentially to meet the local needs. However some items 
were produced m surplus and were exported. The contemporary literature, 
Persian and Bengali as well as the accounts of foreign travellers throw 
considerable light on the subject. These help us to form an idea about the 
Sultanate period of Bengal. Technically and mechanically manufacturers were 
of primitive nature but their products were of fine quality and were in great 
demand in other parts of India as well as abroad. 
Bengal had an old tradition of textile or cloth manufacturing and textiles 
were in high demand since ancient times. The chroniclers and foreign travellers 
are loud in praise of the quality of cloths produced there. Sulaiman the Arab 
merchant of the ninth century has referred to the extremely fine fabric of 
Bengal.^'' His views have been supported by travellers of later times. 
The Sultan kept the wheels of textile manufacturing moving. During 
Sultanante period, Bengal (along with coromandal and Gujrat) was one of the 
three major textile-producing regions. The main centres of textile production 
were located in Sunargaon, Satgaon, Barbakabad and Ghoraghat. Sunargaon 
was wideK famous for its fine muslin. Amir Khusrau leaves an interesting 
reference of the muslin in his poetic work of Qiran-us-Sa'dain?^ He says it 
was so fine and light that a hundred yards of muslin could be wrapped up 
13 ibn Batluia I he Rehia p 232-34 
34 I he//isioi \ of India as laid by Its onn Hnlonan b} (hWMl &. Dowson. \Q\ l ,p 361 
15 Ainii khuNrau Oiian-iis-Sadain.p^ 32-33, 100-101 
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around the head and one could still see the hair underneath. At another place he 
says " The tine fabric of Bengal was so soft one could fold a whole piece ot this 
cloth inside one's nail.^'' Ibn Battuta has praised the fineness and cheapness of 
muslin. He says that a piece of fine cotton of excellent quality, and measuring 
thirty cubits, was sold in my presence for two dinars^^ In addition to the 
muslin produced in Bengal Muhammad bin Tughlaq sent five varieties of cloth 
to China. These varities included Bayrami (Bhayram Or Bhayron), Salahiyva 
(Or Silahatti) Shirin Baf And Shanbaf?^ The Chinese ambassadors, who came 
to Bengal during the first half of the fifteenth century, has mentioned as much 
as eight kmds of cotton stuffs produced there. Based on the varieties of 
measurement, colour and quality these fabrics were Pipu or Bihu (a woven fine 
and white cloth), llan-che-Lior Manzheti (a coloured calico), Shana-pa-Fu or 
Shanahafu (Persian Shanabaft or crepe), Ki-pai-lei ta-li or Xinahailedali (or 
Jhanbartah. fine cotton cloth^. Ma-hei-ma-lei or Mokeimoluo (cotton velvet;. 
Bibii was an evenly woven fine white cloth of 62.2 cmsxl7.416 meters in si/e 
used most likely for lower part of body. Manzheti was available in the size of 
1.244x15.5,5 meters of yellow or ginger yellow colour. Xinabadedali was 
available in 93.50 cmsx 18.66 meters and was used as turban Chaotaer's si/e 
was 77 75cmsxl2 44 meters or more larger. We find the reference to other 
three fabrics also They were Sahala or Sakalat (light woolen texture) and 
Zhefu (Arabic's Sui), a woolen cloth (blanket type) and Hei-dahhu, a black 
coarse cloth ^"^ Varthema mentions varieties of fabric such as Mamiina, Diiguza. 
Thaiitar, Topan and Sanabafos.^^ The Portuguese traveller Duarte Barbosa 
16 Ibid |ip ">2 r, i 00-1 01 
37 Ibn Battuta /he Rehla. p 235 
38 lapan. Ra\Lhaudhuii and Irian Habib (ed ) The Cambiuige Lconumii f/nioix ojIndia, p 137 
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noticed in A.D. 1514 different kinds of cotton cloths, which were almost 
similar to those, referred to earlier by Varthem. Praising the textiles of Bengal 
he says, m it are woven man\ kinds of very tine and coloured clothes, produced 
for their own attire and for sale in various countries. He further describes the 
cloth as very precious and mentions Estravantes, to be a very thin variety of 
cloth much esteemed among the Portuguese ladies, Arabs and Persians. 
Portuguese ladies used the cloth as a headdress while as Arabs and Persians 
used it as a turban. He also mentions other types of cloth such as Memonas. 
Dangiiazas, Chautars and Sinabafes and adds that all these sorts of clothes are 
in pieces. 
The terms such as Estravantes, Memonas, Daguzas, Chautares, 
Senahafes and Bealilha have tentatively been identified with Sirband. Malmal, 
Diigazi cloth, Chadar, Sinaband and Butidar. M. Caesar Fredricke, and Ralph 
Fitch have also referred to the manufacture and trade of clothes. Ralph Fitch 
visited the city of Sunargaon where he found the best and finest cloth made of 
cotton '" Abul Fazl has also given a reference to the fabrics of Bengal. He says 
that the fine cloth called Gangajal was produced in Barbakabad and very fine 
species of Muslin was produced in Sonargaon. " 
Another \ariet\ of fabric was made of Jute. The contemporan.' Bengali 
literature reveals that clothes like Patneta and Pater Pachra were made of 
Jute.'' Abul Fazl also referred to the production of jute (sack cloth) particularly 
44 
in the area of Ghoraghat. Bengal was famous for producing silk clothes too. 
Silk was produced from silk warms, which were fed on mulberry trees that 
grew in Bengal. Referring to the silk warms and silk clothes Mahuan says 'the 
41 Kichard ilakluNl. m .pp 237.260.298 
42 Abul I a/1 lin-i- ikbaii-Vol II. p 136 
43 OC Sen KcinuiMinu ol knIliMisd p 3 
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Bengalis have gold embroidered silk handkerchief and head-covering." Fei Xin. 
who visited Bengal twice, in A.D. 1412-13 and A.D. 1415-16. informs us about 
another quality of silk produced there. That was known as Zhusi. It was made 
of hemp silk. 
Varthema has described silk stuff as one of the principal exports. 
Barbosa says that the respectable moors used a silken sash round their waist 
over their shirts. Abul Fazl has mentioned that silk was produced in Bengal in 
Ghoraghat.'^^ 
Bengal thus had a flourishing state of textile manufacturing. All kinds of 
cotton clothes were produced. Mention has already been made of headdress or 
scarf, turban, chadar or sheets, handkerchiefs, shirts and shawls. A rare 
Maithili work of the fourteenth century Varnaratna kara written by a Maithili 
Brahmin .lyotrisvara has given a long list of clothes. It mentions thirty kinds of 
clothes, twenty kinds of desiya vastra or country stuff, thirteen kinds of 
nirbhusan vastra or plain clothes and fourteen types of neta or fine stuff. It also 
gives as many as seventeen kinds of vastra-griha or enclosures made of cloth. 
It is difficult to have a precise idea or meaning of the terms used for different 
kinds of cloths. However, the two terms. Masahari and Moja can easily be 
understood. The term Masahri is equivalent to Miisahri. which is described b\ 
Jyotirisvara as fitted to the bed of a prince. This indicates that Musahri or 
Musari means here mosquito net or mosquito curtain. Another term Moja was 
most likely stocking, a hosiery product. We also have a reference to Sarmoja 
45. Cjeorgc Philip. \/a hiian's Account of the Kingdom of Bengal; JRAS (CiH+l). i (111) .kil\ 1K45. 
p.532; P.C. Bagchi. Visva Bharaii Annals, p. 1 15; Haraprasad Ra>. pp. 93-93. 
46. Abul Fazl. Ain-i-Akbari, Vol.11, p. 136. 
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which was perhaps a longer stocking generally used by females. These two 
items of textile product were not known prior to A.D. 1200.^ ^ 
Cotton, produced in the fields, was spun on wheels and then woven into 
finished goods as has been suggested by Barbosa. But the details about the 
nature and characteristics of men engaged in spinning and weaving have been 
found nowhere except in Varanratnakara of Jyoiirisvara. It reveals that in the 
later part of the thirteenth centuiy or by the beginning of the fourteenth centurs 
a class of people appeared. They subsequently shaped themselves into a caste 
known as Mandajali and were called Dhunia or cotton carders.'^ ^ Another 
Maithili literature named Brahmaraivarta Purana, which was composed some 
time before the sixteenth century reveals that the work of weaving was done by 
a group of people known as Jola or Jolha 
The manufacturing of cotton and silk fabric made room for the rise of 
other occupations such as embroideiy and dyeing. The Chinese accounts have 
referred to the embroidery work done on silk clothes.'*'^  The Maithili writer 
Jyotirisvara has also mentioned the embroidery clothes of Bengal. 
Facilitated by textile manufacturing the other occupation adopted by 
people was dyeing. The Chinese sources have mentioned cotton stuffs of 
sexeral colours such as glossy, yellow and ginger-)ellow. The Bengali source 
Kavikankana Chandi of Mukundaram Chakravarti reveals that the dyers or 
Rangrez were available in considerable numbers in Bengal by the sixteenth 
centurv.^''' 
47 \ ainaiatna kata at Jvoiinsvara. (quotadin) B.P. Majumdar. Ven foim uj specialization in 
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The technological devices connected with the preparation of several 
items of luxury goods are of considerable importance. While mentioning four 
kinds of wine used in Bengal. Mahun says, mostly they had distilled wines." 
There is no evidence that which device was used for distilling liquors. The 
vinter's pipe or Bakaycmtra was not probably unknown. Ziauddin Barani has 
stated clearly that towards the end of the thirteenth century and in the 
beginning of the fourteenth century "wines and sweet-scented urq used to be 
distilled through wine-maker's pipe." The different tribes of Turks who came 
to Bengal, seem to have brought with them a distilling apparatus known as 
Qith. Abul Fazl describes three processes of distillation in which lars 
containing liquor were connected by pipes."^ 
Another important industry was sugar Mill. Bihar and Bengal used to 
produce sugarcane that was produced in abundance. In 1521 the Portuguese 
found extensive sugarcane plantation while traveling from Chittagong to 
Gaur.'''' Ibn Battuta's observation of the cheap price of sugar found in 
Sonargaon or Chittagong^^ indicates its large-scale production as well as its 
consumption in the market. Moreover the gradual process of refining sugarcane 
{Iksu-rasa) in to white sugar {Sarkara) was known to the people of Bengal can 
be con'oborated from Mahuan's account of Bengal where he refers to the 
crystallized sugar.'''' The information gathered from the early Sanskrit writings 
tells us that sugarcane (of twelve varieties) crushed between two huge rollers 
51 Vlahuan. ]ing)ci Sheng Lan The overall sur\e\ o( the occdn's shoics. Iran. b\ J V (j MilK 
Cambiidge 1970. p 169 
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driven by oxen, produced juice {rasa). This juice when boiled down to one 
fourth was called Phanila. The thick consistence and solid consistence of 
Phanita were respectively called Guda and Matsyandika (molaes). This 
Matsyandika (molaes) could gradually be turned into Khanda (treacle) and. 
Sarkara (White sugar)"'^  Mahuan a Chinese traveler has mentioned the 
existence of sugarcane, granulated sugar and white sugar'" Portuguese also 
witnessed production of white sugar, which was also known as Qand or Kand. 
as mentioned b\ later travellers like Francisco Pelsaert.^ Barbosa writes that 
'white sugar of very good quality is made in this city, but they do not know 
how to join it to make a loaves and so they pack it up in powder form in a well 
covered stuff concealed and well sewn up. White sugar was produced in 
surplus and after meeting the local need the rest was exported to other places 
such as Malabar Cambay and Ahmadabad^' where it was sold at a very high 
price. A variety of sugar could be prepared from the juice of the date palm and 
the people extracted juice from this fruit to harden it into sugar, were known as 
Shinli. There was confectionery that could prepare varieties of sweetmeats 
from sugar, mixmg it with other eatables.^" The manufacturing of sugar was 
connected with the technique of the pressing juice from sugarcane. 
Referring to the export of sugar Barbosa writes that 'they load manv 
ships with sugar and export it for sale to other parts.^^ Apart from sugar. 
Jaggery or Guda was also produced from Sugarcane. 
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In Persian sources the term 'Jawaz" has been used to denote sugarmiU/"* 
The evidence found in Amir Khusrau's Khazam-ul-futuh and Ijaz-i-Khusrau 
suggests that sugar was not only used in preparing sweet dishes and sharhat but 
also m distilling wine. Amir Khusrau, writes that wine, the daughter of grapes 
and sister of sugar {Shakara) is the mother of all wickedness (Umm-ul-
Khahiss). 
The Bengali literature reveals that those who prepared sugarcane and 
jaggery had grouped themselves under a separate caste by the fourteenth 
century. Mukundaram Chakravarti distinguishes between the two jatis (or 
castes) Modaka and Siuli. While the former dealt in sugar cane and sugar, the 
latter prepared jaggery. It may be added here that the modern name of sugar 
that is Chini came to the fore only in thirteenth or fourteenth centur,. 
Jyotinisvara says that Chini was sold by merchants of Bengal.^^ It however 
appears that during the sultanate period, the consumption of various 
sweetmeats, sweet, sweetened rose water (Sharbat) and the distillation of wme 
increased thereby increasing the economic importance of sugar. The ownership 
of sugar plantations belonged to a lady named. Shakar khatoon '" 
rhe technology of making salt was of traditional nature and the class ol 
artisans engaged in salt manufacturing, were known as Maiilangis Salt was 
manufactured along the coastal region extending from Chittagong to Cuttack 
The kiirkuch salt was made through the process of the solar evaporation and the 
Piinga salt by boiling the salt water obtained from the sea. The boiled variet\ 
of salt had much demand and was produced in large quantities. The vanet\ ol 
salt made by evaporating salt water, was considered to be auspicious b> some 
64 Amir Khusrau. liaz-i-Khusrau. vol II. p 249 
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sections of the Hindus and as such was used in rehgious ceremonies. NaturalK 
the production of this kind of salt was ver>' limited.'' 
Other prominent occupations were that of metal work. These metallic 
works were of two types and the professional classes who were doing this work 
were known as blacksmith & goldsmith. These two classes had their old 
tradition in the society. 
The profession of blacksmiths and goldsmiths was no different from 
today. Blacksmiths used to manufacture number of articles including weapons 
(such as swords, lances, coats of soldiers, hauberks helments, etc.), utensils and 
agricultural equipments etc. Most of these articles were manufactured from 
iron, copper and brass The Chinese traveller Mahuan mentions basins, cups, 
steel guns (sic), Knives, scissors, bows, arrows swords, daggers, and iron 
chains.*' 
Babur has mentioned that the Bengalis were known for atishbazi.'''^' It 
indicates that Bengal had a long tradition of prototechnics. But Mahuan's 
reference to steel guns is surprising. Perhaps by this he meant 'Ban' that was a 
weapon made of iron and developed indigenously in India.''' Iron was obtained 
most probably from the local mines. Abul Fazl sa\s that iron mines were 
located in the Sarkar ot Bazuha. 
Gold smith had very important position in the society due to his 
occupation. The gold smith manufactured gold and silver utensils for the royal 
household as v\ell as various kinds of ornaments for women. The Chinese 
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ambassador Hou Xian who visited Bengal in A.D. 1415 says that he and his 
fellow envoys received gifts of the type such as basins, girdles, flagons, and 
bowls made of gold and silver.^^ Referring to the gold and silver ornaments 
used by women he says 'the ornaments in use were usually earrings of precious 
stones set in gold. Pendants for the neck, bracelets for the wrists and ankles, 
and rings for the fingers and the toes/'' They also put on precious tiaras on the 
head. 
As a result of expansion of trade along sea routes, a tradition of 
shipbuilding and shipping grew in Bengal. Bengal's maritime relationship with 
Ceylon, West Indian coast. Gujrat, Maldives and Southeast Asia is a testimony 
to this fact. The medieval Portugues sources give an account of the growing 
tradition of shipbuilding in Bengal. Bengal had a tradition of shipbuilding since 
ancient times. During the Sultanate period, particularly in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, shipbuilding appears to have developed considerably. 
Bengal had no dearth of forests, which furnished wood for the manufacture of 
ships. Abul Fazl says that 'extensive forests" in the Sarkar of Bazuha provided 
long and thick timbers of which masts''^ were made, the Bengali work 
Kavikankana Chandi says, boats were built with the timber of Jackfruit, Piyal, 
Sal and other trees. It further says that some boats were hundred yards long and 
twenty yards wide. The prows of the vessels had the faces of various animals 
carved on them and decorated with valuable stones, ivory, silver and gold.''*' 
Ihe Sultans of Bengal enjoyed a ver\ good relationship with China 
They used to send envoys and gifts to their Chinese counterparts. Historical 
accounts suggest that the main mode of transport was water and as such ships 
73 Mdhund's dLLOuni. vmgvai ^heng Ian. \rins P C Bagchi \ is\a Bhaiaii Intia/s. pp 115-25 
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were in abundance. Particularly we find that in response to Cheng Ho Mission 
that visited Bengal in the early part of the fifteenth century, the Bengal Sultan 
send his envo>s to China. The Chinese type of ships called 'junk' and the 
Arabian dhows were in use for several years. Simon Digby''^ is of the view that 
Bengali artisans must have copied the shipbuilding technique from their 
Chinese counterparts. There was a tradition of maritime shipbuilding as 
indicated by the Chinese evidence. 
Ibn Battuta who came to Bengal and went from there to Sumatra in a big 
ship, has mentioned, there are innumerable vessels when they meet, each of 
them beats a drum and they salute one another.'^ ^ Mahuan and other Chinese 
ambassadors went back to china in the same way sailing in their own big and 
small ships.''^ Varthema who made a passing visit to Bengal says, fifty ships are 
laden every year in this place with cotton and silk stuff "^^  Duarte Barbosa has 
given a fine description of the ships of Bengal. He says, 'they (Bengalis) are all 
great merchants and use Chinese build ships called jangos, which are very 
large and spacious and as such have a very huge capacity. With these ships 
they navigate to Choiemender, Malabar, Cambay Pegu. Tamasari. Sumatra. 
Ceylon and Malacca and they trade in all kinds of goods, from man> places to 
g I 
Others*. In later times travellers like M. Caesar Fredricke and Ralph Fitch 
have also referred to the ships of Bengal. The former found an infinite numbei 
of ships at Satgaon. He reports that, 'there were at-least thirty to thirty five 
ships (big and small) stationed at Satgaon port.' He ftirther adds that thereafter 
we departed from Pegu to Chatigaon a great harbor from where small ships go 
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to Cochin'.**^ Describing the boats of Satgaon Ralph Fiteh says, they (Moors) 
have many great boats, which they call Pricose. and use them for 
transportation. Through these boats they go from place to place and buy rice 
and many other things, these boats have 24 or 25 oars to row them.**^  
Sultan Husain Shah and Nusrat Shah owned sea-going vessels, which 
resembled the Chinese Junk but were made in Bengal. The naval warfare of 
Sultanate and the brisk commercial activities favoured the continuation of the 
ship building tradition. The anonymous interpreter of the Portuguese mission 
visited the court of Gaur in 1521. He has given a vivid description about the 
ships he found on the Ganges. He adds that the ships were large at the bottom 
and had no masts. They had decks and were capable of plying in shallow water. 
The planks of these ships had no nails and were very fragile. They used to carry 
rice in bulk. 
The Bengal Sultans had developed warships too. The dehaic terrain ol' 
Bengal with several tributaries of the Ganges and heavy rainfall during 
monsoon rendered the cavalry ineffective. Hence for the defence of the 
provincial kingdom the only alternative was to strengthen the naval 
capabilities. Warships were also used in military expedition. The first reference 
to warship is found in the time of Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz who first built a flotilla 
or war boats and used them against the militarj' expedition of Delhi Sultan 
Shams-ud-din Iltutmish. It appears that in later times the warships were 
improved and commanders were appointed. The epigraphic sources confirm 
this. An inscription of Jalal-ud-din Path Shah discovered from Dhaka, dated 
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A.D. 1482 records one Zahir-ud-din Malik Ahmad Sher, as Mir-i-Bahr or 
commander of the sea (or fleet). Ships were built for other purposes too. The 
pilgrims of Bihar and Bengal used to go to Mekka for Haj from the Chittagong 
fort. This is revealed from a letter of Maulana Muzaffar Shams Balkhi, a 
spiritual disciple and successor of the fourteenth century sufi of Bihar Hazrat 
Sharf-ud-din yahya Maneri. In the letter no. 152 addressed to the Bengal Sultan 
Ghiyas-ud-din Azam Shah the sufi wrote, "Now the (Pilgrim) season is 
approaching. A farman may kindly be issued to the officials (Karkuns) of 
Chatgaon, directing them to accommodate in the first ship the band ofdam'esh 
pilgrims for Mecca who have assembled around me. The above description 
shows that ships were used for both civil and military purpose. The members of 
the Portuguese mission found a ship that was brought to Gaur by the governor 
of Sonargaon for the service of the Sultan. These ships were constructed with a 
round drastic this vessel had cabins embroidered in gold, gifted galleries, 
moulding images and parts of the body painted in a variety of colours. The 
Sultan had 130 ships that had gilt stitching. It can be presumed that most of 
these vessels were rope-sewn of the Arabian type. 
There were a number of other minor works such as paper 
manufacturing, stone-works, leather, wine productions and several other things. 
The Chinese accounts have given the description in following words All type 
of artisans were available who were skilled in hundreds of crafts.***^  Paper was 
made most likely from the mulberry tree. Ma Huan says, their paper is white; it 
is made out with the bark of tree, and is a smooth and glossy as deer's skin.**'^  
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Mukundaram the author of Kavikankana Chandu written at the end of the 
sixteenth centur>' writes that there was a section of Muslims who were known 
as Kagcha (or Kagzi) because they prepared and sold kagaz. This indicates that 
the paper manufacturing had become a fairly well established occupation by 
the sixteenth century.^^ The innovations in architecture introduced by the 
Sultans of Bengal had a great influence on social and economic changes in 
Bengal.^' The new type of architecture sustained the process of urbanization, 
through the technical devices introduced by new artisans. Such technical 
devices not only revolutionized the building architecture but also added to the 
longevity of the urban centres, which had come into being. Works of masonry 
and stone cutting were also prominent. The construction of a large number of 
mosques, Jami Mosques, bridges, and other buildings as well as issuing of a 
large number of Inscriptions engraved on several kmds of stones such as black 
basalt, black flint, sand stone, granite stone, slab of chloride and brick, ' 
indicate the existence of a group of architects and stone-cutters. An Arabic 
inscription of the late thirteenth century of Muhammad Tatar Khan records 
Majid Kabul] as the name of an architect who built a sacred Tomb of Sultan 
Shah in A.D. 1266-67. This shows that architects were welcomed in Bengal 
from outside. The glazed and enameled bricks of different designs, shapes and 
colours used in some buildings like Eklakhi tomb, Lattan mosque,and Firu? 
Minar in Pandua and Gaur, make us believe that Bengal's architects had learnt 
to adopt Persian art. The work like tanning shoes, sandals, scabbards of 
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swords, saddles and bridles all bore references to shoes and slippers made of 
the skin of sheep and goat. The shoes of rich men and nobles were with golden 
lace.^^ Barbosa has also referred to the leather shoes and sandals which were 
very well worked and sewn with silk and gold thread.'^ ^ The leather was also 
used m packmg of sugar parcels for exports.'*'' Wine was also manufactured and 
used in Bengal during the Sultanate period. Wine was actually a by-product of 
sugar and molasses. Mahuan says, 'ardent spirits are sold in the market 
places.... Their streets are well decorated with shops of various kinds' He 
further refers to certain drinking houses, which one presumes were like modem 
Bars. Mahua or tree wine was known as tongzi and the Chinese visitors called 
date palm wine jiaozhand. There was a third kind of wine that was prepared of 
coconut.^^ 
Barbosa writes, 'they make various kinds of wine in this country, chiefly 
of sugar and palm trees, and also of many other things. Women are very fond 
of these wines, and are much accustomed to them'.^^ Apart from the above-
mentioned articles other things such as carpets, mats, blankets, opaque, glasses, 
various kinds of scents, ornaments of conch-shell, fireworks and several other 
things were also produced during the Bengal Sultanate. "^"^  
(C) The Artisan class & other Professional groups 
The artisan class during the Sultanate period was of paramount 
importance as they played an important role in the development of the society. 
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They were involved in the production of goods produced for internal and 
external consumption. The manufacturing of essential goods was carried on b> 
people with a specific set of relations, perceptions, aspirations and so on. 
The artisan class played an important contribution and influenced socio-
economic process significantly. The Persian sources, which describe about the 
artisan class as Ahle-i-Bazar (people of bazaar) used special terms like Ahl-i-
Hurfat, Hunarmandan (people of crafts) so as to demarcate them from hired 
labourers (mazduran, ujurdan)."" Thus, from the very early times the Bengal 
Sultanate acknowledged craftsman as a particular social group. Moreover, 
pertaining to terminology, no distinction was made between urban and rural 
artisans or craftsmen. 
However socially distinct from the Ashraf were Muslim urban artisans 
who formed part of Bengal's growing industrial proletariat. Their organization 
into separate, indigenous communities ijati) with distinctive occupations 
emulate the organization of Hindu society. Mukundaram mentions fifteen 
Muslim Jatis in a list of communities inhabiting an idealized Bengali city. 
These included weavers (Joloha), livestock herders {mukeri), cake sellers 
fPithari). fishmonger (Kabari), converts from the local population, loom 
makers (Sanakar), circumcisers (hajam), bow makers (tirakar), Papermakers 
(Kaghazi), tailors (darzi). Weavers of thick cord (benata) dyers (Rangrez), 
users of hoes {halan) and beef sellers {Kasai)}^^ 
Over a period of time these groups got so systematically integrated 
within the Bengali society that by the late sixteenth century, when 
Mukundaram was writing, it was impossible for him to visualize a city that did 
101.See. Burhuri-e-Oate. Lucknovv. 1888, p. 397, Ali Muhammad Khan Bahadur, Khatima-i-Mirat-i-
Ahmadi. ed. by Syed Nawab Ali, Barolda. 1930, p. 132. 
102.Mukundaram. Kavikan kana Chancli. edited by Srikumar Bandho padhayay and Visrapati 
Chaudhary. CalcuUa. 1974, pp. 345-46. 
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not have Muslim artisans as groups (Jatis) alongside a iong list of Hindu 
Jar/.s.'"^ Moreover, these groups constituted the earliest known class of Bengali 
Muslims, the weavers, loom makers, tailors, weavers of thick ribbon, and dyers 
etc. Dyers were linked to the growing textile industry and were probably 
recruited from among existing Hindu castes already engaged in these trades, or 
from amongst former agriculturists or unskilled labourers, responding to labour 
demands created by expanding industry.'^^ 
Government demand appears to have brought into existence still other 
groups of Muslim artisans. The bow makers for example, provided weaponry 
for the Sultanate's armed forces, while paper makers would have met both the 
bureaucracy appetite for files and the Muslims religious elites demand for 
books.'°' Infact. nearly half of the Muslim Jatis listed by Mukundaram bore 
Perso-Arabic names, suggesting that the Jatis had come into being only after 
the Turkish conquest. 
Foreign travellers accounts and contemporary literature testify to the 
flourishing industries in Bengal such as metal, pottery, paper and oil. The 
industries producing these commodities were located both in urban as well as 
rural areas. These industries were run by a class of people who were local 
artisan and depended mainly on the rav/ material produced in the province. "^ ' 
10i.//)t' Puets description of the Muslim and Hindu communities of the idealized Bengali city of 
Gu/iai". IS discussed in Edward C. Dimock tr. and Ronald B. Inden. ' The City in Pre-Bntish 
Bengal. ;in Ldward C. Dimock Jr. Fhe Sound of Silent Guns and other Essay v. Delhi, OUP. 1989 
pp 121-25 
104 Durate Barbosa. il'riling in 1518 seems to have had these grows in mind nhen he mentioned the 
presence of converted Muslims communities in the Capital city of Gaur, Vol. II. P. 148. 
105 Richaid M 1 aton. The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier 1204-1760, OUP, Delhi. 1994. pp 
IOI-)()2 
\0b. these groups include the llajamfiom Arabic Hajjam. 1 irakar (from pers-1 iragar), Kagazi (trom 
Pers-Arb-Kaghazi). Dar/i (from Pers Darzi), Rangre/ (trom pers-ranriz) and Kasai (from Arb-
qassab) 
107.P.C Bagchi, Political Relations benveen Bengal and China in the Pathan Period, Visva Bharti 
Annals. I. Calcutta. 1945, pp. 97-134. 
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The hereditist nature of all professions made the workers and artisans skilled in 
their respective professions. The result was that the quality of production was 
of highest order. The producers of different commodities used to enter into 
contacts with big traders and merchants who purchased these commodities and 
sold them in the local markets or in the neighbouring markets. Mahuan 
mentions a list of articles produced locally. In this regard he names articles 
such as leather slippers, shoes, wine, ornaments, scents, paper. Chinaware and 
satins etc He is of the view that these things were perhaps needed b> the 
nobles and people of rich families who used to purchase them from the local 
markets. 
The Metallic industry flourished and was known for delicate production. 
Blacksmiths and goldsmiths were highly skilled. The black smith manufactured 
various sorts of war equipments such as arrows, bows, swords as well as 
various tools and equipments of agriculture.' ^ 
The artisans were doing their work according to their profession. Large 
number of Muslims engaged themselves in weaving. Vijay Gupta refers to a 
weaver family who were undoubtedly Muslim.'"* The weaving or the textile 
industry developed to such an extent that the foreign writers are loud in praise 
of the cotton and silk fabrics produced in Bengal.'" The Ain-i-Akbari praised 
Sunargaon for its fine Muslin."^ Ibn Battutah testifies to the extra ordinar> 
108 Ibid pp 121-134 
1119 Cicorgc Philip Mahuan s \ccoiinl of the kingdom oj Bengal. ]\<\S 1895, pp 530-32 
1 10 \ i|a\ (jupta. Padma Pin ana. edited by Basant Kumar Bhaltacharice, Bam Niketan, Barisah. p 59 
111 VL Bdgchi. I is\ a Bhai II lnnals.\/o\.\ 1945, pp 96-134, Barbosa, pp 135-148 
112 Abul Fazl. •im-i-Akhan. vol II P 136. 
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cheap prices of fine clothes."^ Chinese Accounts refer to various kinds ot 
textiles, varieties of which were produced b> Bengal artisans."'' 
Durate Barbosa' ^ also praises the Bengal textiles; he says that for their 
own attire and exports they used to produce many kinds of very fine and 
coloured clothes. They produced in such large quantities that many ships took 
cargoes for abroad. Among the types of clothes produced he mentions 
Mamonas. Daguzas. Chantares, and Sinabafs He further describes Sinahafs to 
be of the best quality and very much liked by Moors for their shirts. All these 
sorts of cloth were in pieces, each one measuring about twenty-three to twenty-
four Portuguese yards. He further adds that the cloth was sold on very cheap 
rates and was spun on wheels by men and women. 
The foreign accounts"^ show that the paper and sugar industry also 
developed in Bengal. Mukunda Rama,"^ writing towards the end of the 16''' 
century says that there was a section of Muslims who were known as Kagetra. 
because they prepared and sold Kaghaz as paper. Although Mukunda Rama 
I 1 R 
wrote a few years later than the period of the Sultans of Bengal. It may be 
assumed that the condition of the people did not change suddenly 
The erection of a large number of mosques"^ and the issuing of a large 
number of Inscriptions suggest that the Muslims produced masons and stone 
workers The non-Muslims masons or stone workers must have been appointed 
for this purpose also. It is futile to think that during the Sultanate period ot 
\\^ Ibn Battutah I he Rehia, P 211 
114 P t BagLhi iis\aBharali Innals Vol 1 pp 96-l">4 
115 Durate Barbosa pp 145-46 
I 1 6 P ( Bagthi I is\a Bhaiati Annals Vol I. pp 96-1 "14 Barbosa p 146 
\\1 Kinikankan ( handi b\ M\iV.wndd\ldma published b\ Bangabasi Karyala Calcutta 1924 p X6 
1 18 IbiJ p X6 
1 19 Shamsuddin Ahmad. \/«i///H/;;sf///;//o/;s o/flengc;/ \ o l 1\ p 
120 Idem 
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about three hundred years or more they depended solely on the Hindu masons 
and stone-workers. 
Krishna Dasa Kaviraja refers to a Muslim tailor, who prepared shirts for 
Sri Basa, a companion of Sri Chaitanya Deva. The Muslims used to sewn cloth 
like gown, shirts and Sash. It is, therefore, reasonable to hold that tailoring was 
an important profession adopted by the Muslims. 
James wise says'^' that Muslim adopted the profession of Milkman, 
where Hindus already existed and were known as 'Goakr. The pitari i.e. baker, 
those who sell fish were called as Kabari. The Gol-saz (maker of fire works)'^ '^  
were both Muslims and Hindus. It appears that most of these professional 
classes were hereditary groups. The class system was based on profession and 
probably also on heredity. 
The artisan class structure throughout the Sultanates period developed as 
a result of continuous growth of urban industries. The process was connected 
with labour division and diversification of crafts. This can be attested by the 
comparison of the list of industrial castes as presented by the twelth to 
sixteenth century sources respectively. These sources mention about 13 to 20 
artisan classes working in rural and urban areas like gold smith, copper 
workers, wine brewers, florists, weavers, tailors, cobblers, potters armour-
makers, painters, barbers, rope-makers, betel-makers, shell borers and dyers. 
The sixteenth century sources especially Chandimangal offer a more 
impressive list of 60 plus castes, adding to the above mentioned list such as silk 
weavers, grinders and polishers of weapons, soap-makers, ink-makers, paper-
121..lames Wise. The Races Castes and liades oj Eastern Bengal. London. 18X3. p. 86. 
122. Idem 
123.Mukundaram Chakawani, C7;a«(//»)(;«i,'(;/. Vol.1. 1926. CalcuUa, pp 50-152 
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makers, cloth printers, wire drawers that cheers, pyrotechnics, book bindei^ 
lamp-makers, and others. 
The artisan class working in the village used to produce goods for the 
needs of villagers. But the urban craftsmen used more sophisticated tools and 
techniques and were producing according to the needs of urban class people 
Their work was more exquisite work and enjoyed a more high social status 
than his rural counterpart. Observations made by foreign visitors to Bengal 
like the last Chinese delegates, Mahuan, who visited Bengal in 1436, refers to 
mulberr\ trees and silk weaving. It appears that this industry' was not \er\ 
old.'^'' The artisans did not know the system of drawing silk floss. However, 
they produced hempsilk in abundance. Some of the first varieties of paper were 
manufactured from the bark of the mulberry trees.'^'' 
Writing at the end of the fifteenth century, Bipradas Piplai testifies to the 
existence of thirty-six artisan classes in the emerging township of Saptagram.'^'^ 
A centur}' later Mukundaram depicts an imaginary city in which one could see 
the operation of two parallel forces at work, the market economy and the 
traditional Jajmani system. His city was in a way similar to Gaur and Nadia, so 
far as the location of different occupational groups was concerned. He put the 
artisans at the end of the city, while certain occupational groups were placed 
outside the city. Among these were the Malangis, who lived by selling salt At 
Nadia the artisans such as weavers, flower sellers and other poor people were 
settled at one end of the city. There were weekly markets (called harts) where 
124 idem 
125 Abdul Kai im. Social Hisloiy of Mmlims in Bengal dow n to 1538 AD p i 86 
126 Haraprasad Ra>, Tiade and Diplomacy in India China Relaiions. Delhi, 1993, p 102. P C Bagchi 
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127 Idem 
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people earned their living by buying and selling. For crossing the ri\er. 
boatmen collected royal taxes. The grass cutter used to cut grass tor a fe\\ 
cowries. The tailors obviously Muslim, were located at one end of the cit\ 
Sweetmeats sold from door to door reflected peddling activities in the 
otherwise static artisanal system.''^ 
The middle class professional groups had emerged as an important 
element could be seen in the painful remarks of Mukundaram on the physician 
who fled from the serious patients and on the gold smith {Subarnabaniks) who 
drained away the wealth of their customers. The teachers were in innumerable 
numbers and made a living on the tuition fees of students. Mukandaram further 
refers his city as a place of artisan development and as such the absence of 
educated Kayasthas in Nadia, makes one think that the city was somewhere 
close to Gaur. Mukundaram also gives an account of the arrival of about 700 
Brahmans with their students, who performed rituals for their clients after a bit 
of learning. In return they got various commodities like rice, sweetmeats. 
curds, oil. etc. The traditional system of exchange. mostl> prevalent in villages, 
could be seen in Mukundarams perception of the Bengali society during the 
Husain Shahi period.'^ ** The use of inscribed porcelain in Bengal, the tilled 
tloor, the colour bricks, the clay pipes all were produced indigenously and call 
for a greater effort to understand the material culture and the process o\' 
urbanization of the Sultanate of Bengal during medieval period. 
The increasing demand of Bengali textiles in Southeast Asia, China. 
Western Asia and Europe enhanced the economy and position of Bengal in the 
international trade activity. The position of artisans and producing class 
become prosperous and gave way to a traditional caste system. The emergence 
129.Mukundaram Chakravarti, ChandimangaL Vol.1, pp. 88-92. 
LlO.lbid, pp. 89-90, 133-34. 
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of new castes and sub castes was due to the increasing demand in production 
and intense commercial activities in Bengal caused by its maritime trade. There 
was influx of people from different castes into the weaver's community leading 
to the expansion of the existing occupational groups.''^' It was dependent on the 
varying degrees of specialization needed in different stages of textile 
manufacture. The fourteenth or fifteenth century Bengali text Brachmavaivarta 
Purana indicates that the weavers were divided into sub castes. It also depicts 
the existing society that the son born of a mleccha (untouchable) father and 
weaver mothers, was a Jola and that of a Jala father and a weaver mother was 
a saraka}' Between fourteenth to sixteenth century trade activities were 
revived and reached its zenith under the Sultans of Bengal. The Brahmans of 
the period regulated the social behaviour patterns. The> were responsible for 
framing inflexible caste rules, which reduced the producing classes. 
particularly the artisans and the merchants to the position of the degraded 
citizens or untouchables having a disdain existence within or outside the 
Brahamanical social organization. In the Brahinavciivcirlci Piircinci, we find thai 
the two-sub caste of weavers called Antyaja-aspruisya or untouchables, were 
placed beyond the light of the caste organization. The Brahmans were 
degrading these sub caste not to hamper their productive activities but to 
preserve the social purity of the mixed castes. 
Tarafdar accepts that the groups of professional classes of people were 
subjected to social degradation. During pre-Sultanate period the work of cotton 
carding, spinning and weaving were probably done by the weavers. With the 
ni.M.R. Tarafdar, Trade Technology and Society in Medieval Bengal. Dhaka. 1995, pp. 72-75. 
t32.Brahmavaivarta Purana, Vol.1, Anonymus, Calcutta. 1888, Brahmakhanda, Ch.lO. SI. 121. 
Momtazur Rahman Tarafdar. Banglar vain-vyavaslha-o-SamaJ-Kiilhamo. cast system and social 
structure in Bengal, Itihaso Atlihasik. Dhaka, 1995, p.41. 
\33. Varna Ratnakara. cd. S.K. Chaiterjec and Babua Misra, Calcutta. 1940. p. 1. 
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increasing demand for cotton cloth in the Sultanate period, cotton ginning 
became probably an independent profession. ^'^ Before embracing Islam, the 
cotton cleaners were placed in the lowest class of shudras or untouchables 
About them there is not any reference in Varna Ratnakar of Karihe 
Kharacharya, composed in Maithili in the fourteenth century, but the cotton 
carder has been mentioned as a bad caste. The professional classes, like 
manufacturer of cloth, were embracing Islam; Jolas are depicted by the 
fifteenth century Mongal poems as forming a professional class of considerable 
importance. The sixteenth century Bengali poem Kavikankana chanch 
enumerated the cloth dyers (rangrez) and the makers ol~ looms (sanakar) as 
member of the Muslim community. 
The artisan classes were completely acquainted with such work of arts 
and crafts as weaving clothes, making molasses and house construction. After 
receiving considerable training and getting themselves adjusted to the new 
situation created by the foundation of Sultanate of Bengal, these artisans could 
participate in different domains of production similarly with considerable 
training the untouchables and people of different low grades could join the 
profession of artisans and craftsmen. With the foundation of Muslim rule in 
India, the building industry underwent a remarkable technological 
transformation. The crucial new elements were the use of cementing lime and 
vaulted roofing, with extensive use of the true arch and dome. In totality, the 
new techniques made possible large brick and rubble structures.'^'' The artisans 
took part in the highly technical work of architecture. By constructing arches. 
domes and vaults on the basis of corbelling these artisans could explain through 
134.M.R. Tarafdar. Tiade, Technology and Society in Medieval Bengal. Dhixk'd. 1995. pp. 76-78 
135 Varna Ratnakara. ed, S.K.. Chatterjee and Babua Misra, Calcutta, 1940. p. 1-4. 
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their familiar Indian idiom the idea of the arcuate system, which was 
transmitted to them by Muslim architects. While giving an account of 
immigration to India Isami writes "Numerous Sayid of true Hneage arrived 
there from Arabia, numerous embroider from China, numerous scholars from 
Bukhara, numerous hermit and worshipful people from every region, craftsmen 
{Sanatgaran) of every kingdom from every country, numerous assayers of 
Jewels, innumerable jewel-merchants, Yunani doctors and Byzantin (Rumi) 
physicians, numerous men of learning from every land-all gathered together in 
Delhi''^ **. In search of Jobs these migrants moved towards eastern corner of 
India i.e. Bengal and large number of artisans settled there. 
The prospects of enslavement and availability of trainable labour led to 
the considerable immigration of artisans and merchants from the Islamic East 
to India. They brought with them their crafts, techniques and practices. 
Clearly the new techniques of paper manufacture, making lime mortar 
and vaulted roof and quite possibly, some weaving techniques could only have 
been established here through such immigrant craftsmen.' 
It has been already indicated that Jolaha, Rangrez, Sanakar, Dhimari. 
Darzi and similar occupational groups were Muslims. They originally belonged 
to the antayaja and other downgraded classes in the Hindu social setup. They 
seem to have formed occupational groups in the newly established society of 
Muslims, after their conversion to Islam. This indicates Muslim predominance 
in the profession of the artisans and craftsmen. The process of conversion 
introduced caste ethos in the Muslim society as well. Even in recent times 
weavers, dyers, makers of S/ja/ and cotton ginners do not have any social 
138.Isami. Fuluh-us-Salalin, ed b> A.S. Usha, Madras. 1948. pp. 1 14-15. 
139.1rfan Habib, The Economic History of Medieval India, p. 7. 
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dignity. The educated Bliadralok in Muslims and the average MusHm 
cultivators remained isolated from these classes with whom they had hardi> 
any matrimony. 
In a system oi^ production dominated by a particular caste, professional 
skill, experience and the use of technology remained confined within that caste 
and was not transmitted to other caste. Consequently the technical devices used 
in production remained at a low level considering the limitations of the caste 
1 / i n 
system as social order. 
Richard M. Eaton has the opinion thai (he artisan groups constituted the 
earliest known class of Bengali Muslims of which live of them the ueaver. 
loom makers, tailors, weaver of thick ribbon and dyers were linked to the 
growing textile industry. They were probably recruited from among the 
existing Hindu castes already engaged in these trades.' 
Sanjay Subrahmanyan has argued that the profession of artisans and 
occupational castes was mostly inherited and this helped in the art to an 
admirable degree.'''^ In trade and commerce, Bengal developed local guilds or 
corporations with which local representatives from a big village or group of 
villages were associated. Eighteenth century Bengal documents show that in 
rural society the weavers, bricklayers, smiths, braziers and handicraftsmen 
were incorporated into their respective guilds in each qasba. 
He further adds that that trade in the industrial products was established 
in many regions of Bengal. Mostly villages and qasbas in Bengal produced a 
variety of goods. He says that, in the social hierarchy a weaver was an artisan 
140.M.R. Tarafdar, Trade, Technology and Society in Medieval Bengal, pp. 77-80. 
141.Richard M. Eaton, The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier, pp. 100-102. 
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rather than a village menial. The Julaha as a whole time weaver belonged to a 
low caste, both among the Hindus and the Muslims.''^'' 
Irfan Habib has different opinion about the artisans and professional 
classes. He says that to overcome the lack of crafts labour in specific domains 
the artisans were converting to Islam so as to live in the city with freedom and 
adopt their professions of choice. He has suggested that Firoz Shah Tughlaq 
employed slave labour for carding and shining in his royal household. 
According to Maxwaber the horizontal and vertical mobility could not take 
place in caste-based society. Contradicting to this hypothesis Irfan Habib 
following Morris D Morris has contended that in the long run caste never 
created an effective barrier for the mobility of labour. Further he argues that in 
order to meet the increasing demands of production and consumption it was 
natural to move beyond caste barriers and hire people from other castes. ''^ ^ 
Babur enthusiastically mentions the large number of artisans in India, 
organized in castes.' '' Tarafdar argue that the social adjustments made on 
account of professional compulsions vvcic ol cxccpliona! oidci liic caste 
system is not unchangeable social order Its mobilit) or sanskritization is 
noticeable only as an exceptional tendency on the basis of which no 
generalization is possible. It is also true that some of the tribal people were 
almost continuously finding suitable places for themselves within the mixed 
caste after having accepted agriculture or the profession of artisans. 
143 Sdn|a> Subrdhmanvdm. A/ww; and the Mmkei in India. I 100-1700. OUi' IXIhi. 1994 pp 226 
28 
144 Irian Habib. Lconomic Hisioi\ oj the Delhi Sultanate In Lssay in Inleiptetalion Indian 
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During the pre-Sultanate period of Bengal tlie self-contained rural units, 
the production of agricuhural goods and crafts were primarily intended for 
local consumption. But in the Sultanate period Bengal had developed its long 
distance trade. The industrial goods and crafts led to considerable progress and 
resulted in urbanization. The industrialization and commercial activities and the 
role of money economy are some of the features characterizing the society and 
economy of Bengal. 
ContriBution of Maritime 
Trade in the l)r6anization 
of<3enga[ 
The evolution of long distance maritime trade as distinct from eari\ 
seafaring forays was the unraveling of the monsoon code and deploying it lo 
facilitate long distance sailing. As Kenneth McPherson argues, it was this 
break through that enabled sailors and merchants to shrug off constraints o' 
costal trading and undertake long distance voyages across the high seas. 
Bengal had a very long tradition of maritime trade from ancient time^ 
The port oi' Tamluk (Midnapur district), Samatata (Noakhali and Komi la 
district) Harikela and Samander (near and including Chittagong) facilitated 
Bengal's commerce with Burma, Malaya China. Ceylon, .lava. Sumatra as als(^  
Yemen and other foreign countries. Except Samander or Chittagong all the 
other ports had declined by the eleventh century." 
With the establishment of Turkish rule Bengal's maritime trade received 
a new impulse. Coined money, urban based ruling class and their foreign 
connections gave new vigour to maritime trade.^ During the Sultanate rule 
Bengal's maritime trade radiated in two directions, one in the southwestern 
direction passing through Coromandal coast and reaching up to Persian Gull 
and the Arabian Sea. The second route was in the direction via Arakan and 
reaching to the countries of Malaya and Indonesian archipelago and extending 
up to China." Chittagong and Satgaon were major ports and the maritime trade 
was carried out through these ports. Sunargaon, Lakhnauti, Pandua were the 
1. Kenneth McPherson, Indian Ocean, A History of the people and the sea. OUP, Delhi, 1998. pp 
105-10. 
2. B.N. Mukherjee. External (Maritime) trade and Internal Media of Exchange in two Empires of the 
Early Medieval Age, Inaugural Seminar paper Numismatic and History (Nasik. 1984). pp. 87-105 
3. Ibn Battuta. I'he Rehla. pp. 2.35 and 241; N.K. Bhattasali, Coins and Chronology of the Earh 
Independent Sultans of Bengal. Cambridge. 1922. pp. 146-47. 
4. Barbosa. vol. II pp. 148-215; Ibn Battuta, The Rehla, p.24l, Barbosa. Vol. II. p. 145. noticed the 
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chief centres of trade and these places were frequently visited by the foreign 
merchants. Based on the wide bed of the river Meghna, Sunargaon was 
navigable for small ships also. 
The first foreign commentator on the Bengal Sultanate was the Venetian 
traveller Marco Polo who heard of Bengal at the court of Kublai khan in China 
in A.D 1290. He has referred to the commercial importance of cotton, sugar 
and spices. He has also referred to the trade of Eunuchs; who were taken from 
Bengal to other parts of India and abroad. '^ 
The afllucnl class used lo appoint both male and female slaves for 
household works. The author of Riyazus-Salatin refers to Sultan Ghiyasuddin 
Azamshah's affection towards tliree slave girls Sarw, Gul and Lala. 
According to Barbosa, Muslim merchants used to purchase heathen bo\s 
either from their parents or from those who stole them. Boys so purchased were 
o 
castrated, and then they were sold in the open market. 
The trade of eunuchs was very much in demand in the Islamic 
establishment for work as Haram attendants and guards on female inmates, or 
for the other household works. Usually they were known as Khawja Sara. 
Generally the term Khaas, Khasiyan, Madjbub, Maslub were used for eunuchs 
in medieval period. Some of the eunuchs had contributed for the state in the 
field of military establishment.'^ In general, eunuchs were allowed to move 
6. E. Denison Ross and Eileen Power: (eds) The Travels of Marco I'o/o. p.203. 
7. Rlyaz-us-Salalin, p. 105; 
8. Barbosa. Vol. I I . p. 147. 
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freely in the Haram and serve as intermediaries between their Master and his 
wives and concubines.'' 
The Abyssinian slave appointed by later Ilyas Shahi Sultan Jalaluddm 
Path Shah proved to be usurper of the throne. Historical accounts identif\ him 
as khwaja Sara Sultan Shahzada, who murdered his master Jalaluddin Path 
Shah and ascended the throne. He assumed the title of Barbak Shah This view 
IS supported by Tabaqat-i-Akban'' , Maasir-i-Rahimi,^^ Tankh-i-finshta^^ and 
Riyaz'iis-salaim^''. All these resources refer Barbak Shah as a eunuch 
In Tahaqat-i-Akban, Nizamuddin Ahmad writes, that to increase his 
splendoi and strength, Barbak won the allegiance of eunuchs by alluring them 
with false promises. 
Finshta writes that having murdered his master. Barbak Shah ascended 
the throne, assumed the title of Shahzada and grouped together all the eunuchs 
in the palace and also men of low origin who joined the usurper in the hope ot 
better fortunes Firishta says that Barbak Shah's reign lasted for two months " 
According to Nizamuddin Ahmad and the Muasii -i-Rahimi. Shahzada ruled tor 
two and a half months. Hence it can be presumed that Shazada ruled for a ver\ 
short time not extending beyond few months as can be ascertained from the 
11 I his lieedoni of movement peimittcd a number ot them to become aceomphces ol tht v\omLn \\h 
hatched plots and participate in the pohtieal hfe ot the state Some ot them even impress tht 
monarch with his intelligence oi eitlciency and e\en rose to a position ot power, like Barbak Shah 
m the Bengal Sultanate, Malik Katur and Malik Qainlal in the Oelhi Sultanate 
12 /o/;«f/(^//-;-4A(^a//. Khvsaia Ni/amuddm Ahmad (B 1 series) Vol III Calcutta p 915 p 419 
13 \iaasii-i-Ra/vmi, Pest, Vol I p 91 
14 Idiikh i-fiiishfii.Vo] II. Naual kishore edition pp 141-42 
15 Ki\a:-us-S'ilalin p 121 
16 I irishta Vol II, p 341-42 
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inscriptions of his predecessor Jalaluddin Path and coins of his successor 
Saifuddin Firuz Shah bearing the year A.H. 893, A.D. 1487.'^ 
Again we get the information about the Khwaja Sara MaHk Marjan. 
who was sent by Sultan Nasir Shah to Sultan Bahdur Shah of Gujarat with fine 
and beautiful presents in order to establish good and friendly relations. Malik 
Marjan waited for Sultan Bahadur Shah in the fort of Mandu and presented him 
with the gifts from Sultan Nasir Shah. Sultan Bhadur Shah received the gifts 
with great admiration and honoured Malik Marjan with a special robe ot 
honour."^ As in the case of Delhi Sultanate it is established that khwaja Sara 
Malik Kafur was very close to Sultan Alauddin Khalji. He was appointed as 
Malik Naib and on rebellion in Devgir and Mabar'^, was entrusted with the 
authority of confronting the rebellious forces. He confronted the rebellious 
forces successfully and re-occupied Mabar and Devgir without an\ 
bloodshed.^^ He took possession of the country in the name of his master and 
authorized various officers with different administrative powers."' After the 
death of Sultan Alauddin Khilji, Malik Kafur placed Shihabuddin Umar on the 
throne and declared Shahabuddin as the successor of Alauddin Khilji. Malik 
Kafur became more powerful but he was killed within 35 days of ruling as. 
regent of Shahabuddin Umar. 
17 Tahaqal-i-Akhan. Vol. 111. p. 439, Blochman, Coniiihution to the Geogiapliy and Hision o' 
Bengal, p 77 
18 lahaqat-i- tkbari. pp. 438-40 
19 Khcizain-ul-ftiluh ncvei relets lo kalui, as the Malik Xaul oi Xaih-i-Mulk nia\ be (.onsukred av 
equivalent to the term legent 
20 Isami. huiuh-us-Salalin. pp 325-27 
21 1 uishla. /rt/z/c/i-z-fHis/im, Vol 1. p 206 
22 / la-ud-Din 13arani. TailUi-i-riiiiz Shahi. Cdited b\ John Dowson 1 he Histoiv ot India. As told b_\ 
Its own llistoiians. Calcutta. 195'). pp 129-31 
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The trade of eunuchs was highly speciaHzed in India, Bengal and 
Malabar being the main areas from which the trade was carried out.^ "* PossibK 
the market dealing in eunuchs and other slaves sprang up in Bengal. It was one 
of these markets, which Ibn Battutah portrays as very cheap and adds that, in 
the market slaves were bought and sold at very nominal prices. ^'^ 
Evidences suggest that it was a rampant practice whereby large numbers of 
young boys were castrated and latter on sold as eunuch slaves. The process 
involved was susceptible and resulted in higher rates of mortality.^^ There 
seems to be a sort of network at place between the agents of this trade, as 
historical accounts enunciate that Indian and other merchants came to Bengal 
for eunuchs and slaves and carried them for sale in other parts of the world.*"'' 
Their high demand at royal courts and noble households made the trade a ver) 
lucrative business because of their low purchasing cost and high selling price. 
Indian eunuchs were found in the Ghaznavid courts and in the Mamluk 
Sultanate of Egypt.'^ ^ Persia appears to have received eunuchs from Bengal and 
Malabar, evidently through a direct maritime trade route. Such a trade 
connection is also inferred from the report of Abdur Razzaque, the Persian 
ambassador to the court of Vijaynager ruler. . By the sixteenth or seventeenth 
century, the Malabari eunuchs in the Safavid Persia had not only become 
considerable in numbers but also attained some political power. 
23. The Encyclopedia of /slam. ed. C.E. Bosvvorth Hvan Donzel. B. Lewis and Ch. Pellat.Leiden. 
1978, VoL iV, p. 1094; Marco polo, VoL H, p.l 15; Barbosa, Vol. 11. p.l47. 
24. Ibn Battuta. The Rehla. pp. 234-35. 
25. Boswortli. p. 138; Barbosa. p. 147. 
26. Marco Polo. p. 115. 
27. Bosworth, p. 138, Encyclopedia of Islam, p. 1088. 
28. R.H. Major cd., India in the 15" Cenliiiy being a colleclion of S'aratives of voyages lo India. 
London repl. 1974, p.39. 
29. Encyclopedia of Islam, p. 1092. 
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The famous Moroccan traveler Ibn Battutah who came to Bengal in 
1345 and visited Chittagong , Sonargaon and Sylhat, has admired the textiles 
and cheap prices of various articles in these places. At Sonargaon he witnessed 
a Chinese junk preparing to sail for Java. He says, "nowhere in the world have 1 
seen any land where prices are lower than Bengal'.^'' He further comments thai 
the people of Khurasan used to call it Dozakh-i-pur nai'mat (a hell full of good 
things). This indicates that the people of Khurasan and other countries were 
attracted to Bengal's good things which were of high quality and were 
available at very low prices. These good things were consumer articles such 
as cotton and silk textiles. Rice and sugar were produced in surplus and 
exported to foreign countries ". 
Bengal's wealth attracted Chinese also. The Chinese ambassador and 
merchants who visited Bengal during the first half of the 15"^  century ha\e left 
a vivid description of Bengal. The Ming emperor who ruled during A.D 1403-
24 with the title of Yongle or Yonglo sent four missions to Bengal. However, 
the main purpose of sending the mission to Bengal was rather political. 
According to Haji Yusuf Chang Yonglo was afraid that there was possibility of 
an invasion from Central Asian Mughals. so he developed China as a great 
naval power and established friendly relations with the Muslim states of 
Southeast Asia.^ "' The Timurid adventure, v/hether rumor or truth, was a threat 
to china. It strengthened Ming Chengtsu's decision to create a formidable navy 
for the purpose of maintaining a free international sea way between the west 
and the east. In the 15"^  century Chinese had built the world's largest navy. 
30. Ibn Battuta. Travel in Asia and Africa. H.A.R. Gibb. P. 267. 
31. Idem. 
32. The Book of Ser Marco Polo. Vol. II. p. 115. Ibn Battuta. The Rehla. p. 235 and Purchase His 
Pilgrims, p. 114. 
33. 1 laji Yusuf Chang, 'The Ming Empire '. Patron of Islam in china and South-EasI Asia. .)M BRAS. 
LXI(2) 1988, pp. 24-27. 
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Zheng (A.D. 1371-1435, a Sino Arab Muslim from Yunan was the grand 
admiral in the naval expeditions. As four Chinese missions came to Bengal in 
the year, viz A.D. 1413, 1416, 1420 and 1423. While Bengali rulers dispatched 
fourteen missions to China. The Chinese visitors like Feixin. 
Zhoubing(A.D. 1420-21) and Mahuan (A.D. 1422-23) came here and witnessed 
'extensive trade' narrating the wealth of the Bengal, the Chinese accounts 
inform us that the wealth or riches of Bengal surpass those of Palambang and 
equal Java and as such they have a big trade. " Mahuan remarks that the\ have 
a rich build of ships in which they carry on commerce with foreign nations. He 
further adds that many are engaged in trade, most of them are wealth\ 
individuals who build ships and go to foreign countries for trade and they arc 
quite numerous. He also describes the Bengal Sultans participation in trade. 
with a view to dispatching tribute to China. 
The Chinese brought to Bengal gold, silver, satins, silk, blue and white 
porcelain, copper, iron, vermilion, silver and grass mats. While Bengal 
exported muslin, pearls, precious stones, horses, horse saddles with gold and 
silver work on them, opaque vessels with gold engravings, broad cloths. 
woolens cloth, velvet, black coarse cotton cloths, sugar, rhinoceros horns. 
Garwood, catechu, pepper and areca nut. Cotton textiles and sugar were two 
chief articles exported to China where cotton was not manufactured on a large 
scale until the 15'^  century. ^ Pepper and horse the two items of export from 
Bengal to China were important in the sense that these items were imported 
34. Harsa I'rasad Ray, Trade and Diplomacy in India-China relations. New Delhi. 1993, pp. 61-73. 
35. P.C. Bagchi. Political relations between Bengal and China in the Fathan Period, Visva Bharti 
Annals. Vol.1. Calcutta, 1945, pp. 113, 115-16, 123; George Philips Mahuan's Account of the 
Kingdom of Bengal a (Bengal) JRAS (GB&I). 1895, p. 530; Tapan. Roy Chaudhary and Irfan 
llabib. The Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol.1. Cambridge. 1932. p. 137. 
36. Idem. 
37. C.F. P.C. Bagchi-pp. 115-16; liar Prasad Ray, p. 137. 
38. C.r-. Tapan Roy Chaudhury and Irfan llabib, p. 142; Mahuan, pp. 162-63. 
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into Bengal from some other countries and then were exported to China. '"^  As 
about horses we see that the demand for elephant and foot soldiers increased 
during reign of Sultan Balban, who kept remmding his son Boghra khan ot 
Bengal to send regular supplies of elephants from Bengal or else the later 
would be deprived of horses from Delhi. 
Ziauddin Barni and Afif both indicate that between 1350 -60 AD the 
army of Bengal was inferior to that of Delhi, and was partly dependent on the 
goodwill of the latter for the supply of warhorses.'" Mahuan who was in Bengal 
m 1405 A D remarked that horses were plentiful there, though he docs not 
specify that these were warhorses.''^ While Tom Pires's writings between 1512 
and 1515 AD, indicate that at that time there must have been around 100.000 
mounted men in the kingdom of Bengal "* Even though he believes that the 
king of Delhi was a much greater lord. Marco Polo and the Persian chronicles 
Juzjani testify to a trade in horses which was well established in the 13"^  
century from the areas across the mountains into Bengal and it seems probable 
that some of these horses were sent from Bengal to other areas of Pastern 
India.' 
C P Fitzgerald says that intact horses were not only bred in China but 
were also imported from the Mangolian plateau It was in A.D. 1068 thai 
emperor Shen Tsung took revolutionary decision and intioduced national horse 
39 Minhdi, labaqat-i-NasiiI. p 154. C t Haiapidsad Kas. Iiade and DiplomciLy in India ( hinc, 
lelalions. Delhi. 1993, p 120 
40 Shams-Sirai Afil, Tatikh-i-ruuz Shahi. p 486 
41 Baiani. lankh-i-fitoz Shahi. p 594, Atlt. Iaiikh-t-l iiu: Shahi pp 114-19 158-62 Yahva 
Sxrhmd, Iai ikh-i-Muhaiak Shahi p 127 
42 Cieo-Philips. Mahuan's Account of the kingdom of Bengala m loiiinal oj ihe Royal luatic 
Society July. 1895. p 531. CI Stmon D>gby. liai Hot'.e and I lephant in Delhi Sultanate Orieni 
Monographs. Oxford 1971. pp 42-43 
43 The Suma Oriental of Tom Piies. Vol 1 p, 89, The Book of Duiate Barbosa. Ir M I ongworih 
Dames. London. Vol 11. p 147. also mention the abundance of hoists in Bengal 
44 lohn Maselleld. The !ia\eh of \laico Polo. I ondon. 1967 pp 246-7 
breeding policy known in Chinese as Pao chia yang ma. The purpose of this 
scheme might have been to curtail the expenditure on defence by rendering 
Chinese army with indigenously bred horses from China. He also tells us the 
horse breeding law made it obligatory upon every family in the Northern and 
northwestern province (where there is suitable pasture land) to keep at-least 
one horse, which was supplied by the government along with fodder The 
inspectors were appointed to see that the law was carried out and the animals 
were properly cared.''^ The plan seems to have been successful for the province 
of the court; Hunan raised 30,000 remounts for the cavalry.'*'' But the horses 
breeding law was repealed after twenty years in AD 1086 by Shen Tsuang's 
son Chetsung. In this situation China was again in need of horses from out side. 
The mountain horses of Tibet were perhaps re-exported from Bengal to 
China as collected by Harparsad Ray from the Chinese literature.''^ The 
Chinese sources enumerate Sulaiman to be the official merchant during the 
reign of Jalaluddin Muhammad, involved in the export of mountain-bred horses 
in Bengal ships to China. It indicates that the mountain horses were in great 
demand.^ ** But it appears surprising that instead of a direct land route from 
Tibet to China theses mountain horses (Kohi) of Tibet were sent in ships from 
Bengal to China''^ 
Precious stones and perfumes were also items of re-export. At another 
place the Chinese accounts of Wang Shizen (A.D. 1526-1590) an outstandmg 
scholar official of Ming dynasty indicates the volume of trade to be very high 
45 C.P Fitzgerald. China, A ShoH Cultural Hisloiy. p 405 
46 Idem 
47 i larapiasad Rd\. 1 lade and Diplomacy m India-China lelalions.^ 120 
48 Haraprasad Ray, p. 69; F^anbir Chakravarty. Jouinal of ihc rxonomic and Social History of the 
orient. XII (11) May. 1999, pp 204-05 
49. Idem. 
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He savs that every Bengali was engaged in business, and the profits earned 
were so magnanimous that even when a bargain was struck, the\ nevei 
expressed regret. He puts the value of trade to be of the order of ten thousand 
pieces ol gold 
Merchants from several countries used to visit the ports of Bengal 
especially Chittagong (Chatgaon) where the business transactions were done 
The Chinese sources reveal, Ti-kiang (Catigaon or Chittagong) is at the mouth 
ot the sea Merchants from outside countries anchor there rhe> assemble and 
divide the profits of their merchants at this place.^' The three presentations ot 
the Ki lin or African giraffe to the Chinese emperor by the Sultans of Bengal 
indicate that Bengal had some trade links with African countries as well.'"^ The 
giraffes were gifts received by Bengal from the Sultanate of Malindi, on the 
coast of modern Kenya. 
Bengal had good trade relations with Persia.''"' The Persian envo> from 
Shahrukh, who visited India during the middle of the 15"^  century, sa>s that 
Bengal merchants (among others) brought to Ormuz those rare and precious 
articles, which were so beautiful and perfect in conjunction that only God can 
make them. Moreover the objects were of such size and texture that it was easy 
to transport them by Sea.^ **. The luxury goods which were sent by the Sultan ot 
Delhi, Alauddin khalji to the wazir of the Ilkhanid ruler of Persia, Rashiduddin. 
50 PC Bagchi. P 122, C F , Harapiasad Ray p 1 18, Wang Shizhen, Fenzhou Zabian. A//5ce//fweo(n 
CoUectiom of Feng Zhou (hdo ot the author). Vo! I, Congshu cd bk 2810 pp 9-12. The authors 
coats the prices from Ming this Dian, institute of the Ming dynast) an oificial records 
51 PC Bagchi. p 128 
52 Ibid, p 116. Tapan Roy Chaudhary & Irtan Habib, C E H . Vol 1 p 140 
53 Varthema, The Travels ofLiidoMco Di Varlhema. p 212, Ibn Battuta, The Rehla. p 241 
54 Vairalne of the Voyage of Abditr-Razzaq, tr by Ma)or, India in the flfleenlh cenluty, pp 6-7. J C 
[)c. 1 <iil> (organized) Lm^lish iiade in Bengal, their motives Indian Culture, VI 1938 -9 . pp 79-
91 
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included thirteen gold vessels one of which was of Bengal workmanship " In 
A D.1526, the Portuguese sailor witnessed at Chittagong one Khwaja Shahab-
ud-din a rich merchant of Persia Bengal merchants reached as far as Bukhara 
From there they imported wrought silk, red hides, slaves and horses ^^ ' Bengal 
products particularly textiles reached Yemen 
Historical accounts indicate that Sikandar Shah and Ghayasuddin Azam 
sent Bengali textiles as gift to the sultan of Yemen in AD 1381-82 and 1391 
respectively. The contemporary Bengali literature, Mansamangal though in 
an cxaggeiated tone, has also thrown light on Bengal's trade links with othei 
countries 
Vascodagama who came to Calicut in AD 1498 opened a new chapter ot 
commerce He collected a good knowledge about Bengal"s foreign trade On 
returning to Portugal he remarked, the country could export quantities of \\ heat 
and ver> valuable cotton goods, clothes that sell on the spot for 22 shillings and 
six Pancefetsh '^^  The Ital ian traveller Varthma has referred to the richest 
merchant of the city of Benghella.''^ According to him the principle exports ol 
this city were cotton and silk stuffs, which were sent to turkey. Syria, Persia. 
Arabia, Ethiopia, and other parts of India.^ Tom Pires also witnessed the 
Bengali's as the great merchant who were active in trade with Sumatra, Mala\a 
55 Rashid-ud-din tazlallah, A-M/f/ifl/-;-/?^/!;^/;, ed M Shafiquc. Lahore 1948 pp 281-89 Ci 
Tapan Ro\ Chaudhary and Irfan Habib, p 140 
56 MA. Campos, History of the Poitugtiese in Bengal, ed B P Ambasthva. Palna, 1976. pp 10-31 
Samuel Purchas, His Pilgrims, Xii, Glasgow. 1906. p 24 
57 Hickoch\ Ya\\ma. A Chronicle of the Ra'iU/id Dynasty of the }emen. Tokovo. 1974 p 117 Robert 
Bertram serieant. Yemen mei chants and Tiade in )emen, 13"' & 16* centuries, Asian Met chants 
and Businessmen in the Indian Ocean and the China Sea ed by Denys Lombard and Jean Aubin 
New Delhi. 2000 
58 R C Maiumdar. History of Medie\al Bengal, pp 180-81, M R laratdar, llusain Shabi Bengal, p 
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59 J J A Campos, History of the Poitugtiese m Bengal, Patna, 1976, p 25 
60 I udovico Di Varthema, The Tia\els ofVaithema Lng Tran By lohn Winter Jones, ed by George 
Badger, Hakluyt Society, London, 1863, p 22 
61 Idem 
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and Malacca. Bengal had developed trade and cultural relations with 
Indonesian and Malaya peninsula during 13"^  to 16"^  centuries. Rita Rose di 
Meglio''^ and M A P Meilink Roelofsz on the evidence of Tom Pires and other 
foreign travelers have discussed the role played by the Bengali's both as 
trader's and preacher's in the port town's of Sumatra and Java. Pase and 
Pediar were chief ports of Sumatra while Gresik was the leading port of Java 
during this period.'' Multilateral trade flowed from these ports. Pase was 
famous for export of pepper. Bengali merchant sailed to Pase and a good 
number of them settled there. Tom Pires, who witnessed the existence of 
Bengali commercial houses at Pase, writes that 'Pase is becoming prosperous 
and rich with many merchants from different Moorish and kling nation, who do 
a great deal of trade, among whom the most important are the Bengali's".'^ '^  
Meilink Roelofsz observed that during the H " ' and 15"^  centuries. Gujaraii, 
Chinese, Persian, and Arab along with Bengali merchants trade in Pase. The} 
imported Chinese pepper and valuable kind of wood from Indonesia while the_\ 
brought porcelain, silk, gold, silver, iron, and small copper coins.^^ The silver 
brought by the Chinese might have been exchanged by the Bengali merchants 
and then brought to Bengal. 
Along with their commercial activities Bengali merchants played an 
important role in the process of Islamization in Pase. Meilink Roelofsz says 
that Pase was converted to Islam not by the southern Indian's, but h\ 
Bengali's.''^ He reasons this with the fact that Bengali's adopted Islam in the 
62. Rita RDSC Di Meglio. Arab Trade with Indonesia and the Malaya Peninsula from the S" lo If' 
Century. Islam and the Trade of Asia, ed. by L .^S. Richards pp. 103-05. 
63. M.A.P. Meilink-Rociotsz, Trade and Islam in Malay Inodonesian Archipilago prior to the iirnvai 
of the European, pp. 136-57. 
64. Suina Oriental. Calesao Armando of Tom F'ires.Vol.l. L,ondon pp. 142-44. 
65. Mcilini< Roeifsz, p. 144. 
66. Idem. 
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beginning of 13"' century while as in Gujarat Islam did not gain a foothold until 
the end of the 14' century. Bengal had considerable political influence in Pase 
This can be visualized from the statement of Tom Pires who narrates that "Pase 
was totally controlled by moors (the Bengali's) and the King was Moorish as 
weir. ^ The Bengali merchants thus controlled and governed the sea coast of 
Pase. That's why Tom Pires has said that for most part of the Pase, Bengalis 
were seen everywhere.'' Bengal's political and cultural influence on Pase leads 
us to conclude that Bengal had considerable monopoly over the commerce of 
Pase. Padiar was another significant port of Sumatra. Tom Pires remarks that, 
as many as two ships from Cambay and Bengal traded with Padiar every year/''^  
The merchants traded in gold dust and silver coins in Padiar. The silver coins 
of Padiar were of great value to Bengal's and other neighboring countries. Tom 
Pires states sliver Tankas of Padiar were of equal value as those in Siam, Pegu 
and Bengal. 
The Siima oriented gives a descriptive account of as to how gold, silver 
and cowries (Conch shell) were coming to Bengal. C'oweries used to come 
from the Maldives Islands in exchange of Bengal rice. Gold and silver were 
imported from China and some countries of Southeast Asia with which Bengal 
had trade relations; the silver was imported to Bengal from Siam through 
Pegu. " The metallic currency of this country, which facilitated exchange at 
commercial levels, was completely dependent on the precious metals and 
cowries brought from abroad. 
67. Siima Orienlal.Wol. l ,p. 143. 
68. Idem. 
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70. Idem. 
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A third port rose to prominence in Sumatra from the middle of the 16"' 
century. This was port of Aceh, which imported textiles and rice from Bengal 
in exchange of spices, copper silver, gold and war animals.''^ Gresik was one of 
the chief ports and great commercial centres of the island of Java. Bengalis 
along with Guajraties, Chinese Arabs and Persian formed an important segment 
of the population in that port town. Sinabafts and other kinds of bleached and 
unbleached cloths were exported from Bengal to Gresik and Java.^ ^ 
Bengal had developed significant ties with Malacca, a prominent centre 
in this commercial zone. Malacca was founded in AD 1403. its king 
Muhammad Iskander originally known as Parmeshwara, converted to Islam in 
AD 1414. Since then Malacca became the hub of commercial activities of the 
Arabs, Persian and Indian merchants.^^ Malaccan mler Muzaffer Shah AD 
1446-59. a contemporary of Bengal Sultan Nasiruddin Mahmood IV Ad 1434-
59 boosted commercial relation with foreign countries including the Sultanate 
of Bengal. '^^  Cloves, mace and nutmeg the three spice items were produced in 
Malacca. On an average a clove tree produced 34 kg of dried tlower- bud nails 
(cloves), and in a good harvest the annual production was about 460 tons that 
was largely exported to China and Europe in exchange of silver, porcelain, silk 
and Chinese copper coins. The Bengali paid 6% duty on their goods in Malacca 
and on their return to Bengal even after paying 37% duty on their imported 
goods; they made a profit of 250% to 300% on every consignment.^^ Sultan 
Mahmood the last ruler of Malacca sent a mission to south India to acquire 40 
varieties of cloths. Tom pires writing shortly after the capture of Malacca by 
73. Sanjay Subramanyan, Improvising Empires, p. 124. 
74. Tom Pires. p. 145. C.F. Tapan Roy Chaudhary and Irfan Habib. Vol 1. p. 144. 
75. Rila Rose Di Meglio, p. 118. 
76. Barbosa, Vol.11, pp. 145-47; M.R. Tarat'dar, HusainShahi Bengal, p. 147. 
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the Portuguese in 1511 A D noted that about 460,000 Cruzados (equivalent to 
19 tons of silver) of cloth were imported from Bengal, Coromandal and Gujarat 
Malacca received 15 large ships per year from Gujarat, coromandal and Bengal 
worth over half million Cruzados and yielded 30,000 Cruzados m taxes I om 
Pires counted not less than a thousand Guajraties and 4000 Bengalis. Persian 
and Arabs in Malacca **° Tamil Hindus were ver\ much active in Malacca even 
after it fell to the Portuguese Nina Chatu (or naina setu) was one ot the 
principal Tamil merchants who collaborated with the Portuguese About ISH 
two )unks were in Siam, another was in Bengal and a Panga|ava (ship ot small 
tonnage) in Palambang 
Bengal had a brisk trade with Burma also Out of the three important 
ports of Pegu, namely, Martaban,*" Dagan and Cosmin, Bengal ships normalh 
sailed to Cosmin in March or early April and returned by the close of June 
Antonio Dims who was for some time a Portuguese factor at Marta ban 
(Malaya) witnessed in August A.D 1516, that each year four or five ships used 
to bring goods like Sinabafo textiles and every other cloth, which was 
consumed in the kingdom,^^ Bengal thus exported textiles to Burma and 
miported silver made into rings or small hoofs. Dinis has also testified to the 
existence of silver mines in Pegu. These mines produced silver in considerable 
quantity.*^ In view of the silver coinage of the Bengal rulers it may well be said 
that Bengal imported silver from Pegu in exchange of textiles and other goods 
79 Ibid, pp 92-93, Kenneth K Hall, Fhe textile Inditstn in South fast isia 1400-1800 Jf SHO 
1996, p 118 
80 SumaOiienlalofTomPires.p 45 
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Tom Pires explicitly mentions that a great deal of silver was taken from Pegu to 
Bengal. 
Durate Barbosa who came to Bengal about a decade after the visit of 
Varthema has left a vivid description of Bengal, which was visited, by the 
Arabs, Persian and Abyssinian merchants. He found their, large ships of the 
same build as those of Malacca (dhows) and China (junks). In these ships the 
people traded in all kinds of goods viz, cloths of cotton and silk, sugar and even 
slaves which were carried to Coromandal, Malabar, Cambay, Ceylon, Malacca. 
Sumatra and Pegu. ' 
The Venetian traveller, M.Caeser Fredricke, who visited Satgaon in 
A.U. 1567. has referred to the brisk trade in the port towns of Satgaon and 
Chittagong. According to him, Satgaon exported rice, cloth, lacca, sugar, long 
pepper and several other items loaded in thirty or thirty-five ships every year.'"*"' 
Ralf Fitch came to Bengal with one hundred four boats laden with salt, opium, 
hing, lead carpet and several other things. Referring to the commerce at 
Sunargaon he has said that cotton cloth and rice were exported from Bengal to 
other parts of India.. Ceylon. Pegu. Malacca. Sumatra and many other places.' 
Abul fazal, in Ain -/- Akhari. has also referred to the trade of Bengal. He says 
that salt; diamonds, emeralds, pearls. Cornelian and agates were imported.**^ 
The details mentioned above prove that Bengal had considerable and 
regular trade transactions with different parts of India and many other countries 
out side India, viz Syria, Arabia, Persia, Ethiopia, Turkey, China, Cambodia. 
84. Barbosa. Vol.1, pp. 119-20 & Vol.11, pp. 75-76. 137. 
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Burma, Thailand, Maldives, Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Pegu, Ceylon and 
Portugal Earlier, the trade was controlled by Arab and Persian merchants, but 
later on they were replaced and superseded by the Portuguese and other 
European traders.^^ The local merchants were also involved in foreign trade 
The chief exports from Bengal consisted of rice, wheat, sugar, cotton and silk-
cloth, aloe wood, spices like ginger, pepper, long-pepper etc. The main imports 
into Bengal were gold, silver, copper, lead, valuable stones, conch shell, 
cowries, opium, salt, carpets, horses, slaves, sandalwood, camphor and several 
other items. The most interesting aspect of the trade was that Bengal enjoyed 
favourable balance of trade as its imports constituted gold and silver. 
Bengali merchants along with Gujarati's, Arabs, Persian and 
Abyssinians controlled all the oceanic trades in the Asian waters stretching 
from Arabia and Persia in the west Asia to Malay and Indonesian archipelago 
in the Southeast Asia and to Chinese and the Burmese coast as well. But their 
dominating position in these commercial zones waned from the second quarter 
of sixteenth century as a result of the emergence of a new force in the area 
This new force was the Portuguese who captured Goa in A.D. 1510 and 
Malacca in A.D. 1511. These two ports served as entry ports particularly the 
second one. Malacca was the nerve centre of Indonesian, Chinese, Pegu and 
Coromandal trades. When the Portuguese captured Malacca they captured not 
only a port town but also a commercial network.'^° After capturing Malacca the 
Portuguese made exploratory raids. Some Portuguese reached Chittagong in 
about A.D. 1514. The first official or rather semi-official Portuguese v\ho 
88 Abul Fa/1, iin-i-ikban,\o\ W.Eng Ir by co\ US larrel. N Delhi. 1978. p 135 
89 J J Campos, pp 113-14. KM Ashrat. pp 142-43. M R ^dva\dar, hade and Societ) in medie\ a 
Bengal, pp 232-33 
90 VdnlKmd, The 11 avels of [ udoMco Di Vailhema pp llO-l'] MR laidfdai /tade and Socien i" 
Medieval Bengal, pp 232-33 
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reached Bengal was Joao Coelho who arrived at Chittagong in A.D.I516 on a 
ship owned by a Muslim Merchant Gromalle (or Gholam Ali), a relative ol the 
governor of Chittgaong. The next tleet of the Portuguese merchants 
commanded by Tom Jao de Silvera reached Chittagong in A.D.1517-i8. A 
third official voyage came in A.D.I521 under Antonio de Brito, Digo Perira 
and others. 
The arrival of the Portuguese marked the breach of peace in the Bay of 
Bengal. Before the coming of the Portuguese both the oceanic and Coastal 
trade to and from Bengal was carried on equal terms and remained essentially 
peaceful. Unwritten law of the inviolability and the principle of reciprocity, 
guided the commerce in the region.^^ Freedom of trade and non-interference 
from the ruler was the main characteristics of the trade. 
The Portuguese introduced element of force and politics in the 
commerce. When Silvera came to Chittgaong in A.D. 1517 he forcibly captured 
two Gujarat bound ships of the Bengal merchants one of these ships belonged 
to a relative of the governor of Chittgaong. The offence of Silviera invited the 
unfriendly gesture of the Sultan of Bengal. This was the reason why the 
Portuguese visitors from A.D. 1521 and onwards were suspected to be spies 
and they were all searched several times, even in their hair, before they were 
brought before the Sultans. In A.D. 1526 another Portuguese Rui Vaz Pereira 
came to Chittgaong and on pretence of Piracy captured a ship owned by a 
Persian Merchant Khwaja Shahabuddin with all its cargo.^^ Martin Affenso de 
Mello and other voyagers accompanying him were suspected as spies and were 
arrested by Khuda Baksh khan, the governor of Chittagong. They were later on 
91. Sanjav Subramanyam,/m/;rai'/«^'Zi«/p//-e, pp. 122-25. 
92. Idem. 
93. Ashin Das Gupta. Malabar in Asian Trade, p. 7. 
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released in A.D.I530 after the intervention of Khwaja Shaliabuddin who 
negotiated for their release in the hope of getting back his ship, which the 
Portuguese had captured, in A.D.I526.'''' 
Another Portuguese mission came to the Sultanate of Bengal in 
A.D. 1533 headed by the same Martin Affanso de mello Jusarate who presented 
the contemporary sultan Ghiyas -ud -din Mahmud some gifts, which included 
several bottles of scented water bearing the label of a Persian merchant recently 
robbed by a Portuguese pirate. This enraged the Sultan on whose order the 
Portuguese ambassador was beheaded. Nuno da Cunha, then the governor of 
Goa could not tolerate this insult and sent a strong Heet of nine ships against 
the Sultan of Bengal under Silva Menezes in A.D. 1534. Silva set a major part 
of Chittagong on fire and killed large number of Bengalis. This was the time 
when Sher Khan Suri had defeated the Bengal army at Ghiyaspur on the river 
Punpun in Bihar and v/as preparing to attack Gaur. Being unable to fight two 
enemies simultaneously on two opposite fronts, Ghiyas-ud-din Mahmud 
softened his attitude towards the Portuguese and passed orders for release of 
the Portuguese prisoners. Later, in A.D 1537-38, Mahmud, on getting 
assurance of military support from the Portuguese against Sher Khan Suri. 
permitted them to build factories and customhouses at Satgaon and 
Chittagong. ' 
The question of the issue of cartzes or passes was another means to 
impede the Bengali-Persian or broadly Asian merchants, influence. Normally, 
the ships that did not posses a cartaz (which was not issued freely to all), was 
captured. In A.D. 1526, Manuel Da Gama, the Portuguese captain of the 
Coromandal coast captured a Persian ship, which was coming from Bengal. 
94. .I.J.Campos. pp. 30-31. 
95. Ibid, p. 36. 
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Since the ship did not carry a cartaz the entire goods of the ship which included 
35 bales of sugar. 168 sacks of rice, 36 for colas of long pepper, 86 bales of 
textiles, some other merchandise and six eunuchs were seized and sold. Even 
the Muslim Nakhuda (or captain of the cargo) and his famil}/ were sold into 
slavery.'^ ''' 
Further, in A.D.I506, the Portuguese increased the rate of customs 
levied on goods imported into Malacca from Bengal. The rates were increased 
from 6 percent to 8 percent and moreover b> the end of the sixteen-cenlur\ 
Asians were supposed to pay more than their Portuguese counterparts. Finall\ 
came the imposition of exit duties on goods exported from Malacca to 
Coromandal and Bengal. In this way, the Portuguese followed the short -
sighted policy of limiting opportunities of maritime trade for people with Asian 
origin. They introduced force and politics, which was earlier not known in this 
commercial region. By the end of the 16' century their 'superior military force" 
enabled them to control most of the Asian long distance trade and shipping, 
emanating from Bengal. 
The diminishing influence of the Asian traders during the Husian Shahi 
period does not mean their sudden and complete displacement. The existence 
of Asian traders particularly Persio-Bengali traders is well known in 
Chittagong, Hoogly, Pipli and Balasor. The Portuguese who called it Pequeno. 
a name earlier given by them to Satgaon, developed Hoogly as a port town in 
the last quarter of 16th century. Infact, the Portuguese who earlier resorted to 
confrontation "mended their ways " and tended to collaborate with the Indian 
and largely the Asian merchants and shippers.^^ 
96. Ibid, p. 47. 
97. Sanjay Subramanyam. Improving Empire, pp. 121-25. 
98. Tapan Roy Chaudhary and Irfan habib, pp. 427-33. 
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As already discussed that Bengal had strong commercial contact with 
the coastal region of Coromandal, Gujarat and Cochin. Bengal's ports of 
Chittagong and Satgaon had sufficiently regular commercial traffic with 
Pulicate (chief port of Coromandel), Dabhol and Cam-bay (Ports of Gujarat). 
The Merchandise from Bengal comprised of agricultural commodities like rice, 
sugar, cloths, pulses, oil and butter, etc. The Textiles and sugar of Bengal were 
much in demand in these coastal regions. The trade between all these regions 
was carried out through dhows and junk-type of boats.'^ '^  Mukundaram 
Chakrawarti in his poetical work Kavi-Kcinkdna-Chandi has referred to the 
Hindu Saudagars of Satgaon who dispatched their goods on the ships owned b\ 
the Muslims and earned enormous profits. When the port of Pulicate began 
to decline in the second half of the sixteenth century, Bengal gradually 
developed its trade with the upcoming port of Nagapaitinam. Bengal's Ports of 
Chittagong and Hoogly had brisk trade with these two ports during the 
seventeenth century. 
The Sultanate of Bengal had a nourishing trade with Cochin; the main 
items of import were minor drugs, spices and pepper. The main article of 
import was Malabar pepper as it was cheaply available in Cochin and therefore 
fetched a handsome profit for the Bengali merchants. The items, which were 
exported from Bengal to Cochin, included different verities of textiles, Malmal 
and silk being most significant and in great demand.'°' 
During 14"^  and 15"^  centaury Bengal's costal trade was mainly 
dominated by Muslim merchants and sailors who maintained their own ships. 
But with the arrival of the Portuguese, particularly after AD 1510, the Muslim 
99. Sanjay Subramanyam, The Political Economy of Commerce, Southern India. 1500-1650. pp. 50-
51,57-8.95. 101, 104, 139-43. 
lOO.Kavikan Chandi tr. by D.C. Sen, C.C. Barodhodhyay and II. Basu. Vol.1, pp. 260-1, 367. 
101.Sanjay Subramanyam. Improving Empire, pp. 96-127. 
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domination began to decline. The Portuguese gained an upper hand and thus 
controlled the costal trade from the first quarter of the 16"^  century. The pepper 
trade of Malabar-Bengal also became a monopoly of Portuguese, who were 
already engaged in this trade from Cochin to Bengal. On 4"^  April 1546 A.D. it 
was the profit motive in pepper trade that prompted the Portuguese vicerov D 
Joao De Castro to sent his envoy D. Bernado Desouza to Porto Grande 
(Chittagong). He carried with him pepper on the pretext that it was a gift for the 
Bengal Sultan from the Portuguese queen. For the large-scale promotion of 
trade and transportation of pepper from Cochin to Bengal Portuguese captain 
issued cartaz or licenses to the private merchants. Ihe Cochin-Bengal pepper 
trade flourished throughout the 16"^  century and continued during the 17"^  
century also. 
Bengal had commercial links with Goa also In AD. 1521 the 
Portuguese embassy to Bengal under Antonio De Brito and S Diogo Pereira. 
witnessed that many people from Goa were living In Bengal.'°^ The Portu euese 
obtained sugar, rice and textiles of Bengal and shipped them to western India 
where from a large proportion of these shipments were exported to Middle East 
and Europe. In exchange of sugar, rice and textiles the Portuguese brought 
silver to Bengal as is evident from the writings of Antonio Nunez (A.D. 1550) 
Sanjay Subramanian has noted that the presence of Portuguese settlements m 
southwest India and Bengal during the mid 16''' century can be corroborated 
from the fact that silver was exported from Goa to Bengal. The value of siKei 
Tanka used to fluctuate depending upon the season It fetched a handsome 
value during the selling season to Bengal and Malacca and dropped down 
102 Sanidv Subiamanyam. I he Pohlical Hconom}, p 141 
(03 Voyage Dans Les, p. 331. 
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considerably during the off seasons."^'' Now we can say tliat through the 
maritime trade Bengal's trade flourished and it led to the urbanization of 
Bengal 
The period from 13"^  to 16'^  century can be regarded as a period of 
growth and development, as during this period a number of new towns and 
ports emerged and there was a considerable expansion in commercial activities. 
In assessing this remarkable economic situation it is necessar>' to take into 
consideration the significant changes that had taken place along the entire 
course of the maritime commerce of Bengal. After the destruction of Abbasid 
Khilafat in 1254 A.D. the diversion of the traditional trade route from the 
Persian Gulf area to the Alexandria, Aden-Cambay line had far reaching 
consequences. As a result of this shifting of the trade route Malacca in the east 
and Cambay in the west gained adequate importance and the Gujrati and 
Coromandel mercantile communities became important factors in the 
international trade.'"'^ Thus it can be said with certainty that the diversion of 
trade roufc. the increasing demand of Southeast Asian spices in lujrope, which 
expedited the production of industrial goods in the coastal regions of the sub-
continent and also the role of Arab and Chinese merchants in this period were 
directly responsible for the revival of trade economy and growth of urban 
centers. 
104.Saniay Subramanyam, Improvising Empire, pp. 114-15. 
105.Tarafdar. Trade and Society. IHR. IV. 2. pp. 285-86. 
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ConcCusion 
The analysis of the materials of variegated character followed by critical 
discussion under different headings and sub headings in the preceeding 
chapters leads us to conclusively hold the following view. 
The independent nature of the foundation of political authority- in the 
early thirteenth century encouraged the Khaljis to establish a parallel Sultanate 
in Bengal to that of Delhi. This led to the conquest of Nadia by Muhammad 
Bakhtiyar Khalji in 1203 A.D. Following years witnessed a sustained campaign 
meant for consolidation and expansion of the sultanate. Succeeding rulers went 
on conquering one area after the other and as a result Bengal became an 
important seat of Muslim political power. The total rule lasted for about three 
hundred years during which the Sultanate expanded its foothold considerably. 
The process of penetration into the fertile hinterland started b\ 
Bakhtiyar Khalji was further carried on by his successors. The failure of 
Bakhtiyar in finding a short route from Bengal to China via Tibet restrained his 
successors from undertaking a military expedition in this direction. It enticed 
them to make forays on other frontiers. After the capture of Nadia the next area 
targeted was Bang (or eastern Bengal, also known as Sunargaon). Several 
attempts were made to capture it and finally it was seized and assimilated into 
the Turkish rule by Shams-ud-din Firuz Shah in A.D. 1301 
Thereafter it was Chittagong (Chatgaon) that fell prey to the Turkish 
intrusion. It was during the reign of Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak Shah in A.D 1330 
that this seaport on the extreme southeast witnessed Turkish penetration and 
finally in A.D. 1345 the territory was confiscated and made a part of the 
sultanate. Next in line was Kamrup in the northeast along with Orissa in the 
southwest frontiers. These two provinces had such magnanimity that they 
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caught the eye of the sultanate rulers from the very outset and it was during the 
time of Husain Shah that these two provinces v/ere finally conquered. Sylhet 
was captured in A.D. 1303-04 and several attempts were made during pre-Ilyas 
Shahi time to occupy Kamrup. Ilyas Shah's son Sikandar Shah succeeded in 
seizing some fringe areas of this rice-producing region and called it on his 
coins as Mulk-i-Chawlistan urf Arsah Kamrup. Husain Shah who called 
himself the conqueror of Kamrup and Kamta finally invaded Kamrup in A.D. 
1494-95. 
As far as Orissa was concerned, its outlying area like Madran was first 
subjugated and forced to pay tribute in A.D. 1245 by Mughis-ud-din Yuzbak. It 
was finally conquered by Rukh-ud-din Barbak Shah and converted into a mint 
town in A.D. 1481-82. 
On the western frontier Bihar and specifically South Bihar remained 
appended to Bengal except for a short spell during the Mamluk period. In north 
Bihar, Tirhut, reduced to a tributary position by Bakhtiyar in A.D. 1203, was 
divided by Ilyas Shah into two parts with the river Burhi (old) Gandak as the 
dividing line. The area north of the river was restored to the feudal lord of 
Tirhut while the areas below the river with head quarters at Hajipur was 
brought under Bengal's direct rule. This situation continued almost till the rise 
of the Afghans in the area. 
Sultanate rule thus gradually penetrated in all directions and laid its 
control over the fertile hinterlands as well as arteries of trade. After the 
establishment of independent Sultanate the Sultans introduced a highK 
centralized bureaucratic administration in Bengal, which considerabh' 
weakened the feudal system. The induct of the local people in administration 
helped in creating a secular society with cosmopolitan character. The absence 
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of Jizya and other various extra taxes such as. Pilgrim-taxes, taxes on grazing 
fields and levies on other small scale industries run by the rural people the 
participation of the local people in the state services, particularly in the militarv 
and revenue department, are the direct as well as shinning example of the 
changed nature of the polity established in the 13"'century. 
The rise and growth of Muslim society, no doubt, was the result ol~ the 
combined efforts of the rulers, scholars, migrants and the Sutl saints. In the 
unified and integrated society where people belonging to different religious 
communities, lived in harmonized friendly relation, ail sorts of interactions 
among them took place. It gave to the rise of common practices and customs in 
the society. The veneration of tombs and dargahs observance, and many 
superstitions led to the interactions of culture which got further ascendancy due 
to the direct stimulation visibly given by the Muslim scholars and sufis. The 
Sutls established their Khanqahs and Maclrasas i.e. educational institution in 
different places, which were, surrounded by well-qualified people and as such 
the population around them was veiy dense. As a result of this dense 
population a well-planned bazaar (market) got established for buying and 
selling essentials. The centre of Sufic order were one of the important factors 
that led to the rise of some urban centres like Lakhnauti, Sunargaon, Pandua 
(firozabad), Satgaon, and Chittagong (Chatgaon). 
With the foundation of mint house the circulation of coined money made 
business and trade smooth. The relevant evidence found contained in the 
contemporary sources that all kinds of transaction buying and selling were 
done by coined money. The foundation of mint houses led to the influx of 
people to these places. Gradually the population around these mint houses grew 
in numbers and this resulted in the formation of mint towns having all the 
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necessary requirements. The stable currency, the anecdotes of foreign travellers 
and the surviving silver coins testify to this fact. However, the rise of 
independent ruling dynasties in Tripura, Couch Bihar, Kachar, and later on 
Jaintiya in the northern side and Arakan in the extreme south-east led to the 
diversification of the commercial traffic in the region. This was further 
substantiated b\ the introduction of respective currencies by these independent 
ruling dynasties. 
Bengal flourished economically and its commercial relations with 
China, Indonesia and Malaya peninsula and other parts of the country remained 
uninterrupted even during the period of military engagements. The coin-hoards 
unearthed from Bengal and Bihar contain along with the coins of Bengal rulers, 
the coins of Delhi, Bahmani and Jaunpur Sultans. These coins established the 
fact that commercial ties through merchants and traders remained uninterrupted 
and unbroken. 
The process of urbanization started with the foundation of the Sultanate 
of Bengal under the Khalji's. Gaur, the capital city of Pala's, now assumed a 
new face-lift as Lakhnauti. The urban ethos of Muslims combined with other 
factor of socio-economic necessity of the time led to the emergence of a large 
number of urban centres in Bengal. 
The settlements of the ruling elite as well as of the immigrant Muslims 
grew up in different places of the Sultanate dominion. Some of these settlement 
sites turned in course of time, into flourishing urban centres of Metropolitan 
character like Lakhnauti, Devikot, Sonargaon and Pandua (firozabad) emerged 
as the metropolis due to continuing change of the capital of Bengal Sultanate, 
while the rest, into small township during the subsequent dynasties. 
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For convenience and easy functioning of the administration, tlie territory 
of the Sultanate was divided into a number of units or provinces placing under 
the charge of Wali or Muqta, which generally corresponded to its main 
geographical division. Later on the headquarters of these provinces emerged as 
flourishing urban centres during the Sultanate of Bengal. The establishment of 
a number of urban centres became the pivot of all administrative, economic and 
cultural activities. The revival and expansion of the old declined urban centres 
was also initiated, the ultimate result was the increase of urban population, the 
emergence of new urban economy, mainly based on trade and commerce 
further accentuated the expansion of urban culture in Bengal. 
When Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji laid the foundation of the 
principality of Lakhnauti, the Muslim population was composed of mereK 
immigrants, numbering a few thousand. They came either as adventurers or as 
traders, after the conquest. The society thus established, was subsequently fed 
in two ways, either by fresh immigration from the west or by local conversions. 
Thus, we notice that the Muslim society comprised o[' people from Arabia. 
Shiraj, Herat, Samarqand, Tabriz, Bukhara, Balkh and Abyssinia. As regards 
tribal affiliation, there were the Khaljis, the Turks, the Habshis and the 
Afghans. Similarly the society included a few groups of people like the Alims, 
the Sayyids the Sufis and the local converts. These people helped the growth of 
the Muslim society in their own way; some formed the bulk of ruling class, 
being appointed in civil, military and revenue departments, while others took to 
the task of educating people. 
In their daily life the Muslims used both Persian and Bengali languages. 
Bengali was used not only by the converted local Muslims, but also by the 
immigrants. The immigrants did not try to keep themselves isolated from the 
social current of the country. They adopted various professions like trade and 
commerce, crafts, industry and agriculture, besides accepting offices in the 
state. They built their dwelling houses with the materials locally available. 
Even the court patronized stone or brick architecture and developed a local 
style, suited to the climate of the country. Their diet included meat, fish or 
vegetables, as they were locally available. 
The society in Bengal developed on three important supports: the ruling 
class, the Scholars and the Sufis. The most important contribution of the ruling 
class was that they expanded their political overtures to a great extent and as 
such within a span of 150 years the small principality of Lakhnauti became one 
of the important seats of Muslim rule, covering a very vast area. Without the 
political power at the top, it would have been very difficult for the Muslim 
society to survive its glowing pasture. Thus it is clear that ruling class was 
overtly responsible for giving Bengal a homogenous Muslim Kingdom, 
independent of the political forces of Delhi. In this regard Shams al-Din Ilyas 
Shah is regarded as the first Sultan under whom the whole of Bengal became a 
single entity. His successors were able to cany this position forward until A.D 
1538. 
The Muslim populace thus got an opportunity to consolidate their 
position without any hindrance. Beside the expansion of their power, the ruling 
class also encouraged Scholars and the Sufis, built Mosques, Madrasahs and 
Khanqahs, offered facilities to the Muslims for visiting the holy cities of 
Makkah and Madinah. In short, they helped the growth of a distinct Muslim 
society in Bengal. The Scholars in their turn wrote books on Islamic Science 
and literature. They paid special attention to fiqh, Hadith, Tasawwuf and 
Persian Poetry. The contribution of Sufis in the development of the society was 
paramount. They were not indifferent to the poHtical happenings, but 
sometimes, influenced the rulers in moulding the state-policy on Islamic lines. 
They even helped the expansion of political power. But the most important 
contribution of the Sufis was that they educated the people in religious 
principles, helped the poor and the destitute, attracted the local people around 
them by their religious disposition and converted many to Islam. It is thus clear 
that they devoted themselves to the cultural pursuits and with the help of the 
royal power, trained the Muslims in the observance of religious principles. 
Based on these three supports, the Muslim society developed to such an extent 
that it occupied a prominent position in the socio-religious life of the people. 
The fame of the Sultanate of Bengal spread far and wide. Besides tr\ing 
to obtain political hold over the neighbouring kingdoms, as evidenced b\ 
occasional raids, the Bengal sultans established their missions with the 
kingdoms of China, Delhi and Khurasan. There were occasions when Bengal 
Sultans were invited to help settling disputes over succession in Arakan and 
Tippera. 
The rulers of the Sultanate of Bengal are often blamed for promoting 
Islam as state sponsored religion. This approach originates when the historical 
situation of those times is compared to the present day ethos of enlightenment 
and secular democracy. The invasion of Bengal by lurko-Khalji tribes and 
foundation of the Sultanate rule in the province was in fact, neither a pre-
planned expansion nor was it a pre-conceived Islamic colonization. Husain 
Shah's oppression of some local inhabitants at Navadvipa on account of the 
prophecy that a Brahmin would become the king as mentioned by Jayananda in 
his Chaitanya-Mangal (and often quoted by other near contemporary and late 
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writers including R.C. Majumdar) should be viewed as a ruler's Psyche, as an\ 
ruler would become agitated irrespective of his religion or cast affiliation. 
We have argued that the rise of Raja Ganesh and conversion of his son 
to Islam was caused by his temptation for power {Huhb-i-Riyasat) and his own 
free will. It was not forcible conversion, Firishta succinctly establishes it when 
he says" Jam-i-ahl-i-hall-o-aqd muttafique Shudah goftand; ma tahi padshah 
im dar umur-i-dunyawi, ba mazhab wa din kari nist (all the elites and saner 
people reached a consensus and said: we obey the king in mundane affairs, we 
have nothing to do with his religion and faith). 
During over three and a half century rule of the Sultan's, Bengal 
experienced a two-fold integration. The local Bengali population gradually 
assimilated into the orbit of Turkish political structure. The process of this 
political integration is apparent from the last quarter of the thirteenth century 
when Balban attacked Bengal to subdue Tughril who had recruited Hindus in 
his army. 
B> the time of Ilyas Shah the Bengali Hindu formed a strong contingent 
to the state army. They fought resolutely for the cause of their state and a good 
number of them including their commander Sahadeva were killed by the 
invading imperial army of Firuz Shah Tughlaq. From the time of Ilyas Shah, 
Hindus held high offices of trust and responsibility in the government and 
military. 
It is certain that during the Sultanate period, the appointment of Hindus 
in Bengal was not only on more significant and higher posts than in Delhi but it 
was also in greater numbers v/hen compared to that of Delhi. On the other 
hand, the Perso-Arabic speaking ruling clan not only patronized the Bengali 
language and literature but they themselves learnt Bengali. Amrit Kund (the 
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pool of nectar), a Sanskrit treatise of tantrik yoga composed by a yogi named 
Bhojar Brahman, was translated into Arabic and later on into Persian as earlv in 
the thirteenth century. This process was carried by Ilyas Shahi and Husain 
Shahi rulers. Rukn-ud-din Barbak Shah supported the poet Maladhar Basu 
who composed Sri Krishna Vijaya that is based on the Bhag\'a( Gita. Under 
Husain Shah's patronage the Poet Vijaya Gupta composed Padma Purana. 
Vipradasa Piplai wrote Manasmangala while Kavindra Paramesvara translated 
a part of the epic Mahahharata into Bengali. Nusrat Shah patronized Srikar 
Nandi who translated Aswamedha Parva o\^ Mahahharata into Bengali. Nusrat 
shah's son Firuz Shah encouraged Dvija Sridhara to compose Vidhya Sundra. 
This dedication to the local culture reached the momentum when Ghiyas-ud-
din Mahmud VI, inscribed his stone inscription commemorating the 
construction of a bridge in Sanskrit with Bengali characters and dated it 
according to the Hindu calendar. All this shows that Bengal was on the road to 
state formation during the Sultanate rule, and quickly lead to the 
"Bengalification" of the Turkish rule in the delta. 
So it can be concluded that with the advent of Turkish rule, the process 
of urbanization started in Bengal. Though the pace was slow in the beginning 
i.e. in the 13"' Century, the visible change came up with the growth and revival 
of agrarian and maritime trade. The emergence of a large number of towns and 
cities, and the formulation of a sound fiscal policy, the introduction of new 
technology and crafts, which were mainly related to peasantry. It increased the 
volume of agricultural production and industrial production. The demand of 
products that grew more with the rapid growth of urban population needed the 
establishment of Karkhanas. These Karkhanas were involved in the production 
of substantial amounts of commodities. Goods produced by these Karkhan's or 
industries were sold in the market and as such these goods fulfilled the needs of 
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the people. The artisans and professional classes involved in the production 
process were very much skilled in their profession. The industrial as well as 
commercial activities not only transformed the localized rural econom> or 
money economy of the time; but also created a vast avenue of jobs of di\erse 
nature. 
The maritime trade contributed a lot in increasing the per capita income 
of the sultanate. Merchants and traders used to export the goods from Bengal to 
the other places through ships. The arrival of foreign merchants and merchant's 
ships, more from Ispahan, China, Persia, and from South Fast Asia indicate the 
nourishing trade relations ol' Bengal during the sultanate period. By this trade 
they used to earn surplus amounts. All these factors were equally responsible 
for the urbanization of Bengal. 
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APPENDIX 
Sultans of Bengal 
Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji 
Muhammad Shiran Khalji 
Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz Khalji 
Rukn-ud-Din AH Mardan Khalji 
Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud Shah 
Malik Ikhtiyar-ud-Din Balka Khalji 
Malik Ala-ud-Din Jani 
Malik Saif-ud-Din Aibak 
Malik Iz-ud-Din Tughril Tughan 
Khan 
Malik Qamr-ud-Din Tamar Khan 
Qiran 
Malik Jalal-ud-Din Mas'ud Jani 
Mughis-ud-Din yuzbak 
Malik Izz-ud-Din Balban-i-
Yuzbaki 
Malik Taj-ud-Din Arsalan Khan 
Sanjar 
Muhammad Tatar Khan 
Sher Khan 
Amin Khan 
Mughis-ud-Din Tughril 
Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud Shah II 
Bughra khan 
Period of Rule 
A.H. 
601-602 
602-603 
604-607 & 610-
624 
607-610 
624-626 
627-628 
628-629 
629-631 
631-643 
643-644 
644-650 
650-655 
655-657 
657-663 
663-665 
666-670 
670-672 
672-680 
681-688 
A.D. 
1203-1206 
1206-1207 
1207-1210 & 1214-
1227 
1210-1214 
1227-1229 
1229-1230 
1231-1232 
1232-1233 
1234-1245 
1245-1247 
1247-1252 
1253-1257 
1257-1259 
1259-1265 
1265-1268 
1268-1271 
1271-1273 
1273-1281 
1282-1289 
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Rukn-ud-Uin Kaikaus 
Shams-ud-Din Daulat Shah 
Shams-ud-Din Firuz Shah I 
Shahab-ud-Din Bughda Shah 
Jalai-ud-Din Kuret Shah 
(ephemeral) 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Bahadur Shah I 
(Lakhnauti ruler) 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Bahadur Shah 
along with Bahram Khan ruler of 
Sunargaon 
Qadar Khan (Lakhnauti) 
Bahram Khan (Sunargaon) (Single 
ruler) 
Fakhr-ud-Din Mubarak Shah 
(Sunargaon) 
Ikhtiyar ud-Din Ghazi Shah 
(Sunargaon) 
Ala-ud-Din Ilyas Shah (Lakhnauti) 
Shams-ud-Din Ilyas Shah 
Sikandar Shah I 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Azam Shah 
Saif-ud-Din Hamza Shah 
Shahab-ud-Din Bayazid Shah 
Alaud-Din Firoz Shah II 
Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad Shah I 
Shams-ud-Din Ahmad Shah 
689-699 
699 
700-716(5:719-
722 
717-718 
719 
722-724 
727-728 
726-742 
728-737 
737 & 739-750 
750-753 
750-753 
743-758 
758-792 
792-813 
813-815 
815-817 
817 
818-819 & 821-
837 
836-837 
1290-1300 
1300 
1301-1316& 1319-
1322 
1317-1319 
1319 
1322-1325 
1326-1328 
1326-1341 
1328-1336 
1336-1337 & 1338-
1350 
1350-1352 
1350-1352 
1342-1357 
1357-1390 
1390-1410 
1411-1412 
1412-1414 
1414-1415 
1415-1416& 1418-
1433 
1433-1434 
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Qutub-ud-Din Azam Shah 11 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Nusrat Shah 
Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud Shah IV 
Rikn-ud-Din Barbak Shah I 
Shams-ud-Din Yousuf Shah 
Nurud-Din Sikandar Shah II 
Jalal-ud-Din Path Shah 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Barbak Sliah 11 
Saif-ud-Din Firuz Shah 111 
Quiub-ud-Din Mahmud Shah V 
Shams-ud-Din Muzaffar Shah 
Ala-ud-Din Husain Shah 
Nasir-ud-Din Nusrat Shah II 
Ala-ud-Din Bibban Shah 
Ala-ud-Din Firuz Shah IV 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Mahmud Shah VI 
837 
837 
837-863 
864-879 
879-885 
885 
886-893 
893 
893-896 
896 
896-899 
899-925 
925-938 
938 
938-939 
939-943 
1433-1434 
1433-1434 
1434-1459 
1460-1474 
1475-1480 
1480-1481 
1481-1488 
1488 
1488-1491 
1491 
1491-1494 
1494-1519 
1519-1531 
1531 
1532-1533 
1533-1538 
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iCCustrations 
Fig. I: Blochmann found this Inscription in situ on a lofty gateway which. 
together with an arched half fast falling into decay and a rootless mosque. It 
stands on a gentle eminence, due east of the Bihar mountain. He notice the 
dilapidated state of the gateway and it apparently fell down shortly afterwards. 
The Inscription consists of two lines of writing carved on a stone slab 
measuring 5 feet I 'S" inches and records the construction of an additional 
building in the reign of Sultan Shams-uddin Firoz Shah of Bengal and during 
the governorship of Tajud-Din Hatim by one Muhammed Hasan Bekturi in the 
year 709 A.l I. (1309 A.D.) 
Fig. 2: Blochmann seems to have been traced the document R.D. Banerji made 
a brief mention of it and finally Yazdani corrected the readings of Blochmann 
and Banerji. 
The epigraph is carved on two long slabs of basalt each measuring 6"3'" 
by 10" and was found imbedded in the northern side of Zafar Khan's tomb. 
The document consists of two lines of writing and records the erection of a 
school, but as a building of this description was already in existence the 
building founded in 697 A.H. during the reign of Kaikaus, it appears that the 
old school building was either repaired or extended in Firoz Shah's time. 
Fig. 3: The Inscription table, which is made of basalt, was found b\ 
Blochmann leaning against the wall of Chhota Dargah in Bihar. It has since 
been removed from that place and displayed in the N4uslim gallery of the 
Indian Museum, Calcutta. This is the latest of the Inscriptions of Shamsuddin 
Firoz Shah of Bengal, that have so far been brought to light. 
The epigraph consists of two lines of writing and measures o\er the 
inscribed surface, 3 ft, 6 inches by 1 ft. It records the erection of a mosque in 
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the reign of Shamsuddin Firuz Shah and during the governorship of Hatim 
Khan, by Bahram son of Haji in 715 A.H. (1315 A.D.). 
Fig. 4: The epigraph is discovered by Shamsuddin Ahmad strolling through the 
eastern suburb of Calcutta, early in 1939. The epigraph consist of two lines of 
writing with a plain border and is carved in relief on a massive slab of black 
basalt, measuring 4 ft. 3 inches by 9 inches. The inscription refer to the 
construction of a mosque in the reign of Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah, the first 
recognized independent Sultan of Bengal, for the reputed saint Alaul Haqq in 
743 A.H. (1342 AD) the mosque referred to in the epigraph does not exist now. 
for a great deal of house building activity has since taken place in the locality. 
From the historical point of view, the Inscription is a rare and highly 
valuable record inasmuch as it is the only writing on stone of the time of 
Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah that has even been discovered. Moreover, it throws a 
flood of light on the territorial limit of Ilyas Shah's Kingdom during the early 
part of his rule when he was continuously at war with 'Alaud-din Ali Shah. 
Fig. 5: The epigraph which seems to have been discovered first by Buchnan 
along with three others, is fixed on the walls of the tomb and courts of ,Ata 
Shah at Devikot, as previously mentioned. Blochmann published the record in 
the J.A.S.B. 1872, Vol. XLI, pp. 102-07, as he did not furnish a facsimile and as 
his reading of the text in some place was doubtful G. Yazdani re-edited it with 
annotation in E.I.M 1929-30, pp 9-11 pi. VI (a) Blochmann in describing the 
shrine and the mosque attached to it has observed. Both are very ruinous but a 
canopy is still suspended over the tomb, which is much frequented as a place of 
worship. 
The epigraph contains four lines of writing in Persian prose and verse. 
being carved in relief on a stone slab, of preservation. The Inscription records 
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the erection of a tomb during the reign of Sikandar Shah of Bengal and the text 
engraved by one Ghiyath. the golden handed, in the year 765 A.H. (1363 A.D.) 
the style of writing is Naskh of plain type and incised in very elegant truth 
characters. 
Fig. 6: The epigraph records the erection of the sanctuary by order of Sikandar 
Shah of Bengal in 770 A.H. (1369 A.D.). The record was first deciphered and 
noticed by Blochmann in JASB Vol. XLIT 1873. pp. 256-57; and subsequentK 
by Ravenshaw in his 'Gaur' p. 62, plate 46, No.l; by Cunningham in A.S.R. 
Vol. XV. p. 93; by Paul Horn in E.I. Vol. II. pp. 282-83 and lastly by H.E. 
Stapleton in the Memoirs of Gaur and Pandua. pp. 139-40, Plate VI (a). 
The great Adina Mosque of Hazrat Pandua "is looked upon by the 
Bengalees as one of the wonders of the world'", observed Cunningham. Though 
partly in ruins, it is the most remarkable of the existing example of Muslim 
Architecture of the period. 
As to the construction of the mosque, Ghulam Husain states: "in the year 
770 A.H., Sikandar Shah built the Adina Mosque. 
Fig. 7: Cunningham noticed four inscribed bricks (terracotta plaques) in the 
Indian Museum, Calcutta, in which he read the name "Ghiyathud-Din' whom 
he identified with Ghiyathud-Din Azam Shah of Bengal. I think he is right in 
this identification. Cunningham remarks, "there are in the Indian Museum in 
Calcutta four bricks which were brought from Gaur. each 7 inches in height 
and 6 inches broad, with beautifully cut Tughra letters, giving the title of a 
king, Ghiyathud-Din with the date of 700 of the Hijra. 
Fig.8: The epigraph has recently been traced by Nizamuddin Ahmad. The 
epigraph consist of four lines of writing, each between shallow borders and is 
carved on a slab of black basalt measuring 3 ft. 6 inches by 8 '/i inches. It 
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records the erection of a mosque during the reign of Jalalud-Din Muhammad 
Shah by one Sadrud-Din Amir Doda in the year 835 A.H. (1432 A.D.). 
Fig.9: According to Ghulam Husain, Nasirud-Din Mahmud Shah reigned for 
thirty-two years over Bengal while another account given him a reign not 
exceeding twenty seven years. Both the accounts however fail to stand the test 
of numismatic and epigraphic evidences. The chronology of Mahmud Shah's 
reign has been considerable enabled modern historians to ascertain and fix his 
reign from 846 A.H. to 864 A.H. (1442 - 1459 A.D.) 
The Inscriptions consist of two lines each, of close writing, and the 
script is Naskh. combined with a very intricate type of Tughra. 
Fig.lO: The Inscription was apparently discovered first by Blochmann who 
noticed it in the JASB. XLl. 1872, p. 106. The epigraph is carved on a slab o\ 
black basalt measuring across the inscribed surface, 30 inches by 13 inches. 
The tablet was fixed on a tomb in a garden belonging to Rani Bibi. in 
Manda Roza, Bhagalpur, but is since missing. It consists of a single line o\' 
writing and records the construction of a mosque, during the time of 
Nasiruddin Mahmud Shah, by Khurshid Khan in 850 A.H. (1446 A.D.). 
Fig.ll: This record was first discovered by Munshi llahi Baksh, author of the 
Khurshid-i-Jahan Numa. The record refers to the construction of a 'Juma" 
mosque in the reign of Shamsud Din Yusuf Shah of Bengal in the year 884 
A.H. (1479 A.D.) from the text of the Inscription it is apparent that the 
sanctuary was built under the direct orders of the Sultan. 
Fig.l2: E.H. Rudoch, District Magistrate of Raj Shahi is said to have brought 
this epigraphical tablet from Gaur about six decates ago and preserved it in his 
bunglow. 
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Professor Sharafud-Din deciphered the epigraph and published his 
reading with translation and a photograph of the record in the society 
Monograph No.6 March 1935, pp. 3-4, pi. II. The Inscription consists of three 
lines of writing and is inscribed on a slab of basalt measuring 23 V2 inches by 
10 inches: each line being carved between raised borders. It records the 
renovation of a delapidated stone edifice in the reign of Sultan Jalaud-Din Path 
Shah and during the life time of Makhdum Maulana Ata Wahid-Din. in the 
year 887 A.D. (1482 A.D.). The script of the text is Naskh of a beautiful type 
with flourishes and the language is Arabic. 
Fig.l3: The epigraph was found by Cunningham, dislocated and lying at a 
short distance from the mosque. He noticed very briefly by general 
Cunningham in A.S.R. Vol. XV, p.65; and subsequently by Abid Ali and 
Stapleton in the memoirs of Gaur and Pandua, pp. 85-87 with the text. 
translation and facsimile. 
The text of the record consists of two lines, each line being isolated b\ 
raised horizontal bands. It is carved on a slab of stone. It is noticed that 
'Bismilla" is inscribed in the centre of the band, over the first line. The style of 
writing is the beautiful Naskh which is apparently worked by an expert 
engraver. The language is Arabic. 
Fig. 14: This is one of the significant inscriptions of the time of Saifuddin Firuz 
Shah and a great historical value is attached to it. The credit of discovering this 
valuable document goes to Babu Upendra Prasad Lahiri Choudhary of Bolihar. 
Raj shah i. 
The text of the Inscription consists of three lines, each line being 
separated from the other by a raised band, and is carved on a rectangular slab of 
black basalt measuring 23 inches by 10 % inches over the carved face. The 
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document records the erection of mosque, during the time of Saifud-Din Firuz 
Shah, by one Qirat Khan, in the year 880 A.H. (1475 A.D.). 
Fig. 15: This record was evidently traced by Babu Gurudas Sarkar and 
communicated to the Asiatic Society of Bengal by R.D. Banerji. The 
Inscription was found in a dilapidated mosque at the village suti, in the 
northern most sub-division of the district of Murshidabad. 
The epigraph consists of two lines and refers to the erection of a mosque 
during the reign of Alaud-Din Husain Shah, by one Muqarrab Khan in the year 
909A.II. (1503 A.D.). 
The record is written in beautiful Naskh characters and represents that 
line specimen of calligraphy which developed in the reign of this highl> 
cultured monarch. The language is Arabic. 
Fig. 16: This inscription was found lying in the gallery of the Indian Museum. 
Archeological Section, Calcutta. 
The record was first noticed by R.D. Banerji in the J.B.O.R.S. Vol. IV. 
1918, pp. 182-83; and subsequently by the writer, in the E.I.M for 1933-34, 
pp.2-3. 
The epigraph consists of three lines, each line separated from the other 
by a horizontal raised bar, is carved in relief on a black stone tablet and 
measures 3 ft. 1 inch by 1 ft. 3 % inches. It is in beautiful Naskh writing. 
Fig.l7: The Inscription tablet was found by Majumdar lying loose inside a 
mosque at the village Navagram in the Pabna district, 13 miles from chatmohar 
railway station. 
The epigraph consists of two lines of writing and is engraved in relief on 
a slab of black basah, measuring 21 inches by 10 inches. It records the erection 
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of a mosque in the reign of Sultan Nasirud-Din Nusrat Shah by one Miyan 
Muazzam on the 4"' Rajab, 932 A.H. ( l" April 1526 A.D.). 
Fig.18: Only one inscription of Sultan Alaud-Din Firuz Shah has so far been 
discovered. The Inscription tablet was found lying on the ground in front of a 
ruined mosque at Kalna on the river Bhagirathi. in Burdwan district. 
The record refers to the erection of a mosque in the time of Alaud-Din 
Firuz Shah III, by one Ulugh Masuad Khan who was the commander of the 
army and Wazi?- of the province of Satgaon. in the year 939 A.H. (1533 A.D.). 
The text of the inscription consists of two lines of writing and is carved 
on a slab of black basalt. It has been studied by Blochmann and edited in 
J.A.S.B. Vol. XLI, 1872, pp. 331-32. 
Fig.l9: Eklakhi Mausoleum: The name Eklakhi (meaning of one lakh) is due to 
the tradition that it cost a lakh of rupees. It fabric is of brick, occasionally 
interspersed with horn-blende slabs collected from older monuments, the most 
conspicuous material drawn from the Hindu temple being the carved stone door 
frame. There are two courses of stone slabs, one at the ground level of the door 
lintel. In plan the mausoleum is externally almost a square, its dimensions 
being 78'6" by 74'6", but internally it changes into an octagon of 48' diameter. 
This change from the exterior square to the interior octagon is achieved by 
filling the entire core with brick work. 
The Eklakhi Mausoleum establishes the 'brick style' in Bengal, in which 
the buildings are entirely made of brick, the walls being very thick and the 
surface left unplastered, to be filled in which brick designs and other terracotta 
decorations. The solidity of the structure is further emphasized by adding 
octagonal stumpy towers at the four corners of the building. 
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Fig.20: The record of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, reveals that this inscription 
was acquired by the Government of Bengal from gaur, Malda and presented to 
the Museum for exhibition. It was lying in the Museum gallery of the Museum 
till 1933 when the attention of the writers was drawn to it. 
The text of the record consists of two line of writing and is carved in 
relief on a tablet of black stone, measuring 3 feet 5 inches by 1 ft. 8 inches, it 
refers to the erection of a mosque. 
Fig. 21: The name, Chhota Sona Masjid, is given by the local people in 
contrast to the Bara Sona Masjid. Cunningham has given his observation about 
this mosque. He says that an Inscription tablet hung up over the central 
doorway of the mosque states that it was erected by Wall Muhammad, son of 
All during the reign of Alauddin Husain Shah (A.D. 1493-1519). 
The oblong building of the mosque measures 82' long by 52' broad, and 
is octagonal towers at the four corners. The Facad is richly decorated, all the 
design being carved on stone. The eastern side shows five arched doorways, the 
arches having multiple cups and their spandrels embossed with prominent 
rosettes. Each of the door is enclosed with rectangular frame decorated with 
scroll work, the only variation being in the middle one (Fig. 21) which depicts 
ornamented panels along its vertical sides, and the top is crowned with 
Inscriptional tablet. 
Fig. 22: Gumti Gate provides an entrance passage from the east into the citadel 
of Gaur. The rampart wall still exists abutting the north and south sides of the 
building. It date of erection is not definitely known. Abid Ali attributes to it an 
inscription of Alauddin Husain Shah, dated A.H. 918 (A.D. 1512), which was 
found at the shrine of Shah Niametullah Wall at Firozpur. 
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The gateway follows the usual, plan of a single domed square building 
with octagonal towers at the four comers. Externally it measures 42' 8" each 
side, with walls 9'8" thick. The main passage is east-west through an arched 
entrance of 5' span. The doorway is slightly inset within a rectangular frame, 
the upper side is of which shows tiers of mouldings crowned with small 
decorative niches. It also flanked with fluted column of brick work, highh 
decorated with glazed tiles and other designs. 
Fig. 23: Ghulam Husain Salim the author of Riyaz-us-Salatin sates that the 
high ranked Sultan, Nasiruddin Mahmud erected "The buildings of Gaur and 
the fort there. It was natural for this Sultan, under the prevailing circumstance 
to have erected of "Fort", which probably refers to the citadel of Gaur. The 
citadel might not have been completed by him but dragged on the reign of his 
son Ruknud-Din Barabak in A.D. 1466, Nim Darwaza, one of the gated inside 
the fort. The citadel (Fig. 23) is situated on the bank of the old Ganges, in the 
Southern half of the city, just midway between the Phulwari and Kotwali gates 
Its rough oblong plan is disturbed only on the south east side, where we fine: 
many later additions like Gumti gate, the Eastern Gate and Qadam Rasul 
complex. It is nearly one mile in length form north to south by quarter of a mile 
width but at the eastern gate it broadens out to about half a mile. It is entireh 
surrounded by a great earthen ramparts upwards of 30' in height and about 
190' thick at the base, with round bastions at all the angles and a deep on tht 
out side about 200' when full. 
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Fig. 1: Shamsud-Din Firoz Shah, 709 A.H. on a lofty gateway of a 
mosque, Bihar, tradition calls it Hatim Khan's palace 
Fig. 2: Shamsud-Din Firoz Shah, 713 A.H. on the northern side 
wall of Zafar Khan's tomb Tribeni, Hooghly 
Fig. 3: Shamsud-Din Firoz Shah, 715 A.H. on the wall of Chhota Dargah, 
Bihar, Now it is in Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
Fig. 4: Shamsud-Din llyas Shah, 743 A.H. The inscription found over the 
arch of the main entrance to a mosque, Bania Pukur, Calcutta 
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Fig. 5: Sikandar Shah, 765, A.H. Dargah of Ata Shah, Dinajpur 
Fig. 6: Sikandar Shah 770 A.H. Adina Mosque, Pandua 
Fig. 7: Ghyathud-Din A'zam Shah, 700 A.H. on the entrance to the 
Shrine of Shaikh Akhi-Siraj-uddin, Sadullapur, Gaur 
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Fig. 8: Jalalud-Din Muhammad Shah, 835 A.H. on the outer wall of the" 
tomb of Sultan Shah, Sultanganj, Rajshahi 
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Fig. 9: Nasirud-Din Mahmud Shah 847 A.H. on the wall of a mosque, 
Jangipur, Murshidabad. 
Fig. 10: Nasirud-Din Mahmud Shah 860 A.H. on the tomb of Rani Bibi, 
Manda Roza, Bhagalpur. 
Fig. 11: Shamsud-Din Yusuf Shah, 884 A.H. on the Jami Mosque, 
Darasbari, Gaur, now it displayed in the Muslim gallery of the Indian 
Museum Calcutta. 
Fig. 12: Jalalud-Din Fath Shah, 887 A.H. Hetam Khan Mosque, now in the 
Varendra Research Soceity, Museum, Rajshahi. 
Fig. 13: Jalalud-Din Path Shah, 889 A.H. Gunmant Mosque, Gaur. 
Fjg. 14: Saifud-Din Firoz Shah, 880 A.H. on the grave of two saints known 
as 'Barapir' and 'Panchpir' now it is in Varendra Research Museum, Birol, 
Dinajpur. 
Fig. 15: Alaud:Din Hussain Shah, 909 A.H. found in a dilapidated Mosque 
at the village, Suti, Murshidabad. 
Fig. 16: Alaud-Din Husain Shah, 909 A.H. on a mosque constructed by 
Ala-ud-din Husain Shah. Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
Fig. 17: Nasirud-Din Nusrat Shah, 932 A.H. The inscription tablet was 
found lying loose inside a mosque at the Navagram, Pabna. 
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Fig. 18: Alaud-Din Firoz Shah III, A.H. 939. The inscription tablet was 
found lying on the ground in front of the Shahi Mosque at Kalna in 
Burdwan district. 
Fig. 19: Hazrat Pandua, Ekiakhi Mausoleum (early 15*"^  Century) 
cited from A.H. Dani 
Fig. 20: Ghyathud-Din Bhadur, 967. A.H. on a mosque at Gaur, now it is 
in Indian Museum Calcutta 
Fig. 21: Gaur, Chhota Sona Masjid, the detail of the front decoration 
(between 1493-1519), cited from A.H. Dani, Muslim Architecture In 
Bengal, ASP, Dacca, 1961. 
Fig. 22: Gaur, Gumti Gate (1512) cited from A.H. Dani, Muslim 
Architecture in Bengal, ASP, Dacca, 1961. 
Plan of the FORT 
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Fig. 23: Plan of the Fort of Gaur, cited from A.H. Dani, Muslim 
Architecture in Bengal, ASP, Dacca, 1961. 
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